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1 User Guide
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, or mechanical, for

any purpose, w ithout the prior permission of Mitratech Holdings, Inc. The information in this document and the product it

describes are subject to change w ithout notice. Companies, names, and data used in examples herein are f ictitious

unless otherw ise noted. The softw are program described in this document is provided to its users pursuant to a license

or nondisclosure agreement. The softw are program and any associated documentation represent confidential

information and may only be used, copied, or reproduced pursuant to the terms of such agreement. This manual does

not contain or represent any commitment of any kind on the part of Mitratech Holdings, Inc.

©2016 Mitratech Holdings, Inc. 

Microsoft®, Window s®, Window s Server®, Office are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 

Adobe ColdFusion® is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated. 

Oracle is a trademark of Oracle Corporation. 

GroupWise is a trademark of Novell. 

Apache is a trademark of The Apache Softw are Foundation. 

Java is a trademark of Oracle incorporated. 

Congratulations on your selection of the Lawtrac application, the premiere matter management
software product on the market today. With Lawtrac’s "Total Solution" you are well on your way to
achieving your company’s goals by better managing matters, expenses, budgets, documents,
records and e-Billing.

At Mitratech, our goal is to partner with you in this venture. We have designed Lawtrac to help you
succeed, and we stand prepared to provide industry-leading support whenever you need us,
beginning with this User Guide.

For those already familiar with Lawtrac, you know that our User Guide is designed to enable quick
reference to the information you’re looking for. For those new to Lawtrac, we highly recommend
reading this guide as you get to know the application. By trying the various tasks described, you’ll
become more comfortable with Lawtrac and all it has to offer. 

Customizing Lawtrac

The Lawtrac application (sometimes referred to in this User Guide as "the application" or simply
"Lawtrac") is designed to be a flexible tool. One aspect of that flexibility is that your company can
customize many features of the application. For example, your company may:

· Customize the homepage to highlight key information and resources specific to your needs

· Turn off some of the modules or features

· Rename certain areas or fields

· Set up layers of security

· Make other high-level choices that determine how Lawtrac appears and functions on your site

Because of this customization, and especially because of the security settings, what you see when
you log in may vary in some ways from what you see in the screenshots included in this User Guide.
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The instructions and illustrations in the User Guide were prepared with most of the modules and
features turned ON, and from the log-in of a site administrator with full view/edit access. 

Legal Hierarchy

Matters are categorized according to a three-tiered "Legal Hierarchy" (Type, Keyword, Issues). Some
of the customization is related to this Legal Hierarchy. Different matter types may require different
handling. You may see different fields and different options. The levels of the Legal Hierarchy may
have different labels on your site. Within this guide, we sometimes use their database names
(Type1, Type2, Type3) for clarification so that site administrators can more easily prepare reports
and perform database management tasks.

Business Hierarchy 

Matters can also be categorized according to a "Business Hierarchy" (Product and Department/
Business Unit; or Type4 and Type5). Each of these areas can have multiple levels. Most companies
use at least one level of the Department (Type5) Hierarchy. How, and even whether, the other areas
are used varies greatly among LT Online customers.  

The word "matter" is used extensively in this guide, but your site administrator may have changed
that label. Your company may be using "contract" or another term to describe the type of records
you’ll be tracking within Lawtrac.

Who Can Access Your Data?

There are references throughout the User Guide as to what law firms and vendors can see and do
within the application. The descriptions and illustrations assume that individuals from those
companies are logging into your Lawtrac site. Contact your site administrator if you are uncertain
about who can and cannot access the application.

Just because an external company or individual is listed in the Firms/Vendors ssigned area of a
matter does not necessarily mean they can access your data.

Terminology

As with any software, Lawtrac utilizes its own terminology to define various roles of users and
aspects of the application. Some of the following terms are common, but may not be used in their
most "common" sense. Other terms may be new to you. Understanding the following terminology will
be extremely helpful as you read the User Guide and use Lawtrac.

Base
Currency

The currency type to which your Lawtrac application is set. Also known as
"Currency of Record".

Browser A browser, also known as a Web browser, is a software application used to
locate and display Web pages. Lawtrac is optimized for use with Internet
Explorer 9 or newer, and the latest versions of Google Chrome and Firefox.

Business
Hierarchy

The Business Hierarchy is the second of two matter hierarchy systems used in
Lawtrac. This hierarchy has two user-definable categories, with 10 levels under
each.  By default, these are called Product and Business Unit. Your site

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/application.html
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administrator may re-caption these fields with terms more appropriate for your
company.

· Product 

(Business
Hierarchy
Type4)

This category is used to track the type of business you operate. This
classification can be used to track information down 10 levels, which can be
linked or unlinked. If your company is primarily service oriented, use this
classification to track each of those services.

· Departme
nt

(Business
Hierarchy
Type5)

Also sometimes referred to as "Business Unit". Not only is this classification
used to indicate for which business unit the Legal department is working, it is
also used to maintain interface codes for Accounts Payable systems. This
classification can also track down 10 levels, which can be linked or unlinked.

Button In Lawtrac, buttons are captioned and clicking them opens up general
application modules (via the left Main Menu Navigation Bar—aka Left
Navigation Bar) or matter-specific data sections (via the right Matter
Navigation Bar).

Currency of
Record

The currency type your Lawtrac application is set to. Also known as "Base
Currency".

Court/Venue
(Type7)

Used to identify what third party has jurisdiction or can render a final decision.

Database A database is a program that enables you to enter, organize, and select data
from tables.

The Lawtrac database is organized by fields, records, and tables. A field is a
single piece of information; a record is one complete set of fields; and a table is
a collection of records. For example, a telephone book is analogous to a
database. It contains a list of records, each of which consists of three fields:
name, address, and telephone number.

Lawtrac is a hyperlink database, so any object—whether it’s a piece of text, a
picture, or a film clip—can be linked to any other object.

Drop-down
Menus or
Drop-down
Lists

Drop-down menus offer a select list of choices that "drop down" when you click
the arrow on the right side of a text box; you are then able to make a selection
from the list.  All drop-down menus must be maintained by your site
administrator; these fields do not accept free-form text entries.

Entity "Entity" is a term used when assigning an association to a matter record when
not referring to a specific individual. An entity could be a building, company or
group of individuals (such as a labor union, other organization or class action
grouping).

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/record.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/T/table.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/object.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/text.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/link.html
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Finance The Finance section in a matter record has fields for defined financial data,
reference fields for invoice totals, insurance amounts, payments between
parties recorded to the matter—the core financial tracking data for any matter.

Hyperlink Hyperlink is text that contains a link. Hyperlinks are words, phrases, numbers,
etc., usually underlined, that one can click to be taken to certain data screens
enabling smooth navigation through the internet or online database. In this
guide, most are in bold font, though they may not always appear that way in
Lawtrac’s database.

Key
Personnel

Key personnel are employees of your company who are not in the Legal
department but who may be given direct access to the information in Lawtrac.
They have special screens and can only access matters to which they have
been associated.

Lead
Administrator

The lead administrator for a matter may be assigned duties specific to matter
types in order to enhance management of particular matter information.

Because individual permissions can be set at the activity level, an individual
assigned to this position may not be privy to financial or other information within
a matter, but may help shoulder the responsibility of ensuring that the matter
information is up-to-date and accurate. This is not a required field, but—if used
—may be re-captioned.

Lead
Paralegal

Often, the second position of responsibility within a matter is reserved for the
"primary contact," who is not always a paralegal. This person may be
responsible for the day-to-day activities of the matter at the corporate or
company level.

While the Lead Position slot is responsible for reporting on or managing the
matter, your outside law firms, vendors and/or other corporate key personnel
can be directed to contact the individual in the secondary position when
conducting day-to-day business. This is not a required field, but, if used, may
be re-captioned.

Lead Attorney

or

Lead Person

The lead attorney is usually the attorney that has been assigned primary
responsibility for a particular matter; this lead position is reserved for the
individual responsible for managing the matter and reporting the status of the
matter to the corporate/company hierarchy. This person must have the authority
for invoice approval of at least one dollar and will generally be notified when
significant updates are made to the matter. This position is based on the
premise that the authority to conduct business within a matter can be delegated
to others, but never the ultimate responsibility for the matter itself (this position
is often referred to as "Primary" in the Lawtrac User Guide). The lead role title is
customizable by the site administrator, and therefore may be named differently
in your application.

Legal
Hierarchy

The primary organizational ranking of any matter. The primary hierarchy
consists of three levels or tiers: matter Type, matter Category, and matter
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Keywords. Site administrators may re-caption these fields to best fit your
company’s needs.

· Matter
Type or
Type 

(Legal
Hierarchy
Type1)

The highest of three levels used for classifying a record's Legal purpose. Make
your Type1 description broad; the lower levels can be more specific. A matter
Type is required for every matter record.

· Matter
Category 
or
Keyword

(Legal
Hierarchy
Type2)

The second tier of the Legal hierarchy further classifies the record's reason for
being in the matter management system. This information is linked to Type1. 

If your site manages the Legal Hierarchy by Type2, this becomes the highest
level of the hierarchy.

· Matter
Keywords
or Issues

(Legal
Hierarchy
Type3)

The third tier is used to specifically classify the record. More than one Type3
can be recorded against a record while the two higher tiers have only one
defining description. Type3 information is typically linked to a Type1/Type2
combination.

Legal Team

(aka
Predefined
Legal Team)

Each matter should have a "Legal Team," even if only one individual is assigned
to the matter, and even if your company does not set up the predefined teams
described below. The individual who creates the matter can be automatically
assigned to the matter’s Legal Team as a team member. The individual
selected on the New Matter template is also on the matter’s Legal Team,
appearing as the lead attorney (Lead Person).

Matter In this guide, records are called "matters". On your site, records may be called
"Contracts", "Projects", "Cases"—whatever descriptor your site administrator
has selected in order to conform to your company’s needs. If you’re using a
term other than "matter", some of your screen titles and link names may differ
from those in the illustrations and documentation in this guide.  Whatever term
your company is using will be seen throughout the application on your site.

Metadata Data about other data—metadata—are informational fields which are used to
classify and further define documents or files in Lawtrac. For example,
document file names, document categories, and the date documents that were
added are all metadata.

Navigation
Bars

Three main menus by which a user navigates around Lawtrac, moving through
tables and screens of data. The Top Navigation Bar is composed entirely of
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hyperlinks, while the Left Main Menu Navigation Bar and the Right Matter
Navigation Bar are composed of hyperlinks and buttons.

Party The term "Party" is not necessarily used in the true Legal sense of "Parties"
being Plaintiff and Defendant. In Lawtrac, a "Party" is anyone directly involved
with a matter record.

Picklist (UDC6
– UDC10)

While similar to a drop-down menu, clicking into a picklist field displays a list
which includes previous text entries. You can select one of the existing entries
or key in a new one. If you key in new text, it will be added to future selection
lists for this field.

Note:  Some picklist fields are activated by your site administrator. Only entries
assigned to open matter records appear on the picklist. To select an entry
used for closed matters, you must retype it on an open matter record.

Predefined
Legal Team

A group of individuals who can be assigned to a matter as a predefined "work-
group." The purpose of predefined Legal teams in the Lawtrac application is to
save time when initially setting up a matter; subsequent adjustments may be
made to the matter record. Your company may group individuals into a
Predefined Legal Team for particular kinds of matters such as an Acquisitions
or Litigation Team.

Private Matter Matters in Lawtrac may be classified as "Private" by team members in order to
limit access to their data fields, documents, etc. The purpose of this
designation is to protect particularly sensitive matters from unnecessary
exposure. Marking a matter as private restricts access to the matter to only
those directly assigned to the matter’s team and to the super user.

Site
Administrator

(aka Lawtrac
Administrator 
or System
Administrator)

This is an individual at your site (company) who has access to Application
Administration, and who has broad rights within the application. Some
companies have more than one site administrator.

Status or
Matter Status
(Type6)

Used to define the current "condition" of the record. Examples are Open,
Closed, Pending, In Discovery, etc. In conjunction with this field, you will see an
"as of" date field, to note the status as of a particular date.

Super User A super user is someone who has total access to all controls and data for a
particular site’s Lawtrac application and database, including administrative
functions, permissions, etc.

Synopsis A synopsis is a brief description of a document or its contents that can be used
within the Document Bank.
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There is also a Synopsis link on the right-side Matter Navigation Bar located
within Text Records. This provides another text area to make notes regarding a
matter. These notes will not be seen by anyone other than members of your
Legal Department.

Table(s) Forming the basis of Lawtrac’s database, tables list various data fields, the
length of those fields, and their relationships to other tables.

Team
Member

The person who adds a new matter record into Lawtrac is typically assigned to
the team working on that matter. Because security settings can restrict
everyone except the people assigned to a matter from viewing its records, there
has to be at least one person assigned to each matter’s team. This prevents
matter records from being lost within the Lawtrac application. Depending on the
view/edit permissions granted to them, individual team members have full
authority to interact with the matter information, as do the team leaders.

Type
Outcome

Look-up table defined for use in describing different types or categories of
resolutions for the matter.

UDC User-Defined Captions/Fields are fields where site administrators can enter
captions and determine content specific to your company’s needs. For
example, Court vs. Venue, Tribunal, Agency, etc.

1.1 Lawtrac Home Screen

Your home screen displays after you've successfully logged into the Lawtrac application. It is not
only the first screen you see, but the screen you visit most often when using Lawtrac. By clicking
the links in the Recent Activity area at the bottom of your screen, you can quickly return to the
matters, invoices, and budgets that you most recently viewed and/or worked. The home screen is
also the location of your Personal Calendar, where you can easily view the events and reminders
that you've entered into this valuable feature.

Access the Lawtrac home screen by clicking the Lawtrac logo, which is found in the top left corner of
every screen.
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Lawtrac Home Page

1.1.1 Lawtrac Buttons

From any page in Lawtrac, access the buttons in the top right corner of the screen to manage
messages and alerts.  

The buttons appear in orange when there is a new message, document, or invoice.

Lawtrac Buttons

Lawtrac Buttons:

Button Description

View personal alerts or a new message that contains an alert flag. 

Note: The button is only available if there are new messages with alerts in
your inbox.
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Open the Message Center. 

Note: The button is only available if there are new messages in your inbox.

View new document uploads in the Message Center. 

Note: The button is only available if there are new document uploads in your
inbox.

View new invoices associated to you. 

Open the last matter you viewed.

Open the list of saved search results for the matters Super Search.

Open the Lawtrac Support page to submit a support request or view
Mitratech's contact information.

1.1.2 Quick Find

Quick Find is one of several ways to locate matter records, invoices, or budgets. Often, it's the
fastest way to search and you can access the Quick Find at the top of all screens in Lawtrac.

Quick Find

Quick Find searches must contain at least three characters. The search is not case-sensitive but
does return an exact match, as shown in the following examples:

· A search for "john" returns matters containing "John" and "Johnson."

· A search for "LIT" or "lit" would return a matter with a number such as "LIT00003" or a matter
name containing "litigation" or "little."

https://demo.lawtraconline.com/LAWTRAC30/default.cfm?MA=DT&SHOW=IygkMEkK
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Quick Find Results

The  icon in the far right column indicates that the matter record contains document uploads.

To review your Quick Find settings, click Your Settings located under the Records panel on the
Quick Find Results page. Review Refining Results to determine what field(s) Quick Find searches,
whether the search includes matters assigned to you, and how many results are returned in the
search.

Quick Find Settings

1.1.2.1 Refining Results

Results can be quickly sorted by Type, Product, Division or Status. 

The hyperlink under Records provides the ability to filter the list of matters that was originally
generated in your search.  It never gives you the ability to search beyond this original list.

Refining Quick Find Results

Note: Refinement items only include those distinct to the records being examined. For example, the
Type selection list would not include "Contracts" if the original results list did not include any matters
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with that Type. Similarly, the Department selection list only contains the categories of records
displayed on the original list. 

Refining Quick Find Results

Matters with numbers in red are closed. Use the matter number link view a matter.

Settings Adjustment

Click Your Settings on the right side of the screen to adjust the maximum number of results
returned and the type of output delivered by the search. 

Add additional search elements to create new tabs in the Quick Find results page that reflect each
highlighted section.

Change Your Settings
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1.1.3 Log Out

Always log out by using the Log-Out link when leaving the application. Logging out each time
preserves the security of your site.

After clicking Log-Out, you are redirected back to the log-in page. If your site administrator has set
up a re-direct page, you are navigated to that defined URL upon log-out.

Logging Out

1.1.4 Upcoming Events

A weekly calendar appears on the homepage with the current day highlighted in orange. Events
associated with matters include a link to the matter record in the calendar view. Click the event
(highlighted in blue text) to open the matter.

Navigate to past or future weeks using the arrow buttons on the left and right sides of the week view.
Click the To Current Week button to return to the current week. 

Upcoming Matter Events

Past Events Announcements

To search only for past events, click Search Past Announcements. Enter search criteria into the
"Search For" text box, then click Find.

Current Week
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Events: 30-day View

View a list of events for the next 30 days on the top right side of the screen.

Events are separated by matter, department, or personal events. Click on each bar to expand the
events.

Expand matter events by clicking See More to see a list of matter events in the next 30 days. Click
an event to open the matter.

Next 30 Days

1.1.5 Recent Activity

The Recent Activity section at the bottom of the homepage tracks your recent activity in Lawtrac
and includes the following tabs:

· Matter—Lists the 25 most recently viewed matters.

· Invoices—Lists the 25 most recently viewed invoices, the firm that submitted the invoice, the
date you last viewed the invoice, whether the invoice has been approved, and the amount of the
invoice. Click the invoice number to view that invoice in detail.

· Budgets—Lists the last 25 budgets you have viewed, the current budget amount, and for which
firm and matter the budget was prepared. The list includes links to the budget and to its matter.

· Activity—Lists your latest activity in Lawtrac. Tracked activities include logging on, adding or
editing budget line items, making changes to a matter’s team, changing a matter name, and
adding documents.
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Tabs Under Recent Activity
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1.1.6 GC Dashboard

The GC Dashboard provides detailed information for users with General Counsel permissions
(controlled in the individual's profile under Site Access). 

General Counsel Report

General counsel members are able to see:

·  Open Record Counts By Type: Lists the number of matters and records sorted by type

·  Legal Spend Summary: Lists the number of invoices per period and total spending and
savings during that time

·  Twelve Month Spend Review: Maps the spending trends over a twelve-month period

·  Document Management: Lists the number of files and their combined size on the Lawtrac
server

These records include global submissions, not just those assigned to you.
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1.1.7 My Dashboard

The My Dashboard tab contains the personal graphs related to your assigned matters. These
graphs reflect data that appears on your My Matters screen. Clicking any hyperlink or chart takes
you to those specific areas within Lawtrac.

Personal Dashboard

The My Dashboard tab also includes common patterns or "trends" related to your Lawtrac matters
in the Active Assignment Counts By section. This section includes the following types of trends:

Types of Trends:

Trend Description

Type Trends for the type of matters (ex: Contract, Incidents, Litigation, etc). 

Keyword Trends for keywords the matters contain.

Product Trends for products associated with the matters.

Department Trends for company divisions associated with the matters.
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Status Trends for the status of matters.

Venue Trends for the jurisdictions of the matters.

Each trend type includes the following details about that trend:

· The highest invoiced matter to date

· The highest invoiced matter in the current year

· The longest open matter record

· The most recently opened matter record

Click each trend category to see a more detailed description of the trend category.

The Trends of Your Assigned Matters
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1.1.8 Action Report

The Action Report tab provides quick access to reports covering your activity in the application as
well as your events and reminders. Access the Action Report tab from the homepage.

Action Report

This tab includes the following sections:

· My Matters: Includes matters assigned, closed/released, and updated since a given date

· Unread Messages: Includes any messages that you have not yet read

· Key Activity: Includes the number of new documents, active routing slips, invoices needing
attention, and updated budgets

· Events Through Date: Includes upcoming matter and department events

Note: Click Full View by the Events Through <Date> section for a more detailed list of your events
that includes event date, event name/type, matter number, matter name, type and keyword. Events
can be filtered by date to create a new summary list.
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Full View Upcoming Events

1.1.9 Morning Report

The Morning Report tab provides access to the Lawtrac Administrator's report. You can access
the Morning Report tab from the homepage, to the right of the Action Report. 

Lawtrac's Morning Report displays all matter activity, personnel activity, firm/company activity, and
finance activity for the day before. 

The text highlighted in blue are hyperlinks that show additional details about the action, or provide a
link to the matter record.

Click the dates under Recent Security Activity to expand actions and activities related to
application security.

Morning Report
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1.2 My Lawtrac

My Lawtrac is a key tool for using Lawtrac and is found in the Top Navigation Bar. My Lawtrac
enables you to customize the program to your specific needs.

My Lawtrac Tab

The My Lawtrac tab is important in regards to how the application works for you. It includes options
that impact matter listings, searches, and the format of some areas. Settings in My Lawtrac only
affect your personal log-in. Because of these customization options, what you see when you view a
matter may be different from what your colleagues see.

Note to Site Administrators: It is important to walk your co-workers through the process of setting
up their My Lawtrac if they haven't already done so. You may want to set guidelines for the options
users select. Check a user's Quick Find settings in their My Lawtrac if Quick Find is not locating
their records as expected.

1.2.1 My Flags

When you want to remember and access specific records or search results easily, Lawtrac gives
you the ability to flag them. 

My Flags Link
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Click My Flags from the My Lawtrac tab to see lists of the following flagged items. Click on the
hyperlink to see detailed instructions for flagging each item:

· Matter Records

· Budgets

· Invoices

· Saved Searches

· Reports

You must flag a matter from within the matter record. Do this by clicking the Set Flag link on the
right-hand side Matter Navigation Bar. This only impacts your personal log-in; it does not create a
shortcut for other users. 

Flagged Items

1.2.1.1 Setting a Flag: Quick Reference

Flag a Matter Record:

1. Click the Matters tab and select My Matters. 

2. Select a matter from your Matter Assignments list. 

3. Under the Matter Navigation Bar on the right side of the page, click Set Flag. 

4. Select the flag color of your choice. 

Note: Colors do not have a specific meaning to the Lawtrac database. They are intended for your
personal organization. 

To remove the flag, click the Remove Flag hyperlink that has replaced Set Flag.
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Flag a Matter

Flag a Budget:

1. Click the Finance tab and select Budget Management. 

2. Click on a budget number from your list to open it. 

3. Under the assigned matter name on the right side of the page, click Set Flag. 

4. Select the flag color of your choice. 

Note: Colors do not have a specific meaning to the Lawtrac database. 

To remove the flag, click the Remove Flag hyperlink that has replaced Set Flag.
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Flag a Budget

Flag an Invoice:

1. Click the Finance tab and select Invoice Management.

2. Click on an invoice number from your list to open it. 

3. At the top of the page, click Set Flag. 

4. Select the flag color of your choice. 

Note: Colors do not have a specific meaning to the Lawtrac database. 

To remove the flag, click the Remove Flag hyperlink that has replaced Set Flag.

Flag an Invoice

Flag a Saved Search

1. Click the Matters tab and select Super Search.

2. Click on a Recent search result from your list to open associated items. 

3. At the top of the refined list, click the flag color of your choice to set a flag. 

Note: Colors do not have a specific meaning to the Lawtrac database.

To remove the flag, click the Clear Flag hyperlink that has replaced Set Flag.

You can also flag a new search by performing a Super Search in any category (Text, Dates,
Checklists, Court, Product, Division, Status), then click the flag color of your choice at the
bottom of the page.
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Flag a Saved Search

Flag a Report

1. Click the Reporting tab and select Report Listing.

2. Click on a report from your list to open it. 

3. Under the list of results, click Flag as Favorite. 

If the report has not already been flagged, you are able to click the flag color of your choice
to set a flag.

Note: Colors do not have a specific meaning to the Lawtrac database.

4. To remove the flag, click the Flag as Favorite hyperlink again, then click the  icon.

1.2.2 All Matter Records

To see a list of all matter records, select All Matter Records from the My Lawtrac tab. The Matter
Assignments section includes a full list of matters in Lawtrac; filter through this list using the tabs at
the top of the page.
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All Matter Records Link

This page includes the following tabs for filtering:

· Open—When you select one of the fields and categories from this tab, all opened matters with
that category appear in the Matter Assignments list

· Closed—When you select one of the fields and categories from this tab, all closed matters with
that category appear in the Matter Assignments list

· Tally—When you select one of the fields, all matters with that category appear in the Matter
Assignments list. You can also see what percentage of matters have that category

If you want to return to the complete list of matters after you select a category, click the  button in
the right corner above the Matter Assignments list.

All Matter Records

The tabs include a list of the following example categories that might show up on your screen. Your
site administrator uses these categories as they fit with your company's matter assignments, and
customize them as necessary.

Field Description

Types The type of Legal purpose for the matter.
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Field Description

Product The product category of the matter.

Division The department within the company on the matter.

Priority The importance of the matter.

Status The status of the matter.

Court The specified third-party jurisdiction of the matter.

Location The location of the matter.

Role A member role on the matter.

Not Updated The span of time since the matter was updated.

Missing Matters here have information missing from the record.

1.2.3 Application Administration

The Application Administration screen allows site administrators to view and edit the personnel
associated with their Legal departments and customize the Lawtrac application. The navigation bar
at the top of the screen (A) allows site administrators and super users to navigate all administrative
functions available within Lawtrac. Refer to the Administrator User Guide for details on this section. 
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Application Administration Home Page

Ma
rke
r

Section Description

A Administrative
Navigation Bar

The Administrative Navigation Bar allows administrators to select the
section they seek to edit or review. Select any tab in this panel to
display a new Administration Action Bar.

B Application &
Database

The Application & Database tab brings up an Administration Action
Bar with links to database, security, SQL, and script details. 

C Administration
Action Bar

The Administration Action Bar changes based on what section of the
Administrative Navigation Bar is opened. Utilize this action bar to
make edits or changes to the selected screen. 

D In-house Users This section details the in-house users assigned to your Lawtrac. The
number of available licenses and licenses in use is shown in the bottom
right corner.

E Key Personnel
Users

This section details the key personnel users assigned to your Lawtrac.
The number of available licenses and licenses in use is shown in the
bottom right corner.

F Outside
Counsel

This section details the outside counsel users assigned to your
Lawtrac. 
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1.2.4 Licensing Review

The Licensing Review page displays the amount of in-house and self-service seats that have been
granted for your company to provide to Lawtrac users. The amount seen on this page include seats
both available and in use. In-house refers to the Legal team, and self-service refers to key personnel.

Licensing Review: Seats

On the right side of the page you can select licensing categories from the Licensing Review
sidebar.

Click a link within the sidebar to view the amount of seats which are available for use or are in use. 

Licensing Review: Sidebar

Grant a License

1. Select a category from the Licensing Review sidebar. 

2. Click OPEN.

3. Enter the user's last name into the text box.

The application attempts to locate the user automatically. After entering a few letters into the
text box, select a name from the generated drop-down list to map the user. 

4. Click Grant. 

Grant a License

Remove License Use

Click the trash can  icon to revoke the user's license and open a seat.
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1.2.5 My Settings

The My Settings hyperlink in the My Lawtrac tab displays all personal information you have shared
within Lawtrac. Users can also associate their LinkedIn profile to their user settings and join fellow
Lawtrac users on LinkedIn. 

My Settings Link

It is important to include your phone number and email address as these are used to auto-populate
certain areas within Lawtrac and are included in any error messages automatically sent to Customer
Service. This information also aids communication internally with outside counsel and key personnel.

Edit Settings

To change your contact information and photo ID, click the  icon at the top center of the page.

Use the text boxes to fill in the necessary information. 

Click Add Photo to select a personal picture from your computer files. Once the photo has been
set, the Add Photo button changes to Change Photo and Delete Photo. 
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My Settings

· Administrative

The  icons indicate your role and approval settings set up by your administrator. 

Your Team ID is located here; you will need it to log into Lawtrac Connect.

· General

Click the switches to enable email notifications at the time the event occurs. 

o —Enabled

o —Disabled

· Matters

Checked boxes  indicate what items are hidden on main matter screens. Click on a box to
check it or un-check it. 

Display the document drop-box within main matter screens by selecting "Always", "Never", or
"Upon Request" from the drop-down list and click Save. Refer to Matter Records for additional
details.

· Delegates

o Message Delegate

Your message delegate is a person who can read your internal Lawtrac messages. Select
an individual from the drop-down box, or select "None/Off", and click Set. The concept
behind this function is to allow users to mark themselves "out of the office" while still having
their messages covered.

o Time Accounting

Selected individuals may enter time into the time accounting system on your behalf. Hold
the CTRL button to select multiple individuals, then click Set. It is important to note that
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your delegate(s) are also able to see all your time accounting records as well as edit and/or
delete them.

o Invoice Print Notification

Invoice Print Notification allows users to select individuals to automatically receive
notification upon invoice approval. These individuals receive a hard copy of the invoice to be
saved or printed.

1.2.5.1 Matter Records

Use the Matter Records settings to personalize the data that appears on your main matter screen.  

By clicking a checkbox in the Matter Records area you are hiding that area from the matter’s main
screen, but you can still access some matter areas from the right-hand side Matter Navigation Bar
(see Matters for more information).

Important:  The following fields can only be viewed from the Main Matter Screen: Contract
Information, Location, Company Defined Fields, and Financial (The Numbers). If you do not see data
on a matter record and you have not hidden it, it may mean that the site administrator has turned off
that area based on the matter type. Site administrator settings impact the matter type display for all
users, while the selections you make here only affect how you view your own matters from your
personal log-in. Your site administrator may set guidelines regarding options in the Matter Records
section of My Lawtrac. Settings you make in My Lawtrac do not override the settings that your site
administrator has made for the Main Matter Screen.

Matter Records Settings

1.2.5.1.1  Document Drop-Box Setting

You can specify from My Lawtrac | My Settings whether you want to display the Document Drop-
Box on your matters. Complete the following steps to update this setting:

1. Select the Matters tab.

2. From the Display Document Drop Box field, select one of the following options:
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o Never—Removes the drop-box from all matter screens

o Upon Request—Displays the drop-box when prompted

o Always—Always displays the drop-box on matters

Document Drop-Box Setting

3. Click Save to apply the update.

1.2.5.2 Security

Update your password by selecting My Settings from the My Lawtrac tab.

1. Click the  icon.

2. Type a new password in the text box under your user name, and then enter your new password
again in the next text box. Password rules are provided to the right of the text fields.

3. Click Update to confirm, or Cancel to delete changes.

Security Settings
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1.3 Matters

The Matters tab allows users to view, create, and report matter records as well as adjust the staff
assigned to a matter. 

Matters Tab

Matter records encompass any type of litigation or dispute, including: administrative issues, claims,
contracts, HR issues, incidents, intellectual property issues, projects, and other litigation. 

From the Matters tab, you can navigate to the following pages:

Field Description

General Report See a selection of reports on the matters assigned to you.

My Matters See a list of all matter records to which you are directly assigned.

Super Search Customize how you search for matter records.

Research Search records by type, keyword, issues, product, and/or department.

Add New Matter Add a new matter record to the matter list.

Hold
Administ
ration

View active notices, transaction records, message library, and manage
recipients.

Requests View list of pending, rejected, and accepted requests made by the Legal
Team and key personnel.
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1.3.1 Matter General Report

The tabs on the Matter General Report page allow you to see reports on the matters assigned to
you. 

General Report Link

Tabs displayed are dependent on two things:

· Your personal selections in the Matter Tabs area under My Settings in My Lawtrac.

· Data relevant to the tab subject must be entered into Lawtrac. Even if a tab category is selected
in My Lawtrac, it may not display on your General Matter Report if related data does not
exist.

Field Description

Flagged View matter records you have flagged.

Leadership View assignments in leadership roles.

Team View matters in team member roles.

On Hold View assignments that were put on hold.

Events View matter events by time and date.

Invoices View received invoices by number and vendor.

Budgets View budget by assignment.
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Field Description

Routing View routing by assignment.

Settings Control what tabs you see in Matter General Report.

1.3.1.1 Info

The Info tab displays a count of your open matters broken down by your role in the matter. In
addition, it displays your Oldest Matter, Newest Matter and the Newest Team Assignment Matter in
cases where the newest matter is not your most recent team assignment.

Click the matter number to view that matter record's detail page.

General Report: Info

1.3.1.2 Flagged

The Flagged tab displays all matter records marked with flags as well as their priority, matter lead,
and the date of the last update. 

General Report: Flagged

Click the flags at the upper-right corner of the box to further sort the flagged items by your
predetermined flag colors. Only flag colors that you use show up here.

Click the matter number to be redirected to that matter's detail page.
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1.3.1.3 Leadership

The Leadership tab lists matters to which you have been identified as an individual with leadership
responsibility for the matter record.

General Report: Leadership

If you are listed as Lead, Paralegal, or Administrator for multiple cases, click the respective title
under the Role column to further refine your search view.

Click on the matter number to be redirected to that matter's detail page.

1.3.1.4 Team

The Team tab displays matters to which you have been assigned as a member of the support team,
but not in a lead position.

Click on the matter number to be redirected to that matter's detail page.

General Report: Team

1.3.1.5 On Hold

The On Hold tab displays a table of all matters to which you are assigned that are under an active
Legal hold.

Click on a matter number or name to be taken to that matter record's primary information screen.
You can edit or remove matter holds by clicking the orange bar located above the matter tabs within
that record.
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General Report: On Hold

Matter records are placed on hold from within a matter by selecting Hold Actions from the Module
Navigation Bar.

Hold categories are customized by your site administrator through Application Administration.

1.3.1.6 Events

The Events tab shows all upcoming events (up to 30 days) associated with any matter related to
you.

Click the matter number or name to be taken to the matter.

Events Tab

1.3.1.7 Invoices

The Invoices tab displays only invoices received in Lawtrac during the past 10 days that have not
yet been reviewed. Once reviewed—whether approved or not—they no longer appear on this screen. 

Click the View: Any/All hyperlink (at the top right of the list—seen in the graphic below as Not
Reviewed Only) to view all invoices received in the past 10 days, including those reviewed. Only
invoices to which you are assigned or are a part of the approval chain are included.

Invoices can be added to a matter record from Invoice Management, and is covered in depth in
Finance.
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1.3.1.8 Budgets

The Budgets tab in General Report shows budget line items that occur in a matter record. If you
are not associated with any budgets, this tab may not appear.

Click on the budget number to be redirected to that vendor/firm's budget information page.

General Report: Budgets

Budgets can be initiated from within a matter record by accessing the Firms & Vendors tab and
clicking the  icon. Additional information can be found in My Matters under Initiating a Budget.

Add line items to a budget by selecting the budget number and navigating to the View/Add Lines
tab.

1.3.1.9 Routing

The Routing tab in General Reports shows all routing slips based on matter record, due date,
sequence number, and review status. If there are no routing slips associated with your matter
records, this tab may not appear.

Click the Matter Review code to be redirected to that matter record's primary information screen.

General Report: Routing

Routing slips can be created for a matter or matter-related document. Matter routing slips request
that specific individuals review the matter record as a whole and record their comments. Document
routing slips can be applied to more than one document, and request that specific individuals review
the document. To add a routing slip, please refer to the Routing Slips tab within a matter record.
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1.3.1.10 Settings

The Settings tab provides for users a way to optimize their General Report screen. 

General Report: Settings

Click the checkboxes to add or remove their respective tabs from your General Report screen.

Click Save, and then Here on the following prompt to reload the screen and display your new
settings. 

1.3.2 My Matters

To see a list of all matter records to which you are assigned, select My Matters from the Matters
tab. The Matter Assignments section includes a list of all matters in Lawtrac. You can filter through
this list using the tabs at the top of the page.

My Matters Link

This page includes the following tabs for filtering:

· Open—When you select one of the fields and categories from this tab, all opened matters with
that category appear in the Matter Assignments list.

· Closed—When you select one of the fields and categories from this tab, all closed matters with
that category appear in the Matter Assignments list.
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· Tally—When you select one of the fields, all matters with that category appear in the Matter
Assignments list. You can also see what percentage of matters have that category.

If you want to return to the complete list of matters after you select a category, click the  button in
the right corner above the Matter Assignments list.

My Matters Overview

The tabs include a list of the following types of categories:

Field Description

Types The type of matter. Refers to the nature of issues that the matter record is
dealing with.

Product The product category of the matter.

Division The division or department within the company associated with the matter.

Priority The matter priority (High, Normal, Routine).

Status The status of the matter.

Court The specified jurisdiction of the matter.

Location The location of the matter.

Role A role on the matter (Lead, Team Member).

Area of Law The field of law of the matter.
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Field Description

Flagged Matters that have been marked for access.

Not Updated The span of time since the matter was updated.

Missing A category or information that the matter does not have.

1.3.2.1 Matter Screens

Click a matter name in the Matter Assignments section to open up the individual matter screen.

My Matters

Depending on the settings your site administrator sets, you may see different fields in each matter.
You can also control the field you see using My Settings under the My Lawtrac tab. 

Important Note: Because of Lawtrac's customization features, your matter screens may look
different than the examples shown in this User Guide. Depending on the Type classification, sections
such as Contract/Contact Information may not be displayed. Many of the captions and labels in
Lawtrac are dependent on the type classification. These captions are set by your site administrator.

To reveal an area of your screen that you have hidden, go to your My Settings under the My
Lawtrac tab and adjust your matters preferences. My Lawtrac settings are not related to matter
type, so they impact all of your assigned matters.

1.3.2.1.1  Primary Information

The Primary Information tab displays various details about the matter record, related team
members and firms, reminders, and document management. 

Note: This screen may appear differently based on the permissions granted to the user.
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Primary Information

Each setting can be changed by clicking the edit button ( ). The table below displays further
descriptions of each part of the matter screen. 

Section Description

Main
Classification

Lists the Type of matter and any related Keywords.

Vitals

Lists the Status (open/closed), Priority, Area of Law, and Matter Amount
related to the record.

Note: Matter amount does not affect any invoice, budgets, or rate card
amounts. The field can be used as a reminder for a budget or reserve cap, or
can be left blank throughout. This field may also show up under a different
caption, as the name is adjustable for site administrators in Application
Administration, but it is identified in the Transactions tab as "Matter
Amount". 

Key Dates
Lists the date the matter opened and closed as well as last update and days
active. Matter events also show up here.
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Section Description

Upload 
Document

Allows you to upload a document and set the category, author, keywords, and
synopsis for the document. 

Short-Term
Reminders

Displays upcoming reminders. See Reminders.

Long-Term
Reminders

Displays long-term reminders. See Reminders.

Related Info Displays any miscellaneous information related to the matter record.

Patent,
Trademark &
Filings

Shows what information has been submitted to government agencies, and their
statuses. 

Information Text Lists optional text fields to supply information to users viewing the matter.

Text Records Lists longer text fields that provide relevant data to the matter.

Linked Records
Lists any records linked to the opened matter and their relationship to the
matter. See View or Create a Linked Record.

Business
Hierarchies

View the product and department percentages of the matter record.

Parties and
Entities

View parties and entities associated with the matter.

Financials Displays current fiscal year totals and lifetime invoice totals.

Documents Lists all documents uploaded to the matter.

Location Displays geographical data for the matter record.

Matter
Navigation Bar

Contains options for further matter editing and details. See Matter Navigation
Bar.

Finance
Navigation Bar

Contains options for further details on matter finances. See Finance Navigation
Bar.

Modules
Navigation Bar

Contains options for matter module configuration. See Modules Navigation Bar.
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Section Description

Document
Drop-Box

Allows quick document upload to server. See Document Drop-box.

Your Options Allows you to hide parts of the screen and selected details. See Bottom Links.

Key Dates

Add or change the dates for matter requests and completion dates by clicking the highlighted title of

the event and click the  icon to select a date. 

Set a reminder by typing into the text box below, then click Save to confirm changes.

Click the  icon to delete the event.

Edit Key Dates
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1.3.2.1.1.1  Matter Navigation Bar

The Matter Navigation Bar within a matter record allows users to adjust or view many facets of the
selected matter.

Matter Navigation Bar

Click any of the subjects under the Matter tab to expand it and view its respective options.

Calendar & Events

The Calendar & Events section allows users to add events, reminders, and workflow targets to
their calendars.
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Calendar & Events Tab

· Events: View/Edit/Add

View, edit, and add matter events here. Add requirements, reminders, and priority status to
the event here as well. 

· Short-Term Reminders

View short-term reminders here and add required/optional reminder recipients.

· Long-Term Reminders

View long-term reminders here and add required/optional reminder recipients and matter
notes.

· Workflow Targets

Add workflow targets and details here.

Categories
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The Categories section allows you to adjust matter details with regard to Type, Product, Division
and Issue category.

Categories Tab

Category Function

Type/
Keyw
ord

Change, create, and adjust keywords related to the matter.

Issues Change, create, and adjust Issues related to the Matter. Make a selection from
the drop-down list, then toggle the corresponding button by the Issue to adjust it
to primary.

Product View the assigned Product area and add more Products and percentages.

Division View currently assigned Divisions and add additional Divisions and percentages.

Checklists

Users can view checklists and general questions in a variety of ways.

Page Function

General Listing View, manage, and answer general questions.

Rapid Entry Apply an answer quickly from a drop-down list.

Detailed Listing Open all general question information in detail.

Outside Counsel View all questions and answers made by general counsel.

Linked Records
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Users can view linked records and create new links to records here. New records can be listed as
Master or Peer Record to the selected Matter.

Teams, Firms, Parties

Users can adjust teams, personnel, firms, and messaging lists here.

Printables

Users can print Basic, Comprehensive, or Custom reports on the selected Matter.

Text Records

Users can add and view text records related to the Matter as well as view a Synopsis of all records.

Time Accounting

Users can log their time here as well as view a detailed breakdown.

Edit/Close

· Edit Main Information

Users can change the Matter Number, Formal Name, and Short Name. 

· Close/Status Actions

Users can update status of the Matter.

Personal Note

Users can add an additional note here as an addendum.

Personal Note

Security

Users can select pre-defined work groups who have access to the record.
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Each matter has its own calendar where you can track important events and dates relevant to
managing that specific matter.

The Calendar & Events tab in the Matter Navigation Bar allows you to add events, reminders, and
workflow targets to your calendars.

Matter: Calendar & Events

Options:

Section Function

Events: View/
Edit/Add

View, edit, and add matter events here. Requirements, reminders, and
priority status to the event can be added here as well.

Short-Term
Reminders

View short-term reminders here and add required/optional reminder
recipients.

Long-Term
Reminders

View long-term reminders here and add required/optional reminder recipients
and Matter notes.

Workflow
Targets

Add workflow targets and their details here. Workflow targets allow users to
track their goals and deadlines, and add those targets to their calendar.

Understanding the meaning of each icon within a matter calendar is crucial to navigating and
managing your calendar options.

· —The edit icon lets you review and edit the matter event details.

· —The trash can icon allows you to delete events.

· —This icon allows you to copy event to your personal calendar. 

·  — This icon indicates that there is a reminder tied to the event.

To copy a matter event to your calendar:

1. Click the  icon to open a pop-up window displaying the details of the event. 
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2. Select Download. 

The matter event is pulled up as an Outlook appointment. From here, users have the option to
share with Lawtrac Connect, if it is already installed. 

3. Click Save & Close to commit the event to your Outlook calendar.

Copy Event To Calendar

You can add events, such as a discovery or filing date, on a matter to which you are assigned.

Click the Events: View/Edit/Add hyperlink in the Matter Navigation Bar.

Events

Add an Event
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1. Under Add Matter Event, select a category from the drop-down list. 

Note: A category must be selected for the event to be saved. If there are no options available in
this drop-down, contact your site administrator to add them in Application Administration |
Matter Maintenance | Calendar Categories. 

Add Event

2. Use the  icons to select a start date and end date, and then use the drop-down lists to select
a start and end time. 

Adding a start/end time for the event is relevant if the event is being added to a calendar or if
there is a reminder set. 

a. Enter a number of hours to block off on your calendar to show others who have access to
view your calendar that you will be busy.
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3. Set an interval for Never, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, or Yearly by clicking the
corresponding radio button. These options may not appear until after you select an end date.

4. Under Requirement, select whether this task requires completion, determine the level of

priority, and use the  icon to choose a due date.

5. Choose who should be able to see this event, and select Add a Reminder for All Assigned to
send those selected users a reminder for the event. Type any amount of days into the text field.

6. Add notes or instructions if necessary, then select Save Event to add the new event to the list
of active Matter Events. 

a. The event can be copied to the matter calendar only, internal team's calendar, or to your
calendar by selecting an option from the drop-down list below the Save Event button.

7. In the new Matter Events list, click the  icon to copy the event to your calendar.

Copy Event to Calendar

To edit an existing matter event:

1. Go to Events: View/Edit/Add in the Matter Navigation Bar and click on the date or category
name of the event. 

2. Click Edit Event when the information displays on the right side.
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Edit Event

3. Follow the same instructions for adding a new matter event.

4. When finished, click Update Event. 

The page refreshes to display the updated information. 

5. To delete the event, click Delete Event. 

Delete Event
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In the Events: View/Edit/Add page under Calendar & Events, event settings can be adjusted by
clicking the Your Settings hyperlink located under the list of events on the left side of the page.

Edit Your Settings

Your matter event settings open on the right. This option allows you to adjust the number of days
"back" and "forward" to view events based on the current day.

Enter settings into the text box and click Save Settings to apply changes.

Your Matter Event Settings
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To set or review a reminder, click either Short-Term Reminders or Long-Term Reminders from
the Calendar & Events section of the Matter Navigation Bar. 

Reminders

Short-Term Reminders

Short-Term Reminders

By clicking either the Short-Term Reminders button in the Primary Information tab, or
selecting Short-Term Reminders from the Calendar & Events tab in the Matter Navigation
Bar, you can view active reminders by event date, and add optional recipients to an event list.

· Use the  icons at the top to search for events between specific dates and click Search. 

· Use the radio boxes  to choose what information is displayed.

· Click the  icon to view event details.

Required recipients are members of the matter record's Legal team, and cannot be removed from
the recipient list without being removed from the matter.

Add optional recipients to the event list by selecting an individual from the drop-down list on the
right side and click Add Person. Click the  icon to remove an individual from the event list.

Long-Term Reminders
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Long-Term Reminders

By clicking either the Long-Term Reminders button in the Primary Information tab, or
selecting Long-Term Reminders from the Calendar & Events tab in the Matter Navigation
Bar, you can manage dates to use, and add a corporate key person or in-house staff member to
an event. Added staff are able to see all events added on this page.

Under Dates to Use, use the  icons to select specific dates for an event. Use the icons to

include the date in the notification system ( ), or remove it ( ).

Remove an individual from the In-House Legal Staff or Corporate Key People sections by clicking
the green icon .

Grant Access to Record

To add an individual:

1. Click the button for either Corporate Key Person or In-House Staff Member and select an
option from the drop-down list. 

a. Click the radio box  to grant the individual access to the record and select Add
Individual, or click the  to cancel the process.

2. Add comments or instructions to a matter reminder by using the large text box under Dates to
Use. 

3. Click Set to save the information.
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To view Workflow Targets that have been set up and the date they were added to the matter
calendar, select Workflow Targets under Calendar & Events in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

Workflow Targets

Each workflow target lists the target name, the rule on which it was based, and the date and/or a
way to add the date. Any workflows that were automatically applied show the date of that target. 

You may also see an Add link under the On Calendar column; click this link to add the target to
the calendar and display the date it was added to the calendar.

Workflow Targets Detail

Links to view and edit a matter's Legal Hierarchy and Business Hierarchy are under Categories on
the Matter Navigation Bar.

Important Note: If a site administrator did not associate a connector with the matter category, the
hyperlink for that category connector does not appear in the Navigation Bar. For example, in this
matter record, "Cause Category" is a connector for Government Activities category types, but not for
Administration or HR Issues. This rule varies based on site administrator preferences. Site
administrators also control what items are involved in category connectors.

Because the categories here differ from what you may use on your Lawtrac application, the
information and screen-shots used here should be reviewed as an example of how the application
responds to users.
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Matter: Categories

Options: 

Category Function

Type/Keyword Manage the category issue for the matter.

Product View and assign products to the matter.

Division View and assign divisions to the matter.

Area of Law Assign an area of law to the matter.

Cause Category Create and manage cause items to the matter.

Company Branch Create and manage company branch items.

Click on Type/Keyword in the Categories section in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

Type/Keyword Link

Select a type from the drop-down list. Issues associated with the category type appears to the right. 
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· The  icon indicates that the category is included. Click this toggle to remove the category from
the record.

· The  icon indicates that the category is not included. Click this toggle to include the category
issue.

· The  icon indicates that the category issue is not set as primary. The new primary is indicated

with a . 

Click Finish to confirm and save.

Type/Keyword Issues Management

Click Product located under Categories in the Matter Navigation Bar at the top right of the page.

Product Link

Products are initially added during the matter record creation. 

To add an additional product: 

1. Begin by making a selection from the drop-down list for the first level.

As the next active level of the hierarchy is reached, the drop-down becomes available for
selection if a sub-level exists.

2. Continue to populate the levels, and then input a percentage (must be between 0 and 100). 

3. Once you have completed your selection(s), click Save. 

Important Note: If the assigned products' percentage sum is over 100%, the next product to be
added will already have a percentage level set to a negative number. If the assigned products' sum
does not equal 100%, percentage will be set to an automatic number unless manually changed.

If more than one product is added to the matter, adjust the percentage of responsibility. 
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For reporting purposes, one product may be identified as "primary" over the others. This
classification is indicated by the green  icon. To make another record primary, click the new

record’s red  icon–it will change to green.

To delete a product’s association to the Matter, click Edit This Group under the product information,

then click the .

Currently Assigned Products

To find a specific product: 

1. Click Use Look-Up Tool and select a level from the drop-down list. 

2. Enter a word or part of a word or phrase in the Look Up text box. 

3. Click Search. 

Typing a letter into the text box causes suggestions to appear from which you can choose.

Use Look-Up Tool

When the Look-Up Results screen displays:

4. Select the appropriate item by clicking its radio button.

5. Enter the percentage. 

6. Click Save. 
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The product is added to the matter hierarchy.

If the results for which you were searching do not appear, click Search Again to re-start the
process.

Use Percentage

Note: Products must be added to Application Administration | Product/s: Review/Modify by a
site administrator in order for these options to be available to users.

Select Departments from the Categories tab in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

Division Link

Add a Department or Division to a Matter

1. Begin by making a selection from the drop-down list for the first level.

As the next active level of the hierarchy is reached, the drop-down becomes available for
selection.

2. Continue to populate the levels, and then input a percentage (must be between 0 and 100). 

3. Once you have completed your selection(s), click Save. 

Important Note: If the assigned division's percentage sum is over 100, the next division to be added
will already have a percentage level set to a negative number. If the assigned division's sum does not
equal 100%, percentage will be set to an automatic number unless manually changed.

If more than one division is added to the matter, adjust the percentage of responsibility. For reporting
purposes, one department may be identified as "primary" over the others. This classification is
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indicated by the green  icon. To make a different record primary, click the new record’s red  icon
—it will change to green.

To delete a department’s association to the matter, click Edit This Group under the division

information, then click the .

Division

To find a specific department: 

1. Click Use Look-Up Tool and select a level from the drop-down list. 

2. Enter a word or part of a word or phrase in the Look Up text box. 

3. Click Search. 

Typing a letter into the text box causes suggestions to appear from which you can choose.

Division Look-Up Tool

When the Look-Up Results screen displays:

4. Select the appropriate item by clicking its radio button.

5. Enter the percentage. 

6. Click Save. 

The department is added to the matter hierarchy.

If the results for which you were searching do not appear, click Search Again to re-start the
process.
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Use Percentage

The Area of Law or Company Branch hyperlink in the Categories section of the Matter
Navigation Bar allows you to manage categories that aid in identifying the type of matter record
with which you are dealing. 

If this category does not display, your site administrator has not set up any area of law options in 
Application Administration. 

Area of Law Link

Use the toggle buttons to turn an item "on" or "off". You can select as many as you need.

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

Add an Area of Law or Company Branch to a Matter

To add a new item, type the title of the new area of law in the "New Item" text box, then click Save
New. The new area of law appears in the item list as active.

Note: Specific Area of Law items can be deleted by the site administrator in Application
Administration.
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Area of Law Items

Checklists can be associated to the highest Legal category, so there can be different sets of
questions for different types of matters. Your site administrator must set up the Checklist
relationships in Application Administration before this feature is available within a matter. There
can also be general questions that are available for all matters.

The purpose of pre-established Matter Checklists is to give managers a "quick-glance" overview of
items that have been completed, or have yet to be accomplished.

Links to view and edit a matter's general listing and outside counsel detail are under Checklist on
the Matter Navigation Bar.

Matter: Checklist

Page Function

General Listing View, manage, and answer general questions.

Rapid Entry Apply an answer quickly from a drop-down list.

Detailed Listing Open all general question information in detail.

Outside Counsel View all questions and answers made by general counsel.
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To access general questions in a Matter, click General Listing under the Checklist section of the
Matter Navigation Bar.

General Listing

Every question defaults to the answer value of "Not Answered". To select a different response, click

the  icon. The other answers have been set up by your site administrator. Only answers
associated specifically to that question or associated to the matter’s type are available in the drop-
down for a particular matter.

1. Open the question's details by clicking the  icon or title of the question. 

General Questions

2. Once you’re on the Answer section of your screen, make your selection from the list by clicking
a radio button . Only answers associated specifically to the particular question or to the
matter’s Type, or not associated to any Type, are available in the answers list.

You can use the "Comments" text box to clarify or expand your response to the question.

3. Place a follow-up reminder to a personal or matter calendar by clicking  and selecting a date.

Check the radio box to the left of the date to confirm.

4. After entering all information, click Update Answer to confirm and save.
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Answer a General Question

If you see the hyperlink Calibrate Checklist Questions under the General Questions list, click the
link to update the checklist and load new questions. 

If this hyperlink does not appear, there are no updates to be made.

Update Questions

The Rapid Entry hyperlink in the Checklist section of the Matter Navigation Bar allows users to
input an answer for a question without opening additional links to view the detail. 

Rapid Entry
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Select an answer from the drop-down list. The  icon appears to the right to indicate that the answer
is saved.

You can still open question details from this page by clicking the  icon, and the information is
displayed in the same manner as General Listing or Detailed.

Rapid Entry

The Detailed Listing hyperlink in the Checklists section of the Matter Navigation Bar allows you
to view all questions' details and add comments, follow-up reminders, and answers without opening
additional links.

Detailed

· Click  to close a particular question's information to manage organization.

· Use the "Comments" text box to clarify or expand your response to the question.

· Place a follow-up reminder to a personal or Matter calendar by clicking  and selecting a date.

Check the radio box  to the left of the date to confirm.

After entering all information, click Update Answer to confirm and save.
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Detailed Question View

If outside counsel logs into your site, your site administrator may have set up a separate list of
checklist questions and answers. These can only be answered from an outside counsel log-in.

Click Outside Counsel in the Checklists section of the Matter Navigation Bar to view all of
outside counsel's general questions and posted answers.
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Outside Counsel Checklists

From the Linked Records tab, you can create a link between two matter records.

Matter: Linked Records

To create a linked record: 

1. Start by entering a search reference in the text field. 

2. Use the radio buttons to search for records which are open, closed, or both. 

The amount of information put in this field determines how narrow your search results are.
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Create a Linked Record

3. Select the desired matter from the drop-down list, and add remarks by typing into the available
text field. 

4. Use the radio buttons to distinguish what type of record is being linked. 

5. Click Save New Relationship. 

You are notified of a saved link with a green check mark at the bottom of the page.

Once a linked record has been created, it can be edited by clicking . 

After creating the first link between two matters, refresh the matter page by clicking the  icon at
the top right of the page. Now when you click on Linked Records in the Matter Navigation Bar,
the hyperlink View Links appears. 

View the matter associated to the linked record by clicking the highlighted code.

From the View/Edit Link Record Information section, you can add a comment by typing into the

available text box and clicking Save Comments. Delete association with the record using the 
icon.

Note: Some fields may not be available for editing depending on your matter permissions.

The Teams, Firms, Parties tab within the Matter Navigation Bar houses changes to the Legal
team structure, related entities and parties, messaging lists and key personnel assigned to the
matter.

Click the Team, Firms, Parties section in the Matter Navigation Bar to expand your options.
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Matter: Teams, Firms, Parties

View Legal Team for extended information.

Options:

Page Function

Legal Team Add members to the matter's Legal team, swap assignments, and adjust
roles.

Key Personnel Adjust permissions of key personnel, add and remove team members, and
select which members receive notifications.

Messaging Adjust automatic message options for different members and member groups.

Firms &
Companies

Add firms/vendors to the matter as well as view details on each listed firm.
Users can also change the alternate fee arrangement here, if necessary.

Parties View or add related parties and adjust their details.

Entities View entities as well as associate entities related to the matter.

The Legal Team section of a matter record allows users to assign members, swap assignments,
adjust roles and manage key personnel.

Access this page by clicking the Legal Team tab at the top of the matter record.
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Legal Team Page

Edit the Matter Team

1. Click on the team member's name (highlighted in blue font) or the  icon to view the member's
detail. 

2. Add remarks by typing in the available text box or set a contract reminder by toggling the switch
to green .

3. Click to confirm changes, or  to minimize the detail and cancel changes.

4. Release a team member from a matter by clicking the  button.

Legal Team Member Information

Additional Options:
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Option Function

Add Individual Assign a Lawtrac user to the matter record using options from the drop-
down lists.

Swap
Assignments

Move assignment responsibilities between members.

Released List View a list of released individuals.

Active List View a list of active individuals.

Invoice Approval View default approval chain, or set an alternate approval chain using options
from the drop-down list.

Predefined Team Assign a team from a list of predefined groups by clicking the radio button (
).

Key Personnel View key personnel and assignment details, add or release a key person.

To add a member to the Legal team, select Add Individual from the Legal Team sidebar.

Legal Team Sidebar

1. Select a new role from the "In Role Of" drop-down list.

2. Select an individual in the "Add This Person" drop-down list. For a detailed description of role
titles, see Add Individual.

3. Click the checkbox  to have contract reminder emails sent to the individual.
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4. Click Save. 

Add to Legal Team

To move responsibilities from one team member to another, click Swap Assignments in the Legal
Team sidebar. 

Swap Assignments

Swap an Assignment

1. Select an individual from the "In-House Team Member" drop-down menu. 

2. Select the person who will be taking the assignments in the "Swap With/Move To" drop-down
menu. 

Change a Member's Role

1. Select the individual in the "In-House Team Member" drop-down menu.

2. Select a role from the "Swap With/Move To" drop-down menu (located under "------ Roles ------").

To transfer unapproved invoices, click the checkbox under Transfer, then click Save. 

Note: The Transfer checkbox may not appear if the user does not have unapproved invoices
assigned to them.
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Move Responsibilities

Click Released List from the Legal Team sidebar to view a list of released individuals.

Released List

Released individuals are listed in a table that displays what role they held, name of the individual,
title, phone number, email, and internal message option.

· —Send the individual an email.

· —Send an internal message that the user can access in the Lawtrac message bank.

· —Edit or reinstate the individual. You have the option to add remarks or comments to the text
field, and rate the individual. Click Save after making changes. Click Activate to reinstate the
individual.
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Released Individual Detail

Click Active List from the Legal Team sidebar to view a list of active individuals.

Active List

Active individuals are listed in a table that displays their role, the name of the individual, title, phone
number, email, and internal message option.

· —Send the individual an email.

· —Send an internal message.

· —Edit or release the individual from the matter. You have the option to add remarks or
comments to the text field, and rate the individual. Click Save after making changes. Click
Release to retire the individual from the matter record; the user is transferred to the Released
List. 
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Note: If there are more than one individual within a role that is only designed for one person, a notice
appears above the Legal Team list (see the following screenshot):

Active Team Member Detail
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The Invoice Approval hyperlink in the Legal Team sidebar allows users to view default approval
chain, or set an alternate approval chain.

Invoice Approval

The global default approval chain is set in Application Administration.

To create an alternate approval chain: 

1. Click Set Alternate Approval Chain. 

2. Choose an individual from the drop-down list. 

3. Click Set. 

a. You can then add more individuals, or click the  icon to delete the alternate approvers.

Set an Alternate Approval Chain
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The Predefined Team hyperlink in the Legal Team sidebar allows users to assign a Legal team
from a list of predefined groups rather than add individuals one-by-one.

Predefined Team

Predefined teams are initiated by your site administrator in Application Administration. 

To assign a new predefined matter team:

1. Click the radio button  next to the name of the desired group. 

a. To assign individuals to your Legal team one-by-one, select Predefined Team Not
Required For This Record. You can then start adding to your Legal team by clicking Add
Individual in the Legal Team sidebar.

2. Click Save. 
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Select a Predefined Team

The Key Personnel hyperlink in the Legal Team sidebar allows users to view key personnel and
assignment details, and add or release a key person. This page can also be accessed by clicking
the Key Personnel hyperlink in the Matter Navigation Bar. Refer to Key Personnel for details.
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Key Personnel

The Key Personnel hyperlink in the Teams, Firms, Parties tab of the Matter Navigation Bar
allows users to add members to the key personnel list, adjust access permissions and notifications,
and release key personnel from the matter.

Key Personnel

Key personnel are individuals who work for the company but are not a part of the Legal department.
They can't see everything that the in-house users see; these permissions can be managed in their
profile.

Key Personnel
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Managing a key person within a matter record:

· —Add remarks, ratings, or release the individual from the selected Matter. Click Save to
confirm changes made to comments.

· —Email the individual.

· —Add an internal note.

· —Messaging or Access is enabled. Click to toggle.

· —Messaging or Access is disabled. Click to toggle.

Note: Without access to the matter record, the key person is still able to receive notifications for
events and messages, but cannot view matter details.

Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Key Person Add an individual to your key personnel.

Active List View all active key personnel.

Released List View all retired key personnel.

In-House Team View your Legal Team.

To add an individual to your Key Personnel list, click Add Key Person in the Key Personnel
sidebar.

Add Key Person

To add key personnel:

1. Select an individual from the drop-down list. 

Note: If you do not see the individual you want to add, contact your site administrator so he or she
can create a profile for the individual. 
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2. Click the red icon to turn access or notifications on ( ). (Access to the matter record and

notifications are initially turned off ( ).)

3. Click Add Record to confirm. 

The page refreshes to show your updated Key Personnel list.

Add Key Personnel Record

1. Click on the key person's name or the  icon. 

The individual's assigned date and remarks display below the Key Personnel list. 

2. Click the Release button to remove the individual. 

When a key person is released from the matter record, access to the matter record from the self-
service screens is turned off and the user is removed from the notification system. If you would like
the individual to continue to be included in the notification system, access the individual's profile in
the Released List and turn the Messaging switch on .

Release Key Person
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The Released List hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar displays a list of key personnel that
have been released from the matter record. 

Released List

You can still send a released key person internal notes and messages. You can also control that

person's ability to receive notifications by using the /  icons, but you are no longer able to give
them access to the matter record from the self-service screens.

· —Add an internal note.

· —Email the individual.

· —Notifications are enabled. Click to toggle.

· —Notifications are disabled. Click to toggle.

Reinstate a Key Person to the Matter Record

1. Click on the individual's name or the  icon. 

2. Click Activate. 

Reactivate Key Person
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To send a message to all team members, all associated individuals (team, vendors, etc.), or all
vendors and law firms:

1. Within a matter record, select Messaging from the Team, Firms, Parties tab in the Matter
Navigation Bar.

Messaging Team Members

2. Click Next. 

a. Manage the recipients in the group by clicking the  icons under Send To. 

3. Use the radio boxes to save the message as a text record or send a copy to the individual by
email.

4. Click Send to confirm.

Lawtrac users may adjust automatic message options for different members and member groups. 

1. Select Messaging from the Team, Firms, Parties tab in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

2. Click Automatic Message Options, located under the Select Member Group drop-down list.

3. Set message switches by clicking the appropriate radio  button. 

4. Click Save to confirm and refresh.

Set Message Switches

Lawtrac users with the appropriate assigned permissions can add firms/vendors to the matter record
as well as view details on each listed firm/vendor. Users can also change the alternate fee
arrangement here, if necessary.

A legend is available at the bottom of the list on the Firms & Vendors page to help navigate using
icons.
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· —Edit firm/vendor permissions and role, or release employees or the vendor assignment

Firms and Companies

Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Firm/Vendor Assign a new firm or vendor to the matter record.

Active List View firms and vendors associated with the matter.

Released List View firms and vendors that have been released from the matter.

Alternate Fees View billing guidelines and set maximum amounts for payments.

To add a firm or vendor to the matter record, click the Firms & Vendors tab. If you have not yet
added any firms or vendors, the image below is what you see when you first select Firms &
Vendors from the Matter Navigation Bar, or the Firms & Vendors tab at the top of the matter
record.
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Adding a Firm/Vendor

1. Narrow your search results by entering a firm or vendor company name in the text box. 

2. Select badge options from the Include Only table to further narrow your search results. An icon
appears on the selected box and matches the badges in the Firm/Vendor list. 

Important Note: Your site administrator may have changed the description titles for some of these
badges (AFA on Files is an optional badge title created as an example to be used for this guide). 

3. Press the List Matching Firms and Vendors button (3) to return a list of all firms or vendors
that meet the search criteria. 

Note: The result list shows a maximum of 50 firms and vendors.

Badge Data

Recommended

Preferred

Approved

Alternate Fee Arrangement on File

e-Billing

Opposing

4. Optionally, customize your searches using the available information bars. 

· Type Company allows you to find companies by Legal purpose.
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· Expertise Area finds a firm or vendor with skill or knowledge in a particular field.

· Reference Title focuses the search on a specific role designation or patent.

· Find firms and vendors in a certain location using the Optional Geographic Filter.

After selecting the desired firm or vendor from the list, you are directed to a new screen. From here,
you can view the firm or vendor's assignment permissions, accounting/alternate fee agreement with
their accounting ledger number, and view their staff members.

Assign the Firm/Vendor to a Matter

1. Assign the firm or vendor as either Lead or Supporting using the corresponding radio buttons at
the top.

2. Assign permissions by selecting the checkboxes under Assignment Permissions.

Assign Permissions

3. Start a budget by clicking Yes.

a. select budget type and assign frequency of occurrence. Decide if you want the budget due
by a certain day by selecting the first checkbox and changing the date as necessary.
Check the additional boxes below to place the due date on the matter record's calendar,
and/or send a reminder on a specified date.

Add a Budget

4. Change or enter agreement high points that invoice approvers can use to aid their invoice
evaluation by clicking the radio button next to Yes under Accounting/Alternate Fee
Agreement. 
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5. Enter accounting ledger number.

Fee Agreement

6. Check the boxes next to available staff members to include them in the assignment. 

7. Click the Assign Firm/Vendor.

You are then redirected to the Firm & Vendors tab, where information of the assigned law firms is
displayed in the Active List.

Assigned firms/vendors receive email confirmation that includes the name of the user who assigned
them and a link to the Lawtrac application.

Firms & Vendors Active List

Billing guidelines allow you to set maximum amounts that can be submitted by outside counsel or
firms/vendors for payment. Crossing these thresholds flags the invoice for reviewer's consideration;
threshold breaches do not automatically result in the invoice being rejected. If no LEDES code is
selected, then the amounts apply to all items. If no maximum is set (the default remains zero) then
the item is ignored.
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To edit a firm or vendor's alternate fees, select Alternate Fees from the Firms & Vendors sidebar,
then click the firm's or vendor's name.

Alternate Fees

· Maximum amounts can be set per invoice, fiscal year, or by lifetime. Type a count (amount of
products/hours for which the vendor is to be paid) and cost (price of product/activity) into the text
fields.

· Set a LEDES code by choosing a code from the drop-down list. 

· Use the radio box  to block the firm or vendor from use on the matter.

Click Save to confirm changes.

Set Limit

When changes have been saved, you can delete a guideline by clicking the firm's or vendor's name,
and selecting the  icon.

Set Alternate Fee Arrangement Details

1. Go to the Firms & Vendors Active List.

2. Click on the  icon. 

3. Click the checkbox and enter the arrangement details in the text field. 

4. Click Update. 
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The  icon will now look like , but the amounts adjusted on the Alternate Fees screen remain the
same.

Alternate Fee Arrangements in the Active List

To initiate a budget for a firm or vendor within a matter record: 

1. From the Firms & Companies hyperlink under Team, Firms, Parties section in the Matter
Navigation Bar (or the Firms & Vendors tab at the top of the matter record), select the Active
List. 

Firms & Vendors Active List

2. Click the  icon (the far left icon under the Finance column). 

You are taken to a new screen.

3. Select the budget type and frequency of occurrence from the drop-down lists. 

4. Use the  icon to determine the due-by date (make sure the checkbox for this option has been
marked). 

a. If you decide to assign a due date, a new checkbox appears that gives you the option to
place the date on your matter calendar.

5. Set a reminder, if necessary. 

6. Click Set-Up Budget. 
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You are redirected to your newly adjusted budget list. From here, you can open the budget by
clicking the budget number and adjust budget line fees. The Budgets portion of the Finance
Navigation Bar section of the guide covers this process thoroughly.

Set up a Budget

If you have been given budget approval permissions by your site administrator, you can approve or
reject an existing budget from your firm/vendor active list on a matter record. 

1. Select Firms & Vendors in the Team, Firms, Parties section of the Matter Navigation Bar,
or go to the Firms & Vendors tab at the top of the matter record. 

2. Click Active List in the sidebar. 

3. Click the  icon (the far left icon under the Finance column). If the firm or vendor has a budget
on file, this icon is blue. 

You are then directed to the budget list page.

Budget List

4. Click on the budget number to navigate to the vendor's budget information page. 

5. At the top of the page, in the Settings tab, select either Approve or Reject from the "Approval
Status" drop-down list. 

6. Click Update to confirm.
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Approve or Reject a Budget

The following flowchart illustrates the differences between a party and an entity.

Examples of Parties and Entities

The traditional use of parties within a Matter Management System pertains mainly to individuals
associated to a matter who are neither part of the corporate structure nor the outside counsel or
vendors who also have a direct relationship to that matter.

If John Smith, the individual, is involved with a claim or litigation against your company, he might be a
"Party" to the matter.
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If John Smith is a corporation (John Smith, Inc.) involved with a claim or litigation against your
company, that corporation would be associated to the matter as an "Entity".

If John Smith is the CEO of your company, he would not be identified as a "Party" but rather as a
corporate "Key Personnel".

If the person is involved with the matter in a position to gain financially for work or services performed,
he would be an outside counsel or vendor.

The traditional requirements of assigning parties to a matter continue to be a function within Lawtrac,
but we have introduced a two-tier "hierarchy" system to the parties: the first tier is referred to as
"Entity"; the second tier is referred to as "Party".

Individual parties can be associated to a matter, and they can also be a part of an entity that is
associated to another matter.

An Entity can be:

· An external company

· A subordinate company within the corporation using the Lawtrac application

· An identified class of litigants

A Party can be:

· A subordinate individual to an entity

· A subordinate individual to more than one entity

· An individual who can be associated to a Matter but who is not associated to an entity

Matter Relationships to Parties and Entities

When an entity is attached to a matter, subordinate parties are also attached, making their contact
information available to all those working on the matter.

Parties are attached to a matter as individuals. An individual who is subordinate to an entity may be
attached as an individual, at which point the association is one-to-one and will not involve the entity
or other subordinates of any associated entity.
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The Parties page under Teams, Firms, Parties in the Matter Navigation Bar displays parties by
name, classification, active date, and any information added in other categories. If a party has a loan,
the  icon appears to the right of the party's details.

Party List

Sidebar Options:

Link Function

Active List View all parties that are currently active.

Inactive List View all parties that are currently inactive.

Assign New Party Add a new party.

Supervisor View View the list as a supervisor.
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Link Function

Loans View a party's loan information: Start date, principal amount, and
payment amount.

Transactions View the actions taken by or to parties.

To add a party to the selected matter record:

1. Click the Assign New Party hyperlink from the Parties sidebar.

Assign New Party

2. Search for an individual by last name, first name, company, or alias. 

A minimum of four characters are needed to conduct the search, and the search criteria can be
altered to accept characters that the name either begins with, ends with, or contains.

3. Click Search, then select a party from the list to add them to the Matter record. 

a. If the party you need is not displayed, click the Add New Party button to create new party
data.

Add New Party

a. Enter all information available, first and last name required, and click Add New Party. 
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5. If the party you would like to add is listed, click on the party name. 

a. Add a classification and add or edit an insurance claim number and date.

6. Click Add [Party Name] to confirm.

Once the party has been added you are able to edit contact information and payment or loan
information. See View Party Information for more details.

Confirm Selection
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Click the name of the party in the Parties | Active List to bring up the information screen for the
party of your choice.

Party Information

Edit a Party Associated to a Matter

·  —Edit the main information (such as alias name, best time to call, alternate phone number,
etc.). 

· —Edit all contact information at once. Use the Tab button on your keyboard to navigate
through the text boxes. If a change has been made in a text box, using Tab or clicking outside
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of the box initiates the save process. All saved information is identified by the  icon to the right
of the text box. 

Click Finish to confirm saved changes.

Edit Main Contact Information

Additional information for Addresses, Payments, Offers & Demands, Other Matters and Loans
can be included at this screen as well by clicking the respective button.

Additional Information

Additional Information Options: 

Button Function

Addresses View or add additional address information.

Other Matters View other Matters to which the party is assigned.

Payments View or record a payment.
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Button Function

Loans View or add loan information.

Offers & Demands View or record an offer/demand.

Parties can be removed from a matter record by selecting Parties on the right side of the screen
under Team, Firms, Parties in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

In the Active List view, click on a party name.

Select the icon. A confirmation window pops up; press OK to continue.

Important Note: If a party has a payment on file, the account will be locked ( ). Selecting the

 icon does not erase the party from the database itself, it only removes its association
with that particular matter.

Party Information

Select the party's name on the list within a matter to record a payment to and/or from that party to
another party. 

1. Click the  button to add a payment.
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Record a Payment

2. Use the drop-down lists to specify if the payment is from the party to your company, or vice
versa.

3. Enter the payment amount and payment date in the text boxes (you can also click the  to
select a date). 

4. Click the  toggle to use the amount in the overall matter outcome amount.

5. Select the fiscal year from the drop-down and click the radio button ( ) to the left of the correct
fiscal quarter. 

6. Select the currency of the payment from the drop-down list and enter the exchange rate.

7. Click Enter Payment.

Once payments have been recorded against a party or entity, the Delete  icon is replaced with a

Records-on-File  icon. Parties and entities with payment histories cannot be deleted from a
matter.

Click the button again from the main detail screen to view the total
payments recorded against the matter.
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Lawtrac users can view entities as well as associate entities related to the matter.

Select Entities from the Team, Firms, Parties tab in the Matter Navigation Bar.

Entities

The first page you see when selecting this hyperlink is the Active Entity List (seen as List Entities
on the sidebar).

· —Allows users to view payment history or offers and demands

· —Deletes an entity from the list

· —Displays any party records the entity has on file

Matter Entity List

Sidebar Options:

Page Function

List Entities Return to the Active Entity List.

Associate Entity Add an entity to your list.

Refresh Refresh the list to apply changes.
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To add an entity to the selected matter record, select Associate Entity from the Entities sidebar.

Entities Sidebar

1. Search available entities by typing a search term in the text box. Search terms can be a letter or
group of letters in the entity's title, and results return a list of all entities with that letter or group
of letters in the name. 

2. Once the entity you want to add appears in the search results, click the radio  button to the
left of the entity name. 

3. Select a matter category to associate with the entity.

4. Click Add Entity.

Add Entity
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Select Entities from the Team, Firms, Parties tab in the Matter Navigation Bar. Click on the
name of the entity to view their information.

View Entity Information

The category under This Matter Category is pre-populated from the category chosen when
associating the entity. Click the  icon to delete the category; you always have the opportunity to
add a new one. If a matter category was not set during initial association, the space here will be
blank but the  icon still appears. Click on this icon to open a drop-down list from which you can
now select a matter category.

Add additional general categories by selecting an option from the "Add Category" drop-down list and

click Add. General categories can be made primary ( ) by clicking the  toggle. The first general
category you select defaults to primary. A maximum of five (5) categories are allowed to be added.

· —allows users to enter addresses and phone numbers

· —allows users to remove the entity from the matter

The Printables section in the Matter Navigation Bar provides you with three different matter
reports (each with varying levels of detail) for meetings or just a quick reference.

Clicking each report hyperlink within the Printables tab opens a new window on your screen. 

Matter: Printables

Printables Options:
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Page Function

Basic Create a summarized report.

Comprehensive Create a detailed report.

Custom A Create a custom report based on preferences set up by your site
administrator. 

Basic printables include the following information:

· Matter name and matter number

· Status and priority

· Important dates (from date fields on main matter screen)

· Internal staff and team members

· Correspondence records

· Document list

· Legal, product, and department hierarchies

· Assigned firms/vendors including invoice data

Comprehensive printables include the following information:

· Matter name and matter number

· Status and priority

· Important dates (from date fields on main matter screen)

· Internal staff and team members

· Document list

· Legal, product, and department hierarchies

· Assigned firms/vendors, including invoice data

· Matter events (60-day outlook)

· UDCs (user defined Fields)

· Financial considerations (from the Financial Overview screen)

· Matter checklist (general and type-specific)

· Matter reserves

· Linked matters
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Please refer to your company’s internal documentation or contact your site administrator.

In addition to the many short and limited text fields found on a matter's Main Screen, longer text
fields are available in the Text Records area in the Matter Navigation Bar. Text categories such as
Description and Status are standard, and display on some Lawtrac reports. Site administrators can
set up additional text categories, and text records can be word-searched.

Matter: Text Records

Text Records Options: 

Option Function

List/Manage View a list of all text records by subject, update date, source, author, and time
added.

Read All Open all text records to be read on the same page in chronological order.

Add New Add a text record by category and choose security and notification options.

Synopsis Add a summary of the text records by typing in the text box and clicking 
Update/Save. Can only be viewed by in-house staff. 

The List/Manage screen contains: 

· Date the text was recorded into the database 

· Subject or matter text category, 

· The last time there was an Update to the record

· Author of the text record

· Time an entry was added or updated 

· Source of the entry (in-house or outside counsel)

· Name of the source if separate from the in-house staff.

Use the  icons on the column headers to toggle the order of display. 

Click on the subject of the text record to view the text.
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· —Edit the text; click Save to confirm changes

· —Delete the text record

Edit a Text Record

To add a text record, select Add New on the right side under the Text Records box in the Matter
Navigation Bar.

Add New

1. Use the drop-down list to categorize the text record. 

New options automatically appear to the right after selection.

Select a Category
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2. Type your message into the text box.

3. Use the radio buttons  to choose whether or not to share your text record with outside counsel
and grant permissions for how they can interact with it.

4. Check the radio box if you wish to notify outside counsel of this new text record or grant key
personnel read access.

5. Verify the date; click the  icon to change the information.

6. Click Save.

Note: You can shield specific text records from outside counsel view by changing the security
settings. Click Outside Counsel Will Not Be Able To View This Category.

Security Options

Lawtrac users can create time slips for matter phases by date and total amount of time. This
function is particularly useful if you need to record how many hours you have worked on separate
tasks.

Matter: Time Accounting

Time Accounting Options: 
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Page Function

Time Reported View time that has been recorded against the matter by LEDES activity.

Record Time Create a time slip by phase and time.

Time that has been recorded against the matter record may be viewed by clicking Time Reported
under the Time Accounting tab on the Matter Navigation Bar. 

Time Reported Link

The Time Reported page displays an overview of hours worked by task, showing time reported by
both Individual(s) and business unit in a detailed breakdown of date, individual, LEDES code, and
time logged. A pie chart illustrates the time spent on each LEDES code as a visual representation of
the amount of time worked divided by 100% of total time recorded.

Time Reported Overview
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To record time, click Record Time under the Time Accounting tab on the Matter Navigation Bar.
 

Record Time Link

1. Select a LEDES code from the "Phase" drop-down list. 

a. If you need more information about the LEDES codes, click the question mark (?) to the
right of the drop-down menu.

Hourly charges, or fees, are broken into task codes which encompass litigation, counseling, project,
and bankruptcy transactions. Tasks may be summarized into phases which are identified by the
same first letter and digit of a particular task code (example B100, B110 and B120). 

2. Click the to change the date, and type in the amount of time worked in the "Total Time" text
box. 

3. Type any comments necessary in the appropriate text field.

4. Click Save Time Entry. 

All recorded time entries appear in a list on the right side.

Time Slip

From the Edit/Close section in the Matter Navigation Bar, Lawtrac users can edit a matter
number, formal name, and short name. You can also update the matter record status for outcome,
recovery/payment and disposition.

Matter: Edit/Close

Edit/Close Options:
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Page Function

Edit Main
Information

Edit the matter formal and short name and number.

Close/Status
Actions

Update matter record status based on outcome, recovery/payment, or
disposition.

The Edit Main Information hyperlink in the Edit/Close tab of the Matter Navigation Bar allows
users to edit the matter record number, formal name, and short name.

To edit these fields, type directly into the corresponding text box, then click Finish. 

Edit Matter Information

The Edit Main Information hyperlink in the Edit/Close tab of the Matter Navigation Bar allows
users to update matter record status.

· Under Type Outcome, select an outcome classification from the drop-down list, type an

outcome amount into the middle text box, and click the  icon to select the outcome date.

· Under Recovery/Payment use the radio buttons  to choose whether the matter record is a
recovery or a payment, then type an amount into the "Of" text box. Press Tab on your keyboard
or anywhere outside of the box to save the amount (a successful save is indicated by the 

icon). Click the colored switch to indicate that the record is an equitable relief , or not .
Select an option from the "Relief Sought" drop-down list.

· Under Disposition, select a matter status from the drop-down list, and click the  icon to
select a close date.

Click Set Record Status to save any changes.
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Status Actions

If any matter records have been linked to this selected matter, they show up under "Also Close
Linked Records". 

Linked records that are subordinate to the currently opened matter record show up under "Master
Of", and can be removed from this page. 

Linked records that are considered "Master" to the currently opened matter record need to be
deleted in the Linked Records section. 

Close a Matter Record

1. From within a matter record, select Edit/Close on the Matter Navigation Bar, then click
Close/Status Actions. 

2. Under Disposition, select "Closed" from the "Matter Status" drop-down list.

3. Use the calendar  icon to select the date the matter was closed.

4. Click Set Record Status.

Note: It is important for users to manually select the matter's status that will show once the
close date passes. For example, if the status is left as open when the date closed date
passes, the matter will have a status of open even though the matter will technically be
closed. 
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The Personal Note hyperlink in the Matter Navigation Bar allows users to add a private note
regarding the matter record. No one else is able to see a note that you’ve added.

Personal Note

Type your information into the "Subject" and "Note" text fields, indicate whether you’d like a follow-up

reminder and if so, when (click the  icon to select a date). Then, click Save Note.

To access your personal notes and view follow-up reminders:

1. Select the Messages tab in the top navigation bar.

2. Click My Notes.

a. Additional personal notes may also be added here.

The Security tab in the Matter Navigation Bar allows access control to Lawtrac users with the
appropriate permissions. Individual users have a specific work/security group to which they are
assigned, which is set within their user profile. Users only have access to matters which work/
security group matches the user's.
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Matter: Security

Toggle the icon next to the security/work group to grant them access to the matter or revoke it.
Security/Work groups are managed by your site administrator.

· —Permission/Access is enabled

· —Permission/Access is disabled

Security Switches
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1.3.2.1.1.2  Finance Navigation Bar

The Finance Navigation Bar on the Primary Information screen allows users to adjust or view
financial records of the selected matter, including Budgets, Chargebacks, Insurance,
International Finances, Reserves, and Offers and Demands. 

Note: If the matter is not associated to a firm/vendor with an invoice, certain subjects do not appear.
To view firm/vendor invoice information, please see Invoice Management in the Finance Module.

Finance Navigation Bar

Click any of the subjects under the Finance tab to expand it and view its respective options.

Page Function

Budgets View all active and inactive budgets and delete inactive budgets. Sort budgets by
Type/Phase and Frequency/Lifetime occurrence.

Chargeback
s

View details of recorded chargebacks.

General · Insurance—View insurance policies here as well as assign a new policy.
Click the policy name and continue to review and edit details. All policy and
coverage information will be displayed and can be edited before being
reapplied to the Matter.

· Finance Summary/Overview—View outcome amount, invoices received,
and an overview of finance by adversary and company.

Internationa
l

View international financial details, payments, invoices and reserves.
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Page Function

Reserves View all reserves as well as add reserve amounts and details. The Breakdown:
Categories and Breakdown: Fiscal Years tabs provide further graphical detail
on all existing reserves.

Offers and
Demands

View offers and demands from outside vendors and parties.

The Budgets tab within the Finance Navigation Bar displays budgets related to the matter that
have been recorded in Lawtrac. The budget number is a hyperlink that takes you to the budget's
detail page. The budget code, firm or vendor, type, frequency, and budget amount are also shown.

Finance: Budgets

To view a list of your matter budgets, select View Budgets. 

· Click a radio button ( ) to show a list of active budgets, inactive budgets, or both. Click List
Budgets to confirm and refresh the page.

· Under "Options", select the drop-down list to show budgets by type or frequency. 

· Use the arrows   in the column headers to filter the arrangement of the list by budget number,
fiscal year, firm/vendor, or amount.

· Click the  at the top right of the screen to be taken back to the Matter record.

Budget List

To edit a budget, click on the budget code from a Matter Budget list. You are redirected to a new
page with the budget detail. 

For information about initiating a budget, refer to the Firms & Vendors section. 
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Flag a Budget

Flag a budget by navigating to that budget's detail page, then click Set Flag at the top right of the
screen.

Toggle the icon to make the budget active  or inactive .

Flag a Budget

Lawtrac users who manually create invoices are able to quickly and easily edit line items for
invoices that were created either in-house or submitted by an outside counsel. 

Note: You are only able to modify line items on invoices that you already have permission to change.
All changes made to line items are recorded for audit purposes.

Add a Budget Line

To add lines to a budget:

1. Go to the budget's detail page.

2. Under Add A Budget Line in the View/Add Lines tab, select a phase from the drop-down list. 

When a phase has been selected, an optional drop-down list for Task will appear. 
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3. Set a budget amount for rate and hours by entering numbers into the appropriate text fields. 

"Comments/Classifications", "Paid by Aliens", and "Paid by Other" information is optional. 

4. Click Add Line to confirm and update.

You can approve or reject an existing budget from your firm/vendor active list. 

1. Select Firms & Vendors in the Team, Firms, Parties section of the Matter Navigation Bar,
or go to the Firms & Vendors tab at the top of the Matter record. Click Active List in the
sidebar. 

2. Click the  icon (the far left icon under the Finance column). If the firm or vendor has a budget
on file, this icon will be blue. 

You are then directed to the Budgets page.

Budget List

3. At the top of the page, in the Settings tab, select either Approve or Reject from the "Approval
Status" drop-down list. 

4. Click Update to confirm.

Approve or Reject a Budget

The Chargebacks hyperlink on the Finance Navigation Bar allows users to view details of
recorded chargebacks.

Click the  icon to expand details for the chargeback.

Click Reset to set and pre-approve the invoice.
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Chargebacks

Lawtrac users can easily view insurance activity, assign policies to a matter, and view matter finance
summary from within a selected matter record.

Select the General tab in the Finance Navigation Bar to access Insurance and Finance
Summary/Overview.

Finance: General

Page Function

Insurance View insurance activities and assign policies to the Matter.

Finance Summary/
Overview

View the Matter's finance summary and overview by adversary and
company.

Users can view current policies assigned to the matter, and add or remove insurance policies from
within a matter record by clicking the Insurance hyperlink under General in the Finance
Navigation Bar.

Insurance Link

Edit an Insurance Policy

Policies already associated with the matter are listed on the right side of the page. 

· —Change the deductible or coverage amount 
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· —Delete the assignment (located to the far right of Edit Policy Assignment)

Edit Deductible amount (amount paid out by your company), coverage amount (amount to be
credited to your company), and claim number by typing into the appropriate text box. 

Click Save to confirm changes.

Insurance Activity

Add an Insurance Policy

Select a policy to add by clicking the corresponding radio button , then click Continue. The policy
information will be displayed, allowing you to adjust the coverage and amount of deductible to apply if
necessary. 

· Apply or change coverage for the instance and the amount of deductible to apply by typing in the
appropriate text boxes. 

· Record the policy as a payment to a party from an insurance entity by clicking the radio box 
. 

Click Add Policy to Matter to confirm, or click the  icon at the top left of the page under Policy
Information to cancel and return to the list of active policies.
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Add Policy 

The Finance Summary/Overview hyperlink in the Finance Navigation Bar provides you with a
financial overview for the matter. For matters where the currency field is different than the base
currency, the Matter Finance Summary screen displays both the base currency and foreign
currency data.

Finance Summary/Overview Link

Click Edit to edit summary data. The top Edit hyperlink allows you to adjust recovery/payment
amount and relief sought. The bottom Edit hyperlink allows you to adjust adversary and company
finances.

Matter Finance Summary
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If the selected matter record is using multiple currencies, there is an additional option next to the 
Edit hyperlink in the Overview section (shown below).

Click on the currency hyperlink to see Overview details in the adjusted rate; the currency
conversion calculator appears at the bottom of the table. The hyperlink resets to the other type of
currency being used by the matter, allowing you to switch between finance summaries.

Overview: View by Currency

Clicking the International tab in the Finance Navigation Bar enables you to view a matter’s
financial data in different currencies concurrently. If the matter has invoices submitted in currencies
other than your company’s base currency, or if the matter’s currency is set at something other than
your company’s currency, you can quickly view the totals in the vendor's currency and in your
company’s currency. Similarly, if the currency set in My Lawtrac is different from what your
company uses and you enter financial information—such as Reserves—the International Finance
screens quickly shows the original total and the total converted to your company’s base currency.

Note: The International link is only visible if your site administrator has the International Finance
Screens turned on.

The following screens are from a matter with a base currency of United States Dollars (USD). If My
Lawtrac is set with yet a different currency (for example, EUR), then the Currencies Used In
Matter (found in the Summary and Reserves section) show a fourth line for "My" with your currency
code and current exchange rate.

Finance: International

Topic Function

Summary View loss summary and expense summary.

Reserves View reserves for fiscal quarter/year, and loss summary.

Party Payments View payments from and made to parties.

Invoices & Receipts View all receipts and invoices on file.
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The Summary hyperlink under International in the Finance Navigation Bar allows you to view
loss summary and expense summary.

Summary Link

Loss and Expense Summary

1. Loss Summary

The currency initially used in the invoice appears in the Original Currency column. The USD
column displays the exchanged rate in U.S. dollars.

· Outstanding Loss Reserve = Total Reserves – Payments from Firm/Vendor.

· Total Loss Payments: payments from your company.
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· Total Loss Recovery: payments to your company.

· Total Loss Incurred Position = Total Outstanding Loss Reserves + Total Loss Payments – Total
Loss Recoveries.

2. Expense Summary

The currency initially used in the budget appears in the Original Currency column. The USD
column displays the exchanged rate in U.S. dollars.

· Outstanding Budget = Budget – Invoices Paid.

· Paid Invoices: total of all paid invoices.

· Receipts: total of all reimbursed invoices.

· Total Expense-Incurred Positions = Outstanding Budget + Paid Invoices – Receipts.

3. Currencies Used in Matter (right side)

If the matter record has invoices with any firms/vendors who use an alternate currency, the exchange
rates are displayed on the right side of the screen under Currencies Used In Matter. 

"Matter" currency identifies the currency assigned to the matter record. "Base" identifies the
currency assigned to the Lawtrac application. "Transactions" identifies the different currencies used
in the matter record's invoices.

Reserves are added from the Reserves section of the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Reserves Locations
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Under International, click the Reserves hyperlink to view all reserve payments broken down by
category and loss summary.

International Reserves

If the matter record has invoices with any firms/vendors who use an alternate currency, the exchange
rates are displayed on the right side of the screen under Currencies Used In Matter. 

"Matter" currency identifies the currency assigned to the matter record. "Base" identifies the
currency assigned to the Lawtrac application. "Transactions" identifies the different currencies used
in the matter record's invoices.
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The Party Payments hyperlink under International in the Finance Navigation Bar allows users to
view all payments to and from the parties associated with the matter record.

To record a payment for a party, select a party from the Parties page in the Matter Navigation Bar
and select the Payments button.

Party Payments

If the matter record has invoices with any firms/vendors who use an alternate currency, the exchange
rates are displayed on the right side of the screen under Currencies Used In Matter. 

"Matter" currency identifies the currency assigned to the matter record. "Base" identifies the
currency assigned to the Lawtrac application. "Transactions" identifies the different currencies used
in the matter record's invoices.

Click the Invoices & Receipts hyperlink under International in the Finance Navigation Bar to
view the status and receipts of all invoices associated with that matter record.

Invoices are separated by firm/vendor, and listed by invoice number, status (i.e. Unapproved, [in]
Accounting, Approved), Currency, Original Amount, Exchange Rate, and USD Total. Rejected
invoices show up as Unapproved.

Click on an invoice number to view that invoice's detail page.
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Invoices & Receipts

The Invoices tab in the Finance Navigation Bar offers you three reports:  Invoice List, Invoice
Documents, and Invoice Chronology.

Finance: Invoices

Invoice List

Click the Invoice List hyperlink to navigate to a list of invoices associated with the matter. The
sum of all invoices is listed at the bottom. 

To filter invoices from a specific vendor: 
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1. Select a name from the "Firm/Vendor" drop-down list.

2. Use the "From:" and "To:" text boxes at the top right of the page to enter a period of time to
search invoices.

3. Click List Invoices. 

Invoice totals are displayed in the firm's currency of preference and show the exchange rate.

a. Toggle the alphabetical or numerical order of the Invoice, Firm/Vendor, or Amount
columns by clicking the  icon.

Click the invoice number to view invoice detail.

Invoice List

Invoice Documents

Click the Invoice Documents hyperlink to navigate to a list of documents that are associated
with matter invoices.

Click the invoice number to view invoice detail. 

Click title of the document under the Documents column to view or download the document.

Invoice Documents

Invoice Chronology

Click the Invoice Chronology hyperlink to view a list of a matter's invoices in chronological
order, starting from the earliest recorded date. 

Narrow a time range view by using the "From:" and "To:" text boxes at the top right of the page to
enter a period of time to search invoices, then click List Invoices.

The Invoice Chronology table displays the list of invoices by invoice number, submitting firm/
vendor, recorded date, from-to period (if there is a time limit for the invoice), status of approval for
the invoice, the amount submitted to Accounts Payable, record feed data, pay status, and invoice
sum.

Change the filter order by clicking the arrows  in the column headers.
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Invoices Chronology

To access a matter's Reserves, select the Reserves tab in the Finance Navigation Bar.

Finance: Reserves

Reserves Options:

Topic Function

Overview/Add New View all reserves and add reserve amounts.

Breakdown: Categories View reserves organized by category in a pie chart.

Breakdown: Fiscal Years View reserves organized by fiscal year in a bar chart.

To view all reserves and add a new reserve amount, select Overview/Add New in the Reserves tab
from the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Overview/Add New Link

Adding a Reserve Amount
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Add New Reserve

1. Classify the purpose of the reserve amount by selecting an option from the drop-down list.

2. Enter the amount of the reserve into the text box (required). 

3. Click the  icon to change the reserve date.

4. Change the fiscal year using the drop-down list, and click a radio button  to indicate fiscal
quarter.

5. Enter comments by typing in the text box.

6. Change currency using the drop-down list, and the exchange rate by typing a number into the
text box. (If you need to look up the exchange rate, use the Currency Look-Up page in the
Finance tab at the top of the Lawtrac application.)

7. Click Enter Reserve Amount to confirm and save.
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Edit an existing reserve by clicking the  icon. The information opens on the right. 

Change the classification and/or fiscal year by selecting an option from the drop-down list, and
change the amount and/or reserve date by typing into the text boxes. Add any comments to the
appropriate text field. Click Save Reserve Amount to keep changes, or click  to cancel and exit. 

Click the  icon to delete the record.

To view reserves organized by category in a pie chart, select Breakdown: Categories in the
Reserves tab from the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Breakdown: Categories Link

To edit a reserve:

1. Click the  icon. 

The information opens on the right. 

2. Change the classification and/or fiscal year by selecting an option from the drop-down list. 

3. Change the amount and/or reserve date by typing into the text boxes. 

4. Add any comments to the appropriate text field. 

5. Click Save Reserve Amount to keep changes, or click  to cancel and exit. 

Select the  icon to delete the record.
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Category Breakdown

The Breakdown: Fiscal Years hyperlink provides you with a matter finance review. This screen
displays core financial activity for the matter, including but not limited to actual year-to-date for both
the current and prior year, and active budgets. Additionally, total amount spent by assigned firms/
vendors is included. 

To view reserves organized by fiscal years in a bar chart, select Breakdown: Fiscal Years in the
Reserves tab from the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Breakdown: Fiscal Years Link

To edit a reserve:

1. Click the  icon. 

The information opens on the right. 

2. Change the classification and/or fiscal year by selecting an option from the drop-down list. 

3. Change the amount and/or reserve date by typing into the text boxes. 

4. Add any comments to the appropriate text field. 

5. Click Save Reserve Amount to keep changes, or click  to cancel and exit. 
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Select the  icon to delete the record.

Fiscal Year Breakdown

To access a matter's offers and demands, select the Offers and Demands tab in the Finance
Navigation Bar. The record list is displayed in chronological order (oldest first). 

Note: If you do no see this section within the matter record, some of your Matter Financial
permissions may be turned off in your user profile.

Finance: Offers and Demands

· —An acceptance date is associated to the record; hold your mouse pointer over the icon to
see the date

· —Contains amounts conveyed by the party/entity (demands and counter offers)

· —View details and edit the offer or demand

If there is more than one name listed, click on the name to refocus the list just for that party or
entity. The opportunity to record a counter offer or delete the record is also available. 

Note: If an offer has been accepted, a counter offer can not be recorded.
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Offers and Demands

Additional Options: 

Button Function

Offers Filter view for offers only.

Demands Filter view for demands only.

Record New Create a new record for an offer, demand, or settlement. 

Refresh Refresh the screen to view all offers and demands.

To edit an offer or demand, select the Offers and Demands tab in the Finance Navigation Bar

and click the  icon to the right of the record.

1. Change the amount by typing a number in the text field.

2. Change the date incurred and date accepted by clicking the  and selecting a date.

3. Type any comments into the large text field.

4. Click Save Changes to confirm, or to delete the record. 

Note: If there are counter-offers dependent on the record, you will not have the option to delete.
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Edit an Offer

Record a Counter Offer

If the offer has not been accepted, the opportunity to record a counter offer or delete the record is
also available. 

1. Click Record Counter Offer to refresh the page for additional details. You are given an option to
choose who is making the counter offer by selecting a radio button . 

2. Type the counter offer in the "Counter Of" text box. 
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Create a Counter Offer

3. Click the  icon to change the date.

4. Add any comments or notes in the large text field.

5. Click Save Changes to confirm.

To record a new offer or demand, select the Offers and Demands tab in the Finance Navigation
Bar and click the Record New button above the records.

Record a New Offer, Demand, or Settlement

1. Select whether the record is an offer to party or entity, demand received from party or entity, or a
party settlement amount from the drop-down list.
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2. Select whom is to receive the offer, or from whom the demand or settlement is being received by
using the newly generated drop-down box.

3. Additional text boxes may appear; type a number into the "Amount Of" box, and click the 
 icon to change the date(s), if necessary.

4. Include any notes or instructions in the "Notes" text box. 

5. Click Save to confirm.

New Record Details

6. In the next screen, click on any of the checkboxes to apply the amount to the final outcome of
the matter or as payment to the party. You can also opt out of selecting a checkbox altogether.

7. Click Run. 

1.3.2.1.1.3  Modules Navigation Bar

The Modules Navigation Bar on a matter's Primary Information screen allows users to adjust or
view at-large features of the matter. 

Modules Navigation Bar

Modules Navigation Options:
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Page Function

Duplicate Duplicate the matter record.

External Links Manage external links associated to the matter.

Hold Actions Manage holds and hold recipients.

Patent/Trademark View and add patents, trademarks, or government filings.

Real Estate Manage real estate tracking records.

The Duplicate hyperlink in the Modules Navigation Bar allows users to duplicate the matter record
with only specific data instead of including information which may not pertain to the matter at hand. 

Duplicate Record

1. Select a matter number prefix from the drop-down list. The matter number prefix is used to
indicate the matter record project (ex: ADM- Administration, LIT- Litigation, etc.) Your site
administrator decides what prefixes work best with your company's matter records.
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2. Select any number of records by clicking the checkboxes . Legal Hierarchy is automatically
selected, as it is a required field.

3. Select a status from the drop-down list, and click  to manage status date.

4. Link record and duplicate record by selecting the corresponding checkbox . 

5. Click Continue.

Add New Record

Additional information opens to the right. Matter formal name and short name can be changed by
typing into the appropriate text boxes.

6. Select a text category from the drop-down list and optionally add text for selected category in
the large text field. 

7. Click Add New Record. Your record has been duplicated successfully when you see the 
 icon.

Lawtrac users can access external links that may be helpful or relevant to the matter, such as a
currency converter Web site, or international date and time. 

To see external links and add new links, select the External Links tab from the Modules
Navigation Bar. 
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Modules: External Links

External links already added to the matter appear on the left. 

To add a new link,enter a name for the Web site in the top text field and site address in the bottom
text field on the right side of the page. If your site administrator has added additional external links
to Application Administration, they are provided at the bottom right-hand side, but cannot be
added directly to the matter.

Note: Enter the full URL (http://www.------.com). This format is required.

External Links

http://www.------.com
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Matters can be put on hold by clicking the Hold Actions hyperlink in the Modules Navigation Bar. 

Modules: Hold Actions

When placing a record on hold, you have limited editing and deleting capability. Holds do not prevent
new information from being added to the record (i.e. text, documents, etc.).

Place a Matter on Hold

1. Select the type of hold from the top drop-down list.

2. Click the  icon to select a start date.

3. Select an individual as lead from the "Hold Administrator" drop-down list. 

a. Optionally, notes or instructions for the hold can be added to the "Hold Notes" text field. 

4. Click Set Hold to confirm. 

The hold categories are customized in Lawtrac's Application Administration, so if you do not see
the appropriate hold type for your matter record, contact your site administrator.

 Edit the start date, hold administrator, and category by clicking the  icon.
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Set Hold

Hold Notification Management

Hold notification recipients and hold messages are listed at the bottom of the page. The default view
for recipients is the Active List. 

To view or edit a Recipient’s Individual Record: 

1. Click the  icon next to their name.  

2. Under the Score column, identify the materials that the individual has using the drop-down
list.

See Review Individual Record for additional details.

Active Recipient List

To edit or enter "About This Matter" text:

1. Click the Enter 'About This Matter' Text button at the top of the active recipient list to
attach a text that is included with the hold notifications. 

2. Type directly into the text field and click Save Opening Paragraph. 
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'About This Matter' Text

To look up or add hold recipients:

1. Click the Look-Up/Add to Hold Recipients button at the top of the active recipient list to
add an individual to the hold notification recipient list. 

2. Type the individual's last name or the group name into the text box.

3. Click Go. 

4. In the Group Name list, click Expand to view group members.

5. Click the checkbox  to add, then scroll down to the bottom and click Submit.

6. In the Personnel or Parties list, click the  icon. Click the  icon to review or edit the
individual's record.

7. Click Add New Person at the bottom of the list to enter details for a new individual record.
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Add a Hold Recipient

You can review and edit an individual record on the hold recipient list by clicking the  icon in the
Active Recipients List on the Hold Actions page. 

Enter the desired information by typing into the appropriate text boxes. Use the checkbox  to add
the individual to a non-email delivery service for notifications.

Click Save Record to confirm any changes.

Click Remove from Record to remove the individual from the matter record.
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Review Individual Record

The purpose of the Patent/Trademark hyperlink in the Modules Navigation Bar is to record
information submitted to government agencies. This page stores details of key areas involved with a
company's patents, trademarks and filings, including pertinent dates and country details. 

Patent/Trademark Link

Lawtrac users can access patents, trademarks, and government filings that are associated to the
matter, and also add new patents.

Click country name to view the details.

· —Delete the record.

· —Edit the record. The patent/trademark/government filings information opens on the right side
of the page, and you are able to adjust all data fields that were set up when it was first added.
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Click Update Tracking to confirm changes made to the text boxes, or click the  icon at the
top to close the edit page.

Select a law firm or vendor to associate to the patent or trademark by selecting an option from
the "Outside Counsel" drop-down list.

Patent/Trademark/Government Filings

To add a new patent, trademark, or government filing, select Patent/Trademark from the Modules
Navigation Bar.

Select a radio button  under Add New to open additional information and detail the patent/
trademark. 

Add New Patent, Trademark, Government Filing

1. Select a country from the "Patent/Trademark/Filing In Country" drop-down list.

2. Click the  icon to change the required filing date, or add any relevant dates below. 
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a. Use the attached text fields to add notes and comments.

3. Select a status from the "Status" drop-down list.

4. Choose to associate a law firm or vendor by selecting an option from the "Outside Counsel"
drop-down list.

5. Click Add New Tracking to confirm and save.

Add New Trademark/Patent
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Users can add specific data such as square footage, rent, market value, etc., to be tracked and
recorded for real estate-related matters. 

Click the Real Estate hyperlink in the Modules Navigation Bar. 

Real Estate Link

1. Turn on the module by clicking . 

A Real Estate Form appears where you can enter the relevant tracking data. 

2. Enter all data as applicable and necessary.

3. Click Save when you have finished entering your data. 

a. Click the icon if you decide to switch off real estate tracking. Information previously
entered in Real Estate Data Items is not retained.
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Real Estate Data

1.3.2.1.2  Legal Team

The Legal Team tab within a matter record allows users with the appropriate permissions to add
members to the Legal team, swap assignments, adjust roles and view or add key personnel. See 
Teams, Firms, Parties for further detail.

Legal Team
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To make any adjustments to the individuals assigned to the matter, click on the team member's
name or the Edit button .

Within every matter record there are four available areas of responsibility. Click the following titles to
review information about the position:

· Lead Position

· Paralegal Position

· Administrative Position

· Team Position(s)

While the first three positions above (Lead, Paralegal and Administrator) allow for only one
assignment on each matter record, the number of individuals you can assign to a matter as a team
member is unlimited. If more than the allowable roles are assigned, a warning notice is prompted, as
shown below: 

Position Notice

Legal Team Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Individual Add a new member to the team and designate his or her role. 

Swap
Assignments

Substitute individual roles within a matter; this applies to in-house staff only.
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Page Function

Released List View individuals who have been removed from the team, or who have been
replaced by another person.

Active List View your current Legal team. This is the default page for the Legal Team
tab.

Invoice
Approval

Default approval chain; approvers are listed along with the maximum dollar
amount that they can approve.

Predefined
Team

Assign a team to the matter record that has been predefined by your site
administrator.

Key Personnel View or add key persons—individuals associated with the matter record who
are separate from the Legal department.

1.3.2.1.2.1  Add an Individual

There are several ways to make adjustments to the personnel assigned to the matter. Navigate to
the Legal Team tab within a matter. Click Add Individual to add a new member to the team and
designate his or her role. 

Add Individual Link

The Add Individual area of the screen has links for the various roles. A matter can have only one
individual assigned to each of the three lead roles (Primary, Paralegal, and Administrator), but may
have multiple individuals assigned as team members or as corporate key personnel. 

1. Click the Add Individual hyperlink to open the following series of drop-down menus on the
same screen:
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Add Individual

2. Select the individual you’d like to add as a team member from the drop-down list and click Save.
 

a. Select the checkbox in this section to enable reminder emails for the selected new member.

As a general rule, the security settings of the individual must match the security settings of the
matter record in order for the individual to have access to that record. However, the security settings
within a matter can be circumvented by assigning a person to the Legal Team for that matter.
Individuals assigned to the matter have access, regardless of work group assignments.

Matter records marked "Private" can only be accessed by individuals assigned directly to the matter.
When used in conjunction with the security capabilities of Lawtrac and the "Private" settings for each
matter, site administrators can adjust settings to fit your company’s needs.

The first three positions (Lead, Paralegal and Administrative) can be renamed by your site
administrator. The second and third positions can be turned off if your company so chooses;
however, the Lead position and team members are required positions of responsibility.

One of two required positions, the Lead position within the matter record, also referred to as
"Attorney", is reserved for the individual who is responsible for managing the matter and reporting the
status of the matter to your corporate/company hierarchy. This person must have invoice approval
authority for at least one dollar ($1).

The person in this position will be automatically notified when the matter is updated, either by
individuals within the Legal department or outside counsel, and when financial considerations are
updated (invoices or budgets received).

This position is based on the premise that the authority to conduct business within the matter can be
delegated to others, but never the responsibility for the matter.

The second position is typically reserved for the “primary contact”. This person may be responsible
for the day-to-day activities of the matter at the corporate or company level and could be, for
example, a paralegal.

Outside law firms, vendors, and other corporate key personnel can be directed to contact the
individual in the secondary position in order to keep all information within the matter up-to-date.

This position may work in concert with the secondary position, or may be assigned duties specific to
matter types in order to enhance the management of matter information.

Because individual permissions can be set at the activity level, an individual assigned to this position
on the Legal Team may not be privy to financial or other information within a matter, but may help
shoulder the responsibility to ensure the matter data is current and accurate.
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This position, along with the Lead, is also a required position. Whoever adds a new matter record
into Lawtrac is automatically assigned to that matter’s team.

Because a matter’s security settings can restrict viewing to only those assigned to it, there must
always be at least one person assigned to the team. This will prevent matter records from "falling
through the cracks" and being lost within the Lawtrac application.

Depending on the view/edit permissions granted to the individual team members, they have full
authority to interact with the matter information, as do all of those in the higher positions.

1.3.2.1.2.2  Sw ap Assignments

The Swap Assignments tab in the Legal Team sidebar allows you to substitute individual roles
within a matter; this applies to in-house staff only.

Swap Assignments Link

1. Select the in-house team member from which you wish to swap an assignment in the left drop-
down menu. 

2. Select the person with whom you wish to switch or move those assignments. You can also
move the individual to a different role instead of swapping assignments.

3. Click Save.

Swap Assignments or Move Role
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1.3.2.1.2.3  Released List

Individuals who have been removed from the team or replaced by another person will display in the 
Released List. Access this list from the Legal Team sidebar.

Released List Link

· —View assignment/release details, allow the member to be reminded about contracts via
email, include notes, or reinstate

· —Email the individual

· —Send an internal message

· —Reinstate the individual back to the matter; the user is activated in the role
previously held

Note: This may cause you to have more than one paralegal or administrative role in your Legal team.
If this occurs, you will see a notice at the top of the active Legal team list.
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Released Individuals

1.3.2.1.2.4  Matter Default Invoice Approval

Click the Invoice Approval hyperlink in the Legal Team sidebar to display your default approval
chain for the selected matter; approvers are listed in order along with the maximum dollar amount
they can approve.

Invoice Approval Link

The first approver in the chain is the Lead/Primary person, who is usually the attorney responsible for
the matter. In order to be on this type of invoice approval chain, a staff member must have permission
to serve as a Primary on matters. 

Note: You may also have a default approval chain depending on workflow criteria established by your
system administrator; these can be reset from within the individual matter or invoice.

Each member of an approval chain has a maximum dollar amount limit for approving invoices. The
approvers that come after have a higher limit. If an invoice total is greater than the Primary’s approval
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limit, the invoice is handed off to the next person in the approval chain. Up to five individuals can be in
an approval chain. 

When a new invoice is created, it is automatically routed to the first person in the associated
matter’s approval chain. The approver receives an internal message with a link to the invoice.
Depending on the invoice workflow that your site administrator has configured there will either be a
"chain of command" to review, or any person in the approval chain can approve an invoice even if the
person before them has not reviewed it. When Workflow option 1 ("Rejection of an invoice will end the
approval chain") is turned on, the approval chain process ends when a single individual rejects the
invoice.

If the total invoice falls within the first approver’s authorization amount, the approver can approve the
invoice automatically and no other approver needs to review it. 

Invoice Approval Chain

Create an Alternate Approval Chain for the Matter

1. Click the Set Alternate Approval Chain hyperlink (or Add More Individuals if an alternate
chain is already started).

2. Use the drop-down list to select the first approver. 

3. Click Set. 

4. Repeat this process for each person you want to add to the alternate approval chain, finishing
with the final approver. 

Click the  icon to remove an individual from the alternate approval chain.

All invoices submitted against this matter can be reviewed and approved or rejected by members of
the alternate approval chain.

Important Note: Everyone on a matter’s invoice approval chain will have access to the matter’s
financial/invoice information.
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1.3.2.1.2.5  Predefined Legal Team

Assigning a predefined team to a matter record is perhaps the fastest and most efficient way to
associate individuals to matters. Teams may be established based on expertise, location, or by
balance of workload. Assigning a predefined team to a matter also provides extra support when
adding new department personnel or making substitutions.

Predefined Team Link

If a new person joins the Legal department, site administrators can run a script that will assign that
person to every open matter that has a specific team assigned to it. Site administrators set up
predefined teams through Application Administration based on the needs of your department or
company.

Assign a Predefined Legal Team to the Matter

1. Click the Predefined Team link.

2. Select a team using the radio buttons.

3. Click Save. 

This process overwrites any previous team assignments for the matter. However, you can reinstate
released individuals to the team.
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Predefined Team

By default, matters do not require that a Legal team be assigned to them. If your matter record does
not require a Legal team, keep the radio button set to 

 (located at the bottom of the listing).

1.3.2.1.2.6  Review /Release Legal Team Member

Click the  icon beside an individual’s name to review their stats or release them. You also have the
ability to add comments in the text box. 

Click the Release button at the bottom left of the screen to release the individual from the matter.

Important Note: Releasing an individual is immediate. You are not given a notice of confirmation.
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Release From Matter

1.3.2.1.2.7  Key Personnel

The Key Personnel hyperlink in the Legal Team sidebar allows you to add associates to the
matter record, even if they are not a part of the Legal team.

Key Personnel Link

Key personnel are individuals who work for the company but do not belong to the Legal department.
They can't see everything that the in-house users see; these settings are managed by your site
administrator.
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Key Personnel

· —Add remarks, ratings, or release them from the matter. Click Save to confirm changes or
additions made to comments.

· —Email the individual.

· —Add an internal note.

· —Notifications or access to the matter is enabled. Click to toggle.

· —Notifications or access to the matter is disabled. Click to toggle.

Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Key Person Add an individual to your key personnel list.

Active List View all active key personnel.

Released List View all retired key personnel.

In-House Team View your Legal Team.

1. Click Add Key Person in the Key Personnel sidebar.

Add Key Person
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2. Select an individual from the drop-down list. If you do not see the individual you want to add,
contact your site administrator so he or she can create a profile for the individual. 

a. Click the red icon to turn access to the matter record or notifications on ( ). Access to the

matter record and notifications are initially turned off ( ). 

3. Click Add Record to confirm.

Add Key Personnel Record

Release a Key Person

1. Click the edit  icon.

The key person's profile opens below.

2. Click Release.

Note: Performing this action only releases the key person from the matter, not the Lawtrac
application.

Release Key Person from Matter Record
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The Released List hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar displays a list of key personnel that
have been released from the matter record. 

Released List

· —Email the individual.

· —Add an internal note.

· —Notifications or access to the matter is enabled. Click to toggle.

· —Notifications or access to the matter is disabled. Click to toggle.

Reinstate a Key Person to the Matter Record

click on the individual's name or the  icon, then click Activate. 

Reactivate Key Person
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1.3.2.1.3  Document Management

Lawtrac allows documents to be uploaded to matters so they can be shared with other corporate
staff and outside counsel (if designated).

Select the Document Management tab at the top of the matter record screen. Documents here are
initially opened in Documents List, and can be further refined by selecting one of the options in the
gray sidebar on the right side of the screen.

Document Management Tab

Document Management Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Documents List View all documents.

Upload Document Upload a document from your computer files.

Network Documents View network pointers and network locations. 

Files & Folders View a digital "mirror" of the physical files and folders available
to you for the matter.

Guidelines Review requirements for uploading documents.

1.3.2.1.3.1  Document List

An electronic document folder is available on the database for every matter record. Documents are
best managed from their associated matter records; documents added to matter records should
pertain only to that matter and should not be incomplete or a work in progress. Outside counsel (with
"Add Document" permission granted by the site administrator) may add documents to the matter
and, in some cases, view the documents that in-house and vendors provide.

Click on the Documents List hyperlink in the Document Management tab to display a list of
documents that have been associated to the matter.  
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Documents List Page

Matter documents appear in chronological order starting with most recent; use the drop-down list
(located in the upper right corner next to Order By:) to filter by document category or document
name.

Summary View (click the Summary View button above the document list to see the following

options):

· Click the icon to download the document in a new browser window, unless your computer
does not have the software installed to open that type of file. You can use the “Save As” function
(right click | Save Link As...) to copy the document to your computer.

· Click the  icon to delete the selected document from the list. Note: There is no way to undo a
delete.

· Click on the document name to edit the document’s name, author, file date, typist, and
category. You can also type into the Synopsis and/or OCR Text fields. Once your changes are
complete, click the Save button. Options within document information include:

o —View dates the documents were added or events pertaining to the document. Add

a new event by selecting a Category from the drop-down list under Add Event, enter a date
and click Add Document Event to confirm and refresh. Note: Category and Date data are
required to save the document event.
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o —Send the document via email. Select the email address(es) by clicking the

appropriate checkboxes. You may also send the document as a Quick Notice to the Legal
team or key personnel by clicking on one of the Quick Notice boxes on the top left side of
the screen. 

o —Add a new routing slip for document review. Use the checkboxes to select an option

on the right and click Continue. Enter a "Review By" date at the bottom, and choose to
distribute the routing slip as a broadcast or sequence message by choosing one of the radio
buttons below the Legal team routing slip sequence. The sequence numbers next to the
individuals' names reflects who will review the document first, then second, and so forth. You
can control whether key personnel can view the review process by marking the checkbox
below the Instructions text field.

o —View Document Check-In/Check-Out History. You can also check out the selected

document from this page by clicking Yes on the right side of the screen under Do you wish
to check this document out?

Document Check-in/out Page

o —Save the document to your computer or choose a program from which it can be

opened.

Detailed View (click the Detailed View button above the document list):

Under Detailed View, you have all action options that you did in Summary View, but can also see
information on document type, synopsis, author, and how it was added in a single glance.
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Document Detailed View

It is recommended that matter-related documents be added from within the matter itself; this way the
document is automatically associated to the correct matter.

1. Select the Document Management tab within a matter assignment. 

2. From the sidebar on the right, click Upload Document to open a pop-up window. 

3. Click the Browse button to open your Windows Explorer box and select a file. 

4. Click Open and fill in the information as you would when adding a document to the Lawtrac
Document Bank. 

5. Click Upload to confirm. 

Note: Click the  icon to view allowed file types.
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Add a Document

The Document Drop-Box allows you to drag documents into a box that automatically saves to the

Document List of a matter (you may need to press the refresh  icon to see the new documents.

Note: The document drop-box is only visible if your site administrator enables the feature and you
have the appropriate settings in My Lawtrac.

Before you upload documents, consider the acceptable file types set by your site administrator.
View document guidelines by selecting the orange question mark  within the document drop-box.

Add documents with the document drop-box in the following ways:

· Drag a document from your file explorer to the document drop-box, and release the mouse
button.

Dragging a Document into the Drop-Box

· Browse for a file on your computer.

a. Click the white area of the drop-box.
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Your file explorer opens in a pop-up window.

c. Browse for the document. 

You can select one or more documents.

d. Click Open.

Selecting Files from the Document Drop-Box

If an unaccepted file type is attempted to be added, users receive an error notice and cannot
continue until they click OK. 

Click the Document Management tab of the matter to view the documents you added. From this
tab, you can set the Category for the documents.

Note: The first time you enable the document drop-box on your system and you open a matter, you
may receive the following pop-up. When you receive this pop-up, place a check mark in the Do not
show this again for apps from the publisher and location above field, and click Run.
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In order to maintain document integrity, all document names are examined during the upload
process. If a document with the same name already exists within the matter, the new one being
uploaded is automatically renamed (as shown).

Duplicate Document

Version control is based solely on the name of the document being uploaded. It does not look at
document content or other metadata. The count is based on the name of the file when it was
uploaded. 

If any file needs to be deleted from the database, click the  icon to remove it as well as its
record(s) in the database. Deleting one version of a document does not delete the other versions of
the same document.

Please refer to your own company’s corporate business rules regarding document version control.

To edit a matter document, select the Document Management tab from the top of the matter
screen.

1. Click the name of the document you would like to edit. 

2. From the document information page, change the document name, the number and order of the
document if there are duplicates (Count), Author, and Typists by entering data into the text
fields. 

3. Click the  icon to change the file date. 

When changes are made successfully, the gray bullet on the right of the document information
turns green ( ) after you click outside the text box. If the information is not accepted, the bullet
turns red ( ) and changes are not saved.

4. Add keywords that may help users find or identify the document by typing in a word(s) under
"Keywords" and click Add. 

5. Include a synopsis or OCR (Outside Counsel Report) text by typing information into the
corresponding text fields and clicking Save. 

If the document was added via drop-box, this information is pre-populated in the "Synopsis" text
box.

6. Grant or revoke access to view the document from firm/vendor or key personnel by using the
switches at the top.

· —Can view document.

· —Cannot view document.

· —View document events by date and activity performed. Also add events by selecting a

category from the drop-down list, then click the icon to select a date and click Add
Document Event.
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· —Send the document via email to an individual, the Legal team, or key personnel.

· —Add a document routing slip.

· —Check a document in or out. View document check-in/check-out history.

· —Download the document to your computer.

Edit a Document

You can email a document to someone from the Lawtrac application by opening document
information and using the email icon. 

Note: Email should never be considered secure.

To email documents associated with the matter:

1. From within the matter record, click the Document Management tab.

2. Click the name of the document to open information about the document.
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3. Click the email icon.

4. Enter the Subject and Message. Select the email address(es) by clicking the appropriate
checkboxes.

5. Click Send Document via Email.

Emailing a Document

Notify Teams That a Document Associated with a Matter Exists

1. From within the matter record, click the Document Management tab.

2. Click the name of the document to open information details.

3. Click the email icon.

4. Depending on the team you want to notify, click one of the quick notice buttons on the left of the
page: Quick Notice: Legal Team or Quick Notice: Key Personnel.

The email is sent immediately.
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Quick Notice Buttons

Email Non-Matter Related Documents

1. From the Documents List (Documents tab at the top of the Lawtrac application), click the 
icon of the document.

2. From the document information page, click the Send  icon.

3. Enter the "Send To" email address, "Subject", and "Message".

Send Document via Email

4. Click Send.

The Document Events page lists document-related events for documents associated with matters.

From the Document Management tab within a matter record, click the document title to open
information about the document.

· —View a list of events associated with the document

· —Edit an event

· —Delete the event

Add an Event for a Document

1. From the Document Events page, select a Category under the Add Event column.
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Adding a Document Event

2. Select a Date for the category using the  icon.

3. Click Add Document Event.

1.3.2.1.3.2  Netw ork Documents

The Network Documents hyperlink gives users the ability to "point to" or direct users to documents
on their shared network. 

Note: Network pointers identify documents on your corporate network or document management
system which are associated to this matter.

Network Documents Link

By using this function, you don't have to upload all of your matter documents to Lawtrac if you know
other users have access to a company-wide network folder. 

1. Click Network Documents under the Documents & Files tab within a matter. 

2. In the new screen, click the  button. 

3. Enter the document name (including the extension is not required, but helpful) and the network
drive location. 

4. Select one of your application document categories and any keywords to help with searching if
you wish. 

5. Click Continue. 
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A notice appears to confirm pointer creation. 

Important Note: A document pointer will still be created even if the incorrect information was
entered, but as a result the document is inaccessible through the pointer. For this reason it is
imperative to enter all information accurately.

Network Location

Once you have saved the information, these documents appear in the network document list. 

Documents that are uploaded to the Lawtrac application can be opened by anyone who has access
to the matter record (and has the appropriate permissions) simply by clicking the name of the
document.

1.3.2.1.3.3  Files & Folders

The Files & Folders area within the matter record is designed to provide a digital "mirror" of the
physical files and folders available to you for the matter. Your site administrator may choose to
establish a different file/folder schema for each matter type. If you do not see this hyperlink in the 
Document Management sidebar, ask your site administrator to make sure the Files & Folders
module is turned on from Application Administrations, and to check your matter permissions.

File availability is indicated by a green  icon in the "Status" line, meaning the file is available; a red
 icon means the file is "checked out".
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Files and Folders

View file or folder information by clicking the name of the file. 

· —Edit the file or folder

· —Delete the file or folder

· —Document is available for printing; click to toggle

· —Document is not available for printing; click to toggle

Note: Site administrators can delete files/folders from the database. Deleting a file/folder will delete
all subordinate sub-folders.

1. From the Document Management tab within a matter record, click Files & Folders.

2. Click  located at the bottom left of your Files & Folders page. 

New File text boxes open on the right, allowing you to enter the necessary information for your
file. 

3. Type the name of the file into the text field provided. 

4. Click Update File. 

The new file appears in the Files & Folders list. 

5. Add a folder to this newly added file by opening the file and clicking Add Folder.
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Add a File

Add a New Folder to an Existing File

1. Open a file.

2. Click Add Folder at the bottom of the page. 

3. Enter the folder name in the text field provided, and provide any other optional information. 

4. Click Add Folder again to save and refresh.

Add a Folder
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1.3.2.1.3.4  Guidelines

Users can navigate to the Document Management tab on any matter record and see the guidelines
that have been set by the Lawtrac site administrator. 

Guidelines

1.3.2.1.4  Firms & Vendors

Open the Firms & Vendors tab within a matter record to add a firm/vendor, view and edit active
firms, and set alternate fee arrangements and limits in the billing guidelines. This "at-a-glance" listing
shows each firm in bold text with their staff assigned to the matter listed underneath.

Law Firms List

 

Note: If no firms or vendors have been added to a matter assignment, opening the tab Firms &
Vendors displays the Add Firm/Vendor screen by default:
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Add New Firm or Vendor

Firms & Vendors Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Firm/Vendor Associate a new firm or vendor to the matter record.

Active List View a list of all firms/vendors currently associated to the matter.

Released List View a list of firms/vendors that have been removed from the matter
record.

Alternate Fees View the maximum amounts that can be submitted by outside
counsel or vendors for payment.

1.3.2.1.4.1  Adding a Firm or Vendor

To add a firm or vendor, access the Firms & Vendors tab from within a matter record.

Note: Make sure you have the proper permissions to edit firm/vendor involvement by going to People
| In-House Legal Department | Your Profile | Matter Permissions | People/Modules. 
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Add a Vendor

1. Narrow your search results by entering the firm or vendor company name in the text box. 

a. Press the List Matching Firms and Vendors buttons (3) to display a list of all firms and
vendors that have the search criteria included in their name.

Narrow Search Results  

2. Select badge options from the Include Only table to further narrow your search results; this
makes it easier for you to monitor the firm-to-matter relationship. 

a. An icon appears on the selected box and matches the badges in the Firm/Vendor list.
Click List Matching Firms and Vendors to apply these changes. 

Important Note: Because the firm/vendor badges are customizable by site administrators, these
links may have a different description than what you see here and may have different titles that
coordinate with your company's business language.

Badge Data

Recommended
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Badge Data

Preferred

Approved

AFA on File

e-Billing

Opposing

3. If you do not need to customize or filter your search, click List Matching Firm Vendors to
produce a list of vendors from which to choose.

4a. Customize your searches using the optional information bars. The "Type Company" field allow
you to find companies that focus on a certain area of law: 

Type of Company

4b. The "Expertise Area" field finds a firm or vendor with skill or knowledge in a particular field.
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Area of Expertise

4c. The "Reference Title" field focuses the search on a specific role designation or patent.

Reference Title  

4d. Find firms and vendors in a certain location using the Optional Geographic Filter.
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Geographic Filter

After selecting the desired firm or vendor from the list, you are directed to a new screen. From here,
view the firm or vendor's assignment permissions, accounting/alternate fee agreement with their
accounting ledger number, and staff members. 

Click the checkbox next to each action to assign permissions.

Permissions

When assigning a firm to a matter, carefully review the section on Assignment Permissions. Use
the checkboxes to activate the pertinent functions for the firm associated to this matter. (To change
the permissions of a previously assigned firm, use the Edit link.) 

Important Note: A firm’s role in the matter (i.e. Lead, Supporting) does not impact these
permissions.

Permission Function

Assign Product/s
Items

Outside counsel has an Edit link on the Products tab, allowing them to
make adjustments to the products associated with the matter.

Add Parties Outside counsel is able to see all parties/entities assigned to the matter and
is able to assign new parties and search your parties’ data. The firm and its
employees are also able to call up a list of all the parties in your database. 
Grant this permission with caution.
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Permission Function

Can Update
Status

Outside Counsel has the permission to update the status of the matter.

Finance
Considerations

The firm has an Invoices tab within the matter. If this box is not checked,
the firm must go to the Finance Navigation Bar in order to view invoices for
that matter.

Add/Edit/Delete
Calendar Items

The firm is not only able to view future matter events, but can also edit,
delete, and add new matter events through the calendar icon. If the box is 
not checked, outside counsel is only able to view matter events that have
been entered by the client.

Add/View
Documents

Outside counsel is able to upload files into the Document Bank for the
assigned matter, and is able to both view documents and edit a document’s
category and synopsis text—provided that the document bank access
settings allow outside counsel access. If the box is not checked, outside
counsel does not have a Documents tab within the matter and cannot view
any of its documents.

Allowing outside counsel to upload documents into the Document Bank can
reduce company expenses—no more charges for receiving or printing out
large, faxed documents.

Note: You may wish to periodically monitor outside counsel’s use of the
Document Bank.

Checklists
(Outside
Counsel)

Your site administrator has established checklist questions specifically for
use by outside counsel. When logged in, the law firm can review their
checklists and respond.

Checklists (In-
House)

The law firm has View/Edit access to any checklists created for in-house
use.

Start a budget by clicking Yes under the assignment permissions. Then, select budget type by
Phase, Task, or Worksheet and assign a frequency of Lifetime, Monthly, Quarterly, or Yearly.
Decide if you want the budget due by a certain day by selecting the first check-box and changing the
date as necessary. Check the boxes below to place the due date on the Lawtrac Matter calendar,
and/or set a reminder on a specified date.
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Budget Type

Change or enter agreement high points that invoice approvers can use to aid their invoice evaluation
by clicking the radio button next to Yes under Accounting/Alternate Fee Agreement. Click the
radio button  and enter details if desired to set alternate fee arrangements for the firm on this
particular matter. The text will appear on all invoices from this firm for this matter. 

For companies that use a different accounting ledger number for every matter/outside counsel
assignment, enter it in the space provided.

Fee Agreement

Before clicking the Assign Firm/Vendor button at the bottom of the page, check the boxes next to
available staff members to include them in the assignment. Assigning the firm or vendor will redirect
you to the Firm & Vendors tab, where information of the assigned law firms will be displayed in the
Active List . 

5. If your vendor uses Collaborati, navigate to Application Administration | Application &
Database | Scheduled Tasks to sync Lawtrac to Collaborati. Select CollabSync from the task

table, then click  Run Now. This allows the vendor to view the associated matter from the
Collaborati application. 

Note: If you do not have the appropriate permissions to access Application Administration, a
site administrator must execute this task.
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Within a matter record, the Firms & Vendors tab lists all active law firms. 

1. Select the View/Edit Relationship icon ( ) to the right of the firm's name.

View/Edit Relationship

2. Change a firm or vendor's role within the matter by selecting the drop-box at the top and choose
either Lead Role or Supporting Role. 

A firm with a lead role can edit basic matter information on the matter’s main screen such as
city, state, basic dates and overall status of the matter. 

3. Click on the boxes to the left of each permission to add or delete exceptions. 

4. Select Save when changes have been made. 

Note: Permissions changed at the matter level do not override those set in the Admin Assignment
Permissions screen.

Update Role

Note: If your law firm or vendor is using Collaborati to submit invoices, it is best practice to manually
sync Collaborati with Lawtrac directly after making changes to vendor/firm information so that they
have the most up-to-date information available, even if you have the scheduled task set up to sync
daily.
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Within a matter record, the Firms & Vendors tab lists all active law firms. 

To delete a firm or vendor from the active list: 

1. Select the View/Edit Relationship icon to the right of the firm's name. 

Note: If no firms or vendors have been added or assigned, the Firms & Vendors tab automatically
displays the Add New Firm/Vendor screen.

View/Edit Relationship

2. At the bottom of the new screen, click on the blue button that reads Release This Vendor
Assignment. 

Note: You must check the box below that confirms deletion of the assignment entirely. The deletion
cannot be undone.

Release Vendor

To release an individual employee from a matter, click on Release From Matter to the right of
employees' name listed under Currently Assigned. The page automatically refreshes—removing the
selected employee from the list—and the button is replaced with Reinstate to Matter. Select the
button again to reinstate the employee.
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Currently Assigned Employees

Note: If your law firm or vendor is using Collaborati to submit invoices, it is best practice to manually
sync Collaborati with Lawtrac directly after making changes to vendor/firm information so that they
have the most up-to-date information available, even if you have the scheduled task set up to sync
daily.

1.3.2.1.4.2  Initiating a Budget

Only in-house staff with the appropriately assigned permissions can initiate a budget. 

1. Go to the Firms & Vendors tab and click the  icon under the Finance column (far left). If the
firm or vendor already has a budget on file, this icon is highlighted in blue.

Select the Budgets Icon

2. Select budget type and frequency from the drop-down lists and use the  icon to designate a
due date. 

a. Optionally, set up a reminder in your calendar by entering a number in the "Remind me of
the due date in" data field.

3. Click Set-Up Budgets. 

Important Note: Initiating the budget does create an amount. You need to do this from the budget
detail page by clicking the budget number from the Matter Budgets page once you complete the
budget set-up.
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Set-Up Budget

1.3.2.1.4.3  Released List

The Released List hyperlink lists firms/vendors that have been released from the matter. 

Firms & Vendors Released List Link

Firm employees released from the matter or terminated from the firm are listed beneath the firm’s
name, along with the date of release/termination.

Reinstate the firm or vendor by clicking the [R] in the Reinstate column.

Note: The Released list does not differentiate between a released firm and released staff. In the
screenshot below, the firm Astar has been released from the matter (subsequently also releasing the
staff eBilling Hub); the firm Da Firm is still assigned to the matter, but staff Hello Staff has been
released.

Reinstate a Firm or Vendor
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1.3.2.1.4.4  Alternate Fees

The Alternate Fees hyperlink from the Firms & Vendors sidebar allows users related to the matter
to manage billing guidelines per invoice, fiscal year, or lifetime.

Alternate Fees Link

Billing guidelines allow you to set maximum amounts that can be submitted by outside counsel or
vendors for payment. Crossing these thresholds causes the system to flag the invoice for reviewer's
consideration; it does not automatically result in the invoice being rejected. If no LEDES code is
selected, then the amounts apply to all items. If no maximum is set (the default remains zero 0) then
the item is ignored.

Click on the name of a firm or vendor to view or edit fee information. 

Alternate Fees
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To edit the billing guidelines, select Alternate Fees from the Firms & Vendors tab and click the
name of a firm or vendor.

Edit Alternate Fees

1. Select a LEDES code from the drop-down list and edit the "Count" and "Cost per Invoice/Fiscal
Year/Lifetime" by entering a number in the appropriate text box. 

a. Click the checkbox  to block the LEDES from being used on the matter. There is no need
to enter "Cost" or "Count" property values if you select this option.

2. Click Save to confirm changes, or  to delete all information.

1.3.2.1.4.5  Matter-Level Rate Card

Administrative users of the Legal department and matter leads can enable rate cards for vendor staff
members/timekeepers at the matter level. While most rate cards are generated for timekeepers from
the vendor page for the fiscal year, a matter-level rate card can help the Legal department manage
timekeeper discounts for a specific matter.

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the settings
of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards inherit the firm's currency of
preference.

To add a matter-level rate card:

From within the selected matter, navigate to the Firms & Vendors tab. 

Click the  icon in the Firms/Vendors table. You can add a matter-level rate card for the firm or for
the timekeeper. Your site administrator must have the matter-level rate card switch turned on in
Application Administration.
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Matter-Level Rate Card Icon

1. Choose a fiscal year from the "For Fiscal Year" drop-down list.

2. Select a radio button  to restrict to fee items only, restrict to disbursement/other items only, or
authorize all LEDES categories. 

3. Enter a basic rate in the data field. 

4. Click Set Rate to confirm.

Rate card information is categorized by code, description, type, rate and approval. 

Set Rate

Once the rate has been set, a notice appears confirming that the request has been processed. Click 
Here to adjust or add specific rates for the matter-level rate card.

Note: If a matter is deleted, all associated matter-level rate cards are automatically deleted as well.

Specific rates for matter-level rate cards can be adjusted by Legal team members with appropriate
permissions to the matter.
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From the Firms & Vendors tab, select the matter-level rate card icon. Choose to set the rate card at
the firm level  by selecting either the icon next to the firm name, or set a rate card at the timekeeper
level by selecting the icon next to the timekeeper's name. If there is already a matter-level rate card
for the current fiscal year, users are directed to that rate card by default. If there is no rate card for
the current or selected fiscal year, users are prompted to create one. 

Matter-Level Rate Card Icon

To see rate cards for different fiscal years, select an option from the "For Fiscal Year" drop-down list
at the top right, then click List. 

To add an individual rate to the existing LEDES codes rates: 

1. Use the drop-down list under Add a Specific Rate for [Fiscal Year] to select your desired
LEDES code. 

2. Use the buttons By Code, By Title, and By Group to change the options that are generated in
the drop-down list. 

3. Type a rate in the "Rate" text box. 

4. Click Save. 

Edit Matter-Level Rate Card

Edit specific rates by clicking the  icon or the blue LEDES code. The rate card item information
displays to the right. Type a new rate into the "Adjust Rate" text box, then click Save. 
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· Click Archive Record to move the rate to the archive table. Confirm by clicking OK in the pop-
up window, or Cancel to return without making changes. The archived rate shows up in red text
(shown below). 

· Click Delete Rate to permanently delete the individual rate. Confirm by clicking OK in the pop-
up window, or Cancel to return without making changes. The deleted rate is no longer displayed.

Archive or Delete Matter-Level Rate Card

1.3.2.1.5  Transaction Records

The Transaction Records tab within a matter allows users to view when a hold starts or ends, and
who placed a matter on hold.

This page shows all actions taken on a matter as well, such as a user substitution, predefined team
change, budget line deletion, etc.

To view transaction details, click the date under the Date & Action column.

Transaction Records

1.3.2.1.6  Routing Slips

Routing slips are a way of bringing either matter records or matter documents to the attention of an
individual from whom an action or response is needed. At this time, routing slips are for the use of
Legal staff only; however, key personnel can see the routing slips on those matters to which they are
assigned and have been given access.
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When an individual assigned to a routing slip is not already on the matter's Legal team, that
individual is still included in a routing slip role. This enables them to view the matter and its
documents, regardless of work group settings, and to respond to routing slips for that matter. Once
the routing slips have been removed, individuals in a routing slip role that were not previously
assigned to the matter are removed from the matter record.

The Routing Slip tab in a matter screen allows Lawtrac users to access document routing slips
without having to access Document Management. If a routing slip exists for the matter that has yet
to be reviewed, an exclamation point (!) appears in the tab.

Note: If there are no documents associated to a matter, you do not have the option to create a
document routing slip. Assign a document to the matter by uploading a document in the matter
record's Document Management tab.

· —Review matter records

· —Edit or update routing slip

Routing Slips Tab

1.3.2.1.6.1  Create Matter Routing Slips

1. Select the Routing Slips tab within a matter.

2. Click  to be redirected to a new page where you have the option
to select one of the three following:

Routing Slip Options

3. When finished, click Continue. Depending on your selection, you have different options going
forward.
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The Individuals Already Assigned

If you selected the radio button for individuals already assigned to a matter routing slip, your Legal
team is listed. 

1. Select the drop-down list next to the individual's name to change the order of review. 

2. Choose a radio button next to "Broadcast" or "Sequence" to decide how you want to send the
notification. 

Select "Broadcast" to send a notice to all reviewers at the same time. Select "Sequence" to
notify the routing slip reviewer of their role via email after the reviewer in the preceding
sequence has taken action.

3. Optionally, enter a short name for the routing slip, and provide instructions in the text box.
You can also set a "review by" date by entering a calendar date in the bottom text box.

4. When finished, click Set Routing Slip.

Routing Slip Individuals

Pre-defined Review Group

If you selected the radio button for a pre-defined review group, you are able to select one radio
button next to a group name. All other routing slip options remain the same.

Choose a radio button next to "Broadcast" or "Sequence" to decide how you want to send the
notification. Select "Broadcast" to send a notice to all reviewers at the same time. Select
"Sequence" to notify the routing slip reviewer of their role via email after the reviewer in the
preceding sequence has taken action.

When finished, click Set Routing Slip.
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Pre-defined Group

Define Your Own Group

If you selected the radio button to define your own review group, you are able to select multiple
personnel from a list.

Click List Entire Staff to view all personnel in your Lawtrac database.

Choose a radio button next to "Broadcast" or "Sequence" to decide how you want to send the
notification. Select "Broadcast" to send a notice to all reviewers at the same time. Select
"Sequence" to notify the routing slip reviewer of their role via email after the reviewer in the
preceding sequence has taken action.

All other routing slip options remain the same.

When finished, click Set Routing Slip.
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Create Your Own Group

1.3.2.1.6.2  Create Document Routing Slips

To create a document routing slip, select the Routing Slips tab within a matter.

Click . You are redirected to a new page where you have the option
to select one or more of your previously uploaded matter documents.

In addition to selecting the document(s), you need to select a review group from: 

· Individuals already assigned

· Pre-defined review group

· Define your own review group

Click Continue to proceed.

1.3.2.1.6.3  View ing/Editing Routing Slips

To view routing slip information, first select the Routing Slips tab from within a matter.

1. Click the  icon next to an individual's name. 

The routing slip detail opens in a gray box below the matter record list.

If your name is on this list, it will be highlighted and you are able to take action by clicking your
name. 

2. Approve, reject, or hold the routing slip using the radio buttons at the bottom, then click Update
Routing Slip. 
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View Routing Slip

Edit Routing Slip Information

1. Click the  icon on the right. 

The routing slip detail open below the routing slip list with editable fields. 

2. Choose to notify all assigned to the routing slip of changes made, or just one by selecting
from the Notify drop-down list at the bottom.
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Edit Routing Slip

A. Change to whom the routing slip is assigned by selecting a member of personnel from the
drop-down list. 

B. Change sequence from 1-10 from the drop-down list. This affects the order of review.

C. Change due date by entering a new date in the text field.

D. Check one of these boxes if the routing slip has been reviewed, approved, rejected, or is on
hold. Select the box at the bottom if all requirements have been met to end the routing slip
review.

E. Click Abandon or click  at the top right of the screen to permanently delete the routing slip
item.

Click Update Routing Slip when finished.

Click Change & Resume to reset your changes and refresh the page.

Click the Change & Restart button to change or add to the individuals associated with the
routing slip. You can also click multiple radio boxes to indicate that an individual has reviewed a
ticket, put it on hold, rejected, or approved the ticket. Click Save when finished.

Change or Add Individuals Associated with the Routing Slip

By clicking the Change & Restart button, you can change or add to the individuals associated
with the routing slip. 

You can also click multiple radio boxes to indicate that an individual has reviewed a ticket, put it
on hold, rejected, or approved the ticket.
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Click Save when finished.

1.3.2.1.7  Bottom Links

A series of useful links make up the bottom portion of the Matter Navigation Bar.

Bottom Links

· Linked Records

View or create linked records.

· Your Options

Select items to hide on the matter screen. 

Note: Hiding these items does not turn them off; you can still access the information to which
you have permissions to view by using the menu above. Hiding items makes the screen less
multifarious by displaying only the information you deem is important for yourself. Undo these
settings at any time.
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Hide Checked Items

1.3.2.1.7.1  View  or Create a Linked Record

The Linked Records hyperlink underneath the Document Drop-Box allows the matter record's
Legal Team to navigate to a list of all matters (by name & number) already linked to the current
matter.

To create a linked record:

1. Go to Linked Records | Create Link in the Matter Navigation Bar. 

2. Enter a search reference in the text field. 

a. Use the radio buttons to search for records which are open, closed, or both. The amount of
information put in this field will determine how narrow your search results will be.
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Create a Linked Record

3. Select the desired matter from the drop-down list. 

a. Add remarks by typing into the available text field. 

4. Use the radio buttons to distinguish what type of record is being linked. 

5. Click Save New Relationship.

Once a linked record has been created, it can be edited by clicking . From the Edit Link Record
Information screen, add a comment by typing into the available text box and clicking Save

Comments. Delete association with the record using the icon.

View the matter associated to the linked record by clicking the highlighted code.

Some fields may not be available for editing depending on your matter permissions. Ask your site
administrator if you have questions.

1.3.2.1.7.2  Flag Matter/Remove Matter Flag

Below the Matter Navigation Bar within a matter record there is an option to flag the matter. 

Flagging "tags" the matter with the  icon and lists it on the Flagged tab of your Matter General
Report. It also displays the matter in your My Flags page.

Flag Matter

Select the preferred color flag under Personal Note to flag the matter.
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Flag Options

When a matter is flagged, the  icon appears beside a Remove Flag link in this area of your
Matter Navigation Bar. Click the link to remove the flagged status of the matter.

1.3.3 Add New Matter

To create a new matter, click Add New Matter from the Matters tab.

Add New Matter

1. From the Add New Matter page, choose a matter classification from the drop-down menu and
click Continue. Repeat this process for keyword, and/or issues (if available). 

2. Enter matter name and short name in the appropriate text fields. Information is saved
successfully when you see the  icon. Without a unique matter name or short name, you
cannot move on to the next step.

3. Click Next. See Start for details on the step-by-step process.
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Matter Information

Note for site administrators: It is recommended that you establish policies for adding matters
based on your company's needs and the categories of data that require tracking for each
matter type.

1.3.3.1 Step Process

This process is made up of the following steps.

1. Start

2. Initial Text Description

3. Important Dates

4. Text Fields

5. Assignment(s)

6. Security

7. Financial Considerations

8. Geographic Information

9. Contract Information

10. Product & Division Categories

11. Review

If you navigate away from the template at any time after completing the Start step, all previously
entered information is saved when you select Add New Matter from the Matters tab.
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1.3.3.1.1  1. Start

From the Start page for adding a new matter, you can enter some basic information required for any
matter.

Field Description

Classification Update the matter governing category if necessary. The classification you
entered may appear with drop-down lists that add more detailed classifications.
You can select the classifications from these drop-down lists or change the
existing classification.

Matter No. Select the matter number prefix.

Important: The Matter No. field is dependent on whether or not your company
uses the automatic number sequence feature. Each prefix has a default work
group setting. If you are not a member of the work group associated with a
particular prefix, that prefix does not appear in the Matter No. drop-down.

Status Select the status for the matter you are creating. You can create matter records
for matters which are already closed, for reporting purposes.

Priority Select the matter priority.

Matter Name Enter a name for the matter. You can enter up to 250 characters. Unless you
enter a unique matter name, you cannot move on to the next step. 

Matter Short
Name

Enter a short name for the matter for use in searches and some matter listings.
You can enter up to 75 characters. Unless you enter a unique matter short
name, you cannot move on to the next step.

Click Next to save and move on to the next page.
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Add New Matter: Start Page

Note: Click Full screen mode to see a page that displays all the options for adding a new matter on
one screen.

1.3.3.1.2  2. Description

This step is optional. You can also add a description text later by clicking the Text link on the
matter’s main screen.

a. From the Description page, enter a description of the matter. If necessary, select the drop-down
list to update the type of description you are entering and enter the description in the large text
box.

b. Click Next to move on to the next page.
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Description for Adding a New Matter

1.3.3.1.3  3. Important Dates

From the Important Dates page, enter dates for the matter. The captions for these date fields may
vary by your matter type and site administrator's preferences.

a. For each date field, click the calendar  icon and select a date from the calendar. 

Dates can be made in the past or future, but if an invalid date is entered (ex: 01/32/2015), the 
icon appears to the right of the text box. If you do not change unaccepted dates, they are
deleted when you move to the next step. Acceptable dates are highlighted in green, as shown
below.

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Add a New Matter: Important Dates
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1.3.3.1.4  4. Text Items

a. From the Text Items page, enter information for fields on the matter. These fields may vary by
your matter type and instance of Lawtrac.

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Add a New Matter: Text Items

1.3.3.1.5  5. Assignments

a. From the Assignments page, select a predefined team or primary person assigned to lead the
matter. 

You can only select one or the other; if you choose both a primary team and a lead, the
predefined team will be reset when you hit the Next button.

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Field Description

Predefined Team Select a team to assign to the matter.
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Lead Select an individual to assign to the matter as the primary person.
This role must be filled in order to create the matter record.

Assign Myself to Matter Update this field if you want to assign yourself to the matter:

· —You are assigned to the matter

· —You are not assigned to the matter

Send Everyone a
Message

Update this field based on whether you want all people assigned to
receive an internal message:

· —Assignees receive a message regarding the matter

· —Assignees do not receive a message regarding the matter

Turn Reminder Service
On For All Assigned

This switch is located to the right of the Assignments box, under
Reminders. 

· —Reminder service is enabled

· —Reminder service is disabled

Add a New Matter: Assignments

1.3.3.1.6  6. Security

a. From the Security page, select the security/work groups that are to have access to this matter. 

Note: At least one group is required.

· —Group has access to matter record

· —Matter record is private

If you choose to make the record private so only those directly associated with the record can view
it, a notice appears on the matter record's main screen like the image below: 
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Matter is Private

The reporting groups in the following image will most likely look very different on your application.
These fields may vary by your matter type and preferences set up in Application Administration,
and your site administrator sets up and modifies the security groups to apply to your company's
needs.

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Add a New Matter: Security

1.3.3.1.7  7. Financials

a. From the Financials page, enter the financial information pertinent to this matter by adversary
and/or by company. These fields may vary by your matter type and preferences set in Lawtrac.
Refer to your company's policies for guidance on what number to enter in the "Financial Amount"
data field.

Currency is automatically set by the base currency selected for the Lawtrac application, set by the
site administrator in Application Administration. If all billing for this matter is in a currency different
from the base currency, you can change the matter’s currency. 
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Predefined Currency Rate Conversion

If you change the currency, enter the agreed upon rate for their billing firms in the "Rate" field.

Alternatively, click the  icon to select from predefined rates on the right side.

Note: When the "Currency" field of a matter differs from your base (default) currency, some financial
screens for that matter include a column/link for the matter currency.

Financials for Adding a New Matter

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.
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1.3.3.1.8  8. Geographic

a. From the Geographic page, specify location and court information for the matter. This
information can be used to show trends and grouping data for managerial review.

b. Choose a country from the first drop-down list to generate a "City" or "State" drop-down list. 

c. Optionally, type in a city or county/region into the respective text boxes, and select an option
from the "Court" drop-down list to specify the type of jurisdiction or governmental institution
dealing with the matter subject, if applicable.

d. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Add a New Matter: Geographic
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1.3.3.1.9  9. Contract – Primary Contact Person

a. From the Contract page, specify the contact information of the primary person for the contract.

b. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.

Add a New Matter: Contact

1.3.3.1.10  10. Business Categories

a. From the Business Categories page, specify product and division information for the matter.

b. From the drop-down menus under the "Product/s" and "Department/s" headings, select
applicable categories for the matter. After you select a category, another drop-down list may
appear with more detailed subcategories. 

c. Continue to select options from the drop-down lists to categorize the Product and Department. 

You can also click Look-Up to enter a search term to find a specific Product or Department.

d. Click Next to save and move on to the next page.
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Add New Matter: Business Categories

1.3.3.1.11  11. Review  Screen

The Review screen displays all the information you have entered for the matter. 

To edit a section of the matter, click the  icon or click the step number at the top.

When you have completed your changes and are satisfied with your entries, click the Add Record
Now button to add the matter to Lawtrac.

Add a New Matter: Review

1.3.3.1.12  12. Final Screen

After you finish adding a new matter record, the following screen includes a confirmation and
summary of the matter. From this page you have the following options:

· Add Another Same—Click to open the first page for creating a new matter with all the
information you entered for the previous matter. From this page, you must change the Matter
Name and Matter Short Name.

· Add Another New—Click to open the first page for creating a new matter with no saved
information.

· View New Record—Click to view the matter you just created.
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Important: Initially, duplicate matter numbers are flagged. This security measure ensures that two
users adding matters at the same time do not inadvertently use the same number. However, Lawtrac
administrators can change a matter number from their Edit Main Information screen after it has
been added to the database.

Confirmation Screen after Adding a Matter

1.3.3.2 Full Screen Mode

The third option for adding a new matter is a template that displays all of the fields available in the
Step Process on one page. The fields are entered in the same order as the Step Process, but
clicking Next is not required between each data area. Descriptions of each step can be found on the
right side of the screen. 

Note: This function is not optimized for Firefox or Internet Explorer browsers. 
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Full Screen Mode
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1.3.4 Super Search

Search for specific matters from the Super Search page. To open the search, hover your mouse
pointer over the Matters tab and click Super Search.

Super Search

Lawtrac saves a list of the 20 most recent searches. Click the Recent tab on the right side of the
screen to see the list of searches.

Recent Searches

To save a search more permanently, flag it by clicking the name one of the saved search results,
then select a flag color of your choice at the top right of the results section.

Setting the Search Flag

Super Search Options:

Tab Function

Text Search by text string.

Dates Search by time period or date range.

Checklists Search by comment and checklist question.

Court Search by type of court.
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Tab Function

Product Search by type of product and product level.

Business Unit Search by type of division and division level.

Status Search by matter status (open, closed, discovery, etc.)

1.3.4.1 Text

You can search through all text strings throughout a matter. To search by text, click the Text tab if it
is not already selected.

Searching by Text

The Text tab includes the following fields.

Field Description

Text String Enter one or two text strings that you want to appear in search results. You can
use the And, Or, or Not operators to specify how you want to search on the text
strings.

Date Range Specify the opened date of the matters that you want the search results to include.
You can enter a date in the form of MM/DD/YYYY into the text field and specify
whether the results are After, Before, or Between the date(s) you entered. If you
do not want to filter by date, leave the selection as Any/All.

Look In Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Filter On Specify matters to include in the search by filtering on the following categories:

· Legal Hierarchy—Specified on the Type/Keyword page of a matter.

· Product—Specified on the Product page of a matter.

· Department—Specified on the Department page of a matter.
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To filter by each category, click one of the buttons. From the drop-down menu that
appears, select an option from the list. Click  to return to the three category
buttons.

After you click the Search button, select a text field or area of the matter that contains the text
string from the Areas list. Click one of the linked areas to open those search results.

Results that exceed 1,000 appear in orange.

Areas List

1.3.4.2 Dates

You can search for matters within a specified date range. You can search on any of the key dates on
a matter. To search by date, click the Date tab.

Search by Dates
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The Date tab includes the following fields:

Field Description

Dates
Between

Specify the opened date range of the matters that you want the search results to
include. Enter a date in the form of MM/DD/YYYY into each text field.

Look In Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Filter On Specify matters to include in the search by filtering on the following categories:

· Legal Hierarchy—Specified on the Type/Keyword page of a matter.

· Product—Specified on the Product page of a matter.

· Business Unit—Specified on the Business Unit page of a matter.

To filter by each category, click one of the buttons. From the drop-down menu that
appears, select an option from the list. Click  to return to the three category
buttons.

After you click the Search button, narrow your search results by selecting a link from the
Categories list. The categories in this list are dates found under the Key Dates field within a matter
record. 

Click one of the linked categories to open search results for that key date. After you click a
category, click the Reset button to return to the complete list of search results.

Search Categories
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1.3.4.3 Checklists

You can search for comments in a checklist item of a matter. To search by checklist comments,
click the Checklists tab on the Super Search page.

Search by Checklists

The Checklists tab includes the following fields:

Field Description

Comments Enter a word or phrase in the comments section of a checklist item in a matter.
Enter at least one word in this field when searching.

Look In Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Filter On Specify matters to include in the search by filtering on the following categories:

· Legal Hierarchy—Specified on the Type / Keyword page of a matter.

· Product—Specified on the Product page of a matter.

· Division—Specified on the Division page of a matter.

To filter by each category, click one of the buttons. From the drop-down menu
that appears, select an option from the list. Click  to return to the three
category buttons.

Checklist
Options

Select at least one checklist item from this multi-select list. To select more than
one item, hold down the [CTRL] key on your keyboard when making selections.

Click the Search button after entering the search criteria.
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1.3.4.4 Venue

You can search for matters that fall under the specified jurisdictions. To search by court or venue,
click the Venue tab.

Searching by Court

The Venue tab includes the following fields:

Field Description

Select at
Least One
Venue

Select one or more items from the list of venue. To select more than one item,
hold down the [CTRL] key when making selections.

Look In Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Filter On Specify matters to include in the search by filtering on the following categories:

· Legal Hierarchy—Specified on the Type/Keyword page of a matter.

· Product—Specified on the Product page of a matter.

· Business Unit—Specified on the Business Unit page of a matter.

To filter by each category, click one of the buttons. From the drop-down menu
that appears, select an option from the list. Click  to return to the three
category buttons.

Click the Search button after entering the search criteria.

1.3.4.5 Product

You can search for matters associated with a specified product category. To search by products,
click the Product tab.

Searching by Product
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The Product tab includes the following fields:

Field Description

Drill-Down

Filter Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Drill-Down
drop-down

Select a product on matters that you want to include in the search results.
Depending on the product you select, another drop-down may appear. If you want
to specify the product further, select child categories until no other drop-downs
appear.

Specific Level

Filter Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Product Level Specify a level of product categories that you want to see in the Match field.

Match Select the category at the product level for matters that you want to include in
the search results.

Click the Search button after entering the search criteria. Click Reset to clear any selections you
make.

1.3.4.6 Department

You can search for matters associated with a specified division within a company. To search by
division, click the Division tab.

Searching by Business Unit

The Division tab includes the following fields:

Field Description

Drill-Down
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Filter Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Drill-Down
drop-down

Select a business unit on matters that you want to include in the search results.
Depending on the business unit you select, another drop-down may appear. If
you want to specify the business unit further, select "child" categories until no
other drop-downs appear.

Specific Level

Filter Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Division Level Specify a level of business unit categories that you want to see in the Match
field.

Match Select the category at the business unit level for matters that you want to include
in the search results.

Click the Search button after entering the search criteria. Click Reset to clear any selections you
make.

1.3.4.7 Status

You can search for matters that have a specified status. To search by status, click the Status tab.

Searching by Status

The Status tab includes the following fields.

Field Description

Select at
Least One
Status

Select one or more items from the list of matter statuses. To select more than
one item, hold down the [CTRL] key when making selections.

Look In Specify whether you want to search for matters that are Open, Closed, or Both.

Filter On Specify matters to include in the search by filtering on the following categories:

· Legal Hierarchy—Specified on the Type/Keyword page of a matter.
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· Product—Specified on the Product page of a matter.

· Division—Specified on the Business Unit page of a matter.

To filter by each category, click one of the buttons. From the drop-down menu
that appears, select an option from the list. Click  to return to the three
category buttons.

Click the Search button after entering the search criteria.

1.3.5 Research Search

The Research page is one of many ways to search for matters. Select Research from the Matters
tab to open this page.

Research 

To conduct a search on the Research page:

1. Select from the "Type", "Keyword", "Issue/s", "Product/s", and/or "Department/s" drop-down
lists to filter categories. (These are the best options to use for filtering because the database
uses them to determine which matters to search.)

2. Use the "Opened Between", "Include Closed Records", "Assigned", and "Order By" options to
filter the search criteria.

3. Click the List button to generate search results.

4. Click the matter number to view the main matter screen.
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Searching on the Research Page

1.3.6 Hold Administration

The Hold Administration hyperlink under the Matters tab allows Lawtrac users to manage holds on
a matter by administrator, category (Audit, Litigation, or Regulatory Hold), or time period.

Hold Administration Link

Hold Administration Options:

Tab Purpose

Hold Notices Search active holds on a matter.

Transaction Records View a list of all recorded hold-related events across all matters.

Message Library View a list of all recorded hold-related messages across all matters. 

Recipient Groups View and edit recipient groups.
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1.3.6.1 Hold Notices

The Hold Notices tab in Matters | Hold Administration allows users to view all active holds
initiated over the last 180 days.

To view a list of hold notices, choose an administrator or category from the corresponding drop-down

lists (or select Any/All), and click the icons to adjust the time period. Click Search to load the
list.

Click the matter number or name to view the matter hold details.

Hold Notices

Set a Hold Message

From the details page, you can send a message to the matter lead attorney, or set a reminder or
notice that will repeat on a schedule. 

1. Choose a type of message to send from the drop-down list.

2. Click Add Message. 

3. Once it is created, select the  icon to choose the next send date, and set up a repeating
schedule.

To create a new message for the Message Library tab of Hold Administration:

Under the Master Staff list, you have a variety of options:

· View/Record Assets

Click the Record an Asset button to view recorded assets or enter information for a new asset.
Select a classification from the drop-down list, enter the file name, and use the radio buttons to
select the type of format. Note: It is very important to enter the correct network location, or the
file may not be accessible. 

Click Save when all information has been entered.

· Custom Hold Messages

Click the Custom Hold Messages button to view or edit the message that appears as the
primary hold notification.
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Hold Notice Detail

· Notification Recipients/Assets

This list of individuals includes those who have been added to a hold notice. 

1. Under the Score column, use the drop-down menu to define an individual's association,
action, or knowledge with the matter. 

The information updates automatically upon selection. 

2. Click the  icon to delete the individual.

3. Click Look-Up/Add to Hold to search for individuals already in hold recipients, parties, and
key personnel. 

a. If you do not see the individual for whom you are searching, click Create a New Party
Record. Click List to return to the Notification Recipients List.

Add to Notification Recipients

1.3.6.1.1  Create a New  Party Record

To create a party record to add to the Notification Recipients, click Look-Up/Add to Hold at the top
of the Notification Recipient list, then click Create a New Party Record. 

Create a New Party Record
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Enter all available data; first and last name are required.

Click Save Record to confirm and add new party.

1.3.6.2 Transaction Records

The Transaction Records tab in Hold Administration allows users to view a list of all recorded
hold-related events across all matters. 

Transaction Records Tab

Type an individual's last name, or a matter number, into the text box in the upper right corner of the
page and click Go to search for a specific transaction record. The search bar can search for matters
or names by a single number or letter.

Click matter number to view actions made by all employees associated with a matter.

Click an individual's name to view actions made by the individual on all matters.

Transaction History

1.3.6.3 Message Library

The Message Library tab in Hold Administration allows users to view a list of all recorded hold-
related messages across all matters. 

Click the Active Holds/Inactive Holds buttons to switch between the active and inactive message
list.

· —Edit the hold message title and type
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·  —Retire the hold message; it appears in the Inactive Holds list

Message Library

Create Message

Click the Create Message button at the top of the Message Library list to create a new hold
message. A title is automatically generated in the "Short Title" text box. Change this field to a
custom title by typing directly into the text box. Associate the hold type using the drop-down
menu. 

The message field operates like a standard Office Word document. Heading style, font, and text
size can be adjusted using the top three drop-down lists. 

View the function of each icon in the second row by hovering your mouse pointer over the
graphic. 

Click the View Source checkbox to display the message and configuration in HTML view.

Click Submit after entering your hold message. 

Create a Hold Message

Set Header & Footer
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Click the Set Header & Footer hyperlink at the top of the Message Library list to view or edit the
message header and footer. The header should consist of the company name, office location, and
a confidentiality notice, but can be anything you deem appropriate.

The message footer should include the hold administration's lead attorney and address, as well
as the general counsel's address (shown below). 

Click Save Header/Footer Settings to confirm changes.

Hold Message Header and Footer

1.3.6.4 Recipient Groups

The Recipient Groups tab in Hold Administration allows users to view a list of all groups who will
receive notices about matter records. 

Recipient Groups
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· Click the  icon in the Edit column to view a list of individuals associated with the group.
Individuals are listed in alphabetical order by surname. 

o Use the search bar at the bottom of the list to find a specific group member.

· Click the  icon to delete a group or individual within a group. 

Add an Individual to a Pre-existing Recipient Group

1. For any group, click the  icon in the Edit column. 

2. Click Add New Recipient at the top of the list. 

3. Enter all available information into the text boxes. 

4. Select or deselect the checkbox above "Hold Administrator's Notes" to determine whether the
individual receives notices via a non-email delivery service. 

a. Quickly add the individual to other recipient groups without re-entering all of their
information by selecting the checkboxes in the Associate to Other Recipient Groups
category. 

5. Click Save Record to set all information.

Add an Individual to Recipient Group

Add a Recipient Group 

1. From the Recipient Groups tab, enter a group name in the "Add New Group" text box. 

2. Click Save.

The group name will appear in the group list, allowing you to edit and add individuals.
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Add a Recipient Group

1.3.7 Requests

The Requests page in the Matters tab allows users to view all pending, rejected, and accepted
requests within a specific time period. 

Requests Link

At the top of the page, select one of the View hyperlinks to see Pending requests, Rejected
requests, or those which have been Accepted.

Click the  icon or type dates in the "Date:" and "To" data fields to find a request made during a
specific time period.

Pending Requests

Requests Options: 
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Column Function

Request No. Click the request number to view request description.

Request Name Click the title of request to view request description.

Type Click the type of request to search for other requests of the same type.

Requested By Click the name of the individual who made the request to view other
requests made by the individual.

Opened View the date the request was made.

Status View the status of request.

1.3.7.1 Accept or Reject a Request

1. Click the Pending button at the top of the list of requests. You can still accept a request from
the All list.

Pending Requests

2. Select a request by clicking on the request name or number. 

The request information displays below the list.

3. To reject the request, click Reject. 

a. Type your reason for rejection, then click Submit Rejection. 

4. To accept the request, click Create Matter. 

a. After clicking Create Matter, follow all required steps as stated in Add New Matter.
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Reject/Accept Request

1.4 Documents

An electronic Document folder is available on the database for every matter record. Documents are
best managed from their associated matter records; documents added to matter records should
pertain only to that matter and should not be incomplete or a work in progress. Outside counsel (with
"Add Document" permission) may add documents to the matter and, in some cases, view the
documents that in-house and other firms provide.

Important Note: Do not change file names while indexing is in process.
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Documents Tab

Documents Options: 

Page Function

Document List Maintain all documents on the server.

Routing Slips View and edit routing slips for invoices.

File Room Maintain your "physical" paper files.

Document Tools Download Lawtrac Connect.

Asian character support for document upload and search:

The Lawtrac 4.1 application allows users to upload, search, and report on document files with
Asian language file names and content, including:

· Chinese (Traditional and Simplified)

· Korean

· Vietnamese

· Indonesian

· Japanese

· Thai

Documents can be uploaded via drag-and-drop, Lawtrac Connect, Browse, and Upload, and can
also be saved from the Lawtrac Document Bank to your computer.
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1.4.1 Document Bank

The Document Bank maintains all documents on the server. To open the Document Bank, select
Documents List from the Documents tab.

Documents List

When you open the Document Bank, a list of non-matter-related documents appear. The Count
column indicates which version of the document is in the list. From this list, you can perform the
following tasks:

1. Search the Lawtrac Document Bank collection using the text boxes under Search Collection.
Enter keywords into the text boxes, and select "And" or "Not" from the drop-down box to refine
your search. Click Search Collection to display the search results.

2.

· Click Non-Matter to see all non-matter related documents.

· Click Documents Out to see all documents checked out, and who checked out the
document.

· Click Transactions to see recent document transactions (i.e. documents added, updated,
deleted, name changed, etc). 

· Click Keyword Mapping to see a list of keywords used.

· Click Search Metadata to open a sidebar on the left side of the screen to search for
documents by name, date added, synopsis/comments, OCR text, author, typists, control/
bates number, and category.

3. Filter this list using Added Between dates. Click the  icon, select a date to use on the filter,
and click Update.

Filter By Dates

· Click the  icon to download the document.

· Click the  icon to open information about the document. From this page, edit information
about the document, download the document, email the document to someone, and delete
the document. 
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Note: Changes are automatically saved, but synopsis or note details will not be saved unless
you click Update Synopsis. 

· Click the  to refresh the document list and update any changes.

Note: Your site administrator may turn off the Document Bank module and many of its features.

Important Note: Lawtrac is not a place to house drafts or incomplete documents. Remember that
the greater the number of documents uploaded, the longer it will take Lawtrac to load screens and
data. To keep the application operating at optimum speed, we highly recommend limiting use of the 
Document Bank and a matter's Documents tab to documents in final draft stage.

Document Bank

1.4.1.1 Document Search

Search the Lawtrac Document Bank collection using the text boxes under Search Collection.
Type a word or collection of words most likely to be in the document. 

1. Select "And" or "Not" from the drop-down list to filter with or against the word in the second text
box. Type a word into the search collection to bring up documents with the word in the title or in
the text body.

a. Additionally, an asterisk (*) can be used as a "wild card" to represent any number of
unknown characters, including 0 (numeric zero). For example, a search for "Secur*" would
find "secured" and "securities" among others. Searches are not case-sensitive. 

2. Click Search Collection to display the search results. 

Important: All matter documents take on the security settings of the matter to which they are
attached. You are only able to view documents in your work group(s) and any documents for matters
to which you are assigned. Non-matter-related documents have no security settings and are available
for all to view.

Searching the Document Bank
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From the Search Collection results, click the matter number to open a matter record's primary
information page, or return to the previous page by clicking the  icon above the list. 

Note: If a document contains more than one occurrence of your search criteria, it may appear on the
list more than once.

Search Categories

The following tabs on the left side of the Document Bank provide another way of searching for
documents:

· Categories—Find documents by document categories.

· Legal—Find documents associated with matters, categorized by matter type.

· Business—Find documents associated with matter, categorized by specified Business
Unit and Product on the matters.

Click a category link to open a list of documents with that category or documents associated
with matters with that category.

Document Bank Search Tabs

Metadata Search 
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From the Documents tab, click the  tab to open the Meta Data Search. Enter information
about the document(s) in the following fields:

· Document Name—The title of the document.

· Added Between—The time period during which the document was uploaded.

· Synopsis/Comments—A summary of or any comments regarding the document.

· OCR Text—Any text that has been included for outside counsel report.

· Author—The main author of the document.

· Typists—Any additional authors who worked on the document.

· Control Number—The unique number of the document.

· Main Category—The category of the document.

Click the List button. 

Note: The Metadata Search does not display documents that are associated with private
matters.
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Metadata Search
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1.4.1.2 Add Documents to the Document Bank

To add a document directly to the document bank, rather than associating it with a matter record or
invoice, select Documents List from the Documents tab, and click Add New.

Add New Document

1. Click the Browse... button. This opens your File Explorer.

Select a File from File Explorer

2. Select a file. 

3. Click Open. 

4. Select an option in the Version Controller section to have the uploaded file overwrite an old file,
skip if a file of the same name already exists, or save the file as a new version. 

a. Optionally, fill in the "Author" and "Typists" fields. The "Author" field defaults to your name.
A "Synopsis" (or general comments) of the document may also be entered, but is not
required. Text entered here can be searched via the Search Metadata hypertext in the
Document Bank (located on the left).

5. Click Continue. 

Note: When attempting to upload documents with 4-character suffixes, an error may be generated. If
that is the case, copy the document to your desktop and rename it so that it has a 3-character
suffix. Then perform the upload process.
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1.4.1.2.1  Version Control

Version control is based solely on the file name of the document being uploaded. When you add a
new document with the same name as a previously added document, the count for the new
document becomes 2 of 2 and the earlier version is 1 of 2. The count is based on how many other
documents with the same file name are in the Document Bank when the current file uploads. When
you add another document of the same name, the count for the new document is 3 of 3.

In addition, Lawtrac adds a number to the end of the file name for each file of the same name. For
example, the following image of the Document Bank shows an example of multiple versions of the
watermelon.jpg file.

Version Control Example

1.4.1.3 Edit Documents

This section details how to edit documents in Lawtrac.

Important Note: Users are able to update a document name while uploading it to Lawtrac. However,
the new name will not be reflected in Lawtrac. The original file name that is saved will be the file
name received in Lawtrac.

Select an uploaded document to update information about the document.

Edit Documents Associated with a Matter

1. From the matter, click the Document Management tab.

2. Click the name of the document to open the detail page.

3. Edit the fields on the Edit Document Data page. Use Tab on your keyboard to move to the
next text box. If a change has been made, the  icon indicates that the information has
been saved.
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Editing Matter Document Information

Edit Non-Matter Related Documents

1. From the Document List in the Documents module, click the  icon of the document.

2. Edit the fields on the Non-Matter Related Document Info page. Use Tab on your
keyboard to move to the next text box. 

If a change has been made, the  icon indicates that the information has been saved.

Edit a Non-Matter Related Document
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1.4.1.4 Delete Documents

Deleting a document removes it from the database and the server's hard drive.

Delete Documents Associated with a Matter

From the matter record, click the Document Management tab.

· Click the  icon in the Actions row for the document.

Delete a Document in a Matter Record

Delete Non-Matter Related Documents

1. From the Document Bank, click the  icon of the document.

2. From the document information page, click the Delete icon.

Delete the Document

1.4.1.5 Lawtrac Document Data-Matching

The Lawtrac application records much information about a file and conducts a data-matching
processes as it is being uploaded.

For example, the upload process gathers the following type of information:

· Initial name Lawtrac used when attempting to save a file 

· Directory location of the file uploaded from the client's system 

· Name of the file uploaded from the client's system 

· Extension of the uploaded file on the client's system without a period (for example, txt not .txt) 

· File name, without an extension, of the uploaded file on the client's system 
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· MIME content subtype of the saved file

· MIME content type of the saved file

· Date and time the uploaded file was last accessed

· Indicates (Yes or No) whether the file already existed with the same path 

· Size of the uploaded file 

· Indicates (Yes or No) whether Lawtrac appends the uploaded file to an existing file 

· Indicates (Yes or No) whether Lawtrac overwrites a file 

· Indicates (Yes or No) whether the uploaded file is renamed to avoid a name conflict 

· Indicates (Yes or No) whether Lawtrac saves a file 

· Size of a file that was overwritten in the file upload operation 

· Directory of the file saved on the server 

· File name of the file saved on the server 

· Extension of the uploaded file on the server, without a period 

· File name, without an extension, of the uploaded file on the server 

· Time the uploaded file was created 

· Date and time of the last modification to the uploaded file 

· Date file was added to the Lawtrac system

· Individual adding the file

· Matches the security settings if associated to a matter record.

1.4.2 Routing Slips

Routing slips allow for maximum efficiency when it comes to matter approval or review for an invoice.

To view active routing slips, select Routing Slips from the Documents tab. 

Note: If no matter has been assigned to you, the Active Routing Slip list will be empty.

Routing Slips Link
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· Click Completed to view matter records that have already been reviewed.

· Click My Requested to view routing slips that you have made.

· Click Active to view pending routing slips.

· —Add a personal note

· —View matter record

To open a routing slip, click either the Type of matter record, or Status.

Click on any name of an individual reviewing the routing slip to view their notes or status. Routing
slips can be approved or rejected from within the matter record.

Review Routing Slip

1.4.3 File Room

While the Document Bank manages electronic documents, Lawtrac's File Room helps you
maintain your physical paper files. The File Room module provides a database of the files that
support your company's Legal team.
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File Room Link

With Lawtrac’s File Room, you can track the actual location of each record and indicate whether a
file is stored in a file room, an office, or off-site. You can also see when a particular user has one or
more of the file’s folders checked out.

Lawtrac’s File Room also allows you to search, print file labels, check inventories, and identify
matters for which no files have been created yet. Even though it is not required, you can use the File
Room to associate every file and folder to a specific matter record.

Note: If you do not see a File Room link, your site administrator may have turned this module off
company-wide. Files and folders displayed reflect only those matters to which you have security
access.

The File Room includes the following tabs:

Tab Function

Redwells  Redwell files host a group of folders pertaining to a specific matter.

Folders  Folders within Redwell files that host specific subjects.

Inventory File room inventory overview includes an inventory for managers to verify that
electronic data accurately reflects your physical files. View the amount of
files, folders, and sub-folders that are checked out, available, in the print
queue, and retired.

Storage Use the text field to search for a file or folder in  or .

Closed/Retired
List

View retired Redwell folders by name, matter number, matter name, check-
out detail, storage box number. Reinstate retired folders here.

Search Search files, folders, and sub-folders by folder name, matter name or
number, or key words.
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1.4.3.1 File/Folder Listing

From the File Room page, click the Redwells or Folders tabs to display the 50 most recent files or
folders added to the database. Files and folders in both lists reflect those associated with matters to
which you have security access.

File Room Tabs

Select the 100 or 150 links on the right side of the screen to display more folders in the list.

Specifiying Amount in

Lists

1.4.3.2 Inventory Listing

The File Room includes an inventory for managers to verify that electronic data accurately reflects
your physical files. 

Select the Inventory tab to open the inventory. From the Inventory tab you can see the Overview
screen, which tracks statistics on files, folders, and sub-folders.

Inventory Tab Overview

Inventory Listing Options:

Field Description

Overview Includes the number count of inventory, categorized by whether the file is
checked out, available, in the print queue, or retired.

Files In Includes a list of Redwell files that are physically available to checkout.

Folders In Includes a list of folders that are physically available to checkout.

Files Out Includes a list of Redwell files that are physically checked out.
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Folders Out Includes a list of folders that are physically checked out.

1.4.3.3 Storage Search

To search for Redwell files or folders that are in storage: 

1. Select the Storage tab on the File Room page.

2. Using the "Look In" field, specify whether you want to search for Redwell Files or Folders and
enter search criteria in the text box. 

3. Click Search.

Results specify the file or folder name and the associated matter number and name.

Storage Search

1.4.3.4 Searching for Files and Folders

You can also search all the Redwell files and folders in the File Room.

1. Click the Search tab from the File Room page.

2. From the "Look In" field, specify whether you want to search for Redwell files, folders, or sub-
folders.

Searching in the File Room

3. From the "Look At" field, choose which field of the file or folder you want to search on.

4. Type search criteria in the "Look For" text box.

5. Click Search.

Results specify the file or folder name and the associated matter number and name.
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1.4.3.5 Adding Files and Folders to Matters

Add a New File to a Matter Record

1. From the Document Management tab within a matter record, click Files & Folders.

2. Click  located at the bottom left of your Files & Folders page. 

New File text boxes open on the right, allowing you to enter the necessary information for
your file. 

3. Type the name of the file into the text field provided. 

4. Click Update File. 

The new file appears in the Files & Folders list. 

4. Add a folder to this newly added file by opening the file and clicking Add Folder.

Add a File

Add a New Folder to an Existing File

1. Open a file.

2. Click Add Folder at the bottom of the page. 

3. Enter the folder name in the text field provided, and provide any other optional information. 

4. Click Add Folder again to save and refresh.
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Add a Folder

1.4.3.6 Adding New Folders to the File Room

From the File Room, you can add new folders to existing Redwell files.

1. Click an existing Redwell file or folder. 

The left side of the screen displays information about the file, and the right side displays a list of
existing folders within the file.

Add a New Folder

2. From the right side of the screen, click the Add New Folder button.

3. Enter information about the new folder.

4. Click Save.
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1.4.3.7 Editing Redwell File Information

You can edit Redwell files from a matter record or from the File Room. Folders within a Redwell file
must be edited from within a matter.

1. From the file room, click the linked name of the Redwell file.

2. Click the Edit Record icon.

3. Update fields for the file.

Editing a Redwell File

4. Click Save Changes.

1.4.3.8 Editing Folder Information

You can edit folders from within a matter or from the File Room.

Edit Folders from a Matter

1. Click the linked name of the  folder. Editable information fields for the folder appear.

2. Update fields for the file. Use the Tab button on your keyboard to move to the next text box.
If a change has been made, the  icon indicates that the data has been saved
automatically. 
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Edit Folders from the File Room

1. Go to the Folders tab and click on the  icon of the desired folder. You can also click the
 from inside a file selected in the Redwells tab.

2. Update fields for the file.

3. Click Save. 

Editing a Folder in the File Room
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1.4.3.9 Checking Out Files & Folders

To check out any file or folder, click Available on any file or folder listing. You can also click on the
name of the file or folder and select Available from the record page.

Check Out a File/Folder

An "Out To" drop-down list appears, allowing you to select the name of the appropriate person. Click 
Set to confirm.

A red icon  appears on the file or folder information screen and provides the name of the person
who has possession of the file/folder.

To check the file back in, click File Out and then click the new Check In button.

1.4.3.10 Closed/Retired List

View retired Redwell folders by selecting the Closed/Retired List tab from within the File Room. 

Use the Search Bar at the top right to find a folder by matter number or name.

To reinstate a retired folder:

Reinstate a retired folder by clicking Reinstate to the far right of a file name. A check mark and
"Done" appears in red if the folder was reinstated successfully.

Retired files and folders are still available through the matter record. To access a file or folder, copy
the matter number name and paste it in the Quick Find text box at the top of the Lawtrac home
screen. Open the matter record from the search results and access the Document Management
tab, then go to Files & Folders. You will have the ability to edit or delete the files and folders from
this location.
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Closed/Retired List

1.5 Finance

The Finance tab provides the following Lawtrac features:

Finance Tab

Finance Options:

Page Function

Invoice Management Create, view, update, and approve invoices.

Budget Management View and update budgets.

Reserves Management View reserves.

Insurance Management Create, view, and update insurance policies.
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Page Function

Last Invoice Open the last invoice you viewed.

Last Budget Open the last budget you viewed. 

Currency Look-Up Open the Currency Look-Up tool and search for currency rates.

1.5.1 Invoice Management

Lawtrac 4.1 introduces Lawtrac Spend Management, an integration between Lawtrac and
Collaborati. The e-Billing portal Collaborati is an optional, secure, web-based application used by
outside counsel and other vendors to submit electronic invoices and rate requests. The In-House
Legal team still uses the Lawtrac application for all matter management needs, and your law firms
and vendors have the option of continuing to use Lawtrac as an e-Billing platform. If your vendor is
using Collaborati, click here to learn more.

Invoices are a core part of matter management, and Lawtrac provides numerous ways to track and
manage them.

Select Invoice Management from the Finance tab.

Invoice Management

Refine Search Results
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Search for invoices by using the search filter at the top of the Invoice Management page.

Search Invoices

A. View an invoice by clicking an invoice number from the list. 

B. Search invoices from the Invoice Management page by using the Refine Results area above
the list of 50 most recent invoices (change the maximum amount of invoices displayed per page
by selecting a number from the Display Most Recent drop-down list). Enter part or all of an
invoice number in the search text box and click Search.

C. Optionally, use the radio buttons  to show only invoices to which you are assigned,
unapproved invoices, invoices with documents, and/or invoices with electronic transfer.

Invoices are listed by invoice number (which is displayed as a navigational link to the invoice's detail
page), submitting firm/company, invoice creation date, associated matter number, total current
invoice amount (in its original currency), and status (pending, rejected, or approved). 

Invoices with e-Billing or supporting documents are distinguished by the  or  icons, respectively. 

Lawtrac supports the following types of invoices:

· Summary—Invoices that include the summarized totals.

· Detailed—Invoices with line item information.

· LEDES—Invoices with line item information that law firms and vendors submit electronically.

· Pre-approved—Invoices that were approved on a matter before entered into the Lawtrac
database.

Invoice Management Sidebar Options: 

Page Function

Pending Approval View invoices assigned to you that require your approval, or view all
invoices pending approval.

Pending Handling Open a list of invoices that require action from you as an invoice handler.

Recent Invoices View the 50 most recent invoices. This is the default page when opening 
Invoice Management. Use the Refine Results area above the list of
invoices to change the maximum amount listed.

Add New Detailed
Invoice

Add an invoice that contains line items.
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Page Function

Add New Summary
Invoice

Add an invoice that does not require line items.

Oldest Not
Approved

View a list of invoices pending approval or rejected for a specific time
period.

Approval Schema View and edit the approval schema.

Chargeback
Overview

View an overview for chargebacks for a specific invoice, matter record, or
time period.

Chargeback Activity View the 100 most recent chargebacks.

Recently Received View invoices received on a particular day.

1.5.1.1 Main Invoice Page

The main page—or "detail page"—of an invoice includes important dates and monetary information, a
link to the matter record associated with the invoice, the approval chain, comments, and activity. On
a detailed invoice, the screen also includes fee and disbursement totals, a breakdown of line items,
and options for viewing the line item details. 

Please note, as of Lawtrac 4.1.1, invoice calculations will follow a Banker's Rounding system.
Please see the Calculating Invoices Using a Banker's Rounding System page for more detail.

The page includes the following sections:

The Tools Tab

Invoice Tools

Use these buttons to use invoice tools:

· Printable—Create a PDF of the invoice, which appears on the Invoice Documents tab.

· Augment—Add line items to the invoice.
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· Personal Note—Add a personal note to the invoice.

The Top of an Invoice

Top of an Invoice

Th top of an invoice displays the firm or vendor address and contact information, important dates,
total invoice amount, and invoice status markers. An administrator can turn the status markers
on or off and can change their captions.

Flag this invoice for easy return access by clicking Set Flag, located above the invoice status
bar (shown above as "Pending"). The invoice appears in your My Flags page. Select a color of
your preference for organization, or select Close/Cancel to end the process without flagging the

budget. When a matter is flagged, the  icon appears beside a Remove Flag link in this area.
Click the link to remove the flagged status.

Notice that in the picture above, the Approved and Rejected dates are highlighted, and the
dates that may be edited are blue hyperlinks. This means the administrator has unlocked
approval and rejection dates of invoices. An Approved date can be added to a pending invoice
by anyone with approver rights; once this date has been added the invoice is considered
"Approved", even if the date is set in the future. Likewise, a pending invoice with a Rejected
date added is considered "Rejected". If there are both Approved and Rejected dates, the
"Approved" status takes precedence. Because of these settings, it is best practice to only make
changes to these fields if there is no approval chain needed, or the approval chain has already
reviewed and approved/rejected the invoice.

Matter Information

Matter Records Associated w ith Invoice

The Matter Records on Invoice section displays the matter number and name associated with
the invoice. Click  to display the invoice details for the matter. The information is displayed to
the right, under the Fees & Expenses tab.
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Approval Chain

Approval Chain

The Approval Chain section displays the approval chain and the status of each approver or
handler.

Fees & Expenses
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The Fees & Expenses tab shows you any changes between the current invoice amount and the
amounts the invoice was given originally. Current changes are affected by line item adjustments in
the Approval Activities tab.

This tab also displays the matter name associated with the invoice, the lead person or attorney
on the matter, and the date the matter was opened. Click the blue link at the bottom of the tab to
navigate to the matter's detail page.

Users assigned to the invoice approval chain and administrators can adjust the invoice/budget line
connectors. To adjust the field (shown as "Paid by Insurance" in the screenshot above), click the
blue hyperlink and select an option from a drop-down list, then click Save. The availability,
names, and content of these fields depends on administrator settings. 

Users assigned to the invoice approval chain and administrators can adjust the currency used for
the invoice. Select a currency from the Currency drop-down list and click Update Rate. The
exchange rate and current total are adjusted automatically.

All changes are tracked and displayed in the Invoice History tab, as well as the Invoice Logs
page within Application Administration.

Text and Comments
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Text

The Text tab displays any optional text added to the invoice. 

1. Click on the hyperlinked text title to open a text box. 

2. Enter your message. 

3. Click Save. 

The Comments tab displays any text outside counsel added to the invoice.

Invoice Tabs

The invoice tabs at the bottom of the page default to the Invoice History tabs. Select each tab for
more information about an invoice. 

Refer to Invoice Tabs for detailed instructions. 

Invoices Tab

1.5.1.1.1  Flagging an Invoice or Line Item

You can set flags on invoices and line items to mark them as favorite. Flagged items appear in the 
My Lawtrac tab under My Flags.

Click the Set Flag link at the top of the page.

Flag a line item from the Order Received and Chronological Order tabs of the invoice: From the
line item, click the  icon and click Set Flag.
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Setting a Flag on an Invoice

1.5.1.1.2  Approval Chain & Invoice Handlers

Click Adjust Approver Chain (located in the center of an invoice page) to update the current
approval chain. The approval chain controls who needs to review and approve an invoice, and any
approval substitutes. Depending on configuration settings in Application Administration, you may
already have a designated default handler/approval chain. Handler/approval chains can be adjusted
by individual invoice, if necessary, by following the steps below.

You can add up to five approvers; this is the "chain of command" that designates the order of
approval if the site administrator turns on the Sequential Invoice Approval Chain setting. When
this setting is enabled, a user may not take action on an assigned invoice until all previous users on

the invoice approval chain have already taken action. For example, once the individual in the first

position approves the invoice, it is passed along to the second individual for approval or rejection.
Individuals in positions three, four, and/or five are not able to approve/reject the invoice until the
previous position approves or skips the invoice. Any removed or retired user should have all their
pending approvals transferred to another, active user. 

An invoice handler can also be assigned to the invoice approval chain. The invoice handler is not able
to approve or reject the invoice, but can control the order of approval and pass on the invoice as
needed. 

Note: Current invoice handlers can be switched even after they have already passed the invoice.

Important Note: Both handler positions can be filled by the same person, but do not assign the
same person as handler and approver. If this happens, the individual is "skipped" as an approver and
only has invoice handler permissions.

Assign an Invoice Handler and/or Invoice Approver

1. Select an individual from the "IH" drop-down list. The invoice handler can be assigned at the
beginning of the invoice approval chain, at the end, or both. 

2. From the "1." drop-down list, select an approver. Selections are saved automatically. 

3. Continue to select approvers until all desired approvers are added. 
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Note: Only individuals with handler or approver permissions appear in the drop-down lists. If
the desired individual's name is not displayed, check the Site Access switches in their user
profile.

a. Click the  icon to remove an individual from the approval list, or select "None" from the
drop-down list. 

Note: Since at least one approver is required, this option is unavailable for the first
position.

4. Click Save when you have added all approvers/handlers.

a. Click the  icon to send a reminder via email to review the invoice.

Adjust Approval Chain

Reset to Matter Default

Click this hyperlink to reset the approval chain for this invoice to the matter default. Invoice
amounts are not affected. 

(To adjust matter default, please refer to the Matter Default Invoice Approval section.)

After clicking Reset to Matter Default, confirm your decision in the pop-up window—click OK.

The approval chain window refreshes (to the non-adjustment view) to show that the chain only
contains the default approvers for the associated matter. The invoice is set back to pending, all
reviewers on the chain show they have not yet reviewed the invoice, and any comments on the
invoice remain present.
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1.5.1.1.3  Adding/Calculating VAT Tax

The VAT & Taxes tab (located in the middle of the main invoice page) allows you to take the tax rate
for a geographic region and multiply that rate against: 

· The entire matter amount

· Fee (hourly) items only

· Disbursement (expense) items only

To calculate the value added tax (VAT) for an invoice:

1. Click the VAT & Taxes tab on the invoice main page.

2. Click one of the Reference Amounts (i.e. Fees, Disbursements, Total) to distinguish what
type of tax you are adding.

Using VAT Calculation

3. Select the appropriate country from the Taxation Reference List drop-down menu. The "Rate"
and "Amount to Add" fields update automatically based on the selection. You can also manually
type an amount into these fields.

4. Select a category, such as Tariff or General, from the "Categorize As" drop-down list.

5. Click Record to save.

6. Select Here to see the recorded amount.

a. To adjust more amounts within this tab, click Edit Tax/VAT. Your previously adjusted
amounts show under "Currently Recorded", "Computed Rate", and/or "Computed Total".
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1.5.1.1.4  Invoice/Budget Line Connectors

Users assigned to the invoice approval chain and administrators can adjust the invoice/budget line
connectors. 

Adjust Line Connectors

To adjust the field (shown as "User Definable 2" in the screenshot above):

1. Click the blue hyperlink and select an option from a drop-down list.

2. Click Save. 

The availability, names, and content of these fields depends on administrator settings. 

1.5.1.1.5  Calculating Invoices

As of Lawtrac 4.1.1, invoices will be calculated using the "Banker's Rounding System". This page
details how to calculate invoices using this system. Additionally, this page will provide a CFC
template which holds all of the Banker's Rounding functions.

Banker's Rounding Quick Guide:

· Round down if the thousandths digit <=4

· Round up if the thousandths digit >=6

· If the thousandths digit =5, round up if there are any non-zero digits beyond the thousandths digit
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· If the thousandths digit = 5 and all other digits beyond thousandths are 0, round up or down to the
nearest even number

Banker's Rounding Examples

· 0.0150 = 0.02

· 0.0520 = 0.02

· 0.0251 = 0.03

· 0.0349 = 0.03

· 0.0350 = 0.04

Invoice Calculation

Foreign Detailed Invoice Line Items
The Unit Cost value of a detailed foreign invoice can display up to 4 decimal digits.
For example, before the adjustment the unit cost would equal €1,000.0000. During the adjustment,
the unit cost would equal €1,000.1234. After the adjustment, the unit cost would equal €1,000.1234.

The Summary Fees, Disbursements, Others, and Adjustments of a foreign summary invoice should
always use banker's rounding and display up to 2 decimal digits.

Base Currency Detailed Invoice Line Item
The Unit Cost value of a base currency invoice will always display up to 2 decimal digits.
For example, before the adjustment the unit cost would equal $300.00. During the adjustment, the
unit cost would equal $300.1234. After the adjustment, the unit cost would equal $300.12. 

The Summary Fees, Disbursements, Others, and Adjustments of a base currency summary invoice
should always use banker's rounding and display up to 2 decimal digits.

1.5.1.1.6  Invoice Tabs

At the bottom of the main invoice page is a list of tabs that allow you to view a variety of information. 

Note: If the invoice you are viewing is a summary invoice, only the tabs for Approval Activities,
Invoice Documents, Chargeback Review, Flags and Comments, Invoice History, and Budget
Review are available.

Invoice Tab Options:

Tab Function

Approval Activities View a list of line items needing approval or have been approved/rejected. 
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Tab Function

Invoice Documents View the documents uploaded for an invoice.

Chargeback
Review

View chargebacks, which are divisions of the company that the invoice
charges. By default, the chargebacks for an invoice come from its
associated matter.

Flags and
Comments

View the flags and comments for the invoice.

Matter Invoices View invoices from this vendor that are set at the matter level.

Invoice History View all invoice amounts and summary.

Budget Review View the details for a budget.

Order Received View the order in which line items uploaded to an invoice.

Chronological
Order

View line fee items listed in chronological order.

Timekeeper Totals View all documented timekeepers and the hours claimed under a specific
date.

LEDES Review Display phase reviews and LEDES code records.

Custom View Contact your Lawtrac Account Executive to request a customized view of
invoice details to meet your particular needs.

Your Options Select the tab to which you would like invoice view to open as default.

1.5.1.1.6.1  Approval Activities

View a list of line items needing approval or have been approved/rejected by selecting the Approval
Activities tab at the bottom of an invoice. 

If a discount has been applied by a vendor who uses Collaborati to submit invoices, the discount
appears under appropriate line item. If it is applied as an invoice level discount, it appears for all line
items.
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Approval Activities Tab

· —Indicates that a line item contains a billing guideline violation. Hover your mouse pointer over
the icon to see a description of the violation. If there is more than one (1) violation, open the line
item to view details.

· —View details, dates, and amounts.

If the line item was adjusted, details about the change are displayed under Adjustment History (see
below). Details include the date and time the adjustment was made, who made the change,
comments made about the change, the previous values, and the new values. 

For information regarding deleting adjustments, refer to Adjusting Line Items.

To add a line item to the Approval Activities tab of an invoice, click the Tools tab at the top of the
invoice page, then select Augment.

Augment Invoice
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1. In the pop-up window, select a LEDES code from the "Classification" drop-down list. 

2. Type the amount of hours worked or items tendered in the "Hours/Items" data field.

3. Type the hourly rate or cost of each item in the "HR Rate/Cost EA" data field.

4. Type any additional fees or discounts into the "Adjustment" data field (discounts must have a
negative/minus (-) symbol). 

a. Optionally, enter comments into the "Comments" text field.

5. Click Add New Line. 

6. Refresh the page to see new line items.

Augmented line items are labeled in the Comments section of the Approval Activities tab by
identifying who added the line.

Add a Line Item

If you are an invoice handler, you do not have the option to approve or reject an invoice. Instead, you
see the option to "Pass Along" the invoice for the next approver.

Pass Along Invoice

Click this button to send a notification to the next individual in the approval chain that needs to take
action. Unless this button is pressed, the invoice cannot be approved or rejected.
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Once the invoice has been passed along, a memo is generated on the screen; click HERE to return
and view the line item.

If you are an approver for an invoice or an administrator, you can adjust line items from the Approval
Activities tab of the invoice. As an approver, you can adjust line items only if the invoice has been
passed to you by the invoice handler (unless no handler has been assigned).

Adjusting Line Items

To adjust the line item:

1. Click one of these text fields:

· The "Unit" data field to adjust the number of units (hours or items)

· The "Unit Cost" data field to adjust the cost of the item or the hourly rate

· The "Adjustments" data field for in-house adjustments (use the minus symbol (-) for negative
values)

Adjust Line Item and Approve Invoice

2. Use the Tab key on your keyboard or click anywhere outside the data field to initiate the
"Adjustment Reason" field.

3. Select a reason for the adjustment from the drop-down list.

Reason for Line Item Adjustment

4. Enter comments for the adjustment in the large text box (required).

5. Click Save Adjustment. 

If the save is successful, orange text appears in the line item reading "Adjustment Complete –
Refresh Invoice Page to Review." 

6. Refresh the page by clicking the  icon in the top right corner.
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Adjusted Line Item

Administrators and invoice approvers can also undo an adjustment made to a line item until the
invoice has been approved or rejected. The ability for invoice approvers to undo line item adjustments
only exists for invoices with sequential approval chains (Approval Chain Flow has been turned on).

To undo an adjustment, click the  icon to the right of the line item. 

If you are adjusting line items individually, you can only adjust them in sequential order, starting with
the most recent. Click the  icon to the right to delete the line item.

If an invoice approver opts to delete all adjustments, only their individual changes are converted. 

Changes made to adjusted line items do not appear in the Invoice Logs in Application
Administration; however, they are viewable from the Order Received tab within the individual
invoice.

Important: Regular users cannot undo adjustments made by any other user, super user, or
administrator. 

To approve the invoice, you must be assigned as an approver for that invoice. Click the Approve
Invoice button above the list of line items in the Approval Activities tab. You can also approve from
the Pending Approval page.
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When the application is finished updating, the screen refreshes back to your default invoice tab. The 
Approval Chain area displays a green "Invoice Approved" banner.

Important: Do not switch screens or use your browser’s "Back" or "Refresh" button during the
approval process.

To reject the entire invoice, you must be assigned as an approver for that invoice. Click the Reject
Invoice button above the list of line items in the Approval Activities tab.

Reject an Invoice

Enter your reason for the rejection into the "Enter Reason for Rejection" field for the law firm or
vendor to see. Click Yes – Reject This Invoice to confirm rejection.

The firm is notified via email when an invoice is rejected.

Reason for Rejection
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1.5.1.1.6.2  Invoice Documents

To view the documents associated with an invoice, select the Invoice Documents tab at the bottom
of an invoice's detail page. This tab includes all of the documents uploaded to that individual invoice. 

Invoice Documents Tab

For each listed document, you can perform the following tasks:

· Download—Click the document title to download the document

· Delete—Click the  icon to delete a document

Select Browse from the Add a Document section to upload a file to the invoice. When a file type
has been selected, an Upload button appears. Click this button, and the entire invoice page
refreshes to list the new document in the Invoice Documents tab.

Click the  icon to view upload instructions and file type restrictions.

1.5.1.1.6.3  Chargeback Review

Chargebacks are divisions of the company that the invoice charges. By default, the chargebacks for
an invoice come from its associated matter.

To review the chargebacks for an invoice, select the Chargeback Review tab at the bottom of an
invoice's detail page. 

Chargeback Review Tab

Click the matter number to view the matter record's primary information page, or the invoice number
to view the invoice's main page.
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You can update existing chargebacks in the following ways:

· Click the  icon under the Percentage column. Enter a new percentage and click Save.

· Delete a chargeback using the  icon.

Charge an Additional Unit

1. Select a business unit from the drop-down list. If additional drop-down lists appear, you can
narrow down the business unit further. If this is the first chargeback to be added, it is set as
primary by default.

2. In the "Percentage Will Be" field, enter the percent of the invoice that will charge to the
business unit. The sum of all chargebacks must not exceed 100%.

3. Click Save to add the chargeback to the invoice.

Add a Charge-back

Use Look-Up Tool

Click Use Look-Up Tool at the bottom to search for a specific account code that may not show
up in the drop-down menu.

1.5.1.1.6.4  Flags and Comments

To view the flags and comments for an invoice, select the Flags and Comments tab at the bottom
of an invoice's detail page. The flags and comments seen here pertain to any action taken in the 
Approval Activities tab, such as a rejection or a notification that a line item was flagged because it
contains a billing guideline violation.

If this tab is populated with information, the  icon shows in the tab header.
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Flags and Comments Tab

1.5.1.1.6.5  Matter Invoices

Select the Matter Invoices tab within an invoice to see all invoices from this vendor that have been
applied to that same matter. This tab does not show invoices applied to the same matter from other
vendors, nor does it show invoices from this vendor applied to other matters.

Rejected invoices are highlighted in red.

Click the  icon to view invoice details.

1.5.1.1.6.6  Budget Review

Budgets are created for a matter record by a firm or vendor and determined by phase and task type.

To review the budget for a matter:

1. Select the Budget Review tab at the bottom of an invoice's detail page. The budget summary
does not list individual budget line items. 

2. Click the  to view budget summary.

To view the firm/vendor's budget and line item detail:

1. Navigate to the matter record with which the invoice is associated and access the Budgets
hyperlink in the Finance Navigation Bar. 

2. Go to the View/Add Lines tab within the firm/vendor's budget information page.

To initiate a budget for a firm or vendor from within a matter record: 
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1. Access the Team, Firms, Parties hyperlink in the Matter Navigation Bar.

2. Click Firms & Companies.

3. Select the budget icon. 

Budget Review Tab

1.5.1.1.6.7  Order Received

To view the order in which budget line items are uploaded to an invoice, select the Order Received
tab at the bottom of an invoice's detail page. 

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

Click Show Comments to display any comments associated with the item.

Click the  icon to open a pop-up window where you can see any additional adjustments and the
approval chain. Here you can also set a flag or record a comment.

Oder Received Tab

1.5.1.1.6.8  Chronological Order

To view line fee items listed in chronological order, select the Chronological Order tab at the
bottom of an invoice's detail page. 

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

Click the  icon to show fee details. 

Click the  icon to open a pop-up window where you can set a flag or record a comment.
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Chronological Order Tab

1.5.1.1.6.9  Timekeeper Totals

The Timekeeper Totals tab shows the sum of all budget line item units (amount of products or
hours worked) that an individual assigned, and displays all documented timekeepers and the hours
claimed under a specific date.

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

Timekeeper Totals Tab

Click on the timekeeper's name to view associated matter detail.

· —View all line item details in a pop-up window

· —Delete a recorded comment

Record a new comment by typing in the text field and clicking Save Comment. 

View individual unit rates from the Approval Activities tab.
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Timekeeper Detail

1.5.1.1.6.10  LEDES Review

Lawtrac users can view an invoice and select the LEDES Review tab at the bottom to display phase
reviews and LEDES code records. 

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

By selecting the text in the upper right-hand corner, you can Show History Across All Invoices
Received, or Show Just This Invoice.
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Show History Across all Invoices Received

1.5.1.1.6.11  Custom View

To request a customized view of invoice details to meet your particular needs, please contact your
Lawtrac account executive. 

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

1.5.1.1.6.12  Your Options

To select which tab you would like as your default view when viewing any detailed invoice, select the 
Your Options tab at the bottom of the invoice's detail page. 

Note: This tab only appears for detailed or LEDES invoices.

Select a radio button. Any changes are saved automatically.

Choose a Default Tab
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1.5.1.1.6.13  Invoice Logs

To view the history of activities for an invoice, select the Invoice Logs tab at the bottom of an
invoice's detail page. 

Invoice history detail includes actions such as changes to the invoice approval chain (including field
and values affected), addition/removal of an invoice handler or substitute approver, and invoice
creation or augmentation.

Click the action date and time to view specific details.

Invoice History Detail
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1.5.1.2 Invoices Pending Approval

Click the Pending Approval link in Finance | Invoices Management to open a list of invoices that
are waiting for approval. 

Pending Approval Link

By default, the Pending Approval page opens to display the invoices to which you are a member of
the approval chain. From the this page, you can approve multiple invoices at the same time. 

To automatically approve a group of invoices: 

1. Click the invoice checkboxes  to select the invoices you wish to approve.

2. Click Approve Checked.

If a matter name has been truncated due to size, hover your mouse pointer over the name to see
expanded information in a small pop-up message.
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Full Matter Name Pop-up

The Amount column displays the current amount of the invoice in its original currency type, whether
or not it has been approved.

Click the invoice number to see comments from others in the approval chain and details of the
invoice. 

Invoices Pending Approval

The Pending Approval page includes the following icons within the table:

· !—Invoice has been rejected

· —Invoice is waiting on invoice handler action

The Pending Approval page includes the following tabs at the top:

· My Pending—Displays all invoices that require your approval. The Hand-Off column specifies
when you are the final approver for the invoice or the person who will approve the invoice after
your approval.

· 1st—Displays all invoices for which you are the first approver.

· 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th—Displays all invoices for the specified order in the approval chain. For
example, the invoices in the 2nd tab are the invoices for which you are the second approver.
Instead of a Hand-Off column, these pages have a From-To column, which specifies that you
are the final approver or there is a person on the approval chain after you.  If you are the final
reviewer, the From-To column displays the text Final Approver. If not, it displays the name of
the final approver.

The yellow/gray dots seen in the screenshot below signify the amount of approvers in positions
above you, and whether they have reviewed the invoice. 

o —Not reviewed

o —Reviewed but has not taken action

o —Reviewed and approved 
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o —Reviewed and rejected

Multiple Approver Positions

· Rejected—Displays invoices rejected by you. The date displayed is invoice creation date. Click
the invoice number to view rejection details.

Rejected Invoice in My Pending List

· All Pending—Displays all pending invoices, regardless of assignment or status. This table
categorized invoices by invoice name/number, invoice creation date, submitting firm, and all
approvers with their assigned position. Based on your List Options, there may be multiple
pages of pending invoices. Navigate through the pending invoice pages by using the page
numbers at the top of the table. 

All Pending Invoices

· List Options—Contains a filter for your Pending Approval lists. 

Note: This search criteria is only active until you log out or time out. You may have to refresh the
list tab(s) to engage these settings.

Use the following fields on this page:

o Display Invoices Only From—Select only the firms and vendors that you want to appear

on the pending approval lists

o Sort List By—Select an invoice field by which to sort
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o List Per Page—Specify the maximum number of invoices to display per page

o Clear Filters—Click this button to clear all changes and set back to default

o Set Filters—Click this button to set and save the list options

Click the Hide Rejected Invoices link to remove rejected invoices from your list and click Include
Rejected Invoices to add rejected invoices to your list. The  icon appears next to rejected invoices.
This setting only affects the individual page, and the link does not appear if there are no rejected
invoices to display.

Hide Rejected Invoices

1.5.1.3 Invoices Pending Handling

Click the Pending Handling link in the Invoice Management sidebar to view all invoices to which
you have been assigned as an invoice handler, and still need to review.

Pending Handling Link
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By default, the Pending Handling page opens all invoices to which you are assigned as invoice
handler. From this page, you can pass along multiple invoices at the same time. 

To automatically pass along a group of invoices: 

1. Click the invoice checkboxes  to select the invoices you wish to pass, or click Check/
Uncheck All at the bottom of the table.

2. Click Pass Along Selected.

The  icon indicates that the approval process is in progress and nothing needs to be passed along
yet. 

Click the invoice number to navigate to the invoice's detail page. 

The Amount column displays the current amount of the invoice in its original currency type, whether
or not it has been approved. Invoice status (i.e. pending, approved, rejected) is listed in the Status
column. Rejected invoices must still be reviewed and passed along by the last handler. Matter name
and number are listed in the Matter column. For matters which names have been truncated, hover
your mouse pointer over the matter name to see the full title.

Invoices Pending Review

The Pending Approval page includes the following tabs at the top:

· My Pending—Displays all invoices to which you have been assigned as Invoice Handler and
must review, either as last or first

· First Handler—Specifies the invoices for which you are the first handler

· Last Handler—Specifies the invoices for which you are the last handler

1.5.1.4 Adding a New Invoice

Invoices can be entered into Lawtrac two ways:

1. They can be imported by utilizing LEDES code e-Billing.

2. They can be typed in manually.

If you add invoices manually, add them from the Invoice Management page under the Finance
tab.

You can add two kinds of invoices:

· Detailed—Invoices with budget line item information. Click Add New Detailed Invoice to add
this type of invoice.
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· Summary—Invoices that include the summary totals. Click Add New Summary Invoice to add
this type of invoice.

Note: Do not use your browser’s "Back" button when adding new invoices.

Click here to view Step 1.

Add New Detailed or Summary Invoice

1.5.1.4.1  Step 1: Choose a Firm or Vendor

When creating either type of invoice, you must first select the firm or vendor that submitted the
invoice from the drop-down list. 

If the selected firm/vendor set a preferred currency, the invoice is applied in that currency
automatically.

Important Note: Released firms and vendors still appear on the drop-down list. 

Click Look-Up Firm/Vendor to continue to the next step.
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Invoice From Firm/Vendor

1.5.1.4.2  Step 2: Pre-Approved Invoices

While creating an invoice, you can specify that it's been pre-approved. 

1. After selecting the firm or vendor, select the invoice approver from the "Invoice Has Been
Approved By" drop-down list. 

If you do not see the appropriate user’s name in the drop-down list of invoice approvers, the user
may not have approval permissions. Site administrators determine invoice approvers from 
Application Administration. 

The "Comments" text box of the invoice automatically includes a statement with the name of the
person who entered the pre-approved invoice and the approval date. The approval chain area
displays only the selected approver.

2. If you do not want to pre-approve the invoice, keep "None, Approval Required" as the selection in
the drop-down list. 

3. After you specify the approval state, click Continue to move on to the next step.

Invoice Has Been Pre-Approved

1.5.1.4.3  Step 3: Associate a Matter

An invoice must be associated with at least one matter. During invoice creation, you associate the
invoice with one matter.

Assign the Invoice to a Matter

When creating an invoice, you can add an additional matter towards the end of the process.

Note: The matter drop-down list only contains the matters assigned to your firm/vendor. If your
matter is missing from the list, leave the drop-down list on "Required" and click Look-Up Matter. A
search bar is generated, and the new drop-down list contains all matter records.

After you select a matter, click Look-up Matter.
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1.5.1.4.3.1  Add Additional Matter to Invoice

When creating a detailed invoice, you can add an additional matter to associate with other line
items. When creating a summary invoice, you can add an additional matter with more invoice
summary information.

For Detailed Invoices

After you add your line items and before you click Finish, you may choose to add another matter.
Click Add Another Matter. 

Add Another Matter

A drop-down menu pops up above the Review section. Select a matter from this list, then click
Look-Up Matter. As with first associating a matter to the invoice, you can leave the drop-down
list on "Required" and click Look-Up Matter. A search bar is generated, and the new drop-down
list contains all matter records.

1. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu and
enter the conversion rate in the Use Rate Of field. Check the Do NOT Convert box if you
want to skip currency conversion.

2. "Optional Text", "Electronic File Type", and "LEDES File Name" retain the same information
that you input for the previous matter.

3. Fill out the optional user-defined fields; add comments if desired. Using the drop-down lists,
indicate whether the invoice is paid by parties defined by your administrator.

4. Click Continue.
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Add Additional Matter Information

The next step is to enter each line item.

1. Select the employee who performed the work from the "Work By" drop-down menu.

2. Enter the date the task was performed.

3. Choose the "LEDES Code" and "Activity" code from the drop-down menus.

4. Enter the number of "Hours" (i.e. 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75) or "Items" (for an expense/disbursement)
and the "Hr. Rate/Cost EA." and "Adjustment". 

a. If you are unsure of the rate, click the View Rate Card hyperlink in the bottom right
corner. The employee or firm rate information is displayed.

5. If you would like to add another line item, place a check mark in the Add Another Line After
This One checkbox.

6. Click Continue.

a. If you are on the Add Line Item page again and you wish to review the invoice details
before adding another line item, click Go To Review Page.

7. When you have finished adding your line items, click Continue to review the invoice details.
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Add Line Item

For Summary Invoices

After clicking Continue, you may choose to add another matter. Click Add Another Matter. 

Add Another Matter

A drop-down menu pops up above the Review section. Select a matter from this list, then click
Look-Up Matter. As with first associating a matter to the invoice, you can leave the drop-down
list on "Required" and click Look-Up Matter. A search bar is generated, and the new drop-down
list contains all matter records.

1. Enter the amount for "Fees", "Disbursements", and "Adjustments/Other". The total is
calculated automatically.

2. Enter "Optional Text", "Electronic File Type", and "LEDES File Name" in the designated
fields. 

3. Fill out the optional user-defined fields; add comments if desired. Using the drop-down lists,
indicate whether the invoice is paid by parties defined by your administrator.

4. Click Continue.
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1.5.1.4.4  Step 4a: Adding Summary Invoices

If you are adding a summary invoice, the page that opens after assigning a matter record to the
invoice is the Summary Invoice page. Unlike the detailed Invoice, a summary invoice has the option
to add fees, disbursements, and adjustments amounts.

At the top of this page are three separate sections for matter and invoice information. 

Matter Information includes the matter record number and name, who is assigned as matter lead, the
maximum sum of the invoice that the lead can approve, and to whom it will be handed off once the
limit is met.

Alternate Fee Arrangement information includes all alternate fee arrangements associated with the
firm/vendor.

History includes the sum of all invoices associated with the selected matter posted by the firm/
vendor.
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Summary Invoice
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1. Enter the Invoice Number into the text box. This number can be any combination of letters,
numbers, and dashes, up to 35 characters.

2. Type or select the  icon to enter invoice date and billing period using the "Period From" and
"Period To" fields. Review the default fiscal period and update if necessary.

3. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu and enter
the conversion rate in the "Use Rate Of" field. Check the Do NOT Convert box if you want to
skip currency conversion.

Invoice Currency

4. Enter the amount for "Fees", "Disbursements", and "Adjustments/Other". The total is calculated
automatically.

5. Enter "Optional Text", "Electronic File Type", and "LEDES File Name" in the designated fields. 

6. Fill out the optional user-defined fields; add comments if desired.  Using the drop-down lists,
indicate whether the invoice is paid by parties defined by your administrator.

7. Click Continue.
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Additional Options

You now have several options:

· Add Another Matter to the same invoice

· Add New Invoice to the Same Vendor

· Add New Invoice to a New Vendor

· View the Invoice

· Adjust Division Chargebacks (as explained in the next section)

· Delete existing chargebacks

Adjusting Division Chargebacks
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By default, invoices are charged back to the matter’s current division/business unit, which displays in
the Review/Adjust Chargebacks area. If you need to assign a different chargeback, you can do so
before selecting one of the other options.

It is best practice to use this feature with pre-approved invoices, so the reset chargeback functions
available in several areas of the application do not overwrite your adjustment by resetting it to the
matter’s division/business unit hierarchy.

If you see that the matter does not currently have a division/business unit assigned, update the
matter and use one of the reset chargeback functions.

When you click the Adjust Division Chargebacks link, a selection area appears. Set the
percentage amount and select the division and click Submit. 

Select Division and Percentage

1.5.1.4.5  Step 4b: Adding Detailed Invoices

If you are adding a detailed invoice, the page after you assign an invoice to a matter record is the 
Detailed Invoice page. Unlike the summary invoice, a detailed invoice allows you to enter a control
amount and add line items for hours worked vs rate and cost adjustments.
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Add Detailed Invoice

1. Enter the invoice number. The number can be any combination of letters, numbers, and dashes,
up to 35 characters. 

Use the Tab button on your keyboard to move to the next text field. Doing so prompts the page
to save and perform a duplication test to make sure the invoice number is unique.

2. If there is a control amount, enter it in the space provided. If the administrator has set the feature
to “must match”, the application requires the sum of all line items on the invoice to match the 
control amount entered, and does not display the Finish link on the last page until the amounts
match.

Important: When entering monetary amounts, do not use the currency symbol or commas.
Enter all amounts as a series of numbers with only a period to separate the units (e.g.
10000.00).
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3. Use the  icons to select the invoice date, the billing period using the "Period From" and
"Period To" fields, and the "Fiscal Period" year and quarter if necessary. 

These fields default to the current date for the invoice date, the previous month for the billing
period, and the current fiscalY and fiscal quarter.

4. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu. Check
the Do NOT Convert box if you want to skip currency conversion. The currency conversion is
displayed on the next page, below the line item data fields, and is converted to the base
currency set in Application Administration. 

Invoice Currency

5. Enter Optional Text, Electronic File Type, and LEDES File Name in the designated fields. 

6. Click Continue.

Optional Text and Paid By

The next step is to enter each line item.

1. Select the employee who performed the work from the "Work By" drop-down menu.

2. Enter the date the task was performed.

3. Choose the "LEDES Code" and "Activity" code from the drop-down menus.

4. Enter the number of hours (e.g. 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1000) or items (for an expense/disbursement) and
the hourly rate/cost of each item, and any applicable adjustments. If you are unsure of the rate,
click the View Rate Card hyperlink in the bottom right corner to display the employee or firm
rate information.

5. Place a check mark in the Add Another Line After This One checkbox to add another line
item.

6. Click Continue.
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If you are on the Add Line Item page again and you wish to review the invoice details before
adding another line item, click the Go To Review Page hyperlink.

7. When you have finished adding your line items, click Continue to review the invoice details.

Add Line Item

If you find an error while reviewing the invoice data, click  to remove the item or  to edit it. 

You also can click the Add Another Line Item hyperlink to add another charge without deleting the
existing line items.

Click Add Another Matter to add the same invoice to another matter record.

If the invoice totals don’t fall within the approved budget for the firm or vendor, and the flag feature is
turned on, a notice indicates that the invoice has Failed. You may then click  to delete line items,
if desired. When the sum of the invoice falls within the fiscal year budget, the indicator changes to 
Pass. Likewise, if the recorded invoice total is not equal to the control amount entered, and the
administrator has set the feature to “must match”, a notice replaces the Finish button and the
invoice cannot be processed until the line items are adjusted.

For information on chargebacks, refer to the Adjusting Division/Business Unit Chargebacks
instructions.
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Review and Finish

Upon clicking Finish, you have additional quick link options to create a new invoice with a new
vendor, new invoice with the same vendor, or view the invoice recently completed. 

Invoice Quick Links
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1.5.1.5 Oldest Not Approved

Click the Oldest Not Approved link to display outstanding unapproved invoices. Click an invoice
number in the list to open that invoice.

Note: Regular users do not have access to this page.

Oldest Not Approved Link

From this page, change the dates in the "Refine List By Date Range" fields to filter the invoices in
this list by a specific date range and click Go. Optionally, hide rejected invoices by selecting the
"Hide Rejected" checkbox, and control the amount of invoices listed by typing a number in the "List"
text box.

If the invoice has LEDES code rates, it is distinguished by an asterisk (*) in the *LEDES column.

Hover your mouse pointer over the invoice number to see the associated matter and the amount of
the invoice.
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Expanded Matter Information Pop-up

This page also includes a color legend at the top of the list. These colors specify the approval status
of each invoices approver. Invoices with a Not Set status are pending but have no assigned
approvers.

Invoices Not Approved

1.5.1.6 Approval Schema

Select Approval Schema in the sidebar of the Invoice Management page to see a breakdown of
approval hierarchy.

The approval schema can be managed within the individual invoice. Within an invoice's main page,
select the order of approvers under the Approval Chain section.

Approval Schema
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1.5.1.7 Chargeback Overview

Some companies move funds from a non-Legal department budget back to the Legal department in
their General Ledger for management purposes. At the point where invoices are approved, the
Lawtrac application takes inventory of the Business Unit within the Matter and makes a record of the
funds.

Click the Chargeback Overview link to open a search screen for your chargeback history.

Chargeback Overview

Perform a search using the following fields:

· Invoice or Matter Number—Enter all or part of an invoice or matter number.

· Recorded Between—Enter a date range.

· Highlight Unbalanced Records—Select this checkbox to highlight invoices that have
unbalanced records, or records with no division recorded.

Click Go to perform the search.

Click the Reset link to set the chargeback to the matter record's division default.

You can add or update invoice chargebacks from the Chargeback Review tab of an invoice.

Chargeback Review Tab
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1.5.1.8 Chargeback Activity

The Chargeback Activity screen displays the most recent 100 chargebacks added to the database
and their current status.

Because corporate departments change over the years, the chargeback data is recorded as “static”
in the database. All connections back to the table that maintains the corporate Division/Business
Unit structure are severed so if a department structure is changed, sold off or renamed, the historical
information remains intact for future reference.

Chargeback Activity List

The Amount column displays the current amount of the invoice in its original currency type, whether
or not it has been approved.

Click invoice or matter number to view their details.

Sort chargebacks by clicking the Invoice, Matter, or Business Unit column header.

Control the amount of chargebacks you see within the page by typing a numeric value in the "Listing
Count Max" text box, then click Search. 

Search for a specific chargeback by entering invoice or matter number into the "Invoice or Matter
Number" text box, then click Search. 
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1.5.1.9 Recently Received Invoices

Click the Recently Received link to display all invoices added on a particular day.

Recently Received Link

The most recent day with added invoices is expanded by default, followed by collapsed sections for
previous days up to the beginning of the previous month. Invoices are listed by invoice number,
approval status, associated matter name, submitting firm/vendor, invoice creation date, and the sum
of the invoice.

The Amount column displays the current amount of the invoice in its original currency type, whether
or not it has been approved.

· Click the  icon to expand a section. Click the  icon to collapse a section.

· Click the invoice number to view the invoice detail page, or click the matter name to view the
matter record in detail.
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1.5.2 Budget Management

Click Budget Management from the Finance tab to see a list of budgets for your assigned matter
record invoices.

All budget totals on this screen are rounded to the nearest whole dollar. 

Important: The intended functionality of budgets within Lawtrac is that there should be one budget
per matter for a law firm or vendor. It is best practice that you delete inactive or rejected budgets.
Retaining them can cause some screens and/or reports to display misleading amounts.

Budget Management

The top of the screen provides you with numerous mini-reports. Click a link to display data specific to
your selection. 

In the list of budgets, the Matter No. and Budget No. columns include links which navigate to those
matters or budgets. Click on firm/company name to see all budgets for that firm or vendor, or a fiscal
year to see all budgets for that particular year.

Note: Budgets can also be accessed from a matter. From within the matter, click the Finance
Navigation Bar and select Budgets.
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List of Budgets

The  icon indicates that the budget has been approved.

To filter the list of budgets, click the Search tab (top right). Enter information in the following fields:

· Firm/Vendor—Select the name of a firm or vendor from the drop-down list

· Fiscal Year—Select a fiscal year

· Matter Name or Number—Enter part or all of a matter name or number

Budget Management Search Tab

1.5.2.1 Viewing Budget Details

Click on any budget number link to view the details for that specific budget. Budgets can be approved
by those with appropriate permissions to do so by using the Settings tab at the top of a budget
page. The page includes the following sections:

The Top of a Budget

Top of a Budget Page

The top section of the budget detail screen displays the budget number, outside counsel name,
information or matter associated with the budget, and the budget status. The budget status
shows whether the budget is pending, approved, or denied and whether it is active or inactive.
This section also includes a Settings tab for the budget. Click Update after changing the
settings.
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To approve a budget:

1. In the Settings tab, select an option from the "Approval Status" drop-down menu.

2. Click Update. 

Tools Tab

Tools

Certain functions may have been turned off by your site administrator or are controlled by your
permission settings. Use the following links on the Tools tab:

· Create Print View—Create a printable view of the budget that you can use to create a
PDF.

· Personal Note—Add a personal note to the budget. Outside counsel and other users
cannot see this note.

· Delete Budget—Remove the budget from your database.

The Bottom of a Budget

Budget Tabs

The bottom of the page displays budget line items. This section includes up to four tabs:

· View/Add Lines—View or add line items for the budget. Approve the budget if you have the
appropriate permissions.

· Chronology—View a list of activity for that budget.

· Comments—View comments made on a budget.

· Variance—View invoice-to-budget variance.

Note: The Variance tab does not appear if there is no invoice attached to the budget.
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1.5.2.1.1  Editing and Adding Line Items

From the View/Add Lines tab, you can review and edit existing line items and add new line items to
the budget. Line items are intended to identify tasks depending on phase and assign a monetary rate
for hours worked on a particular task.

Add a Budget Line

· —Edit a budget line item, or approve/reject the budget line if you have the rights to do so

· —Delete the line item

Add a Budget Line Item

To add a new budget line item, select and enter line item information on the right side. 

1. Decide what is going to be done by selecting a phase from the drop-down menu. The "Task"
drop-down list generates options based on "Phase" selection. 

2. Enter budget amount by rate per hours and amount of hours worked.

3. Change the currency exchange rate if necessary using the drop-down list. 

4. Type comments or classifications into the text field.

5. Specify how the budget item will be paid using the bottom drop-down lists.

6. Click Add Line.
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Note: Budget frequency is determined by the "Budget Frequency" drop-down list in the top
Settings tab.

Approve or Reject a Budget Line Item

If you have permissions configured to allow you to approve or reject outside counsel budgets,
you have an extra drop-down menu to use.

1. Click the edit  icon. 

2. At the bottom of the line item information, select an option from the "Approval Status" drop-
down menu.

3. Click Update Line. 

1.5.2.1.2  Chronology

The Chronology tab within a budget lists all activity for that budget, including the date of activity and
description from most recent to oldest.

Click the View Comments link to display additional information within the description field.

1.5.2.1.3  Comments

Save comments on a budget by clicking the Comments tab. 

Outside counsel users are able to save comments on a budget, and these appear in the "In-House
Comments" field. Click Save Comment to confirm any changes made.

Comments

1.5.2.1.4  Budget Variance

The Variance tab offers you a view of invoice-to-budget discrepancies. You’ll also find figures for
sum of invoices related to the budgets, budgets on file, and the sum difference.  

Important Note: Inactive budgets are included in the Variance total. It is best practice that your
company establish business rules for dealing with these budgets. We recommend deleting them, as
budget totals displayed on many screens and in various reports within the application can appear to
be irreconcilable.
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Variance Report

1.5.3 Reserves Management

Reserves allow companies to set aside funds or set fiscal goals for specific matters. Click Reserves
Management from the Finance tab to see a list matters that have reserves.

Reserves Management

Important Note: Business rules for using reserves differ between companies, so check with your site
administrator before entering data. Your site administrator sets the Reserve Categories.

The Reserves Management page includes only open records assigned to you. All reserve amounts
on this screen are rounded to the nearest whole dollar. The top of the screen includes categories for
filtering through each criteria.

Below the list of categories, a list of reserves appear in the General Overview section with links to
the matters with the reserves. The bottom of the list has a page total, which gives you the total
amount in reserves.
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Reserves List

1.5.4 Insurance Management

Insurance Management in Lawtrac allows you to apply insurance policies to matter records, track
the results, and report them to management. Click Insurance Management from the Finance tab
to see a list of insurance policies in Lawtrac. 

Note: If your site administrator turns off the Insurance Management function, this link does not
appear.

Insurance Management

Insurance Management defaults to open on Insurance Overview. Use the sidebar on the right to
navigate additional insurance pages.

View policy information and matter overview for the insurance policy by clicking on the company title.
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Insurance Management Overview

Insurance Management Options:

Page Function

Underwriter/
Carrier

View, add to, or edit the underwriter roster and their active policies. Depending
on your site administrator's preferences, the module term may appear as
either "Underwriter" or "Carrier".

Active Policies View a list of all policies currently in effect for your company.

Expired
Policies

View a list of all expired policies.

Matter Records View policy occurrence by matter number.

Occurrence
Overview

View a detailed list of all policy usage and coverage, and the matters assigned
to each policy, as an overview to date.

1.5.4.1 Insurance Policy Overview

The Overview page is the default view after selecting the Insurance Management hyperlink in the
Finance module. It displays a list of insurance policies entered in Lawtrac.

The list includes the following columns:

· Company—The name of the company using the insurance policy

· Type—The type of insurance policy (managed by site administrators via Application
Administration | Finance Options | Policy Types)

· Carrier—The insurance underwriter

· Ends—The policy's end date

· Cov—The amount of coverage in the current currency

· 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%—The percentage of coverage remaining
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Insurance Management Overview

Click a Company link to open the company's Policy/Coverage Information page.

1.5.4.2 Underwriter/Carrier

Click the Underwriter link to display a list of active insurance vendors or carriers. Depending on site
administrator or super user preference, this link may appear as Carrier.

To see a list of inactive vendors or carriers, click the Show Inactive button to change the list to the
Inactive Underwriter Roster. Click Show Active to return to the active list.

Both lists include the following columns:

· Underwriter Roster—Displays the name of the insurance vendor or carrier

· Active Policies—Contains the  icon; click to view a list of active policies for the carrier

· View—Contains the  icon; click to view a profile of the carrier

· Edit—Contains the  icon; click to edit the carrier's profile

Click Add New to enter a new underwriter for the roster. 

Note: If the site administrator or super user has not defined any insurance policies, the Add New
button is not displayed.

Carrier Roster

1.5.4.2.1  Add, Edit, or Delete an Underw riter

1. Click the Add New button to open the Add New Underwriter template beneath the existing
roster.

2. Enter applicable information about the new carrier.
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3. Click Save.

Entering Information about a New Carrier

Edit a Carrier

1. From the carrier list, click the  icon. 

The profile page for the carrier opens with editable fields.

2. Update information about the carrier.

3. Click Save.

Deactivate a Carrier

1. From the carrier list, click the  icon.

The profile page for the carrier opens with editable fields.

2. From the Deactivate this Carrier section, click the Deactivate button.
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1.5.4.2.2  Underw riter Contacts

Include contact information for insurance underwriters for ease of communication.

1. From the Underwriter Roster, click the  icon in the View column to open a profile page for the
carrier.

2. From the Add New Contact section, enter applicable information about the contact.

Adding a New Contact

3. Click Save. 

The contact appears in the Contacts list.

List of Carrier Contacts

Edit a Contact

From the Contacts section where the contact was first added, click the  icon to update the
information. When you edit a contact, the Released checkbox appears; select this checkbox to
remove the contact.

Released Checkbox

You can also use the following links from the Contacts section:

· List Released—Click to list the inactive contacts and reinstate them if necessary

· List Active—Click to list the active contacts
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1.5.4.2.3  Underw riter Policies

Click the  icon under the Active Policies column of the Underwriter Roster to view policies for a

specific carrier. From the Active Policies page, click the  icon for a policy to view it.

Add a Carrier/Underwriter Policy

1. Click the  icon for the carrier in the carrier list.

2. From the Active Policies page for the carrier, click the Add New Policy link.

Add New Policy Link

3. In the fields that appear, enter information about the policy. Fields inhabited with an asterisk
(*) are required.

4. Click Save New Policy.

Adding a New Policy
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Edit a Policy

1. From the Active Policies list, click the  icon for the policy.

2. In the fields that appear, update information about the policy.

3. Click the Save Changes button to save the policy.

Delete a Policy

1. From the Active Policies list, click the  icon for the policy.

2. At the bottom of the policy page, enter "Yes" into the text box and click the Delete Policy
button.

1.5.4.3 Policies

Click the Active Policies link to display a list of all policies currently in effect for your company.
Click the Expired Policies link to display a list of all expired policies.

From the Active Policies or Expired Policies pages, click  to view a policy or click  to edit or
delete a policy.

Active Policies Page

Add a New Policy

1. From the Active Policies or Expired Policies page, click the Add New Policy button.

2. In the fields that appear, enter information about the policy. Fields inhabited with an asterisk (*)
are required.

3. Click Save New Policy.
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Adding a New Policy
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1.5.4.4 Matter Records

Click the Matter Records hyperlink in the Insurance Management sidebar to display a list of
matter records with insurance policy coverage. 

Matter Records Link

Along with the matter number and name, this list includes the policy for each matter in the Policy
Occurrence column. 

If a policy is assigned to multiple matter records, the number next to the policy specifies the order
number of the matter record for that policy (ex: Self Insurance Policy 2012 [ 2 ]).

Click the matter number to navigate to that matter record's detail page.

Matter Records Page

1.5.4.5 Occurrence Overview

Click the Occurrence Overview hyperlink in the Insurance Management sidebar to display a
detailed list of all policies and the matters assigned to each policy.

If a policy meets 50% of the Coverage Max or Aggregate Limit, a green switch  shows up under the
amount in the To Date column. If it does not, the switch remains red . 

Click on the highlighted policy code to open the matter record's primary information page.
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Occurrence Overview Page

1.5.5 Currency Exchange Look-Up Tool

To open the currency look-up tool, select Currency Look-Up from the Finance tab.

Currency Look-Up

The tool displays above any page that is currently opened.

Currency Look-Up Tool

To look up a currency exchange rate, select a country from the drop-down list and select a date
using the  icon. The right side of the tool refreshes with the current exchange rate for that country.
Use the right or left arrows to view rates for different days.

Click the  to close the Currency Look-Up tool.
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1.6 People

The People tab on the Top Navigation Bar is a great resource for getting Legal staff member
information quickly, as well as looking up firms, vendors, key personnel, parties, and entities.

People Tab

People Options:

Page Function

In-House Legal Department View members of the Legal staff based on location, team, or
position title.

Key Personnel View members of key personnel based on location or position
title.

Firms & Vendors View or add firms and vendors in the Lawtrac system.

Parties View a list of parties.

Entities View a list of entities.
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1.6.1 In-House Legal Department

To display a list of internal Legal staff, select In-House Legal Department from the People tab. 

In-House Legal Department Link

Click a person's name to view more information about the individual.

Internal Legal Staff Filtered on W

Filter Legal Staff Members

To find a staff member, you can filter through the list in the following ways:

· Use the alphabet filter at the top of the screen to search by the first letter of the last name.
Only letters matching a user's surname appear.

· From the Location drop-down list, select a staff member location and click List.

· From the Predefined Team drop-down list, select a Legal team and click List.

· From the Position Titles drop-down list, select a staff member title and click List.

· From the Search First/Last Name text field, enter a name and click Find. There is no
minimum character amount for this field.

· Click the Released List link to display a list of staff members that are no longer active. To
return to a list of all active staff members, click Refresh List under the alphabet filter.
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Filtering Legal Staff

Contact a Legal Staff Member

From a list of internal Legal staff, click the following icons to contact a staff member:

· —Send the staff member an internal Lawtrac message.

· —Send the staff member an email.
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1.6.1.1 Editing Personal Information

Site administrators and super users can edit information about a Legal staff member.

1. Click the link for the staff member's name in the Individual column.

2. From the staff member's record, click the Edit hyperlink on the sidebar to the right.

Edit Link

3. Update information about the staff member using the text boxes. 

a. Use the switches to change how contact information displays. By default, email addresses
and phone numbers are available only to Legal staff members. Next to the Display Email
outside Legal department? and Display Other Phone outside Legal department?
fields, -No specifies that information is not available. To display the information to all
users, click the toggle to change the icon to -Yes.

4. Changes are saved automatically. Successful saves are indicated by the  icon.
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Edit In-House Record

Additional Profile Options:

Page Function

Contact Info View staff member's name, office, address, email, phone/fax number, and
status information.

Schedule View dates and event information for associated matters.
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Page Function

Matters View matter with which the individual is associated and their role within
the matter.

Predefined Teams View matters of which the individual is a team member.

Documents View document activity associated with the individual.

Routing Slips View routing slips associated with the individual and their status.

Transactions View the last 100 transactions (or activity), listed in reverse chronological
order.

Edit Edit contact information and submit comments.

Work Group
Security

Grant the individual access to specific work groups.

Rates View rates associated with the individual.

Classifications Manage matter Legal classifications associated with the individual by
Type and Division/Business Unit.

Application
Permissions

Turn on or off the main menu items that are displayed on the application.

Matter Permissions Manage viewing of matter menu items which users have access to.

Reset Permissions Set to default profile. This option will undo all of the user's existing
permissions and reset them to match those of the selected profile.

Site Access Manage invoice authorizations, access points, and log-in credentials.

Release/Reinstate Release or reinstate an individual to the Legal staff.

1.6.1.1.1  Work Group Security

Security groups are created and managed by the site administrator in Application Administration.
Access to a specific matter record is only allowed to those users whose work/security group
matches the matter's work/security group. 

To assign permissions to a particular work group, click Work Group Security from within a legal
team member's profile on the right sidebar.
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Work Group Security Link

Click on the switch to the right of an active group name to set the security for the person it that work
group. 

· —Inactive group

· —Individual does not have access

· —Individual has access
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Work Group Permissions

1.6.1.1.2  Classif ications

If an individual is restricted to a particular matter Legal classification, or if the individual should only
be allowed to add new matter records for a specific division or business unit, it may be helpful to
designate a classified Type or Department. 

To add these features, click Classifications from within a Legal team member's profile on the right
sidebar.
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Classifications Link

Use the drop-down menus to select a Type or Department, then click Set. Users may have an
unlimited amount of type classifications, but only one department. If the individual is allowed add any
type or department within their work group, leave this area blank.
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Select a Type or Division

1.6.1.1.3  Application Permissions

The switches in Application Permissions turn off or on the main menu items you see in the tabs
and sidebars. Turning certain application permissions off may be helpful if you want to provide users
with a more targeted list of utilities that make the application easier for them to use.
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Appliation Permissions Link

By default, all application permissions are disabled. To enable an application permission, click the
switch to the right of the subject. Changes are saved automatically.

· —Access is enabled

· —Access is disabled
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Application Permission Switches

1.6.1.1.4  Matter Permissions

Matter Permissions control the display of the matter menu and item editing permissions. It is
suggested to turn off the items which are not needed to allow for quick reference, making the
application easier for your users to navigate. 
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Matter Permissions Link

By default, all matter permissions will be turned off. To turn on a matter permission, click the switch
to the right of the subject. Changes are saved automatically.

· —User has access

· —User does not have access

Matter Permission Switches
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Additional Options: 

Page Function

Main Elements Turn on or off the ability to view or edit main matter items.

Calendar & Events Turn on or off the ability to view or edit matter calendars and
events.

Documents & Files Turn on or off the ability to view or edit documents and files.

Text Items Turn on or off the ability to view or edit text items.

Financial Turn on or off the ability to view or edit financial items.

People/Modules Turn on or off the ability to view or edit areas within People/
Modules.

1.6.1.1.5  Reset Permissions

In Reset Permissions, the user's profile can be changed to a set profile that has predetermined
application and matter permissions. The objective of a permission profile is to provide the user with a
set of "templates" that can apply to personnel records so permissions do not have to be individually
adjusted. This profiles are created and managed by your site administrator in the Application
Administration settings. 

To reset an individual's profile permissions, click Reset Permissions from within a Legal team
member's profile on the right sidebar. 

Important Note: This option removes all of the user's existing permissions and resets them to match
those of the selected profile. You may have to remove or add individual permissions from the
permissions tabs after running this function. 
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Reset Permissions Link

Select a profile from the drop-down menu, then click Reset. 

Set Default Profile

1.6.1.1.6  Site Access

From a Legal team member's profile, select the Site Access link from the sidebar to adjust access
for invoices, routing slips, site administrations/settings, general counsel tab, and hold administrator
abilities. From this page you can also change the user's log-in credentials.
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Site Access Link

This page is separated into three categories: Invoice Authorization, Access Points, and Login
Credentials. 

Under Invoice Authorization, click the switch to allow the user to perform as a lead on matter
records. Leads are automatically assigned to the invoice approval chain unless the chain is modified.
Invoice handlers are responsible for reviewing the invoice and passing it to the next approver, but
cannot approve or reject the invoice.

Under Access Points, click the switches to turn access to a function on or off. 

· —User has access/permission

· —User does not have access/permission

Under Login Credentials, change the username and password. Clicking Set Credentials prompts
an email containing all of the new information to be sent to the user.
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Access Point Function

Attorney The user is the primary Legal team member for a matter record. Based on 
Application Administration settings, this user may be able to approve
matter-level rate cards.

Invoice Hand-off
Amount

This is the amount entered in the text box is the maximum sum of the invoice
that the user is allowed to approve. Any invoice exceeding the entered
amount will be "handed off" to the user selected in the drop-down list. See 
Approval Amount Threshold. 

Invoice Handler The user can perform as an invoice handler.

Hold
Administrator

The user can access the Hold Administration page and can be assigned to
matter holds.

Routing Slips The user can create and has access to a matter record's routing slips.

Named User The user is considered an in-house user within Lawtrac and can access the
application. If this switch is turned off, the user cannot log in, but can still be
assigned to matters and approval chains. However, he/she won’t be able to
take action on assignments through the application.

Site
Administration

The user can access Application Administration.

Site
Administration &
Settings

The user can access Application Administration and the Misc. Settings
tab to control geographic settings, category headings, and lock time entries.

General Counsel
Tab

The user can access the GC Dashboard tab on the Lawtrac homepage.

1.6.1.1.6.1  Invoice Handler

Lawtrac in-house users can be assigned as an invoice handler on invoice approval chains. Invoice
handlers are separate from invoice approvers because handlers do not have the ability to approve or
reject an invoice.

The invoice handler's primary responsibility is to ensure the invoice complies with the department's
processes and requirements, and then pass the invoice to the next person in the approval chain once
the previous approver has made his/her approval. Invoice handlers receive email notifications for their
task obligations.

Because the invoice handler role exists separately from the invoice approval chain, the handler does
not occupy a "seat" in the 5-person approval chain limit. 
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Invoice handlers can be placed on an invoice at the beginning of the approval chain, at the end of the
approval chain, or both. 

Note: If the invoice handler is placed at the beginning of an invoice, no approvals/rejections can be
made until the handler clicks the Pass Along button. If the handler is placed at the end of an
approval chain, the invoice can still be paid if it has been approved, even if the invoice handler has not
taken action on the invoice. If the invoice is rejected, the invoice handler will still need to take action.

To appoint an individual as an invoice handler, navigate to Site Access from the individual's profile
page and locate the invoice handler switch under Invoice Authorization. 

Click the switch next to "Can Perform as an Invoice Handler?" so that it is "enabled". 

— Invoice handler permission has been enabled

— Invoice handler permission has been disabled

Invoice Handler Switch

On an invoice's detail page, the invoice handler appears under the invoice approval chain list with an 
IH next to their name.

If the in-house user's invoice handler permission is revoked, the user still has handler permissions on
invoices which were already assigned. Therefore, the handler must be manually removed from that
invoice's approval chain. 

1.6.1.1.6.2  Approval Amount Threshold

While a Lawtrac user's approval amount threshold can be established in the user's profile under Site
Access, it can also be regulated from the Approver Review page in Application Administration. 

The amount set in this category is the maximum amount of an invoice that the user is sanctioned to
approved. Any invoices assigned to the user that exceed the determined amount are redirected to
the individual chosen in the "Hands Invoices Off To" drop-down menu.

For example, the following screenshot shows a user whose approval amount threshold is $100,000. If
the user is assigned to the approval chain for an invoice that is in the amount of $100,001 or greater,
the invoice is sent to user LTO Development for approval.
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1.6.1.2 Release/Reinstate

Release a User

To release an individual from your in-house Legal department: 

1. Select In-house Legal Department from the People tab.

2. Select an individual by clicking their name.

3. In the gray panel on the right side of the page, click Release at the bottom. 

Release an Individual from In-House Legal Team

If the individual belongs to an approval chain for one or more pending invoices, that invoice can be
transferred to another individual from the drop-down list. 

4. Type "Yes" into the text-box, and click  to change the date, if necessary.

5. Click Release to confirm.

Reinstate a User

To reinstate an individual from your in-house Legal department: 

1. Select In-house Legal Department from the People tab.
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2. Click  on the far right of the page or use the Search bar.

3. Select an individual by clicking their name.

4. In the gray panel on the right side of the page, click Reinstate at the bottom. 

1.6.2 Create an Invoice Approver

Invoices approvers can be created in Lawtrac as of LT 4.1.0 Patch 6 and LT 4.1.1 Patch 1.

An invoice approver is a user who can exclusively view and work on invoices in their invoice approval
chain. Likewise, they will not be able to view any invoices that are not assigned to them.  

This page details the process for creating an invoice approver and transitioning pre-existing users to
an Invoice Approver. 

Steps for Creating an Invoice Approver

Log in as an Admin and proceed from the Lawtrac home page:

1. Navigate to People > In-House Legal Department.

2. Click the user you would like to designate as an invoice approver. 

3. Click Application Permissions from the side bar menu.

4. Ensure that the Main Finance Menu Items button is turned on (radio button displays green).

5. Within the Financial column, turn the Invoice Results Restricted to Assigned permission on
(radio button displays green).

a. This field cannot be turned on until after the Add Summary Invoice  and  Add Detailed
Invoice are turned off.

Note: This field is turned off by default.

Moving forward, this user will only be allowed to view invoices that are assigned to them on their
invoice approval chain. 
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Permissions for Creating an Invoice Approver

Restrict Invoice Approver Viewing Privilages

You can restrict invoice approvers from viewing any details of matter records that they are not
assigned to from the Matter Security switches on the user's profile and that user's Work Group
Security switches. When matter access is restricted, those users will see the message: 'You do not
have access to this matter' when they click on the Matter record link from the invoice screen. These
users must not have access to modify their own Work Group security switches.

To grant access to invoice approvers for non-assigned matter records, you must make sure that the
non-assigned Matter Security switch and that specific user's Work Group Security switch match
each other.

For example: This invoice approver will have access to a matter record that they are not assigned to,
as the security access of both the user and the matter match.
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Restrict Invoice Approver Viewing Privilages 

Restrict Invoice Approver Viewing Privilages

Transitioning Pre-Existing Users to be an Invoice Approver

Once a pre-existing user has been transitioned to an Invoice Approver, they will still receive
notifications for invoices in which they were previously involved. This procedure details how to remove
a user from receiving notifications from previously assigned invoices no longer in their approval chain.

Note: This information does not pertain to New Users, only to a newly appointed invoice approver.

Follow the steps above in Steps for Creating an Invoice Approver to transition a user's permissions
to Invoice Approver status.

Users will still receive notifications from invoices in which they were previously involved. To remove
and stop all notifications for previous invoices:
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Remove Pre-existing Invoices Messages and Notifications

Log in as an Admin and proceed from the Lawtrac home page:

1. Navigate to People > In-House Legal Department.

2. Click on the user you would like to remove invoice notifications from. 

3. Click the Messages icon at the top right corner of the screen.

a. Notifications for invoices previously assigned to this user will appear.

Messages Button

4. Click the check boxes to the left of the invoices you wish to deleted from this user.

5. Users may also click the select all check box to remove all invoice notifications.

6. Click the Delete Selected button at the bottom of the screen.

Note: Deleting these messages prevents users from receiving further updates regarding the
unassigned invoices. 

1.6.3 Key Personnel

Key Personnel are employees of your company who are not in the Legal department but whom you
may want to associate with matters. If necessary, an administrator can grant a key person direct
access to the Lawtrac application so he or she can see special screens and access matters to
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which the user has permission. To remove any or all permissions from a key personnel member,
see Removing Key Personnel.

Key Personnel Page

Key personnel may be looked up using the alphabet filter on the right of the screen (by first initial of
their surname). 

To find a key personnel member, you can filter through the list in the following ways:

· Use the alphabet filter at the top of the screen to search by the first letter of the last name. Only
letters matching a user's surname appear.

· From the Location drop-down list, select a key person location and click List.

· From the Predefined Team drop-down list, select a key person and click List.

· From the Position Titles drop-down list, select a key personnel title and click List.

· From the Search First/Last Name text field, enter a name and click Find. There is no minimum
character amount for this field.

· Click the Released List link to display a list of key personnel that are no longer active. To return
to a list of all active key personnel, click Refresh List under the alphabet filter.
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Filtering Legal Staff

· —View key personnel Profile: The Profile or Records page will display additional contact
information, comments entered by the site administrator, and a list of open matter associations.
Use this link to obtain their mailing address or fax number.

· —Send the key person an email.

Click a Key Personnel name to open up that individual’s record.

Use the sidebar navigation to edit records and view details on transactions, matters, requests, and
holds. 
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Key Personnel Sidebar

Options:

Page Function

Open Matters View a list of open matter records and set reminders.

Closed Matters View a list of closed matter records to which the individual is
associated.

Contract Reminders View and set contract reminders for matter records.

Access to Records View matters with access granted, or remove access to
matter records.

Requests View a list of requests. 

Transactions View transactions by date and time.

Site Access Change the user's sign-in credentials.

Edit Record & Permissions Make changes to details or Lawtrac access.
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1.6.3.1 Edit Record & Permissions

To edit a key person's profile information or permissions, click the Edit Record & Permissions
hyperlink in the profile sidebar.

Edit Record & Permissions Link

Change the individual's name, address, and contact information by typing directly into the text boxes
or making a selection from the drop-down menu.

Use the toggle switches on the right to turn a permission on  or off .
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Edit Key Personnel Profile

Permission Options:
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Switch Function

Read Only Access matter records in read-only format; cannot make
changes.

Report Access Access to the Reporting Module.

Add Documents Access and add documents to the Documents Module and to a
matter record.

Access to Finance Tab Access to the Finance Module.

1.6.3.2 Removing Key Personnel

After removing a key person, the user is no longer able to log into Lawtrac.

To release key personnel:

1. Navigate to the Key Personnel link of the People tab.

2. Click the name of the desired key personnel member. 

3. Click Release from the right side navigation bar.

Release Key Personnel
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4. Type "Yes" into the "Enter Yes" text box, use the  icon to select a date,then click Release. 

1.6.4 Firms & Vendors

To display a list of firms or vendors, select Firms & Vendors from the People tab.

Firms and Vendors

The Firms page opens with a list of all vendors that begin with the letter A, or the name of the vendor
with the initial closest to the beginning of the alphabet. 

Click Switch to Vendors List in the top right corner to see a list of vendors.

Switch to Vendors List

Disable Access to Lawtrac Invoicing 

Lawtrac system administrators have the ability to disable the internal Lawtrac collaboration portal
features for the clients who use the Lawtrac application to submit invoices. When this setting is
enabled, Lawtrac firms/vendors cannot submit by uploading a LEDES file nor by manually entering a
LEDES invoice through Lawtrac.
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This setting is contained in the LTO settings file located in the root folder where your Lawtrac
application is installed. Select the DisableOcInvoicing setting in your Lawtrac root folder to

activate it.

This setting only disallows outside counsel from submitting invoices. The clients' ability to
manually enter invoices on behalf of the vendor remains unaffected. Additionally, firms and vendors
can still submit invoices via the Collaborati portal, if they have enabled this integration.

Filtering Firms and Vendors

From the Vendors and Firms pages, filter the search list using tools located in the top right
corner:

· Click the Switch to Firm List or Switch to Vendors List link to switch between the
Vendors and Firms pages.

· Use the alphabet filter to search by the first letter of the vendor or firm name. If there are no
firms/vendors that begin with a particular letter, that letter will not appear in the grid.

· Click the All My Associated button to open a list of the vendors or firms with which you
have an association.

· Click the List All Vendors or List All Firms button to list all the vendors or firms in your
version of Lawtrac.

List of Firms on the Firms Page

Click the link of a firm or vendor to view more information. To email an employee of the vendor or
firm, click the  icon.

Badge Icons

The Vendors and Firms pages also may include the following icons to categorize the listed
item:

· —A firm or vendor part of the recommended category. Click the Recommended link to
open a list of items with this badge.

· —A preferred firm or vendor. Click the Preferred link to open a list of items with this
badge.

· —A firm or vendor part of the approved category. Click the Approved link to open a list of
items with this badge.

· —A firm or vendor that has an optional arrangement on file. Click the Optional link to
open a list of items with this badge.

· —A firm or vendor who sends invoices to Lawtrac. Click the eBilling link to open a list of
items with this badge.
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· —An opposing firm or vendor. This badge appears to the left of the firm/vendor name.
Click the Opposing link to open a list of items with this badge.

Important Note: Because the firm/vendor badges are customizable by site administrators, these
links may have a different description than what you see here. "Approved", "Preferred", "e-
Billing", and "Optional" may have different titles that coordinate with your company's business
language. "Recommended" and "Opposing" are the only badge names that cannot be altered.

Badge Links
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1.6.4.1 Searching for Firms or Vendors

Click the Search link in the sidebar on the right side of the Vendors or Firms page to open a search
section at the top of the page.

After you enter the name of the firm or vendor and select criteria from the drop-down lists, click 
Search.

Click the link of a firm or vendor to view more information. Click  to close the search.

Searching for Firms and Vendors
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1.6.4.2 Add New Firm/Vendor

New firms and vendors can be added easily in Lawtrac. Select Add New Firm/Vendor in the
sidebar from the Firms & Vendors page of the People tab to begin. Both firms and vendors can be
created from this screen.

Add a New Firm/Vendor

1. Enter the firm or vendor details on the Add New Firm/Vendor screen. 

Note: Make sure to select "Law Firm" or "Vendor" classification from the radio buttons beneath
"Company Name".

2. If your company conducts international business, make sure you indicate the law firm’s billing
currency. Invoice entries default to this currency type. If there is a special code that your
Accounts Payable department uses to identify this law firm, enter it into the General Ledger ("GL
Number") field. 

3. Place any internal Legal department code(s) into the "Client No." field.
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4. Assign badges by clicking the word "No" next to the desired badge. The badge icon appears to
confirm that it has been set (see above).

5. From the bottom two buttons, select if you'd like to add an administrator next or if the company
will use the eBillingHub. Adding an eBillingHub account sends an email to Mitratech Support
(ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com), who then gives the firm/vendor's information to eBillingHub.
eBillingHub logs in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices, using information from
the firm/vendor.

The firm/vendor may also contact Mitratech Support to have an eBillingHub account set up.

Once you add a vendor as an eBillingHub user, the system administrator must go to the 
eBillingHub Accounts page and follow the instructions to add the firm/vendor's credentials. 

6. Click Add New Firm/Vendor to finalize the new record.

Add a New Firm/Vendor Who Will Use Collaborati

1. Complete steps 1-6 as listed above, but do not select eBillingHub as a vehicle for the vendor.

2. Contact Mitratech at support@mitratech.com to have a Mitratech administrator set up your law
firm or vendor with Collaborati credentials. The e-Billing portal Collaborati is an optional vehicle
used by law firms and vendors to submit invoices, rate cards, budget requests, and accruals.

3. Once the firm/vendor has been added to the Collaborati application, synchronize Lawtrac and
Collaborati via Scheduled Tasks. 

4. Click View Record. After you are directed to the firm/vendor's profile page, click the
Collaborati tab. Select your law firm or vendor from the Current Collaborati Vendor list, then
click Authorize Vendor. If your law firm or vendor does not appear in the list, contact
support@mitratech.com to ensure that the firm/vendor has successfully been added to the
system.

Note to site administrators: It is very important that individuals do not accidentally add the same
law firm or vendor to the database. The system reviews company name information to make sure it is
not a duplicate.

The ability to add and/or edit firm/vendor records is a Permissions setting on an individual's personnel
screen. You may wish to limit the number of people who can add new outside counsel and/or
vendors to the database.

1.6.4.3 Outstanding Approvals & Rate Requests

The Outstanding Approvals hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to view all unapproved rate cards for a firm/
vendor's timekeeper, and approve multiple rate cards at a time.

mailto:ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com
http://ebillinghub.com/
mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Outstanding Approvals Link

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

If any rate card requests have been made for that year, a list of the firms/vendors that made the
request are displayed. 

2. Click the name of the firm/vendor to open a list of their timekeepers and amount of unapproved
rates at the bottom of the page. 

3. Click the name of the timekeeper to view a list of individual and matter-level rate cards. 

4. Use the checkboxes to the far right to approve a rate card, and click Approve Checked at the
bottom of the list. 

Rate cards can be created and deleted from within a Firms & Vendors page. You can also delete
rate cards from Application Administration using the Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink.

Receiving and Approving Rate Requests from Collaborati

How do I approve Rate Requests in Collaborati from Lawtrac?

· Each Timekeeper can only have one rate request per fiscal year.

· Rate requests cannot extend into two fiscal years. For example, a timekeeper cannot submit a
rate request from FY17 that extends into FY18.

· When submitting rate requests, the fiscal year submitted must match the fiscal year defined in
the Lawtrac application.
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Outstanding Rate Cards

1.6.4.4 View and Edit Firms and Vendors

From People | Firms & Vendors, click the name of a firm or vendor to open their record.

Note: It is best practice to manually sync Collaborati with Lawtrac directly after making changes to
vendor/firm information so Collaborati users have the most up-to-date information available—even if
you have the scheduled task set up to sync daily.
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Firm/Vendor Profile Page

Information

The default tab that opens for a firm or vendor is the Information tab. This tab includes four
sections: Overview, Classifications, Manage, and LEDES Classifications.

While in view mode, click Additional Addresses in the Overview section to edit or include
additional contact information.

Overview:

The Overview section includes information about where the firm or vendor is located. Click the
 icon to edit the location information.

Edit Firm/Vendor Overview

Click Save to save the new information, or click  to return to the Information tab.

Classifications:

The Classifications section allows you to classify the company type, expertise area, and
reference title. Lawtrac users have the ability to designate a firm as "Opposing" by clicking the
checkbox above "Company Type". This option allows users to indicate to their Legal team and
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non-opposing vendors that this firm likely cannot be used and is in some way engaged in a
matter against the user's team.

Apply the following badges for the firm or vendor by clicking on the checkboxes under Badges:

· Recommended—A user recommends the firm or vendor

· Preferred—A user prefers the firm or vendor

· Approved—A user approved the firm or vendor

· Minority—This firm or vendor is minority-owned

· AFA on File—This firm or vendor has an alternative fee arrangement on file

· e-Billing—This firm or vendor can send invoices to Lawtrac

An icon appears for each badge the company has. If the  icon is present for a badge, the
badge has not been assigned.

Edit Classifications

Manage

The Manage section allows you to navigate to documents page, staff page, or upcoming events.
Click the corresponding icon to jump to that page.

· —Firm/vendor does not receive notifications; click to toggle

· —Firm/vendor receives notifications; click to toggle
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Firm/Vendor Manage Section

LEDES Classification

LEDES classifications are created and managed by the site administrator in Application
Administration, who controls the information that appears in these drop-down menus. 

Select an option from each menu. These tabs are optional, but the data may be beneficial when
running reports. All changes are saved automatically.

Additional Tab Options:

Tab Function

Information View firm/vendor contact information, classifications, and badges. Access
quick links to documents, staff, and calendar events.

Staff View  a list of the firm or vendor's employees and timekeepers. Add and
manage staff rate cards.

Assignments View the matter records assigned to the company. 

Financial View all financial information associated with a firm or vendor.

Calendar View upcoming matter events associated with the firm or vendor.

Documents View all documents that a firm or vendor has uploaded to matter records. 

Represents View a list of parties and entities that the firm or vendor represents. 

Activities View all actions relating to users and the selected firm or vendor. 

Settings View and edit additional data for the firm or vendor.

Search Quickly locate information about the firm or vendor.
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1.6.4.4.1  Search on a Firm or Vendor

Click the Search tab at the top of the firm/vendor information page to locate information about the
firm or vendor quickly. For example, to generate a list of all the firm’s invoices, click the Any/All
radio button in the Invoices section, and click Search Invoices, or enter search criteria into the text
boxes and click Search. 

Searching on a Vendor or Firm Record

1.6.4.4.2  Staff

Select the Staff tab within a firm or vendor page to display a list of the firm or vendor's employees. 

Select the Include Inactive button above the staff list to see both active and inactive staff
members. 

Staff Page

If you identified the firm or vendor as using eBillingHub when first adding the firm or vendor, "Hub,
eBilling" appears at the bottom of the staff list. Click the name to edit first/last name, location, and
contact info.

Assign badges from this page by clicking the checkbox that corresponds to the appropriate badge;
click the badge icon to remove it.

Click on an employee's name to edit contact, badges, and classifications, and also view matter
assignments, rate cards, invoicing/hours, and performance comments.
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· —Email the staff member

· —Add any information that was not included when initially adding the staff member; you can
also do this by selecting options from the drop-down lists and clicking the refresh  icon

· —Return to the Staff tab

Staff Detail

Options: 

Tab Function

Matter Assignments View staff member's assigned matters.

Rate Card View or create staff-level rate card information by fiscal year.

Invoicing/Hours View hours invoiced for a selected month.

Performance Comments View or create comments for the staff member. Make changes by
typing directly into the text box, then click Save. 

Activity View activity made by the staff member by date, action, remarks if
applicable, and matter number information.

1.6.4.4.2.1  Add a New  Staff Member

A list of staff members can be viewed from a vendor's or firm's profile. 

To add another staff member to the list:

1. Open the vendor or firm record.
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2. Select the Staff tab.

3. Click the New Staff Member button.

New Staff Member Button

4. Enter information about the staff member in fields on the Add New Staff Member page. Certain
fields may be required depending on system administrator's settings (marked by a red asterisk).
If the staff member is to log into Lawtrac's outside counsel system, complete the following fields:

a. Select Yes for Will this person have access to Lawtrac? A temporary username and
password generate automatically. 

b. To send the username and password to the staff member, click the checkbox in the Send
to the individual via email field. Be sure there is an email on file in the Contact section.

c. Select whether the staff member will have administrative privileges by clicking the
Administrator buttons at the bottom of the screen.

5. Click the Save New Staff Member button to save the staff member's information.
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Add a Staff Member
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1.6.4.4.2.2  Add a Timekeeper Rate Card

1. Select the Staff tab within a firm or vendor page to view a list of the firm or vendor's employees. 

2. Select an employee's name to view or add a rate card. If no rate card has been added for the
current fiscal year, you are prompted to create one if you have the appropriate permissions to do
so. 

3. Click the highlighted fiscal year hyperlink (or select a different fiscal year at the top right corner):

Create a Rate Card

Note: This is an Administrative Function restricted to those with rate card approval authority. Any
adjustments to this page are considered "Approved."

4. Select a radio button  to the left of the page to restrict to fee items only, restrict to
disbursement/other items only, or authorize all LEDES categories. 

5. Enter a basic rate in the text box and select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

a. If the rate card is to be applied to a specific matter, select the matter number from the drop-
down list, select "All" to apply the rate card to all associated matters, or choose "New" to
make a selection from a pop-up window and click Apply. 

6. Click Save to confirm. 

Rate card information is displayed by code, description, type, rate and approval. 

Edit a Timekeeper Rate Card

1. Click Edit This Rate Card at the top or bottom of the rate card information. 

a. If you would like to edit a rate card for a specific matter, select an associated matter
from the For Matter drop-down list, then click List. If the matter you need does not
appear, leave the option at "Select" and click List—a pop-up will display with a list of
matters with which the firm/vendor is associated or assigned. If no rate card exists for
that matter, you are prompted to create a new one.

Edit Rate Card

The rate for each LEDES code is editable. 

2. Type a new number into the text box in the Rate column and click Save. 

The rate amount for specific codes can be managed at the bottom under Specific Code. 

3. Select a code from the drop-down list, enter the amount in the text box and click Save.
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a. Restrictions and rate approval can be managed under Quick Adjustments. Click one or

more radio boxes  and click Save Quick Adjustment. 

Quick Adjustments

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the
settings of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards are set at the
firm's currency of preference.

Rate cards can also be assigned to the firm rather than to the individual timekeeper. Do so from
the Financial tab. Timekeeper rate cards take precedence over firm rate cards. 

1.6.4.4.2.3  Approve All Timekeeper Rate Cards

If you are one of the primary rate card approvers (a permission set by the site administrator via 
Application Administration | Firms & Vendors | Set Rate Card Approvers) you have the option
to approve all timekeepers' rate cards at once. 

To approve all rate cards for a firm's or vendor's timekeepers simultaneously, go to the Staff tab
within a firm's or vendor's profile page, then click the Approve All button, located above the staff list.
When the confirmation prompt appears, click OK. Rates are approved immediately, and a new
notification is displayed.

1.6.4.4.3  Assignments

Click the Assignments tab to display the matter records assigned to the company. 

Click on Matter No. or Matter Name to view the matter. 

Use the buttons above the Matter Records list to view opened, closed, or released matter records.
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Assignments Tab View

1.6.4.4.4  Financial

Click the Financial tab to view all financial information associated with a firm or vendor.

Click the Invoice number to view invoice details.

Financial Page

The Financial tab has a separate sidebar to navigate to specific options when managing finances:

Financial Sidebar

Invoice List

The Invoice List page includes a list of invoices associated with the company.

Budgets
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Click the Budgets hyperlink to view the budget details for a company. If a budget displays a zero
amount, the firm or vendor is required to submit a budget, but no line items have yet been
entered.    

Use the Open and Closed buttons above the Budget List to switch between open budgets and
closed budgets.

Budgets

Variance

Click the Variance hyperlink to display Invoice/Budget Activities for open matters assigned to
the firm or vendor. The Invoiced column shows the percentage of total budgeted items that have
been invoiced at that time.

Variance; Financial Considerations

Hours Recorded

The Hours Recorded hyperlink displays the time recorded against the firm’s assigned matters.

Use the "Select Date" drop-down lists above the "Total Hours Invoiced List" to view hours
submitted for a specific month and year, and click Submit.

Hours Recorded

Rate Card

Click the Rate Card hyperlink to review the rates for the company. Click a rate code to view
details of the rate. 

Note: Your company may not require a firm or vendor to use rate cards.
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Rate Card Page of the Staff Tab

The fiscal year view on this page always defaults to the current fiscal year as set by your site
administrator. Lawtrac can only support one rate card per fiscal year for law firms and their
employees. Outside counsel cannot change their rates without the approval of the in-house Legal
department. Select a year from the "For Fiscal Year" drop-down list and click the List button to
search for rate cards from a different year.

Members of the firm or vendor can log into the Lawtrac or Collaborati application and create or
update their rate card. In addition, you can add to and edit these rate cards.

Add a Specific Rate for the Chosen Fiscal Year

1. Under Add a Specific Rate for, select the type of drop-down list for which you will be
choosing a rate by clicking the appropriate button at the bottom. 

2. Select a code, title, or group from the drop-down list.

3. Enter a rate into the "Rate" text field.

4. Click Save. 

Add a Specific Rate
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1.6.4.4.4.1  Add a Rate Card

From a vendor or law firm record, you can see a list of rate cards for the company under the 
Financial tab by clicking Rate Card in the right-hand sidebar.

Add a New Firm Rate Card

To add another rate card to the list, complete the following steps:

Note: Adding rate cards is an administrative function.

1. Open the vendor or firm record.

2. Select the Financial tab.

3. Click the Rate Card link on the right side of the screen.

4. If necessary, select a different fiscal year from the "For Fiscal Year" drop-down list and click
List. Leave the "For Matter" drop-down list at "None".

Add a Rate Card

5. Enter the active rate for the firm/vendor. 

6. Select restrictions by choosing one radio button.

7. Click the Set Rate button.

To edit a rate card, click  next to the rate.

Add an individual rate to the existing LEDES codes rates using the drop-down list under Add a
Specific Rate for [Fiscal Year]. Use the buttons By Code, By Title, and By Group to change
the options that are generated in the drop-down list. After making a selection and typing a rate in
the "Rate" text box, click Save. 
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Add a Specific Rate

Once the rate cards are established, they’ll have a three-fold relationship with every incoming
LEDES invoice:

· Fiscal Year

· LEDES Code

· Timekeeper ID

All three of these items must match the invoice, and the rate on the invoice must be equal to or
less than the approved rate for that task or expense code in order for the LEDES invoice to
complete processing through the system.

Select the Archive Record icon to save the rate to your archive. 

Note: Once a rate is archived, you will not be able to adjust the rate. Select Reinstate Record
(which replaces Archive Record once selected) to make the rate adjustable again.

Archive the Record

Archived rates are displayed under the Code column with a red hyperlink.

Delete individual rates by clicking Delete Rate.

Add a Rate Card at the Matter Level

Note: Matter-level rate cards are fully supported by Collaborati. 

1. From the Financial tab within the firm/vendor profile, click Rate Card on the right sidebar.

2. Select a fiscal year from the "For Fiscal Year" drop-down list. 

3. Select either "All" or "New" from the "For Matter" drop-down and click List. 
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a. Select "All" to apply the rate card to all matters assigned to that firm/vendor. 

b. Select "New" to generate a pop-up window listing all matters assigned to that firm/
vendor; choose one matter by clicking the corresponding radio button and click Apply. 

4. Enter the active rate for the firm/vendor timekeeper.

5. Select restrictions by choosing a radio button ("Restrict to Fee Items Only", "Restrict to
Disbursement/Other Items Only", or "Authorize all LEDES Categories").

6. Click the Set Rate button.

To edit a rate card, click  next to the rate.

Add an individual rate to the existing LEDES codes rates using the drop-down list under Add a
Specific Rate for [Fiscal Year]. Use the buttons By Code, By Title, and By Group to change
the options that are generated in the drop-down list. After making a selection and typing a rate in
the Rate text box, click Save. 

Add a Specific Rate
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Once the rate cards are established, they’ll have a three-fold relationship with every incoming
LEDES invoice:

· Fiscal Year

· LEDES Code

· Timekeeper ID

All three of these items must match the invoice, and the rate on the invoice must be equal to or
less than the approved rate for that task or expense code in order for the LEDES invoice to
complete processing through the system.

Select the Archive Record icon to save the rate to your archive. 

Note: Once a rate is archived, you will not be able to adjust the rate. Select Reinstate Record
(which replaces Archive Record once selected) to make the rate adjustable again.

Archive the Record

Archived rates are displayed under the Code column with a red hyperlink.

Delete individual rates by clicking Delete Rate.

1. Select Firms & Vendors from the People tab, and click on the name of a vendor to open their
information. 

2. Click the Financial tab. 

3. Click Rate Card on the right side of the screen. 

4. From the rate card screen, click on a code to open up the rate card item. 

5. Select Delete Rate.

Note: This action permanently deletes the individual rate card item and cannot be undone. Deleting a
rate card in its entirety may only be done by a system administrator via Application
Administration | Firms & Vendors | Delete Rate Card(s). 
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Delete Rate Card

1.6.4.4.5  Calendar

The Calendar tab displays upcoming matter events. Events that you add display only if the firm or
vendor has the Add/Edit/Delete Calendar Items permission as part of the matter. If the firm assigns
the event to one of their employees, that individual’s name displays. Clients cannot assign an
outside counsel employee to an event.

Calendar Events

Click the View Past Events button at the top right to see past events.

Under the Access column in the Future Events table, click the toggle buttons to turn access to an
event on or off. 

· —Can access event

· —Cannot access event

Click the event date under the Date column to open event details to the right.

1.6.4.4.6  Documents

The Documents tab displays all documents that firms or vendors upload to matter records. 

Click the name of the documents to download it to your computer.

Click the matter number to view the matter with which the document is associated.
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Firm/Vendor Documents

1.6.4.4.7  Represents

The Represents tab displays a list of parties and entities that the firm or vendor represents. 

Click  for more details about the party or entity and a list of assigned matters, which display on the
right (as shown in the following screenshot). From the detailed view, click a matter number to
navigate to that matter detail.

You can add or delete a party or entity to this list from the party or entity record. 

Represents Page

1.6.4.4.8  Activities

The Activities tab within a vendor's profile displays all actions relating to users and the selected firm/
vendor or timekeeper. Users can view the timestamp of the action, the username, and the name of
the vendor that is performing the action. This activity list can be sorted by a range of dates. 

To narrow your view of activities to a specific date, use the  icons at the top with the "Refine
Dates" and "To" data fields and click Go.

Activities Page

Activities displayed here include:
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· History of changes made to rate cards

· Staff logging in/out

· Invoice creation and/or augmentation

· Documents uploaded and/or edited

The activity list can be sorted by date range. Use the  icons at the top to select "Refine
Dates"/"To" dates, then click Go.

Click the matter number under the Matter column to view matter details.

Administrators can view additional rate card information within Application Administration |
Application & Database | Rate Card Logs. 

1.6.4.4.9  Settings

From the Settings tab, you can see additional data for the firm or vendor. 

Click  to update the settings and add comments. Click Save Changes to confirm, or Cancel to
undo unsaved changes. 

Click Release Firm to release the firm/vendor from the matter.

Important Note: Firms and vendors cannot be released if they have pending invoices.

Firm/Vendor Settings

1.6.4.4.10  Collaborati Vendor Tab

From the Collaborati tab, you can authorize the Collaborati law firm or vendor that matches the
profile you created in Lawtrac. The Collaborati vendor profile comes in through the sync and is held in
this tab until mapped.

Only Collaborati vendors and law firms that have not been associated with another Lawtrac vendor
record appear in this tab.

1. Select your law firm or vendor from the Current Collaborati Vendor list, then click Authorize
Vendor. If the law firm or vendor does not appear in the list, contact support@mitratech.com to
ensure that the firm/vendor has been added to the system. 

If a Collaborati vendor has already been associated with the Lawtrac vendor profile, only the

buttons Manage Timekeepers and Remove Association are displayed.

2. Click Remove Association to select a different Collaborati vendor to authorize, or click Manage
Timekeepers to view or add currently mapped staff.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Collaborati Tab in Vendor Profile

1.6.4.4.10.1  Manage Collaborati Timekeepers

Once a vendor or law firm has been authorized and associated with a vendor record, users can
associate the timekeepers, or vendor staff.

Important Note: Timekeepers using Collaborati cannot submit rate requests that contain multiple
matter-specific and non-matter-specific line items if there are conflicting or overlapping dates. Rate
requests submitted with such line items will be automatically rejected by Lawtrac.

1. Click Manage Timekeepers. 

Manage Timekeepers

2. Select the staff member from the "Select Staff" drop-down list. 

Note: These are the names that appear in the Staff tab. 

You can create a new timekeeper record based on the data of an existing Collaborati timekeeper
by leaving the drop-down option on "New Staff Member", and selecting a Collaborati timekeeper
from the "Select Timekeeper" drop-down list. If a record is created through this method, it must
still adhere to the "required" fields designated in Application Administration | Rate Card
Settings. Lawtrac users are able to add any missing information to these fields after account
creation.

3. Select the timekeeper from the "Select Timekeeper" drop-down list. Vendor staff is referred to as
a "Timekeeper" on Collaborati, so the name in the "Select Staff" and the name in the "Select
Timekeeper" fields should refer to the same person, as these two accounts will be linked. 

Note: Timekeeper names should match the Staff name, but because the timekeepers are
entered into Collaborati by Mitratech Support, the names may appear different. 

4. Use the radio buttons to allow or restrict the timekeeper access to Lawtrac.

5. Click Associate Timekeepers. 
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The Lawtrac and Collaborati servers link the two profiles. 

Currently Mapped Staff

To remove a timekeeper, click the  icon to the far right of the selected timekeeper's name.

1.6.4.5 Employee Directory

Selecting the Employee Directory hyperlink within People | Firms & Vendors displays a list of
employees by name, firm/company, location, type of counsel, expertise, job title, and badges.

Employee Directory List

· Click the employee name or firm/company name to view the firm and the employee's relationship
with the company.

· Email an employee by clicking the  icon.

· Click any hyperlink to refresh the page and display only employees filed in that category.

The Employee Directory sidebar contains a list of hyperlinks that allows users to search for an
employee by firm/company, badge type, or a focused search.
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Badges

1.6.5 Parties

Lawtrac’s Parties/Entities module was created in order to associate individuals as well as groups to
a specific matter. The Parties function tracks individuals (internal or external) who have some
relationship to a matter record while Entities are companies or groups (internal or external) with
some relationship to a matter record. See Parties vs. Entities for further information.

The relationship to the matter may be as agent, adjuster, or other category set by your site
administrator. Multiple parties may be associated to the same entity but entities cannot be
associated to parties. Parties are individuals associated with a vendor or firm. 

Select Parties from the People tab to open a list of parties.
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Parties Link

From the Parties page, click the name of a party to view the party's record.

Parties Page

Search for Parties

You can filter from the top right corner using the following links:

· Use the alphabet filter to search by the first letter of the vendor or firm name.

· Click the Search button to open the Search Parties entry field at the top of the screen.

· Click the View Options button to display certain columns in the Parties list. Columns available
to be displayed are Company, City, Supervisor, and Email.

Filtering on Parties
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1.6.5.1 Searching for Parties

1. Click the Search button on the right side of the Parties page to open a search section at the
top of the page.

2. Select a field to search on from the "Search Party Records For" drop-down list and enter search
criteria in the "That Contains" field. Enter at least four characters.

3. After you enter your search criteria, click Search.

Parties can only be added via matter record. Adding a party is covered in depth in Add a Party.

Click the name of a party to view more information about the party. Click  to close the search.

Search Party Records

1.6.5.2 Party Information Screen

The Party Information page contains all the essential information about a party from contact
information to matter associations. Private matters are not listed.  

Info

Contact information for a party is located at the top left of the page. 

To add information or make changes to existing data:

1. Click Edit Record at the bottom.

2. Type in applicable information into the appropriate text boxes.

3. Click Save at the bottom to confirm changes, or  at the top to cancel.

Fields marked with a red asterisk are required.
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Edit Party Contact Information

Categories

In the Categories section within the Info tab, categories can be added to or deleted from a party.
The category drop-down menu on this page defines the default type of relationship this party has
with matter records. While a party may be associated to many matters, a party should only be
listed once in your database.

To add a category:

1. Select an option from the drop-down list and click Add. 

2. To mark a category as primary, click the  icon next to category name.

3. Click the  icon to delete a category.
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Add Categories

Dates

Dates that are relevant to the party are listed at the bottom of the Info tab. Active date is
automatically entered when the party is first added, but initial contact, last contact, third, and

term date can be edited by clicking the  icons.

Important Dates  

Matter Associations

View Open Matter Records on the right side of a Party's Info tab. Associations are made and
removed from within the specific matter records. Records marked "private" are not displayed.

Open Matter Records
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The Open button at the top displays open matters to which the party has been directly
associated. The matter number link connects you to the matter record's primary information
screen. 

Click the Closed button to view closed matter records to which the party/entity is assigned. 

Associated Entities

Clicking the Associated Entities tab at the top lists all the entities to which the party has been
associated. Click View Profile to view the Entity Information Screen.

View Associated Entities

Associated Firms/Vendors

The Associated Firms/Vendors tab displays all representing firms and vendors. 

To add a firm or vendor, enter search criteria into the text box on the right and click Search. In
the list that generates below, select all checkboxes that apply and then click Add Association.
Added firms/vendors appear under Representing Firms.

Representing Firms

Payments

The Payments tab lists all matters with payments to or payments from the party and the total
amount. 
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Click the  icon in the column headers to list the payments by date, matter number, or matter
name in chronological or alphabetical order.

The Payments tab also shows a history of all offers and demands, and whether they were
accepted.

Payments, Demands, and Offers

1.6.6 Entities

Multiple parties may be associated to the same entity but entities cannot be associated to parties.
Entities are a company or group of individuals, such as a labor union or class action grouping,
associated with a matter. See Parties vs. Entities for further information. 

Select Entities from the People tab to open a list of entities.

Entities Link

From the Entities page, click the name of an entity to view the entity's record.

The  icon indicates that the entity has documents on file.
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Entities Page

You can filter from the top right corner using the following links:

· Use the alphabet filter to search by the first letter of the entity.

· Click the List Retired button to display a list of entities that are no longer active.

Entities Sidebar Options:

Page Function

Add Entity Add an entity to the
Lawtrac database.

Payments
From

View all payments made
from an entity.

Payments
To

View all payments made
to an entity.

Party
Relationshi
ps

View entity to party
relationships.

Transaction
s

View actions involving
entities.

Search Open a search bar.
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1.6.6.1 Entity Information Screen

Click the name of an entity from the Entity List to open the record.

Entity Record Detail

Info

Click the Addresses icon to edit or add addresses to the entity record. 
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Use the drop-down menus to choose the address type and state, then enter the information and
any comments you may have in the text boxes provided. Click Save.

This page may include the following address types:

1. Principal Address—The primary place of business for an entity. When you add a new party
that is subordinate to an entity, the entity’s principal address is used to auto-populate the
party’s address. If any portion of this address is different for the party, that section can be
changed without impacting the entity’s record. Parties only have one address field.

2. Mailing Address—This is a more “individual” address. Whereas the principal address may be
a post office box, this address may be used for face-to-face deliveries (court documents,
etc.).

3. Agent Address—Sometimes an entity may be represented by a third-party individual or firm
(i.e. law firm, agent of service, etc.). This address should be used when it would not be
appropriate to contact the entity directly.

Note: "Address Types" are defined by your site administrator. The examples above are not used
by all customers. Parties only have one address field; the other fields apply to entities only.

Use the text boxes to enter information and comments. Drop-down menus are included to select
entity association (see below) and country.

When you are finished, click Save.

Matters
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From an entity record, click the Matters tab to display a list of open matters associated with the
entity. Click the Closed button to display a list of closed matters.

Matters Tab of an Entity

Documents

Click the Documents tab to display a list of documents for the entity.

Documents Tab of an Entity

Adding a New Document to an Entity

To add a document:

1. Click the Add Document button.

2. Click Browse... and select a document from your file explorer.

3. Click Upload.

4. Click the Refresh Document List button to display the added document in the list.

Parties and Key Personnel
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Click the Parties & Key Personal tab to display a list of parties and personnel, such as
employees and board members, associated with the entity.

Parties & Key Personnel Tab of an Entity

To remove an association from the entity, click  the icon next to the name.

You can also add parties or key personnel to the entity from this tab.

· Associate Existing Parties

1. From the Parties & Key Personnel tab, click the Add Existing Party button.

2. Using the "Search" drop-down menu, select a means to search for the party, then
enter part or all of the party name into the text box.

3. Click Search.

4. Select one or more parties to associate with the entity.

5. Click the Add Association button.

Associating a Party to an Entity

· Add a New Party and Associate the Party

1. From the Parties & Key Personnel tab, click the Add New Party button.
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2. Enter information about the party in the fields.

3. Click the Add Association button.

The new party now appears in lists of Parties.

Note: Before adding a new party to associate to this entity, search existing parties
to ensure you are not duplicating an existing party.

Adding a New Party to Associate

· Associate Key Personnel

1. From the Parties & Key Personnel tab, click the Key Personnel button.

2. Using the "Search" drop-down menu, select a means to search for the key personnel,
then enter part or all of the key personnel name into the text box.

3. Click Search.

4. Select one or more key personnel to associate with the entity.

5. Click the Add Association button.
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Associating Key Personnel

1.6.6.2 Add a New Entity

The Add Entity hyperlink in the Entities sidebar allows users to add an entity to their Lawtrac
database.

Add Entity Link

The first entity you should enter into your Lawtrac database is your own company. 

To add a new entity to the list of entities, from the Add Entity page enter all applicable information
about the entity into the corresponding text boxes, then click Enter Entity Name. 

After saving the new entity, you are redirected to the entity's profile, where you can add additional
information.
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Save New Entity

1.6.6.3 View Payments to and from an Entity

From the Entities page, you can view a summary of the payments to and from specific entities. To
add a new entity to the list of entities, complete the following steps:

1. From the People tab, select the Entities link.

2. From the Entities page, click the Payments From or Payments To link.

Payments From and Payments

To Links
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3. From the "Fiscal Year Focus" drop-down list, specify a year or the Lifetime option to filter the
entities list.

Payments Made From Entity Page

4. Click the List button.

5. Click the name of an entity from the list to view the payments to or from that entity.

A list of details about the payments appears to the right of the Entities list.

Details about Payments for an Entity

1.6.6.4 Party Relationships

From the Party Relationships hyperlink in the Entities sidebar, you can view which parties or key
personnel relate to which entity. 

Party relationships is the default view. To view all parties related to an entity, click the entity name.

Select View Key Personnel in the top right corner to switch to key personnel relationships. Click
the entity name to view the key personnel related to the entity.
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Entity to Party Relationships

1.6.6.5 Transactions

The Transactions hyperlink in the Entities sidebar contains transactions where the word "entity" is
in the title. Click the date or action to view the details.

Entity Transactions

1.6.7 Parties vs. Entities

Lawtrac’s Parties/Entities module was created in order to associate individuals as well as groups to
a specific matter. The Parties function tracks individuals (internal or external) who have some
relationship to a matter record while Entities are companies or groups (internal or external) with
some relationship to a matter record. The relationship to the matter may be as agent, adjuster, or
other category set by your site administrator. 

The following flowchart illustrates the differences between a party and an entity.
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Examples of Parties and Entities

The traditional use of parties within a matter management system pertains mainly to individuals
associated to a matter who are neither part of the corporate structure nor the outside counsel or
vendors who also have a direct relationship to that matter.

If Bob Smith, the individual, is involved with a claim or litigation against your company, he might be a
"Party" to the matter.

If Bob Smith is a corporation (Bob Smith, Inc.) involved with a claim or litigation against your
company, that corporation would be associated to the matter as an Entity.

If Bob Smith is the CEO of your company, he would not be identified as a Party but rather as a
corporate "Key Personnel."

If he is involved with the matter in a position to gain financially for work or services performed, he
would be an outside counsel or vendor.

The traditional requirements of assigning Parties to a matter will continue to be a function within
Lawtrac, but we have introduced a two-tier "hierarchy" system to the Parties: the first tier is referred
to as "Entity"; the second tier is referred to as "Party".

Individual parties can be associated to a matter, and they can also be a part of an entity that is
associated to another matter.

An Entity can be:
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· An external company

· A subordinate company within the corporation using the Lawtrac application

· An identified class of litigants

A Party can be:

· A subordinate individual to an Entity

· A subordinate individual to more than one Entity

· An individual who can be associated to a matter but who is not associated to an Entity

Matter Relationships to Parties and Entities

When an Entity is attached to a matter, subordinate Parties are also attached, making their contact
information available to all those working on the matter.

Parties are attached to a matter as individuals. An individual who is subordinate to an Entity may be
attached as an individual, at which point the association is one-to-one and will not involve the Entity
or other subordinates of any associated Entity.
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1.7 Messages

Lawtrac's Messages module allows you to manage and monitor various types of messages.

Messages Tab

Messages Options:

Page Function

New Messages View all unread messages.

Read Messages View all messages you have read.

Invoice Messages View all messages that pertain to invoices.

Internal Messages View all messages received within the Lawtrac
application.

Outside Counsel Messages View any messages you have received from outside
counsel.

My Notes View personal notes you added to Lawtrac.
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1.7.1 New Messages

From the Messages tab, click New Messages. 

New Messages

· Click the Subject or matter name to open the message.

The message displays to the right of the messages list, as shown in the following image:
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Message View

· Delete emails by clicking the checkboxes on the left of the emails, then click Delete Selected
at the top. Click OK in the confirmation window.

· View the profile of the user who sent the email by clicking their name in the From column.
Outside counsel members who have added documents or edited matter events appear in plain
text.
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List of New Messages

From an opened message, you have the following options:

· Click the matter number to open the invoice, matter, or another record associated with the
message. If a button with the record name does not appear, your message is not associated
with a record.

· Save as Unread—Save the message to the New Messages list.

· Send via Email—Email the message to someone.

· Send Reply—Send a reply to the message sender.

· Copy to Matter—Copy the message to matter text records.

· Delete—Delete the message.
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1.7.1.1 Search Messages

When you open your messages list, the Search Messages section appears to the right of the list.

Searching Messages

Select a date range in the fields provided. If necessary, enter the subject, body, or matter search
criteria and click Search.

The search results appear in the list of messages in the order received as selected by the radio
buttons  under the Search button.

1.7.2 My Notes

My Notes allows Lawtrac users to create new notes with a subject, optional follow-up date, and text.
Users can also see a summary list of all notes created, and open an existing note to either edit or
delete it. This function is an easy way to leave yourself reminders, tips, etc.

To access personal notes within Lawtrac select My Notes from the Messages tab. 

Note: Any notes entered here have no connection to any matter-specific notes entered into any other
area of the application by you or any other user.
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My Notes

Select Add Personal Note to create a new note.

Edit a Note

1. Click on the Area or Subject title. In the text boxes that open on the right, type in your
changes. 

2. Select to change follow-up date. 

3. Click Update Note to save changes.

To delete a note, click the  icon.

Budget Notes

If you have added a personal note to a matter budget, the personal note for that matter budget
appears on the Personal Notes page. Click View Budget to be taken to the budget information
page.

Edit Personal Note
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1.8 Time

Lawtrac's Time module allows you to manage and monitor your time spent handling matters. It
includes a schedule of upcoming events and reminders as well as a Time Report where you can
track your hours on a matter by matter basis.

Time Tab

Time Options: 

Page Function

Scheduled Events View matter events by date and time.

Time Sheet: Time Recorded View a time sheet for recent time recorded.

Time Sheet: Record New Time Record new time into Time Accounting.

1.8.1 Scheduled Events

The Scheduled Events tab allows you to view future events and reminders.  

Scheduled Events

Select the desired range of future dates on the right side using the  icons and click Refine List to
sort events.

Use the hyperlinks on the Scheduled Events sidebar to switch between a list of Upcoming Events
and Upcoming Reminders.

Click on the matter number to navigate to the matter record's primary information screen.
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· —Event has a follow-up date

Events and Reminders

1.8.2 Time Recorded

The Time Sheet: Time Recorded link in the Time tab provides a listing of all time you have
reported on various issues. You can also edit and delete entries as needed.

Recorded Time

Past reports are visible here and may be edited by clicking the  icon. 

Recently Recorded

You can change the Date, Total Time, Matter, and Comments of previous entries with this feature. 

Click Save to confirm changes,  to cancel or close, and  to delete the time record.
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Edit Time Entry

Record New Time

You can also record new time from the Time Sheet: Time Recorded page under the Time tab
by clicking the Record New hyperlink in the Time Recorded sidebar on the right side of the
page. After clicking the hyperlink, it will change to Recorded, allowing you to return to the
Recently Recorded list.

Record New Time

Additional Time Record Options:
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Page Function

Recently Recorded View all time recently recorded.

Division/Department
Breakdown

View overall time entered by division/department.

Matter Breakdown View overall time entered by matter.

Month/Year Totals View the overall time entered by month.

1.8.3 Record New Time

The Time Sheet: Record New Time link in the Time tab allows you to enter and detail time
reports.

Record New Time

Time reports are recorded by matter. 

1. Adjust the activity with the drop-down menu bar. Once activity has been selected, choose a
LEDES code. Further detail can be added in the "Comments" text box. 

2. Use the  icon to select a date incurred if the current date that auto-populates the text box is
incorrect. Total time cannot be less than zero or more than 24; time should be entered in hours
instead of minutes (for example, an hour-and-a-half should be entered as "1.5").

3. If the time recorded is not delegated to a matter, you have the option to associate it with a
department. To change the default department association, click Select Other to make a
selection from a drop-down list. Click Select None to erase department association. 

4. Click Add to finalize your entry.
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Record Time

These entries can always be changed later in the Time Sheet: Time Recorded section of the
module.

You can also record new time from the Time Sheet: Time Recorded page under the Time tab by
clicking the Record New hyperlink in the Time Recorded sidebar on the right side of the page.
After clicking the hyperlink, it changes to Recorded, allowing you to return to the Recently
Recorded list.
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Record New Time

1.9 Reporting

Lawtrac's Reporting module is home to a myriad of reports that can be produced by accessing the
information contained in your database. These specialized reports can then be utilized to further
enhance your matter management.

Reporting Module

Important Note: Site administrators may turn off a user’s permissions to view reports. Granting
access to reports should be carefully considered.

Reporting Options:

Page Function

Morning Report View information where data is either new or may be missing.

Corporate
Dashboard

View various sub-reports which track Financial, Outside Counsel, Fiscal
Year Compare, Business Hierarchy, Time Management, Risk
Assessment, and Data Management statistics in your database.
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Page Function

Report Listing View a list of all standard reports in your Lawtrac database.

Report Writer Allows you to retrieve your data from Lawtrac in a quick and efficient
manner.

1.9.1 Morning Report

Among the options that your site administrator can take advantage of is the customization of your 
Morning Report; accessed via the Reporting tab on your Top Navigation Bar.

Morning Report Link

The Morning Report is intended to provide information where data is either new or may be missing.
You can select from the items on the sidebar navigation for a focused breakdown.

Page Function

Recently Opened View matter records opened on or after a specific date.

Missing Leadership View which matter records are missing an individual in the 
Lead, Paralegal, or Administrative role.

Missing Category View which matter records are missing information for Type,
Keyword, Issues, Product, or Division/Department.

Division/Department not
100%

View matter records in which the divisions/departments
currently assigned are less than or over 100%.

Retired Categories View matter records that are using retired categories.

No Outside Counsel View matter records that do not have assigned outside counsel.
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Page Function

Staff Positioning View the most recent 100 added matter records with an
overview of staff assigned to maintain the information.

No Approval Chain View which invoices do not have an assigned approval chain.

Invoices Not Reviewed View which invoices have not yet been reviewed by the first
assigned reviewer.

Invoices Not Approved View which invoices do not have a final approval date.

Invoices Not Sent to AP View which approved invoices have no accounting date set.

Matters Recently Closed View matters records that have been closed within the last
month, last two months, or last three months.

List Matters by Status View a list of matters organized by status.

Budget Activity View which budgets have been adjusted in a specific time
period.

No Update—30 days View matter records that have not been updated within a
specific time period.

Previous Day Activity View all transaction records which took place on a specific past
date.

Description Text Missing View matter records that do not have a completed description
text.

1.9.1.1 Recently Opened

The Recently Opened hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter records
that have been opened on or after a specific date. 

To set the date for recently opened matter records, click the  icon in the top right corner to select
a date and click List Records. The report lists all records opened on or after the date you selected
up to the current day.

Click the highlighted matter number to navigate to the matter record's primary information page.
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View Recently Opened Matter Records

1.9.1.2 Missing Leadership

The Missing Leadership hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter
records that do not have a Lead, Paralegal, or Administrative role assigned.

The page opens to the default Lead role missing list; use the buttons at the top of the list to view
matter records with missing Paralegal roles, or missing Administrative roles.

Matter Records with Missing Positions

To add a role to a matter record and remove it from the Missing Leadership page, click on the
matter number. You are redirected to the matter record's primary information page. Click the Legal
Team tab and select Add Individual from the Legal Team sidebar.

Add a Role to Legal Team

Select a role from the top drop-down list, then select an individual from the second. If applicable,
click the checkbox to have reminder emails sent to the individual, then click Save. Repeat this
process for all roles. 
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For a further explanation of the Legal Team Roles, see the Legal Team section in the Matters
Module.

1.9.1.3 Missing Category

The Missing Category hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view which matter
records are missing information for Type, Keyword, Issues, Product, or Division/Department.

The page defaults to list all matter records missing Type. Use the buttons at the top of the list to
switch between lists for Type, Keyword, Issues, Product, or Division/Department.

Missing Category Buttons

To assign a Type, Keyword, Issue, Product, or Division/Department to a matter record and remove it
from the Missing Category list, click on the matter number. You are redirected to the matter
record's primary information screen.

In the Matter Navigation Bar, select any of the hyperlink under Categories to add the
corresponding category.

Matter Record Categories

Type/Keyword or Issues

Select a type from the drop-down menu. The area to the right refreshes to display the available

keyword or issues available. Click on a  icon to include it; the icon changes to green . Clicking
the green icon removes the category from the record.

Click Set Issues or Update Keyword to confirm changes and save.

Product
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Select a product category from the drop-down list. If subcategories are available, additional drop-
boxes appear for selection. The first product to be added to a matter record defaults to primary. The
percentage field defaults to 100%, but can be changed by typing directly into the text box. Click 
Save when finished.

Division/Department

Select a division/department from the drop-down list. If subcategories are available, additional drop-
boxes appear for selection. The first department to be added to a matter record defaults to primary.
The percentage field defaults to 100%, but can be changed by typing directly into the text box. Click 
Save when finished.

For additional information about these categories, please refer to Categories section in the Matters
module.

1.9.1.4 Division/Business Unit Not 100%

The Division/Business Unit Not 100% hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view
matter records in which the department(s) currently assigned is less than or over 100%.

To adjust division/department percentage in a matter record and remove it from the Division/
Department Not 100% list, click on the matter number. You are redirected to the matter record's
primary information screen.

In the Matter Navigation Bar, select the Division or Department hyperlink under Categories.

Division Link

The currently assigned divisions are listed with their percentage numbers displayed. Click Edit This
Group for any division(s) to be adjusted, and type a new number into the "Percentage Will Be Set
To" text box. Click Save when finished.

For additional information about these categories, please refer to the Department section in the
Matters module.
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Edit Division Percentage

1.9.1.5 Retired Categories

The Retired Categories in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter records that are
using retired categories.

Select a category level from the buttons above the Morning Report table.

Matters Using Retired Categories

To remove retired categories in a matter record and remove it from the Retired Category list, click
on the matter number. You are redirected to the matter record's primary information screen.

In the Matter Navigation Bar, select any of the hyperlinks under Categories to add the
corresponding category. 

Important Note: Retired categories do not appear, so new categories added or adjusted are active.

Matter Record Categories

Type/Keyword or Issues
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Select a type from the drop-down menu. The area to the right refreshes to display the available

keyword or issues available. Click on the  icon to include it; the icon changes to green . Click
the green icon to remove the category from the record.

Click Set Issues to select issues for the category, or Finish to skip that step. To make a category

the "primary" click the  icon. The new primary is indicated with the  icon. 

· —Category is not included

· —Category is included

Product

Select a product category from the drop-down list. If subcategories are available, additional drop-
boxes appear for selection. The first product to be added to a matter record defaults to primary. The
percentage field defaults to 100%, but can be changed by typing directly into the text box. Click 
Save when finished.

Department

Select a department from the drop-down list. If subcategories are available, additional drop-boxes
appear for selection. The first department to be added to a matter record defaults to primary. The
percentage area defaults to 100%, but can be changed by typing directly into the text box. Click 
Save when finished.

For additional information about these categories, please refer to Categories section in the Matters
module.

Retired categories can only be reinstated by the site administrator. Please refer to the Administrator
User Guide for more information.

1.9.1.6 No Outside Counsel

The No Outside Counsel hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter
records that do not have outside counsel assigned.

Narrow the outcome results of matter records by using the "Filter by Type" drop-down list at the top
and click Run. 

No Outside Counsel Filter

To remove the matter record from the No Outside Counsel list: 
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1. Click on the matter number. You are redirected to the matter record's primary information
screen.

2. In the Matter Navigation Bar, select the Firms & Vendors hyperlink under Teams, Firms,
Parties.

Firms & Vendors Link

3. Click Add Firm/Vendor from the gray panel on the right. Under the "Firm or Vendor Company
Name" text box, make sure the radio button for firm is selected.

4. Narrow your search results by entering firm name in the text box. 

a. Press the List Matching Firms and Vendors button to display a list of all firms and
vendors that have the search criteria included in their name. For a complete explanation of
all firm/vendor options, please refer to Add Firm/Vendor section in the Matters Module.

5. Click on a firm's name in the list and adjust assignment permissions by selecting the appropriate
checkboxes. 

6. Click Assign Firm/Vendor. 

1.9.1.7 Staff Positioning

The Staff Positioning hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view 100 most
recently added matter records with an overview of staff assigned to maintain the information. This
page is similar to the Missing Leadership page, but allows users to view staff positions in a different
layout, and includes team members and key personnel.

The  icon indicates that there is a person assigned to that position on the matter record, and the 
icon indicates that the position is empty. 
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Staff Positioning

To add a role to a matter record and remove it from the Staff Positioning page: 

1. Click on the matter number. 

You are redirected to the matter record's primary information page. 

2. Click the Legal Team tab and select Add Individual from the Legal Team sidebar.

Add a Role to Legal Team

3. Select a role from the first drop-down list, then select an individual from the second. 

a. If applicable, click the checkbox to have reminder emails sent to the individual, then click 
Save. 

4. Repeat this process for all missing roles. 

To add key personnel, click Key Personnel from the Legal Team sidebar, then click Add Key
Personnel. 

Select an individual from the drop-down list, then click the switch to turn access or notification on 

or off . Click Add Record to confirm.
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Add Key Person

1.9.1.8 No Approval Chain

The No Approval Chain hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matters
records that have invoices submitted without approvers assigned to review.

Morning Report: No Approval Chain

Approval chains can be set for an invoice by a site administrator, and are required to either accept or
reject an invoice.

Access an invoice from a specific matter record within My Matters, or locate it from Invoice
Management in the Finance Module.

The approval chain is located in the middle of an invoice. Adding approvers is covered in-depth in the
Invoice Management | Approval Chain section of the manual.

1.9.1.9 Matters Recently Closed

The Matters Recently Closed hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter
records that have been closed within the last month, last 2 months, or last 3 months.

Adjust the dates to look back by clicking the 1 Month, 2 Months, or 3 Months buttons at the top of
the list.
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Days to Look Back

1.9.1.10 List Matter by Status

The List Matter by Status hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view a list of
matters organized by status.

The list automatically defaults to Active (Open) Matter records. 

· Use the drop-down menu at the top of the list and click List Records to view additional
statuses. 

· Use the switch below the drop-down list to filter between open, closed, or both. Click List
Records when changing between filter options to refresh the matter list.

Select a Status

1.9.1.11 Budget Activity

The Budget Activity hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view which budgets
have been adjusted within a specific time period.

You can filter the list results by budget type, frequency, and changes made since a certain day by
using the drop-down menus and text fields at the top of the list.

Click a matter number to be redirected to the matter record's primary information page.
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Budget Activity

1.9.1.12 No Update: 30 days

The No Update—30 Days hyperlink in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view matter
records that have not been updated within a specific time period.

You can filter the list results by matter type, lead, and changes made since a certain day by using
the drop-down menus and text fields at the top of the list.

Click a matter number to be redirected to the matter record's primary information page.

Refine List

1.9.1.13 Previous Day Activity

The Previous Day Activity in the Morning Report sidebar allows users to view all activity for the
previous day, or up to 10 days prior.

Select a date using the drop-down menu at the top of the list, then click List. 
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Previous Transactions

1.9.1.14 Description Text Missing

The Description Text Missing hyperlink found at the bottom of the Morning Report sidebar allows
users to view matter records which do not have a description text. Description text is completely
optional, and is usually added when first creating a matter (see the Add New Matter Step
Process). It can be added to a matter or edited at any time.

To add a description text to a matter record:

1. Click on a matter number from the Description Text Missing page. 

2. From within the matter, go to the Matters Navigation Bar and select Add New under Text
Records. 
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Add New Description Text

3. Select "Description" from the drop-down list. All text categories appear in the Text Records List
(List/Manage hyperlink located in the sidebar above), but only adding a description text removes
the matter record from the Morning Report notice. 

Select a Category

4. Use the  icon to the right of the "Description" text field to change the save date for the text,
which defaults to the current date. 

5. Use the radio buttons below the "Description" text field to determine who is able to view and/or
edit the text.

6. Click Save when finished to confirm any changes made.
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1.9.2 Corporate Dashboard

The Corporate Dashboard hyperlink opens a report composed of various sub-reports which track
Financial, Outside Counsel, Fiscal Year Compare, Business Hierarchy, Time Management, Risk
Assessment, and Data Management statistics in your database.

Corporate Dashboard
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Corporate Dashboard

Sidebar                                               

Click any hyperlink in the right-hand sidebar to view the related report. (Example: The Invoices:
Twelve Month report is opened in the following screenshot).

Most reports offer a print view, as indicated by the  icon at the top of the report.
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Invoices: Twelve Month

1.9.2.1 LEDES: Breakdown

The LEDES: Breakdown hyperlink in the Corporate Dashboard sidebar, under Financial, allows
users to view LEDES processing fees based on invoice creation date or date paid.

Each report is titled by LEDES code, and there is a code guide available at the bottom of the page
that clarifies the description of each code. 

LEDES: Breakdown

View Reports

To view reports based on invoice date or date paid, use the corresponding hyperlinks located above
the Totals table at the top right.

The number located directly to the right of the LEDES code, in the middle of the table, represents the
number of invoices on which the LEDES code is used. 

The number located to the far right of the LEDES code represents the sum amount of all invoices
listed under that LEDES code. Click on a LEDES code to see the individual amounts of the invoices
for that particular code (as shown below). 

Invoices Associated to LEDES Code
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1.9.2.2 Assignments

The Assignments hyperlink in the Corporate Dashboard sidebar, located under Fiscal Year
Compare, allows you to view the amount of matter assigned to an individual, and compare the
percentage of those which are open to all open matter in the Lawtrac database.

The list can be filtered by role, which includes Lead, Paralegal, Administrative, Team Member, or
Any/All. To switch between views, use the buttons at the top of the list. Employees are listed by
surname in alphabetical order.

Assignments Report

1.9.2.3 Risk Assessment

The hyperlinks located under Risk Assessment in the Corporate Dashboard sidebar allows you to
view risk assessment graphs by Type, Keyword, Issues, Product, Division/Department, or Status.

Corporate Dashboard Sidebar

The hyperlinks under Risk Assessment offer a quick way to navigate between Product, Department,
Type, and Keyword, but you can click on any hyperlink and still view additional reports by using the
buttons at the top of the graph. Opening the link also displays the additional report options for Issues
or Status.

Hover your mouse pointer over the data bar to see additional information.
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Risk Assessment Buttons

1.9.2.4 Missing Category

The Missing Category in the Corporate Dashboard sidebar, located at the bottom under Data
Management, allows you to view matters with missing categories in a pie chart. 

Filter between missing Type, Keyword, Issues, Status, Court, Product, and Department by using the
buttons above the chart. 

In the chart (shown below), the orange color represents the amount of matter records that include the
categories, and the blue color represents the amount of matter records with the category setting
missing.

Navigate to the matter record in review by clicking the matter number hyperlink.

Missing Category Report

For information on including missing Type, Keyword, Issues, Product, or Division/Department, please
see Missing Category page in the Morning Report section of the Reporting tab. 
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1.9.3 Report Listing

The Report Listing hyperlink in the Reporting tab displays flagged reports, recent reports, and a
list of all reports listed in alphabetical order that can be filtered by category. 

Report Listing

Your site administrator designates whether the report data you see is restricted to your assigned
matters, or restricted to your security group(s).

· Click on the title of a recent or flagged report to access additional information for that report. 

· Click the report name to run a report based on category focus. 

· Click the  icon to run the report on a page to be printed.

List of Reports

The Report Listing page also includes a list of reports categories. Use the buttons to filter the list of
reports; results for that category show up to the left.

Click the category links to open each category list. To view the Custom Reports, use the hyperlink
at the bottom of the list. Custom reports are created and maintained by the site administrator via 
Application Administration.
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Report Listing Categories

1.9.3.1 Flagging a Report

Flagged reports are reports that you flag as favorites so that they appear in the My Flagged Reports
section. The My Flagged Reports section is on the top left side of the Report Listing page.

My Flagged Reports

Flag a Report 

1. Open a report from the list of reports on the Report Listing page.

2. Click the Flag as Favorite link on the right side below the report.

Flag as Favorite Link

Note: You can only flag up to 10 reports. The Flag As Favorite link does not appear if 10
reports are already flagged.
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3. Click the link for a colored flag to assign that flag to the report. The colors of the flags do not
mean anything in Lawtrac. Flag them according to how you want to distinguish different reports.

Select Flag Color

Remove a Flag

1. From the My Flagged Report section, click the  icon next to the report.

2. Click OK to confirm the removal.

1.9.4 Lawtrac Report Writer

The Lawtrac Report Writer is covered in depth in its own Lawtrac Report Writer Help.

To return to the homepage from the Report Writer start screen, click the Lawtrac logo in the upper
left corner.

Report Writer

1.10 Support

The Support module located at the top right of the Lawtrac Website allows you to submit a query to
Lawtrac support.

Lawtrac Help & Support

Enter your request in the text box and click Submit to send your support request. This page also
displays Mitratech's headquarters contact information.
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Submit a Support Request

1.11 Additional Help: Troubleshoot

Welcome to the Lawtrac 4.1 Additional Help: Troubleshoot.

The purpose of this section of the Lawtrac User Guide is to address specific troubleshooting needs
and frequently asked questions made by application users, in order to help you use the Lawtrac
application as efficiently as possible.

Expand the topics and click through the links to view the help topics. 

If you still have questions that are not covered by the user guide, please contact Lawtrac support at 
Support@mitratech.com.

e-Billing FAQ Help with Invoices Help with Budgets

What are the phases of the
eBilling process?

Help with e-Billing How do I view budget requests?

How do I set up my vendor for
invoice submission?

Help with submitting
invoices

How do I add a budget for a law
firm or vendor?

A note about Invoice Approvers Help with creating invoices How do I search for budgets?

Troubleshooting Invoice
Creation

How do I edit a budget?

How do I add taxes to line
items in an invoice?

How do I approve or reject a
budget?

mailto:Support@mitratech.com
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e-Billing FAQ Help with Invoices Help with Budgets

How do I attach
documents to my invoice?

How do I attach documents to a
budget?

How do I edit a line item in
an invoice?

How do I apply a discount
to my invoice?

How do I delete an invoice
created in Lawtrac?

Notification FAQ Frequently Asked
Questions

What Notifications can I Receive
as a Key Personnel?

What currencies does
Lawtrac accept?

What Notifications can I Receive
as a Legal Team Member?

What notifications can I
receive as key personnel?

What notifications can I
receive as a Legal team
member?

1.11.1 Help with Invoices

· e-Billing FAQ

· Help with Submitting Invoices

· Help with Creating Invoices

· Troubleshooting Invoice Creation

· Help Checking the Status of an Invoice

1.11.1.1 Help with Submitting Invoices

Click a link for information:

· How do I include expense receipts or other attachments with my invoices?

· How do I upload LEDES files with non-U.S. Taxes (VAT, GST)?
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· How do I upload LEDES files with non-U.S. taxes at the line item level?

· Can I edit my invoices?

· Can I delete invoices that have been approved, paid, or rejected by a client?

· How do I check on the status of my invoices?

· How do I attach documents to my uploaded invoice?

1.11.1.1.1  How  do I include expense receipts or other attachments w ith my invoices?

You can include expense receipts or other attachments with your invoice by accessing the Invoice
Documents tab within an invoice's detail page.

1. Navigate to the Invoice Documents tab by opening an invoice from Finance | Invoice
Management, or from within the matter to which the invoice is associated. 

2. Scroll to the bottom of the invoice detail page. The Invoice Documents tab is the second from
the left.

a. Click the  icon to view upload instructions and restrictions.

3. Select Browse from the Add Document section to upload a file to the invoice. 

When a file type has been selected, an Upload button appears. 

4. Click Upload. 

The entire invoice refreshes to list the new document in the Invoice Documents tab.

Invoice Documents Tab

From this tab, you also can perform the following tasks:

· Download—Click the document title to download a document

· Delete—Click the  icon to delete a document
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1.11.1.1.2  How  do I upload LEDES files w ith non-US Taxes (VAT, GST)?

To upload a LEDES file with Non-U.S. taxes, first create a Detailed invoice.

2. Within the invoice detail page, select the VAT & Taxes tab located in the middle of the page.

VAT & Taxes Tab

3. Select the desired country and tax rate from the "Taxation Reference List" drop-down menu. 

The rate amount populates the "Rate" text box on the right side under the total invoice amount. 

a. Add an amount, if necessary, to the "Amount to Add" text box.

4. Select a tax category from the "Categorize As" drop-down list. 

5. click Record. 
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Adjust Taxation

1.11.1.1.3  How  do I upload LEDES files w ith non-US taxes at the line item level?

In order to upload a LEDES file with non-U.S. taxes at the line item level, you need to create a
Detailed invoice.

1. Under the Finance tab on the top navigation bar, select Invoice Management, then click Add
New Detailed Invoice in the sidebar.

2. Follow the basic instructions for adding an invoice found here.
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Add Detailed Invoice

3. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. 

a. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu and enter the conversion rate
in the "Use Rate of" field. Check the Do NOT Convert box if you want to skip currency
conversion.

Invoice Currency

4. Enter Optional Text, Electronic File Type, and LEDES File Name in the designated fields. 
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5. Click Continue.

Optional Text and Paid By

Enter the Line Items

1. Select the employee who performed the work from the "Work By" drop-down menu.

2. Enter the date the task was performed.

3. Choose the LEDES Code and Activity Code from the drop-down menus.

4. Enter the number of Hours (i.e. 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75) or Items (for an expense/disbursement) and
the Hr. Rate/Cost ea. and Adjustment. 

a. If you are unsure of the rate, click the View Rate Card hyperlink in the bottom right corner. 

The employee or firm rate information displays.

The currency conversion of your selected country appears under the line item text fields.

Converted Amount

5. Click Continue. You can add another line item by selecting the Add Another Line Item
hyperlink.

a. If you are on the Add Line Item page again and you wish to review the invoice details
before adding another line item, click the Go To Review Page hyperlink.

6. When you have finished adding your line items, click Continue to review the invoice details.
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Add Line Item

Additional Options

· —Remove the line item

· —Edit the line item

· Add Another Line Item—Add another charge without deleting the existing line items

· Add Another Matter—Add the same invoice to another matter record

If the invoice totals don’t fall within the approved budget for the firm or vendor, and the flag feature is
turned on, there is an indicator notifying that the invoice has Failed. You may then click  to delete
line items, if desired.

When the addition of the invoice falls within the fiscal year budget, the indicator changes to Pass.

For information on charge backs, refer to the Adjusting Division/Department Chargebacks
instructions.
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Review and Finish

1.11.1.1.4  Can I edit my invoices?

After creating an invoice in the Lawtrac application, users with the proper application permissions
may make several changes to the invoice. 

Add a Line Item

1. At the top of an invoice, select the Tools tab, then click Augment. 
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Tools: Augment

2. In the new Augment Invoice window, select a LEDES code from the "Classification" drop-
down list, then enter the line item information by "Hours/Items", "HR Rate/Cost", and
"Adjustment" into the corresponding text boxes. 

a. If necessary, add details about the line item in the "Comments" section, and change the
date of the charge by typing into the "On Date" field. 

3. Click Add New Line. 

View your new line item in the Approval Activities tab after clicking the  icon in the top right
corner of the page.

Adjust Approver Chain

1. In the middle of an invoice, click Adjust Approver Chain.

2. Set up to five approvers by selecting an individual from the drop-down lists. 

a. Add an invoice handler by selecting an individual from the IH. drop-down lists. If an
individual is assigned as a handler, he/she cannot also act as an approver on the same
approval chain.

3. Click Finish to confirm and save your selection(s). If the approvers were chosen based on a
predefined team, you can reset the team by clicking Reset to Matter Default. 
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Edit VAT & Taxes

1. Select the VAT & Taxes tab located in the middle of the page.

2. Select the desired country and tax rate from the "Taxation Reference List" drop-down menu.
The rate populates the "Rate" text box on the right side under the total invoice amount. 

a. Add an amount, if necessary, to the "Amount to Add" text box. 

3. Select a tax category from the "Categorize As" drop-down list. 

4. Click Record. 
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Adjust Taxation

Edit Text

1. Select the Text tab located in the middle of the page.

2. Click any of the text hyperlinks to open an editable text field.

3. After entering your text, click Save. 

Add a Document

1. Scroll to the bottom of the invoice detail page. The Invoice Documents tab is the second
from the left.

a. Click the  icon to view upload instructions and restrictions.

2. Select Browse from the Add Document section to upload a file to the invoice. 

When a file type has been selected, an Upload button appears. 

3. Click Upload. 

The entire invoice refreshes to list the new document in the Invoice Documents tab.
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Invoice Documents Tab

From this tab, you also can perform the following tasks:

· Download—Click the document title to download a document

· Delete—Click the  icon to delete a document

Add or Edit a Chargeback

Select the Chargeback Review tab at the bottom of an invoice page. 

Chargeback Review Tab

Update existing chargebacks in the following ways:

· —Enter a new percentage and click Save

·  —Delete a chargeback

To charge an additional department:

1. Select a department from the drop-down list. If additional drop-down lists appear, you can
narrow down the business unit further.

2. In the "Percentage Will Be" field, enter the percent of the invoice that charges to the
department. The sum of all chargebacks must not exceed 100%.

3. Click Save to add the chargeback to the invoice.
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Add a Charge-back

1.11.1.1.5  Can I delete invoices that have been approved, paid, or rejected by a client?

Only site administrators and super users can delete an approved, paid, or rejected invoice through 
Application Administration | Finance Options | Delete Invoice.

1.11.1.1.6  How  do I check on the status of my invoices?

1. Open the matter record to which the invoice is associated.

2. Click Invoice List under the Invoices section of the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Invoice List Link
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3. Select an invoice from the list by clicking the invoice number. The status of the invoice is located
at the top of the page.

Invoice Status

Alternatively, open the invoice by clicking Invoice Management from the Finance tab and use the
Refine Results tool at the top of the page.

Find an Invoice

1.11.1.1.7  How  do I attach documents to my invoice?

1. Navigate to the Invoice Documents tab by opening an invoice from Finance | Invoice
Management, or from within the matter to which the invoice is associated. 

2. Scroll to the bottom of the invoice detail page. The Invoice Documents tab is the second from
the left.

a. Click the  icon to view upload instructions and restrictions.

3. Select Browse from the Add Document section to upload a file to the invoice. 

When a file type has been selected, an Upload button appears. 

4. Click Upload. 

The entire invoice refreshes to list the new document in the Invoice Documents tab.

Invoice Documents Tab

From this tab, you also can perform the following tasks:

· Download—Click the document title to download a document

· Delete—Click the  icon to delete a document
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1.11.1.2 Help with Creating Invoices

Click a link for information:

· How do I create an invoice in Lawtrac?

· How do I apply a discount to my invoice?

· How do I add taxes to line items in an invoice?

· How do I attach documents to my invoice?

· How do I modify an invoice?

· How do I edit a line item in an invoice?

· How do I delete an invoice created in Lawtrac?

· What do I do if a client is missing from the Create Invoice drop-down field?

· Troubleshooting Invoice Creation.

1.11.1.2.1  How  do I create an invoice in Law trac?

Invoices can be entered into Lawtrac two ways:

1. They can be imported by utilizing LEDES code e-Billing.

2. They can be typed in manually.

If you add invoices manually, add them from the Invoice Management page under the Finance
tab.

You can add two kinds of invoices:

· Detailed—Invoices with budget line item information. Click Add New Detailed Invoice to add
this type of invoice.

· Summary—Invoices that include the summary totals. Click Add New Summary Invoice to add
this type of invoice.
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Add New Detailed or Summary Invoice

Note: Do not use your browser’s "back" button when adding new invoices.

1. When creating either type of invoice, you must first select the firm or vendor that submitted the
invoice from the drop-down list. Click Look-Up Firm/Vendor to continue to the next step.

Important Note:  Use with discretion; released firms and vendors still appear on the drop-down list. 

Invoice From Firm/Vendor

2. You can specify that the invoice is pre-approved during invoice creation: From the second screen
for creating an invoice, select the invoice approver from the "Invoice Has Been Approved by" drop-
down list. If you do not see the appropriate user’s name in the drop-down list of invoice
approvers, contact your Lawtrac administrator. Users must be granted permission to approve
invoices before their name appears on this list.

a. The "Comments" text box of the invoice automatically includes a statement with the name of
the person who entered the pre-approved invoice and the approval date. The approval chain
area displays only the selected approver.
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b. If you do not want to pre-approve the invoice, keep the None, Approval Required as the
default in the drop-down list.

3. After you specify the approval state, click Continue.

Invoice Has Not Been Pre-Approved

At the beginning of invoice creation, you are required to associate the invoice with one matter. Later,
when creating a detailed invoice, you can add an additional matter to associate with other line items.
When creating a summary invoice, you can add an additional matter with more invoice summary
information.

Important Note: The "Matter" drop-down list only contains the matters assigned to your firm/vendor.
If your matter is missing from the list, leave the drop-down list on "Required" and click Look-Up
Matter. A search bar is generated, and the new drop-down list contains all matter records.

After you select a matter, click Look-up Matter.

1.11.1.2.1.1  Create a Summary Invoice

If you are adding a summary invoice, the page that opens after assigning a matter record to the
invoice is the Summary Invoice page. Unlike the detailed Invoice, a summary invoice has the option
to add fees, disbursements, and adjustments amounts.
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Summary Invoice

1. Enter the Invoice Number into the text box. This number can be any combination of letters,
numbers, and dashes, up to 35 characters.

2. Type or select the  icon to enter Invoice Date and billing period using the Period From and
Period To fields. Review the default Fiscal Period and update if necessary.

3. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu and enter
the conversion rate in the Use Rate Of field. Check the Do NOT Convert box if you want to skip
currency conversion.
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Invoice Currency

4. Enter the amount for "Fees", "Disbursements", and "Adjustments/Other". The total is calculated
automatically.

5. Enter "Optional Text", "Electronic File Type", and "LEDES File Name" in the designated fields. 

6. Fill out the optional user defined fields, add comments if desired. Indicate whether the invoice is
paid by other parties using the drop-down lists.

7. Click Continue.
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Additional Options

You now have several options:

· Add Another Matter to the same invoice

· Add New Invoice to the Same Vendor

· Add New Invoice to a New Vendor

· View the Invoice

· Adjust Division Charge Backs

· Delete existing Charge Backs

Adjust Division Chargebacks
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By default, invoices are charged back to the matter’s current division/business unit, which displays in
the Review/Adjust Charge Backs area. If you need to assign a different chargeback, you can do
that before selecting one of the other options.

It is best to use this feature with pre-approved invoices, so that the reset chargeback functions
available in several areas of the application do not overwrite your adjustment by resetting it to the
matter’s division/business unit hierarchy.

If you see that the matter does not currently have a division/business unit assigned, update the
matter, and then use one of the reset chargeback functions.

When you click the Adjust Division Chargebacks link, a selection area appears. Set the
percentage amount and select the division and click Submit. 

Select Division and Percentage

1.11.1.2.1.2  Create a Detailed Invoice

If you are adding a summary invoice, the page after you assign an invoice to a matter record is the 
Detailed Invoice page. Unlike the Summary Invoice, a Detailed Invoice allows you to enter a control
amount, and you are able to add line items for hours worked vs rate and cost adjustments.
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Add Detailed Invoice

1. Enter the Invoice Number. The number can be any combination of letters, numbers, and
dashes, up to 35 characters. Use the Tab button on your keyboard to move to the next text
field. Doing so prompts the page to save and perform a duplication test to make sure the invoice
number is unique.

2. Enter the Control Amount in the space provided, if applicable. If the site administrator has set
the feature to “must match”, the application requires the sum of all line items on the invoice to
match the Control Amount, and does not display the Finish link on the last page until the
amounts match.

Important:  When entering dollar amounts, do not use the currency symbol or commas. Enter
all amounts as a series of numbers with only a period to separate the monetary units: 10000.00

3. Type or select the  icon to enter the Invoice Date, the billing period using the Period From
and Period To fields, and the Fiscal Period year and quarter if necessary. 

These fields default to current date for the invoice date, the previous month for the billing period,
and the current FY and fiscal quarter.
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4. Review the currency information. The currency field defaults to the law firm’s currency, at the
current exchange rate. 

a. If desired, select a different currency from the drop-down menu and enter the conversion rate
in the "Use Rate Of" field. Check the Do NOT Convert box if you want to skip currency
conversion.

Invoice Currency

5. Enter Optional Text, Electronic File Type, and LEDES File Name in the designated fields. 

6. Click Continue.

Optional Text and Paid By

Enter the Line Items

1. Select the employee who performed the work from the "Work By" drop-down menu.

2. Enter the date the task was performed.

3. Choose the LEDES Code and Activity Code from the drop-down menus.

4. Enter the number of Hours (i.e. 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75) or Items (for an expense/disbursement) and
the Hr. Rate/Cost ea. and Adjustment. 

a. If you are unsure of the rate, click the View Rate Card hyperlink in the bottom right corner. 

The employee or firm rate information displays.

The currency conversion of your selected country appears under the line item text fields.
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Converted Amount

5. Click Continue. You can add another line item by selecting the Add Another Line Item
hyperlink.

a. If you are on the Add Line Item page again and you wish to review the invoice details
before adding another line item, click the Go To Review Page hyperlink.

6. When you have finished adding your line items, click Continue to review the invoice details.

Add Line Item

Additional Options:

· —Remove the line item

· —Edit the line item

· Add Another Line Item—Add another charge without deleting the existing line items
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· Add Another Matter—Add the same invoice to another matter record

If the invoice totals don’t fall within the approved budget for the firm or vendor, and the flag feature is
turned on, there is an indicator notifying that the invoice has Failed. You may then click  to delete
line items, if desired.

When the addition of the invoice falls within the fiscal year budget, the indicator changes to Pass.

For information on charge backs, refer to the Adjusting Division/Department Chargebacks
instructions.

Review and Finish
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1.11.1.2.2  How  do I apply a discount to my invoice?

Lawtrac does not currently have a designated process for applying a discount to an invoice; however,
an in-house adjustment can be made at the line item level to reflect discounted amounts within a
detailed invoice.

To apply a discount to a pre-existing invoice, you must have permissions set by your site
administrator to edit invoices.

1. Select the invoice from Finance | Invoice Management. 

2. Open the invoice detail page and navigate to the Approval Activities tab.  

Invoice Approval Activities Tab

Invoice line items are listed by LEDES code. 

3. Assign the discount to a code by typing a negative amount in the "In-House" text box under the
Adjustments column. (For assistance with adding a line item, click here.)

Be aware that the adjustment amount is applied as a controlled amount, and does not adjust
automatically based on unit or cost by unit. Therefore, if you have "3.00" in the "Unit" text box and
"3.00" in the "Unit Cost" text box, the sum would be 9.00. If you apply the amount "-2.00" to the "In-
House" text box, the sum is then 7.00, rather than 3.00.

Line Item Discount
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1.11.1.2.3  How  do I add taxes to line items in an invoice?

Lawtrac does not currently have a designated process for applying taxes to an invoice at the line
item level; however, an in-house adjustment can be made at the line item level to reflect adjusted
amounts within a detailed invoice.

To apply a discount to a pre-existing invoice, you must have permissions set by your site
administrator to edit invoices.

1. Select the invoice from Finance | Invoice Management. 

2. Open the invoice detail page and navigate to the Approval Activities tab.  

Invoice Approval Activities Tab

Invoice line items are listed by LEDES code. 

3. Assign the adjustment to a code by typing an amount in the "In-House" text box under the
Adjustments column. (For assistance with adding a line item, click here.)

Be aware that the added amount is applied as a controlled amount, so you must calculate the total
tax amount for all units by unit cost before entering it into the line item. For example, if you have
"3.00" in the "Unit" text box and "3.00" in the "Unit Cost" text box, the sum would be 9.00. If you
apply the tax amount "1.15" to the "In-House" text box, the sum is then 10.15, rather than 12.45.

Line Item Adjustment
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1.11.1.2.4  How  do I edit a line item in an invoice?

1. At the top of an invoice, select the Tools tab, then click Augment. 

Tools: Augment

2. Select a LEDES code from the "Classification" drop-down list, then enter the line item
information by "Hours/Items", "HR Rate/Cost", and "Adjustment" into the appropriate text
boxes. 

a. If necessary, add details about the line item in the "Comments" section, and change the
date of the charge by typing into the "On Date" field. 

3. Click Add New Line. 

After clicking the  icon in the top right corner of the page, your new line item appears in the
Approval Activities tab.

1.11.1.2.5  How  do I delete an invoice created in Law trac?

Invoices can only be deleted by a site administrator or super user through Application
Administration | Finance Options | Delete Invoice.

1.11.1.2.6  What do I do if  a client is missing from the Create Invoice drop-dow n field?

If you do not see the firm or vendor from whom the invoice is to be created, leave the drop-down list
selection at "Required", then click Look-up Firm/Vendor. 

The page refreshes to display a search bar; enter the firm or vendor name, then click Go. 

If you only know a portion of the firm/vendor name, enter the information into the text box and click 
Go—the drop-down menu lists the firms/vendors who meet the criteria.
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Search for a Firm/Vendor

If the client's name is still missing, check with your site administrator to make sure there is a profile
created in the Lawtrac application with permission to submit invoices.

1.11.1.3 Troubleshooting Invoice Creation

Invoices can be manually entered in Lawtrac from Finance | Invoice Management.

Add New Detailed or Summary

Invoice

1. Look-up Firm/Vendor
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The first step of adding a new detailed or summary invoice is selecting the firm/vendor from
whom the invoice is being posted. 

If you cannot locate the precise firm/vendor, leave the selection in the drop-down list at
"Required" and click Look-up Firm/Vendor. The page refreshes with a search box displayed
above the firm/vendor drop-down menu. 

Type the firm/vendor's name in the text box and click Go. 

If your desired firm/vendor is still not showing, make sure the firm/vendor's Settings reflect
permissions to submit LEDES invoices, and that there is an assignment to the matter that the
invoice is to be submitted against.

2. Pre-Approved Invoice: Look-up Approver

The second step of adding a new detailed or summary invoice is selecting the individual who has
pre-approved the invoice, if applicable.

The pre-approved drop-down list does not have a search option. If you cannot locate the individual
who has pre-approved the invoice in the drop-down list, leave the option as "None, Approval
Required" and click Continue. 

Proceed with the rest of the steps to add the invoice and finish the creation process.

Go to People | In-House Legal Department and find the individual who pre-approved your
recently added invoice. 

1. Open the individual's profile by clicking their name.

2. Click Site Access in the profile sidebar.

3. Under Invoice Authorization, ensure that the individual can perform as a lead on matter
records (the switch will be green ) and can approve invoices up to an amount of at least 1. 

Navigate to Finance | Invoice Management, open the invoice detail page, and locate the
invoice approval chain.
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1. Click Adjust Approver Chain. 

2. In the first drop-down list, select the individual.

3. Click Finish. 

4. Click the  icon to the right of the firm/vendor's name to send the individual an email alert to
review and approve the invoice.

3. Look-up Matter Record

An invoice must be associated with a matter. At the beginning of invoice creation, you associate
the invoice with one matter.

The "Matter" drop-down list only contains the matters assigned to your firm/vendor. If your matter
is missing from the list, leave the drop-down list on "Required" and click Look-Up Matter. A
search bar is generated, and the new drop-down list will contain all matter records.

Common Error Messages from Web Page

Error Message What it means/what you do

Error retrieving markup for element
InvAddDet: XX/XX/XXXX is an invalid date or
time string. [Enable debugging by adding
'cfdebug' to your URL parameters to see
more information]

You have entered invalid data into a date field.
Reexamine and revise all date fields to ensure

they reflect an accurate date. Use the 
icons if applicable to select a date from the
calendar field. 
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Error retrieving markup for element
CurrentTotal: The value XXXX cannot be
converted to a number. [Enable debugging by
adding 'cfdebug' to your URL parameters to
see more information]

You have entered invalid data into a number
field. Reexamine and revise all number fields
to ensure they do not contain any
alphabetical or special characters.

1.11.1.4 Help Checking the Status of an Invoice

Click a link for information:

· How do I track an invoice?

· How can I view invoice history?

· How do I know if I need to take action on an invoice?

1.11.1.4.1  How  do I track an invoice?

Lawtrac's Finance module makes it easy to track the status of your invoice(s).

1. Under the Finance tab, click Invoice Management.

Invoice Management

2. Use the search tool above the invoice list to narrow the list of invoices to only those to which you
are associated. 

3. Highlight the "Yes" radio button where it says "Show Only My Invoices". Keep the radio button
for "Unapproved Invoices Only" on "No".
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a. Enter the invoice number into the text box if you are looking for the status of a particular
invoice.

4. Click Search to generate results.

Search Invoices

5. Click on the invoice number hyperlink to navigate to the invoice detail page. 

The status is located under the firm/vendor contact information.

Check the Status of All Invoices

1. Under the Finance tab, click Invoice Management.

2. Click the Oldest Not Approved link to display outstanding unapproved invoices. 

a. Click an invoice number in the list to open that invoice.
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Oldest Not Approved Link

3. Change the dates in the Refine List By Date Range fields to filter the invoices in this list by a
specific date range and click Go. 

This page also includes a color legend at the top of the list. These colors specify the approval status
of each invoices approver. Invoices with a Not Set status are pending but have no assigned
approvers.

1.11.1.4.2  How  can I view  invoice history?

All actions taken on an invoice are saved in the Lawtrac system and logged within an invoice. 

Navigate to an invoice detail page from Finance | Invoice Management. 

Invoice history is stored at the bottom of the invoice detail page under the Invoice Logs tab.
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Invoice Logs Tab

1.11.1.4.3  How  do I know  if I need to take action on an invoice?

Lawtrac sends notifications for necessary actions and tasks via email:

Notification Email for Invoice Review

However, if you have turned email notifications off through your email application or want to manage
your tasks only from the Lawtrac application, you can see all invoices associated to you via Finance
| Invoice Management.

To see invoices pending your approval, click the Pending Approval link in the Invoice List sidebar.
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Pending Approval Link

The Pending Approval page opens the invoices to which you are a member of the approval chain. 

From the this page, you can:

· Approve multiple invoices at a time—Click the invoice checkboxes  to select the invoices
you wish to approve, and then click Approve Checked.

· View comments from the approval chain—Click the invoice number to navigate to the invoice
detail page, then select the Comments tab in the middle of the page.

· View invoice details—Click the invoice number to navigate to the invoice detail page.
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Invoices Pending Approval

The Pending Approval page includes the following tabs at the top.

· My Pending—Displays all invoices that require your approval. The Hand-Off column specifies
when you are the final approver for the invoice or the person who must approve the invoice after
your approval.

· 1st—Displays all invoices for which you are the first approver.

· 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc—Displays all invoices for the specified order in the approval chain. For
example, the invoices in the 2nd tab are the invoices for which you are the second approver.
Instead of a Hand-Off column, these pages have a From-To column, which specifies that you
are the final approver or there is a person on the approval chain after you.

Note: If you are an approver in one of these lists and you approve or reject the invoice before
approvers earlier in the chain perform an action, the earlier approvers are skipped and no longer
able to approve or reject.

· Rejected—Displays invoices you have rejected. Rejected invoices appear with an exclamation
point (!) in place of an approval checkbox, as shown below:

Rejected Invoice in My Pending List

· List Options—Contains a filter for your Pending Approval lists. 

Important Note: This search criteria is only active until you log out or get timed out. You may
have to refresh the list tab(s) to engage these settings.

Use the following fields on this page:

o Display Invoices Only From—Select only the firms and vendors that you want to appear

on the pending approval lists.

o Sort List By—Select an invoice field to sort by in the lists.
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o List Per Page—Specify the maximum number of invoices to display per page.

o Clear Filters—Click this button to clear all the options you changed.

o Set Filters—Click this button to set and save the list options.

Click the Hide Rejected Invoices link to remove rejected invoices from your lists and click Include
Rejected Invoices to add rejected invoices to your lists. The  icon appears next to rejected
invoices.

Hiding Rejected Invoices

1.11.2 Help with Budgets

Budgets are added to a matter by the Legal department on behalf of the law firm or vendor. A budget
request is assigned to a single matter, and there may be one or more budget lines in the request.

Under certain conditions, you may also create a new budget without waiting for the client to send
one to you.

Here are some common tasks related to budget requests:

· How do I view budget requests?

· How do I add a budget for a law firm/vendor?

· How do I search for budgets?

· How do I edit a budget?

· How do I attach documents to a budget?

· How do I view the latest budgets for a matter?

· How do I approve or reject a budget?

1.11.2.1 How do I view budget requests?

Budget request notifications are sent via email to all Legal team members associated with the matter
that the budget was requested against. However, you can view these budgets in the Lawtrac
application by accessing the associated matter.
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View a List of Your Matter Budgets

1. From the matter detail page, click the Budgets section of the Finance Navigation Bar. 

Finance: Budgets

2. Select View Budgets. 

3. Click a radio button ( ) to show a list of active budgets, inactive budgets, or both. 

4. Click List Budgets to confirm and refresh the page.

5. Under Options, select the drop-down list to show budgets by type or frequency. 

a. Use the arrows   in the column titles to filter the arrangement of the list by budget number,
fiscal year, firm/vendor, or amount.

Budget List

Edit a Budget

Click on the budget code from a Matter Budget list to navigate to the budget detail page. 

Click the  at the top right of the screen to be taken back to the matter record.

For information about initiating a budget, refer to the Firms & Vendors section. 

1.11.2.2 How do I add a budget for a law firm/vendor?

You must have the appropriate permissions to initiate a budget. 

1. From within a matter record, go to the Firms & Vendors tab.

2. Click the  icon under the Finance column (far left). 

If the firm or vendor already has a budget on file, this icon is highlighted in blue. A site
administrator or super user must delete the vendor's existing budget in Application
Administration in order for you to be able to set up a new budget.
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Select the Budgets Icon

3. Select budget type and frequency from the drop-down lists and use the  icon to designate a
due date. 

a. Set up a reminder in your calendar by entering a numerical amount in the bottom text box.
Do not use punctuation or special characters.

4. Click Set-Up Budgets. 

Important Note: Initiating the budget does not create an amount. You need to add line items from
the budget detail page by clicking the budget number from the Matter Budgets page that opens
once you complete the budget set-up.

Set-Up Budget
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1.11.2.3 How do I search for budgets?

Click Budget Management from the Finance tab to see a list of budgets for your assigned matter
record invoices.

Budget Management

The top of the screen provides you with numerous mini-reports. Click a link to display data specific to
a category or your selection. All budget totals on this screen are rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. 

In the list of budgets, the Matter No. and Budget No. columns include links that open those matters
or budgets. Click on firm/company name to see all budgets for that firm or vendor.

Click on a fiscal year to see all budgets for that particular year.

Note: You can also access budgets from a matter. From within the matter, click the Finance
Navigation Bar and select Budgets.

List of Budgets

The  icon indicates that the budget has been approved.
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Filter the Budget List

Click the Search tab (top right). Enter information in the following fields:

· Firm/Vendor—Select the name of a firm or vendor from the drop-down list

· Fiscal Year—Select a fiscal year

· Matter Name or Number—Enter part or all of a matter name or number

Budget Management Search Tab

Important: The intended functionality of budgets within Lawtrac is that there should be one budget
per firm/vendor, per matter. It is recommended that you delete inactive or rejected budgets. Retaining
them can cause some screens and/or reports to display misleading amounts.

1.11.2.4 How do I edit a budget?

Click on any budget number link to view the details for that specific budget. The page includes the
following sections:

The Top of a Budget

Top of a Budget Page

The area at the top of the budget details screen displays the budget number, firm or vendor
name, information or matter associated with the budget, and the budget status. The budget
status shows whether the budget is pending, approved, or denied and whether it is active or
inactive. This section also includes a Settings tab for the budget. Click Update when you
change the settings.

To flag the budget for easy return access: 

1. Click Set Flag. 

The budget appears in your My Flags page. 

2. Select a color of your preference for organization.

a. Select Close/Cancel to end the process without flagging the budget. 
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When a matter is Flagged, the  icon appears beside a Remove Flag link. Click the link to
remove the flagged status.

Tools Tab

Tools

Use the following links on the Tools tab:

· Create Print View—Click to create a printable view of the budget that you can use to
create a PDF

· Personal Note—Click to add a personal note to the budget. Outside counsel and other
users cannot see this note

· Delete Budget—Click to remove the budget from your database. You must have
permissions set to complete this action

Bottom Tabs

From the View/Add Lines tab, review and edit existing line items and add new line items to the
budget.

Line items are intended to identify tasks depending on Phase, and for assigning a monetary rate
for hours worked on a particular task.
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Add a Budget Line

C

· —Edit a budget line item, or approve/reject the budget line item if you have the rights to do
so (the "Approval Status" drop-down menu appears at the bottom)

· —Delete the line item

To add a line item:

Select and enter line item information on the right side. 

1. Decide what is going to be done by selecting a phase from the corresponding drop-down
menu. The "Task" drop-down list may generate based on "Phase" selection. 

2. Enter budget amount by rate per hours and amount of hours worked.

3. Change the currency exchange rate if necessary using the drop-down list, and select a
check-box for billing occurrence. 

4. Type comments or classifications into the text field.

5. Specify how the budget item will be paid using the bottom drop-down lists.

6. Click Add Line.
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1.11.2.5 How do I attach documents to a budget?

Documents cannot currently be attached to budgets; however, documents can be added to invoices
that are associated with the budget.

1. Select the Invoice Documents tab at the bottom of an invoice page. This tab includes all of the
documents uploaded to the invoice.

a. Click the  icon to view upload instructions and restrictions.

3. Select Browse from the Add Document section to upload a file to the invoice. 

When a file type has been selected, an Upload button appears. 

4. Click Upload. 

The entire invoice refreshes to list the new document in the Invoice Documents tab.

Invoice Documents Tab

From this tab, you also can perform the following tasks:

· Download—Click the document title to download a document

· Delete—Click the  icon to delete a document

1.11.2.6 How do I approve or reject a budget?

You can approve or reject an existing budget from your firm/vendor active list. Select Firms &
Companies in the Team, Firms, Parties section of the Matter Navigation Bar, or go to the Firms
& Vendors tab at the top of the matter record. Click Active List in the sidebar. 

You can also view a list of budgets submitted to a matter via Finance Navigation Bar | Budgets.

Finance: Budgets

Click the  icon (the far left icon under the Finance column). If the firm or vendor has a budget on
file, this icon will be blue. You will then be directed to the Budgets page.
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Budget List

At the top of the page, in the Settings tab, select either Approve or Reject from the Approval Status
drop-down list. Click Update to confirm.

Approve or Reject a Budget

1.11.3 Frequently Asked Questions

· What currencies does Lawtrac accept?

1.11.3.1 What currencies does Lawtrac accept?

Mitratech has recorded currency exchange rates using the XE Currency Converter. 

Note: Currency exchange rates can be manually adjusted via Application Administration |
Finance Options | Exchange Rates.

Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

AED United Arab Emirates, Dirham

ALL Albania, Lek

ANG Netherlands Antilles, Guilder

AUD Australia, Dollar

BBD Barbados, Dollar

http://www.xe.com/
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

BDT Bangladesh, Taka

BHD Bahrain, Dinar

BIF Burundi, Franc

BMD Bermuda, Dollar

BND Brunei Darussalam, Dollar

BOB Bolivia, Boliviano

BSD Bahamas, Dollar

BWP Botswana, Pula

BYR Belarus, Ruble

BZD Belize, Dollar

CAD Canada, Dollar

CDF Congo/Kinshasa, Franc

CHF Switzerland, Franc

CLP Chile, Peso

CNY China, Yuan Renminbi

COP Colombia, Peso

CRC Costa Rica, Colon

CUP Cuba, Peso

CVE Cape Verde, Escudo

CZK Czech Republic, Koruna
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

DJF Djibouti, Franc

DKK Denmark, Krone

DOP Dominican Republic, Peso

DZD Algeria, Dinar

EGP Egypt, Pound

ERN Eritrea, Nakfa

ETB Ethiopia, Birr

EUR Euro Member Countries, Euro

FJD Fiji, Dollar

FKP Falkland Islands (Malvinas), Pound

GBP United Kingdom, Pound (Sterling)

GEL Georgia, Lari

GIP Gibraltar, Pound

GMD Gambia, Dalasi

GNF Guinea, Franc

GTQ Guatemala, Quetzal

GYD Guyana, Dollar

HKD Hong Kong, Dollar

HNL Honduras, Lempira

HRK Croatia, Kuna
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

HTG Haiti, Gourde

HUF Hungary, Forint

IDR Indonesia, Rupiah

ILS Israel, Shekel

INR India, Rupee

IQD Iraq, Dinar

IRR Iran, Rial

ISK Iceland, Króna 

JMD Jamaica, Dollar

JOD Jordan, Dinar

JPY Japan, Yen

KES Kenya, Shilling

KGS Kyrgyzstan, Som

KHR Cambodia, Riel

KMF Comoros, Franc

KWD Kuwaiti Dinar

KYD Caymanian Dollar

KZT Kazakhstani Tenge

LAK Lao or Laotian Kip

LBP Lebanese Pound
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

LKR Sri Lankan Rupee

LRD Liberian Dollar

LSL Basotho Loti

LTL Lithuanian Litas

LVL Latvian Lat

LYD Libyan Dinar

MAD Morocco, Dirham

MDL Moldova, Leu

MKD Macedonia, Denar

MMK Myanmar (Burma), Kyat

MNT Mongolia, Tughrik

MOP Macau, Pataca

MRO Mauritania, Ouguiya

MUR Mauritius, Rupee

MVR Maldives (Maldive Islands), Rufiyaa

MWK Malawi, Kwacha

MXN Mexico, Peso

MYR Malaysia, Ringgit

NAD Namibia, Dollar

NGN Nigeria, Naira
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

NIO Nicaragua, Cordoba

NOK Norway, Krone

NPR Nepal, Rupee

NZD New Zealand, Dollar

OMR Oman, Rial

PAB Panama, Balboa

PEN Peru, Nuevo Sol

PGK Papua New Guinea, Kina

PHP Philippines, Peso

PKR Pakistan, Rupee

PYG Paraguay, Guarani

QAR Qatar, Riyal

RWF Rwanda, Franc

SAR Saudi Arabia, Riyal

SBD Solomon Islands, Dollar

SCR Seychelles, Rupee

SEK Sweden, Krona

SGD Singapore, Dollar

SHP Saint Helena, Pound

SLL Sierra Leone, Leone
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

SOS Somalia, Shilling

STD São Tomé and Príncipe, Dobra

SVC El Salvador, Colon

SYP Syria, Pound

SZL Swaziland, Lilangeni

THB Thailand, Baht

TJS Tajikistan, Somoni

TMM Turkmenistan, Manat

TMT Turkmenistan, New Manat

TND Tunisia, Dinar

TOP Tonga, Pa'anga

TTD Trinidad and Tobago, Dollar

TWD Taiwan, New Dollar

TZS Tanzania, Shilling

UAH Ukraine, Hryvnia

UGX Uganda, Shilling

USD United States Dollars

UYU Uruguay, Peso

UZS Uzbekistan, Som

VND Vietnam, Dong
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Currency Code Country/Nation, Currency Name

WST Samoa, Tala

XAF Communauté Financière Africaine (BEAC), CFA Franc BEAC

XCD East Caribbean, Dollar

XDR International Monetary Fund, Special Drawing Rights

XPF Comptoirs Français du Pacifique (CFP), Franc

YER Yemen, Rial

ZAR South Africa, Rand

ZMW Zambia, Kwacha

ZWD Zimbabwe, Dollar

1.11.4 Notification FAQ

Click a topic below to learn more about the types of notifications you can receive through Lawtrac.

What Notifications can I Receive as a Key Personnel?

· Profile Creation

· Password Reset

· New Matter Association

· Matter Events

· Hold Notifications

What Notifications can I Receive as a Legal Team Member?

· Routing Slips

· Matter Events

· Outstanding Invoices to Approve

· Hold Notifications
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1.11.4.1 Key Personnel Profile Creation

As a key person, you receive two emails after a profile has been created: one with your password,
and one with your user name. The emails are sent separately by NoReply@mitratech.com as a
security measure. The email content looks similar to the following screenshot:

New Profile Email

1.11.4.2 Key Personnel Password Reset

As a key person, you receive an email after your password has been reset by a site administrator or
super user. The email is sent by NoReply@mitratech.com and the email content looks similar to the
following screenshot:

Password Reset Email

mailto:NoReply@mitratech.com
mailto:NoReply@mitratech.com
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1.11.4.3 Routing Slip Notification

Routing slips can be reviewed either by the Legal team assigned to the matter record for which the
routing slip was created, or to a team defined by the user who initiated the routing slip. Those who
are tasked with reviewing the matter record or document receive an email similar to the following
screenshot. Instructions, which are optionally added, may be included in the routing slip email.

Routing Slip Notification

1.11.4.4 Outstanding Invoices to Approve

If you have been assigned as an invoice approver, you may receive reminders via email. These
notifications look similar to the following screenshot:

Invoice Review Request
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1.11.4.5 Hold Notifications

You receive notifications if you:

· Have been added as a hold administrator

Note: Key personnel cannot be added as hold administrators

Hold Administrator Notification

· Have been added as a hold notice recipient

Hold Notification Recipient

1.11.4.6 Matter Events

· Legal team members receive email notifications when a matter event due date is imminent. The
user who created the matter event has the option to send out an email a specific number of days
in advance, if they choose to have an email sent at all.

· Key personnel receive emails concerning upcoming matter events only if they have been added
as an optional recipient within the matter record on the Short-Term Reminders page.

1.11.4.7 New Matter Association

Currently, key personnel are not notified via email when a new matter is created or when a key
personnel is associated with a new matter. 

New matter associations appear on the Key Personnel Homepage.
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2 Lawtrac Spend Management

Lawtrac 4.1 introduces Lawtrac Spend Management, an integration between Lawtrac and
Collaborati. The e-Billing portal Collaborati is an optional, secure, Web-based application used by
outside counsel and other vendors to submit electronic invoices and rate requests. The application
allows law firms and vendors to collaborate with Lawtrac clients via a single portal and receive real-
time status updates and other feedback from your attorneys. 

This help section provides instructions for completing the setup process that is needed for
establishing the proper workflow between your Lawtrac application and Collaborati. The Collaborati
setting exists in your Lawtrac Application Administration | Application & Database, and can be
enabled or disabled based on client system needs. The features displayed for the law firms and
vendors depend on settings and permissions deemed relevant by the Lawtrac client. Through 
Application Administration, super users can access the Collaborati Settings page and view the
status of features Lawtrac sent to Collaborati, such as:

· Alternative fee arrangements

· Rate collaboration

· Rate sharing

· International line item tax details

· 98B LEDES archiving

· Appeals invoicing

Future upgrades of Lawtrac will address budget and tender collaboration.

Access the General e-Billing F.A.Q.

Set up the synchronization.

Setting up Collaborati

Mitratech suggests users ensure all invoices have been approved before the connection between
Collaborati and Lawtrac is established.

Mitratech Support creates the client and vendor accounts in Collaborati. When Mitratech
Support adds the client and vendor to Collaborati, the administrators listed for the account are
notified by email with the URL and login credentials. These credentials are entered into the
Collaborati Settings page by your Lawtrac super user in order to sync information to and from
Lawtrac and Collaborati. Vendors log directly in to Collaborati.

Lawtrac must first be scheduled to sync with Collaborati in order to complete this integration. Super
users configure this sync through Application Administration | Application & Database |
Scheduled Tasks. It is best practice to designate a Lawtrac Spend Management administrator to
handle these tasks. This individual can request LawManager Spend Management training from a
Mitratech business executive. 

If your outside counsel is using Collaborati to submit invoices, they still have the opportunity to
submit invoices via the Lawtrac application, unless this function is manually disabled by a Lawtrac
system administrators or super user. The setting to control this function exists in the
LAWTRAC.LTO settings file, which is in the root folder where your Lawtrac is installed. Click here for
instructions. 
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Below is a diagram of the basic client and vendor relationship with Collaborati Support during the set-
up process:

How Do I Work with Collaborati as an In-House Legal Team User?

Collaborati is exclusively vendor-facing, and many of the transactions are carried out by a Mitratech
Support administrator. As an in-house Legal team user, you can associate Collaborati vendors with
Lawtrac vendors. For an in-depth explanation of this process, refer to Collaborati Vendor Tab.
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How Do I Work with Collaborati as a Law Firm or Vendor?

Once your status is "Active" in Collaborati, you can submit rates and invoices. Access the
Collaborati User Guide by selecting the Help link at the top right corner of the Collaborati home page
after logging in.

Note: If you are outside counsel who is submitting an invoice, do not submit taxes or the invoice will
be automatically rejected (this behavior excludes invoice line items using a custom client code for
taxes, which is configured by the Lawtrac site administrator or super user).

Important Note: Timekeepers using Collaborati cannot submit rate requests that contain multiple
matter-specific and non-matter-specific line items if there are conflicting or overlapping dates. Rate
requests submitted with such line items will be automatically rejected by Lawtrac.

Advanced Processing Rules

Lawtrac super users manage the advanced processing rules for the Lawtrac application via 
Application Administration | Finance Options | Processing Rules | Advanced Processing
Rules. These rules apply to LEDES invoices submitted through Lawtrac as well as all invoice types
received through Collaborati. For law firms and vendors who use Collaborati, the advanced processing
rules apply after the invoice has been received by Lawtrac. 

Note: Current Lawtrac behavior also applies advanced processing rules to LEDES invoices submitted
manually in Lawtrac. Regular processing rules do not apply to invoices submitted to Lawtrac through
Collaborati.

Advanced processing rules that apply to invoices submitted through Collaborati:

· R101: Check individual timekeeper assignments.

· R102: Automatic timekeeper assignment.

· R200: Validate timekeeper rate card.

· R201: Validate task code maximum amount per invoice.

· R203: Check maximums at the matter level check.

· R204: Check restricted task codes.

· R205: Check required codes.

· R300: Check duplication of specific lines within an invoice.

· R400: Measure Invoice-to-combined budget per matter.

· R401: Measure Invoice-to-firm's budget per matter.

· R402: Measure Invoice-to-fiscal reserves per matter.

· R500: Work within invoice's "From/Start" and "To/End" dates.

· R501: Ensure invoices reflect fiscal year settings.

· R502: Set penalties for late reporting.

· R503: Account for inconsequential events.

· R504: Flag line items billing 10+ hours per day/timekeeper/invoice/matter.
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· R600: Flag non-billable disbursements by word or phrase.

· R601: Flag non-billable fees by word or phrase.

· R602: Negate fees for non-billable disbursements.

· R603: Negate fees for non-billable fees.

View a full description of these rules in the Advanced Processing Rules page.

Note:  R100 (block invoices from released firms) is not applicable, because Collaborati requires
that the firm is assigned to a matter in order to submit an invoice. 

3 General e-Billing FAQ

What are the phases of the e-Billing process?

How do I set up my vendor for invoice submission?

How do I obtain vendor credentials for pre-existing accounts?

Additional client troubleshooting help can be found here.

How do I transition staff members with existing approved rate cards to Collaborati?

Vendors submitting invoices through Lawtrac have a separate e-Billing user guide located here.

If you are a vendor using Collaborati, please refer to the Collaborati User Guide by selecting the Help
link at the top right corner of the homepage.

3.1 What are the phases of the eBilling process?

Law Department Process Flow Chart:

Phase 1
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Phase 2

Phase 3
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3.2 How do I set up my vendor for invoice submission?

The following steps need to be completed by the Legal department in order to receive invoices
electronically:

1. Set rate card approvers.

2. Set invoice authorization chain. (If you are adding a new approver to the system, see a note
about invoice approvers.)

3. Establish processing rules (invoices).

4. Verify LEDES codes.

5. Add a law firm or vendor account to your Lawtrac database.

6. Add an administrator for the new firm or vendor. (Administrators must have access to Lawtrac if
they are not using a third-party e-Billing platform.)

7. Assign a lead role to your matter record.

8. Assign a firm or vendor to your matter record.

If your law firm or vendor has an eBillingHub account; click here.

3.2.1 A Note About Invoice Approvers

Before setting up the invoice approval chain, there are a few things you may need to do to ensure an
approver's ability to review an invoice.

1. Give them the proper application permissions.

2. Give them the proper site access permissions.

3. Set their approval amount threshold.

3.2.2 Transitioning staff members with existing approved rate cards

Timekeepers with existing, approved rate cards need to be mapped again to Lawtrac if they

change their eBilling platform, particularly if they move from an Outside Counsel user to a

Collaborati user. In order for their previously approved rates to sync successfully, please

ensure that both the “Select Staff” and “Select Timekeeper” drop-down fields are selected for

that respective timekeeper. 

Onboarding Existing Timekeepers 

1. Ensure that a timekeeper record has been created in Collaborati for the existing

Outside Counsel staff member.

2. Navigate to the respective vendor for the desired staff member from the People >

Firms & Vendors tab.

3. Select the Collaborati tab. The Current Collaborati Vendor should be listed.
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4. Click the Manage Timekeepers button.

5. Select the desired staff member name from the Select Staff and Select Timekeeper

dropdowns. It is important that both are selected for the rates to be mapped. 

Note: If you have added the contact in Collaborati but it still isn’t visible in Lawtrac, you

may need to refresh the page for the contact to appear in the dropdown. 

6. Click Associate Timekeepers to finalize the mapping. 

Mapping Existing Timekeeper

4 Administrator User Guide
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4.1 Introduction

One of the strongest advantages Lawtrac brings to your organization is the ability to configure the
software to your company’s particular needs. Much of that configuration occurs through Application
Administration, found in the top navigation bar under the My Lawtrac tab. Only personnel at your
company with site administrator and/or super user access levels have access to this section from
their log-in.

Lawtrac strongly stresses the importance of limiting access to this section. Application
Administration contains settings for every other category in the application, including program set-
up settings which control the server settings Lawtrac uses to run properly. The changes made
through this section affect all users and thus should be carefully considered and controlled according
to your organization’s internal needs and policies.

The Lawtrac Administrator User Guide is intended for two types of users:

Super Users

Super users can access all aspects of the Lawtrac application regardless of permission settings or
security settings. Your company’s super user should be one who is fully aware of the application’s
functionality and how the application is delivered to the users from the server to their web browsers.

Site Administrators

Site administrators are the personnel assigned to perform administrative functions in Lawtrac.
Sometimes this can include database management, but most often those functions will be performed
by the super users.

Note: As a site administrator or super user it is essential that you do not share your log-in
credentials with other users for any reason.

4.1.1 Site Administrator/Super User Access

Typically, a large company will have multiple site administrators but only one or two super users. We
recommend that two individuals be designated as super users, just as a precaution.

Both site administrator and super user rights allow that individual to see and access Application
Administration in the Top Navigation Bar. However, only those with super user rights may see the
link entitled Program Set-Ups once inside Application Administration.

Most of this documentation refers to the site administrator position, but anything that a site
administrator can do, a super user can do. The specific functions that can only be accessed by the
super user are indicated as such within this guide.

4.1.2 Site Administrator's Guide Summary

This guide examines the different groups of application settings and how to use them to maximize
your company’s use of Lawtrac. Each chapter covers related functions and controls. We recommend
reading the whole user guide in the order presented. However, it is also designed to be read one
chapter at a time for quick reference.

It will guide you through the steps for each set of controls one at a time so you can configure your
site as needed. It is always advisable to read this Administrator User Guide first before using
Application Administration.
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Note: Please carefully consider the potential effects on your database and user base before making
any changes—some of the changes are reversible, but not all, and some cannot be reversed
completely.

Captions used in this document are based on the default captions of our Test Site. The captions on
your site may differ.

4.2 Administration Module Overview

Access Application Administration by clicking the link under the My Lawtrac tab drop-down
menu.

Application Administration

Application Administration opens to display category tabs that contain all of the settings for that
category in the application.

Application Administration Tabs

If you are viewing this guide electronically, use the following links to quickly navigate to a specific
category:

· Legal Department

· Finance Options

· Key Personnel

· Firms & Vendors

· Parties & Entities

· Matter Maintenance

· Document Bank

· File Room
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· Reports

· Misc. Settings

· Application & Database

Note: Use the Main Site link from any page in Application Administration to return to the Lawtrac
homepage. The Main Site link is the Lawtrac logo and is found in the upper-left corner of your
screen.

4.3 Chapter 1: Legal Department

The Legal Department tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks on the right
side of the screen that allow you to modify or configure settings pertaining to your corporate
information and internal staff.

Tip: While the links appear in one order, it is recommended to use the following order when first
entering the Legal Department Administration links. Before adding new department members (link
1):

1. View internal Position Titles (link 3) and Permission Profiles (link 5) to make sure the new
members’ titles and appropriate profiles are available in your database.

2. Check your Corporate Locations (link 14) to ensure the new members’ locations have been
uploaded to the application.

See the Position Titles section for how to add position titles, Permission Profile Templates
section for how to set up permission profiles, and the Corporate Locations section for how to add
addresses.

Once you navigate to any of the links, a back button icon  appears in the upper-left area of your
screen. Use this link to return to the main Application Administration screen at any time.

Page Function

Add New
Department Member

Add a new member to the in-house staff.

Reset Password Auto-generate or manually create a temporary password for a user.

Position Titles Add or modify position titles.

Matter Role Titles Change Standard Matter Role Titles, also known as Team Member
roles.

Permission Profiles Control what application permission values or matter permissions are
assigned to a role.

Approval Chain
Rights

Appoint users with permission to modify approval chains.
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Page Function

Invoice Approval
Amounts

Change a user's invoice approval amount.

Predefined Matter
Teams

Create a group of users who can be assigned to various matters as a
team.

Approver
Substitutions

Substitute, or replace, internal personnel on matters in the database.

Handler
Substitutions

Substitute, or replace, the responsibilities for invoice handlers in the
database.

Routing Slips Set up groups of individuals to be included on routing slips teams.

Department
Messaging

Send a message to all in-house personnel.

Message Clean-up Delete unread internal Lawtrac messages that are at least 90 days old.

Front Screen Text Modify or create basic text for the Lawtrac homepage.

Corporate Locations Add, edit, or delete your corporate locations' address information.

Released Staff List View a list of individuals who have been released, and reinstate them if
necessary.

Reply Email Address Set a reply address for messages sent out by Lawtrac. 

Personnel Scripts Access this page only at the request of Mitratech Support.
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4.3.1 Add New Department Member

To add a new department member, click Add New Department Member from the Legal
Department sidebar.

Add New Department Member

1. Enter the name information.

2. Select a title for the individual.

3. Enter the staff member’s email address. Note: It is important to have each user’s current e-mail
address. This allows Lawtrac users and Lawtrac support personnel to easily communicate with
this individual. 

Important Note: If the user's email has not been entered properly, you will not be able to
proceed to the next stage.

4. Select the appropriate location. The drop-down list for Location must be completed through the
Corporate Locations link (link #14).

5. Fill out any other contact information as needed.

6. Click Continue. 

A new screen appears with the generated user name and password, as well as Application
Administration, Permissions Profile, and Invoice Approval options.
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Set Application Permissions

7. Make note of the new user's log-in information. The new staff member will need this information
to log into Lawtrac for the first time. You can click the Send Now button to have the log-in
information sent to the user. 

a. Click Refresh User Name & Password to generate a new user name and password for the
user. 

Note: Do not change these fields to the person’s desired password at this time. The first time
any department member logs in the system requires the user to change the password.

8. If the new user will have any administrative rights (administrator or hold administrator), make the
appropriate selection using the toggle buttons.

· —User does not have administrative rights

· —User has administrative rights

9. Choose the level of permissions for the staff member using the "Permissions Profile" drop-down.
If you do not see the profile you need, go to Permission Profiles and add a new category.

10. Next, input the new staff member’s invoice approval amount in the text box provided, if desired.
This is the highest amount the individual is authorized to approve. If you enter any amount over 0,
it automatically grants "Can Function as Lead" permission at the Site Access tab of the
individual’s personnel record (this simply makes the user available as an option for selection as a
Matter Lead). An individual must have at least $1.00 in invoice approval for their name to appear
on the list of invoice approvers when entering a new invoice. 

Note: If the member’s name already exists in the database, you will be warned that there is a
duplication and you will have the opportunity to correct it. You will also see, on the staff list
below the Add New Staff Member form, a list of current staff with those released from
employment marked by a red asterisk '*'.

Name duplication: You will see
this warning notice if the name of
the new staff member you are
entering is the same of another
staff member currently in the
system. Once you have made sure
that you are not duplicating a
member, scroll down and click
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"I’ve Checked, Create Staff
Member."

Email duplication: If the
username or email address
already exists in the database,
you will be warned that there is
duplication, and you will have the
opportunity to correct it. You
cannot use the same email
address more than once; however,
a surname can be used multiple
times. You will also see on the
staff list below the Add New Staff
Member form a list of current staff
with those released from
employment marked by a '*'.

4.3.2 Reset Password

For security reasons, neither regular users nor administrators may access passwords through the
database. When a user forgets his or her password, the Reset Password hyperlink is provided in
the Legal Department sidebar to allow administrators to auto-generate or manually create a
temporary password for that user.

To reset a password for key personnel, please refer to Chapter 3: Key Personnel. To reset a
password for an individual belonging to a firm or vendor, please refer to Chapter 4: Firms & Vendors. 

Reset Password

1. Use the "Individual" drop-down list to select the user whose password you wish to reset. 

2. Enter a new password in the text field.

3. If desired, select the  checkbox to send the user their password via the email address stored
in their Lawtrac personnel profile. 

Warning: Email is not considered a secure source. If you decide not to send the password via
email, ensure that you get the new password to the user using some other form of
communication.
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4. When you are finished, click Continue. After obtaining the new password, the user may then log
in with the new temporary password. Upon log-in, the user is prompted to reset the password.

If the user has not changed their password prior to close of the business day, the administrator will
need to reset the password again.

4.3.3 Position Titles

During your site’s implementation, Position Titles—as determined by the administrator—is loaded
into Lawtrac.

To modify existing or add new position titles, click the Position Titles hyperlink in the Application
Administration | Legal Department sidebar.

Position Titles

Add/Edit Position Titles

1. Either enter the new position in the "Add New Title" text box, or modify any of the titles already
in the system by typing directly into the text boxes on the left. 

2. When you are finished click Save or Add, then click Yes to update current matter records.

Remove/Re-activate a Position Title

To remove a title already on the list, click the Retire link next to that title. Retiring unused position
titles diminishes clutter and expedites identification processes.

You can re-activate retired position titles by selecting them from the Retired List drop-down menu,
then clicking the Activate button. 
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Position Titles List

4.3.4 Matter Role Titles

Standard Matter Role Titles, also known as Team Member roles, are included in your database
during implementation. Site administrators and super users can change these role titles. 

1. Click the Matter Role Titles hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar. 

Matter Role Titles Link

2. Modify the roles if necessary by typing in the appropriate text box. 

The role title is automatically saved once you press Tab or Enter on your keyboard; a successful
save is indicated by the  icon. 

Note: Fields marked in gray cannot be modified.
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Matter Role Titles

4.3.5 Permission Profiles

Permission profiles are profiles that contain pre-configured permissions. A permission profile can be
assigned to users instead of configuring the user's permissions individually. Administrators can
create several permission profiles that can be applied to numerous team roles, such as an
Administrator permission profile, a read-only user permission profile, an Approver permission profile,
etc.

To add, edit, or delete an existing permission profile, click the Permission Profiles hyperlink in the
Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar. 

Permission Profiles Link

Edit a Permission Profile

1. Select an existing profile from the available drop-down menu; information automatically
populates the lower half of the screen
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Permission profiles provide "templates" that are applied to personnel records that allow site
administrators to quickly and efficiently control what application permission values or matter
permissions are assigned to a role.

2. Click the toggle button next to each permission you wish to grant  or not grant  to users
with that permission profile.

Each tab displayed along the top houses its own permissions.

Permission Profiles Options

Delete a Permission Profile

1. Select an existing profile from the available drop-down menu; information automatically
populates the lower half of the screen

2. Click the Delete Profile tab in the top right corner.

3. Click Delete Profile.

Note: Deleting Permission Profiles cannot be undone.

Add a New Permission Profile

1. Click the Add New button to the far right of the profile drop-down list.

2. Enter a name for the profile in the "Add New Profile" text box and click Save.

You are now able to select that profile from the drop-down list in order to add new permissions.
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Assign a Permission Template to an Individual

You can assign a profile template to an individual in the Legal department regardless of that
individual's role. 

1. From the Permission Profiles page, select Click Here at the bottom of the page. 

2. Select a profile template from the drop-down list to the right of the individual's name. 

The selection is saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

3. For staff that does not need adjusting, leave their adjacent profile drop-down at "No Change"
so no accidental changes are made to their permissions.

Assign a Permission Template

4.3.6 Approval Chain Rights

Site administrators and super users can designate Lawtrac users to be able to modify invoice
approval chains. Having appointed users with permission to modify approval chains ensures that a
department's processes are being  followed properly, and necessary corrective action can be taken if
variances occur.

Click the Legal Department tab in Application Administration, then select Approval Chain
Rights. 
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Modifying Approval Chain Link

Use the toggle switches under the Toggle column to change an individual's permission. 

· —User may modify approval chains

· —User may not modify approval chains

· —All users may modify approval chains

Users Allowed to Adjust Approval Chain

If all users need to have permission to modify approval chains, select the radio button for ON under
"All Users May Modify Approval Chains". Individual permissions cannot be modified until the radio
button for OFF is selected.

Select the radio button for OFF under "All Users May Modify Approval Chains" to adjust modifiers
individually. If the toggle switches were previously adjusted, they revert to the same value they had
before the ON radio button was selected. 

Note: This setting globally applies to all invoices in the Lawtrac system. Permissions only affect
active regular users; site administrators and super users already have all modify and approval
permissions.
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4.3.7 Invoice Approval Amounts

The Invoice Approval Amounts link takes you to a list of individuals with assigned invoice
authorization amounts. An invoice approval amount is the total sum of an invoice that an approver
can be assigned before the invoice is passed on to somebody else. For example, if Sherri Bullard
has an invoice approval amount of $1 (one USD), and has an unapproved invoice assigned to her that
is for the amount of $350.00 (users are notified by messages in the Message column), the invoice is
automatically passed over to Marisa Montefusco (see screenshot: "Invoice Approval Amounts",
below).

If Marisa Montefusco's approval allowance is only $300, then the invoice is passed along, again, to
whomever is assigned to Marisa's Hands To column. 

The approval chain on the invoice's detail page still displays the original approver's name.

Invoice Approval Amounts Link

Note: A name appears in orange text if the person has been released, and the date of release
appears under the Message column. If there is a released individual in the Hands To column, it is
recommended to edit the person's invoice approval to be handed to somebody else.
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Invoice Approval Amounts

Change an Invoice Approval Amount

1. Click the  next to the name of an individual. 

2. Change the invoice approval amount by entering a new amount in the data field. 

3. Change the recipient of the invoice approval from the drop-down list under Hands To. 

4. Click Save when done. 

An individual can only hand invoices over to another if the latter has a higher maximum
allowance.

Edit Invoice Approval

4.3.8 Predefined Matter Teams

The Predefined Matter Teams hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar takes you to a list of any predefined Legal teams set up in your database, and allows
administrators to create a group of users who can be assigned to various matters as a team.
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Predefined Matter Team Link

The Predefined Matter Teams page is intended to provide a means by which you can assign a
large number of individuals to a matter record without having to add them one at a time. Once this is
done, the "team" on the record becomes independent of this function so the assignments can be
further refined.

Under the Active list, click the  icon to the right of the team name to open up team details.

Predefined Matter Team Detail

In team detail mode, members of the predefined matter team appear at the top right of the page. Use
the toggle switch to enable or disable contract reminder emails.

· —Contract reminder emails are disabled

· —Contract reminder emails are enabled

· —Delete the individual from the team

If there is key personnel on the team, a second toggle switch appears next to that team member's
name. Hold your mouse over the toggle switch to see a description of the button. Click the alternate

switch to turn key personnel access on  or off .
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Select  Delete Team at the top of the detail page to remove the entire team from the active list,
then click OK. 

Add New Members to the Predefined Matter Team

1. From the opened detail page under Add New Member, select an individual from the "In-House"
or "Key Personnel" drop-down lists. 

2. From the "Position" drop-down, choose they role they are to hold.

3. Click Save. 

In-house members are those individuals that belong to the Legal department, whereas key personnel
are employees not associated with the Legal department.

4.3.8.1 Add New Predefined Team

1. Under the Predefined Legal Teams list on the left side of the screen, enter the name of a new
team in the Add New Team text box. 

2. Click Create. 

The new team name is automatically populated into the list in alphabetical order. You can then add
members to the team.
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Add New Predefined Matter Team

4.3.8.2 Alignment Tool

You can align individual members on a predefined matter team to open and closed records with the
options in the Alignment Tool. 

1. In the Predefined Matter Teams page, click the name of a team or the  icon, and then

select the  button at the bottom.

2. Use the radio buttons  to select to which records all team members are to be aligned. You can
align the group to all open records, all closed records, or both, but cannot align a team to a
specific, individual matter.

3. Click Run Alignment. You are given confirmation that the alignment is completed, and for which
matter number it is aligned.
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Run Alignment

4.3.9 Approver Substitutions

The Approver Substitutions hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar takes administrators to a
screen where they can substitute, or replace, internal personnel on matters in the database.

Substitutions Link

1. Use the "Individual" drop-down list to select the name of the person you wish to replace. 

2. Use the "Role Of" drop-down list to select their team role. 

3. Use the "Filter" drop-down list to dictate the criteria of matters for which the substitutions will be
made. You can replace all matters or matters only in certain categories. 

To replace all Matters, select "Any/All" in the "Role Of" drop-down and "None" in the "Filter"
drop-down. 

Note: For persons holding multiple roles in matters within the database, you must perform this
substitution function one time for each of their roles.

4. When you have made your selections, click Continue.
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Make a Substitution

If you chose to replace a person on all their matters, you are next asked to choose the person who
will substitute in their place. Make your selection in the "Replace With" drop-down list and click

Execute. Click the checkbox  to include outstanding invoice approvals.

If you chose to replace a person on matters containing a certain matter number prefix, matter type
category, or business unit category, you are next asked to choose the person who will substitute in
their place and the prefix, matter type, or business unit for the matters on which the substitute is to
be replaced using drop-down menus titled "Filter". 

4.3.10 Handler Substitutions

The Handler Substitutions hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar takes you to a screen
where you can substitute, or replace, the responsibilities for invoice handlers in the database.

Handler Substitutions Link

Invoice handler substitution is particularly helpful if a user who is assigned as invoice handler to an
invoice's approval chain is unexpectedly absent for an undetermined period. Using the Handler
Substitution tool does not revoke the individual's invoice handler permission—the user can still be
assigned to future invoice approval chains—but all currently existing invoices are rerouted to another
user.

1. From the first drop-down list, select the invoice handler who's responsibility is to be change. 

2. In the second drop-down list, select the individual who is to take over the responsibility.

3. Click Save. 
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Substitute Invoice Handler

All invoices currently assigned to the first invoice handler are transferred to the substitute invoice
handler, and a notice is displayed on the refreshed page indicating a successful change.

4.3.11 Routing Slips

Routing slips are a way of bringing either matters or documents to the attention of an individual from
whom an action or response is needed. At this time, routing slips are for the use of Legal staff only;
however, key personnel can see the routing slips on those matters to which they are assigned and
have been given access.

Routing slips can be viewed and created from within a matter.

The Routing Slips hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows administrators and super users to set up groups of individuals to be included on routing slips
teams. 

Routing Slips Link

To view and/or adjust a routing slip group, select a predefined group from the list by clicking the

group name or the  icon. The page refreshes with the definitions page for that group to the right. 

· Change the sequence order for slips to be routed by clicking Adjust Sequence, and type a new
number into the text boxes. Sequence numbers can be especially helpful if you have a chain of
command in your approval team. Click Set Sequence to confirm changes or Close/Cancel to
go back to group detail.
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· Remove a single member of the group by clicking the  to the right of the individual's name, or
click Delete Team and then OK at the top to delete the entire team.

· Add a member to the group by selecting an individual from the "In House" drop-down list, adjust
the sequence number in the text box if necessary, and click Add. 

Routing Slip Team

4.3.11.1 Add Predefined Routing Slip Group

Adding predefined routing slip groups is only necessary if your company decides to create these
groups. Discuss with your project manager for more details.

1. Go to Administration.

2. Click the Legal Department tab.

3. Select Routing Slips from the sidebar.

4. Under the routing slips group list, type your new group name into the "Add New Group" text box.

5. Click Set.

Add individuals to the group by selecting from either of the drop-down lists, then click Add.
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Add New Routing Slip Group

4.3.12 Department Messaging

Send a message to all in-house personnel using the Department Messaging hyperlink in the
Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar. 

Department Messaging Link

Type the subject and the message into the corresponding text boxes and click Send Message. The
internal message appears in the staff members' Lawtrac inbox (Messages on the Top Navigation
Bar).

After sending your message you can see confirmation that your message was sent, and to how
many users.
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Department-Wide Message

4.3.13 Message Clean-Up

The Message Clean-Up hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows administrators to delete unread internal Lawtrac messages that are at least 90 days old.
Deleting unnecessary email will clear space on the database and keep the application running at
optimal speed.

Message Clean-Up Link

Click the Delete Messages button in the section that corresponds to the age of messages you want
to delete. This function applies to unread incoming messages only. 

Important Note: This function should be used with caution, as deleted messages cannot be
recovered.

Delete Messages
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4.3.14 Front Screen Text

Lawtrac comes installed with basic text on the Lawtrac homepage, but site administrators and super
users can modify this text using the Front Screen Text hyperlink in the Application
Administration | Legal Department sidebar. Use this area for company announcements, updates,
or general information that is important to your company.

Front Screen Text Link

Because this text is formatted in HTML language, standard HTML commands including colors, text
formatting, and hyperlinks are functional. You can set links to email, other internal sites, and even
include pictures or calendars to be displayed on the Lawtrac homepage. However, please exercise
caution when using this feature as large pictures or other files may slow down the loading of the
homepage for all users.

Note: This function can be used without HTML language by simply entering text and clicking Create
Entry. If you wish to use HTML coding for a more designed home page, Lawtrac is not responsible
for providing training in HTML language.

Click on the following sections to learn more about front screen text:

· Entries

· Categories

· Add New Text

4.3.14.1 Categories

Click Categories to add new categories or retire categories that are no longer needed. Categories
help recipients quickly determine the subject type or importance of a text.

Categories Link

· Enter the new category name in the Add New Category text box and click Save to add a new
category. 
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· Click RET to retire a category. 

Important Note: Once a category is retired it is no longer available for use on any matter
records.

4.3.14.2 Add New Text

To add new front screen text, select Front Screen Text from the Application Administration |
Legal Department sidebar and click Add New Text.

Add New Text

1. In the "Audience" drop-down list, decide who the audience is to be for the new front screen text:
Legal Department, Firms & Vendors, Key Personnel, Corporate Intranet, or Sign-In Screen. 

2. Select the appropriate Category from the drop-down list. If there is no category that fits the topic
of your message, you can create a new category in the Categories section.

3.  Enter the text title.

4. Type the message in the text field. 

5. Once you have concluded your message, click Create Entry.
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4.3.14.3 List/Delete Entries

Click Entries to view a listing of recent blog entries. Click the trash can icon to delete an entry.

Entries

4.3.15 Corporate Locations

The Corporate Locations hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to add, edit, or delete your corporate locations.
The Corporate Locations page is an ideal place to keep all contact information for your company. 

Corporate Locations Link

Edit Locations

Click the  icon to edit a location's name, address, and phone/fax number. Click Save to
confirm changes.

Add a Location

1. Click Add New Location located under the Location's list. 

2. Enter all available information into the appropriate text boxes.

3. Click Save Location.
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Add or Edit Corporate Location

4.3.16 Released Staff List

The Released Staff List hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows you to view a list of individuals who have been released, and reinstate them if necessary.

Released Staff List Link

1. Click the  icon to update the release date or reinstate the staff member. Click on the
individual's name to navigate to their contact page.

a. To update a user's release date, click the  icon to select a new date, then click Update. 

Note: Updating a release date for a future date does not reinstate the individual.

b. Reinstate an individual to the matter record from which he or she was released by clicking 
Reinstate Now. The page automatically refreshes with the updated released staff list.

Staff members can also be released from within the matter to which they are assigned.
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Update or Reinstate Released Staff 

4.3.17 Reply Email Address

The Reply Email Address hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar allows administrators to set a reply address for messages sent out by Lawtrac. 

Update the Reply Email Address text field by typing directly into the box, then click Save.

Reply Email Address

4.3.18 Personnel Scripts

The Personnel Scripts hyperlink should only be run at the request of Mitratech Support. Running
the script checks Support accounts to make sure all accounts are set up with the appropriate
support user password credentials, and resets them if necessary.

Personnel Scripts Link
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4.4 Chapter 2: Finance Options

The Application Administration | Finance Options tab allows you to set up your site’s Financial
modules, including Invoices, Budgets, Reserves, Insurance and International.

Finance Options Sidebar Finance Options Sidebar

Use the following links for more details about each section:

· Financing
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· Invoicing

· Budgeting

· Reserves

· Insurance

· International

4.4.1 Financing

To access Lawtrac Financing from Application Administration:

1. From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration.

2. Click the Finance Options tab. 

The following pane is located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Financing Options: 

Page Function

Finance Switches Manage access to data and the process of approval.

Fiscal Year Add or delete fiscal years that are used for invoices.

Finance Summary Labels Manage finance information that appears in matter screens.

4.4.1.1 Finance Switches

The Finance Switches page within Application Administration | Finance Options allows site
administrators and super users to set up rules for use of the Invoice Management in the
application as well as caption and control some optional fields. 
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Finance Switches Link

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

Use the toggle switches to turn a feature "on" or "off."

Edit the amount of days an invoice may be submitted by entering any number in the text box. Click 

 to save any changes made.

Finance Switches

Finance Switches Options

Switch Purpose

Access To Invoice Data From
Matter Records

Turn on or off user access to invoice data from matter
records. Invoices are still available in the Finance
menu.

Mass Approval of Pending
Invoices

Turn this function on ( ) to be able to approve all
pending invoices simultaneously.

Augment Invoice Updates
Original Amounts by Default

Augmented invoices occur when a user's session is
interrupted during input, or when a user needs to
continue adding line items to matters rather than
simply editing errors. If a user's session is interrupted
for any reason, the invoice is reset to its original
amount if this function is turned on.
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Switch Purpose

Lock Approval and Reject Dates
of Invoices

Turn this function off ( ) to allow users to manually
change approval and rejection dates on invoices.
Rejection dates can be added to approved invoices,
but do not affect approval outcome if the invoice has
already been approved. Changing the rejection or
approval date for a pending invoice will label that
invoice as rejected or approved. Approval date
overrides rejection date.

Detailed Invoices Must Match
Control Amount

Turn this control on to ensure that all detailed invoices
match those control amounts before being submitted.
Use this feature if your site is using control amounts
for detailed invoices.

Flag Over-budget Detailed
Invoices

Turn this function on to prompt a warning when any
invoice exceeds the firm/vendor’s budget for that
matter.

Outside Counsel Can Submit
Summary Invoices

Turn this function on to give outside counsel the ability
to submit summary invoices.

Invoice Pending Approval
Amounts Reflected in Matter
Total Amounts

Turn this function on to show all invoice amounts
reflected in the sum of the matter record total, even if
the invoice is still pending approval. This function also
affects pending budgets. Rejected amounts are
excluded from the total regardless, but are still
displayed in the invoice list with an indicator that
shows the invoice has been rejected in the Status
column under Invoice List.

Finance Switch Captions

There are 12 standard "Invoice Text Fields" and five optional "Invoice Status Markers" which can
be labeled here. The optional fields can be turned enabled and disabled using the radio On/Off

button ( / ). 

To modify the caption for any field, enter text in the text box for that field. Click 
to save any changes made.
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Finance Switches Text Fields

Modify a Finance Caption

1. Enter text in the text box for that field.

2. Click  to save any changes.

Daily Invoice Report

1. Set the criteria for which invoices are included in your Daily Invoice Report. The report is
sent to the user chosen from the drop-down list. 

2. Click  to save any changes made.
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Daily Invoice Report

4.4.1.2 Fiscal Year

The Fiscal Year hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to add or delete fiscal year information that is used within the application.

Fiscal Year Link

Fiscal Year settings in Lawtrac serve two primary purposes:

· Provide an accurate drop-down list for users from which to select. These lists are in
chronological order and default to "is now" (green icon).

· Determine to what fiscal year incoming electronic invoices are associated.

The current fiscal year is designated by the  icon.

Adjust Fiscal Year Settings

1. Select  and enter the year in the "Fiscal Year" text box. 

2. Enter the start and end dates in the appropriate text boxes, then click . 

Lawtrac automatically sets the quarter start and end dates based on the numbers you enter.

Click the  icon to delete a fiscal year from the Lawtrac application.
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Fiscal Years

4.4.1.3 Finance Summary Labels

Matter screen switches that are managed here are recorded on your matter’s main screens and
throughout the matter Finance modules.

Select Finance Summary Labels from the Application Administration | Finance Options
sidebar under Financing. The purpose of the finance summary labels is to allow companies to use
customized labels or descriptions. 

Finance Summary Labels Link

Enable the Finance Summary Label

Click the checkboxes  located to the right of a label to use the matter screen switch on
screen. 

Edit Finance Summary Labels

1. Type new text into the text boxes to change the title of the switches. These are the captions
for the fields users see on matter and finance screens.

2. Click the radio buttons  to turn a display on or off. 

3. Select Save Matter Screen Settings when finished.
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Finance Summary Labels

4.4.2 Invoicing

To access administrative invoicing options:

1. From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration. 

2. Click the Finance Options tab. 

The following pane is located on the right side of the screen:
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Finance Options Sidebar

Invoicing Options: 

Page Function

LEDES Codes Set usage rules for LEDES (Legal Electronic Data Exchange Standard)
codes.

Processing Rules Set LEDES processing and rate card rules, and create guidance for
submitting LEDES invoices.

Approval Chain Adjust approval chain flow, workflow, criteria, and set default invoice
approvers.
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Page Function

Approve All
Invoices

Approve all outstanding invoices between a specific period of time.

Approver Review View active invoices assigned to an individual, or change an invoice's
approver.

Invoice Handlers Adjust invoice handler workflow criteria, and set default invoice handlers.

Approval Reset Remove all skips, rejections, and approvals from an invoice.

Change Firm/
Vendor

Change the firm/vendor assigned to a specific invoice.

Delete Invoice Delete a specified invoice, all zero amount invoices, or all orphan invoice
information.

Print Options Choose what information is displayed when printing an invoice.

Rejected Invoices Purge rejected invoices from the Lawtrac system.

Change an Invoice
Number

Change the number of an invoice.

Change an Invoice
Matter

Move invoices from one matter to another.

Update Chargeback Update chargebacks for a specific invoice, fiscal year, or Matter number.

4.4.2.1 Disable Lawtrac Invoicing

Lawtrac system administrators and super users can disable the submission and creation of invoices
by law firms and vendors who use the built-in Lawtrac collaboration portal. 

Note: This setting only affects Lawtrac. Law firms and vendors who use Collaborati retain the ability
to create and submit invoices through the Collaborati application.

The setting to control this function exists in the LTO settings file, which is in the root folder where
your Lawtrac is installed.

To Disable Lawtrac Invoicing:

1. In your windows explorer, locate the root folder for Lawtrac and open the file LAWTRAC.LTO in

Notepad. 

2. Locate the string <CFSET disableOCInvoicing = false>.
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3. Set disableOCInvoicing to "true" to disable Lawtrac invoicing. To restore Lawtrac invoicing,

change the string value back to "false".

Disable Lawtrac Invoicing

4.4.2.2 LEDES Codes

LEDES Codes are industry standard accounting codes for corporate legal billing which allow various
accounting programs to interface with each other.

In Lawtrac, industry standard codes are listed first with their code number, description and type
(Activity, Disbursement, Fee, etc.). By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, site
administrators and super users can add a maximum amount of hours per invoice or fiscal year.
Additionally, codes can be hidden from drop-down lists, blocked from outside counsel use, or require
outside counsel use. 
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· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

LEDES Code Link

By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, you can add a maximum amount of hours per
invoice or fiscal year. Additionally, you can hide codes in drop-down lists, block them from outside
counsel use, or require outside counsel use. 

Individual LEDES codes may be restricted from use by select firms or vendors by clicking the 
Restrict use by vendor button. After clicking the button, select any number of law firms or vendors
by clicking the checkboxes in the left Vendor column, then click Block Code for Vendors. Code
restrictions are saved below the vendor selection table. Select the checkboxes and click Remove
Restriction to allow the vendor use of the LEDES code again. For more information, refer to Restrict
LEDES Code by Vendor. 

· Edit LEDES Codes

1. Click the code number.
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2. Turn permissions on  or off  by clicking the toggle buttons. 

3. Type comments or instructions in the text field at the bottom and click outside the text box
or press [Tab] on your keyboard (the  icon indicates a successful save, as shown below).

LEDES codes cannot be deleted. Instead, they can be removed from drop-down lists—click the

toggle switch to the right of "Hide (Retire) Code in Drop-down Lists" to turn it off .

Note: Deletions cannot be reversed. Standard Codes cannot be deleted and have no delete
icon.

Edit LEDES Code

Reporting Groups Options

You can use the Reporting Groups on the right side of the page to narrow your search for
LEDES codes. Clicking the top level button will take you to the groups' sub-levels, as listed
below.

Reporting Groups Options: 

Top Level Sub-Level

Litigation Assessment, Pre-trial, Discovery, Trial, Appeal

Bankruptcy Administration, Operations, Claims/Plans, Advice

Counseling No sub-levels

Patent Domestic, International
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Top Level Sub-Level

Trademark Domestic, International

Project No sub-levels

Expense No sub-levels

Activities No sub-levels

Other/Custom Lawtrac, Other, Create Custom Code

Workers Comp. Assessment, Proceedings, Discovery, Hearings, Appellate

eDiscovery Identification, Preservation, Collection, Processing, Review,
Analysis, Production, Presentation, Management

Retired Codes No sub-levels

Note: Standard codes cannot be deleted and have no delete icon. There is no undo delete.

Custom Codes

To create a LEDES Code: 

1. Select the top level reporting group Other/Custom. 

2. Enter the code number in the "Code" text box, then enter the description in the text box. 

3. Use the drop-down menu to select the type and click Add Code. 

Important Note: Due to rules processing, do not create custom codes using the "R" prefix.

Your code is added to the bottom of the codes list in numerical order by code number.

Note: If the code number you entered is already in use, you cannot finalize the process. A
notice appears at the bottom alerting you to the error.
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Create a Custom Code

4.4.2.2.1  Restrict LEDES Code by Vendor

Individual LEDES codes may be restricted from use by specific firms or vendors. A vendor is unable
to submit an invoice from Collaborati to Lawtrac using any of the LEDES codes that have been
disallowed by the Lawtrac administration.

To restrict a LEDES code: 

1. Select a LEDES code from the LEDES Codes page by clicking the hyperlink under the Code
column, then click the Restrict use by vendor button. 
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Restrict Use by Vendor

2. After clicking the button, select any number of law firms or vendors by clicking the checkboxes
in the left Vendor column, then click Block Code for Vendors. 

Code restrictions are saved below the vendor selection table. 

3. To remove the restriction and allow the vendor use of the LEDES code again, select the
checkbox(es) in the bottom table and click Remove Restriction.
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Code Restriction Page

To check restrictions for other LEDES codes, click the Restrict use by vendor button; any vendors
blocked from using the code appear below the Block Code for Vendors button.

There is no limit to the amount of LEDES code restrictions an administrator may set.
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4.4.2.3 Processing Rules

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration, click the Finance Options tab and
choose Processing Rules from the panel on the right. 

To set up your company’s rules for processing LEDES invoices and applying rate cards to them, use
the radio buttons, text boxes and drop-down menu to make your selections. You should also include
guidelines or designate workflow criteria for submitting and approving invoices in the large text box.
These guidelines appear on the outside counsel LEDES upload screen. When finished, click Save.

LEDES Processing Rules

Options:

Rule Purpose

LEDES Processing Rules

Outside Counsel Can
Transmit LEDES Invoices

Grant or deny access permission for outside counsel to your
database to submit LEDES invoices.

Block Final Submit If
Released On Matter

Allow outside counsel to submit invoices on matters from which they
have been released.

Invoice Fiscal Year/Quarter
Based On

Determine how the Fiscal Year/Quarter invoices are billed.

Check Individual
Assignments On Line
Items

Determine whether your database compares line items on invoices to
the rate cards of the individual for whose work you are being billed.
Each line of the invoice is examined to ensure the timekeeper billing
on a matter has been assigned to that matter.

Automatically Assign
Individual To Matter

Determine if individuals included on invoices billed against a matter
and are not already assigned to that matter in your database should
be added to the matters affected when invoices are put into the
system.
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Rule Purpose

Rate Card Rules

Compare Transmitted
Invoices to Rate Cards

Compare the invoice that the firm/vendor added with the rate cards of
the staff, if applicable. An individual belonging to the staff of a firm or
vendor may have his or her own rate card. 

Use One Rate Card per
Company

Allow each firm/vendor to have only one rate card per assigned
matter record.

Check Fee Items Only
Against Rate Card/s

Compare the fee items that the firm/vendor added with the rate cards
of the staff, if applicable.

All Disbursement Items to
Company Rate Card

Check disbursement total amounts on a detailed invoice against staff
rate cards.

4.4.2.3.1  Advanced Processing and Auditing Rules

From the Processing Rules page within the Finance Options tab of Application Administration,
click on Advanced Processing & Audit Rules. 

Advanced Processing and Auditing Rules

Edit a Processing and Audit Rule

1. Select a Rule Category from the right sidebar. 

2. Select as many checkboxes as necessary. Some processing rules cannot be coupled; there are
additional details for each rule within the selection page.

3. Click Save when finished. 
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Rule
Categories Purpose

Authorization Allow an electronically submitted invoice to be rejected, check individual
timekeeper assignments, and/or automatically associate a timekeeper to the
matter.

Rate Card
Checking

Validate task code maximum amount per invoice: All lines within an invoice are
totaled for each LEDES code submitted. If the sum of all lines exceeds the
maximum dollar amount set for that code per invoice, a flag appears for the
approver's review; no automatic adjustments to the invoice amount are made.
For multiple-matter invoices, all lines within an invoice per matter are summed
for each LEDES code submitted. This rule supersedes rate card approvals.

This rule relates to the "Maximum Amount (Total) per Invoice" field for LEDES
Codes.

Note: If rule R200 is enabled, notifications are sent for rate card violations as
well.

Important Note Regarding Multiple-Matter Invoices: This rule's function in
Lawtrac 4.1 is amended from its function in 3.7. In Lawtrac 3.7, the sum
accounts for all matters adhering to the same LEDES code and flags line items
if the sum exceeds the maximum dollar. Lawtrac 4.1 only checks the individual
matter sum under a LEDES code.

Duplication
Checks

Compare each line item in an invoice against all the other line items within that
same invoice.

Variance &
Budget Flags

Engage rules for: fiscal budget-to-invoice all outside counsel, fiscal budget-to-
invoice a specific firm, and/or fiscal reserves to received invoices.

Time & Date
Checks

Work within period-from and period-to dates, ensure the invoice reflects fiscal
year settings, adjust for late reporting, record inconsequential event, and/or
control hours per day/invoice/timekeeper/matter.

Words &
Phrases

Enter words and/or phrases to be flagged based on expense item.

Submission
Guidance

Enter guidance text for outside counsel.

Advanced
Rules Help

View additional information for managing rule categories.
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4.4.2.4 Approval Chain

The Approval Chain link in the Finance Options sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to control approval chains and whether the rejection of an invoice ends the chain of approval.

Note: This setting globally applies to all future invoices in the Lawtrac application.

Approval Chain Link

Approval Chain Flow

During the invoice approval process, up to five individuals can be assigned to the approval chain.
Enabling the Approval Chain Flow option (or turning the function "ON") enforces a "chain of
command" behavior for the approval process. 

Example: The individual in the first position needs to approve the invoice before the individual
assigned to the second position of the approval chain can approve the invoice, and the second
individual must approve the invoice before the third can approve it. Until the invoice has been
approved and passed on to him/her, the individual does not see the option to approve or reject
the invoice.
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Disable or turn the Approval Chain Flow "OFF" to allow any individual assigned to the approval
chain to approve the invoice regardless of the order. All users must still perform the task of
approving or rejecting the invoice (unless Workflow option 1, "Rejection of an invoice will end the
approval chain", is turned on, in which case a rejection ends the approval chain), but approvers
will not need to wait on others before taking action.

Workflow

· Rejection of an invoice ends the approval chain: When this option is switched to ON,
the approval chain process ends once any individual rejects the invoice. Rejection of the
invoice also ends the chain of approval.

Example: If the individual who was delegated as third approver rejects the invoice, the invoice
will be labeled as "rejected" and will not be sent to the fourth or fifth individual on the approval
chain, and no further approval or rejection actions can be taken on the invoice (unless approval
is reset by the system administrator).

Note: When enabled, the Workflow setting globally applies to all invoices whether the Approval
Chain Flow option is enabled or not. Administrative mass approval of invoices cannot override
rejected invoices.

· Invoice approval chains exclude users with excessive approval thresholds: When
this option is turned "ON", the approval chain stops at the first approver whose allowance
exceeds the total sum of the invoice.

Example: User A, B, C, and D are the default approvers and appear in that order on
approval chains. An invoice is submitted for an amount of $500. User A is allowed to approve
invoices up to a sum of $250, as set in Application Administration | Legal Department |
Invoice Approval Amounts. User B is allowed to approve invoices up to $300, User C is
allowed to approve invoices up to $600, and User D is allowed to approve invoices up to
$700. The invoice approval chain will show User A, B, and C. 

Since User A and B have a threshold lower than the invoice amount, their approval
obligations must be met by the users to whom they hand off. You can see who this user is
by checking the approver's profile under the Site Access page. To learn more about invoice
approval amount thresholds, refer to Invoice Approval Amounts. 

Note: This setting affects ALL future invoices unless the approval chain has been manually
changed. The setting affects approval chains, approval workflow criteria, predefined matter
teams, and attorneys. This setting does NOT affect invoice handlers or the default approvers
configured on this page.

Approval Chain Workflow
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Approval Workflow Criteria

Lawtrac 4.1 introduces new approval workflow criteria. 

Individuals selected as the Default Approvers are automatically assigned to all future invoices,
unless the invoice meets criteria set in Approval Workflow Criteria. You can still manually
change the approval chain for an individual invoice, but you need to do it from within that
particular invoice. It is best practice to check the user's approval amount threshold before
assigning them as a default approver. If the invoice amount exceeds the approval amount
threshold for the default approver, the default approver's "hand-off" approver displays on the
invoice approval chain along with the name of the default approver.

The default approver list allows up to five approvers, but as few as one can be assigned.

Default Approvers

Approval Workflow Criteria allows administrators and super users to designate different
approval chains depending on invoice qualifications. You can create an approval chain dedicated
to a specific type of matter (court costs, administration, litigation, etc.), create an individual
approval chain for each vendor, and/or create an individual approval chain for a specific matter
product, invoice amount, or business unit. 

Note: When creating an approval team for "Field: Invoice Amount", the "Value" field changes
from a drop-down to a text box. Enter numerical criteria into this field. All invoices that have a
sum up to this amount are assigned to the approvers selected for this criteria. If another
workflow criteria is created for the invoice amount field for a greater sum, it will apply to invoices
up to that amount while excluding the invoices that sum up to the previous invoice sum criteria.
For example, a criteria for $1,000 includes invoices up to $1,000, and a criteria for $5,000
includes invoices between $1,001-$5,000. 

The order of the Approval Workflow Criteria dictates the weight each criteria carries. For
instance, if you have a team of users dedicated to approving litigation invoices and a different
team of users dedicated to approving invoices submitted by Vendor A, and Vendor A submits a
litigation invoice, the team of users in the highest order role retains the responsibility of approving
the invoice (where order 1 is greater than order 5). If an invoice of this type is submitted, the
system automatically fills the approver roles with the names chosen for that type, vendor, or
product.

Approval Workflow Criteria Table

Set criteria by selecting options from the available drop-down lists. "Field" must be selected
before "Value", because the "Value" menu items are contingent on "Field" selection. 

Each approval chain must have a unique order position, and the criteria for Order, Field, and
Value cannot contain incomplete data.
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Important Note: Approval Workflow Criteria overrides the selection of default approvers for a
matter record. The Approval Workflow Criteria does not override the alternate approvers made at
the matter level.

Approval chain priority is as follows (in order from greatest to lowest priority):

1. Matter-level Alternate Approval Chain

2. Administrative Approval Workflow Criteria  (in order from least to greatest)

3. Administrative Default Approvers

4. Matter-level Default Approval Chain

Edit Existing Criteria

1. Click the edit  icon in the Action column. 

2. Change the drop-down options that appear in the pop-up window. 

3. Click Update to confirm changes.

a. Click Cancel to return without saving.

Click the trash can  icon to delete existing criteria.

4.4.2.5 Approve All Invoices

To approve all invoices submitted between a specific period of time, select Approve All Invoices
from the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing.

Note: This setting globally applies to all future invoices in the Lawtrac application.
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Approve All Invoices Link

Completing this process approves all outstanding invoices and deletes any messages sent to the
individuals in the approval chain. Division or department chargebacks are set to match their matter
assignment. All invoices marked paid using this method will not be a part of any external documents
produced for Accounts Payable departments; however, the data is retained for reporting. Date range
is based on invoice creation date. Invoice approval date is set to the current day's date.

1. Use the  icons to select the dates that the invoices were submitted between.

2. Click Approve Invoices. 

A green update notice appears at the top of the page if approval is successful, even if there were no
invoices existing during the selected time period.

Note: Administrative mass approval of invoices cannot override rejected invoices.
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Approve Invoices

4.4.2.6 Approver Review

The Approver Review hyperlink from the Finance Option sidebar under Invoicing allows site
administrators and super users to view the maximum sum of an invoice that an individual is allowed
to approve. Administrators may also transfer all pending invoices from one individual to another and
select substitute approvers.
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Approver Review Link

The Invoice Approver Review table lists each individual who has permissions as an invoice approver,
the maximum amount for which the individual is allowed to approve, the individual's status as an
active Lawtrac user or the termination date, and whether the individual is listed as a substitute

approver ( ) or has a substitute approver assigned to him/her ( ).

Transfer Invoice Approval Tasks

Transferring invoices permanently moves all current invoices to another in-house user for
approval/rejection. This is a one-time transfer; invoices created after this transfer stay with the
originally assigned approver. It is best practice that this be done for individuals who show up as
terminated under the Termination column (the release date appears in orange). Once a user is
terminated, the user can no longer be selected as an approver for an invoice.

1. Click the name of the individual from whom you'd like to transfer invoices. 

An action bar opens to the right.
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2. Change the invoice approval amount by typing into the text box, then click Update. 

The individual retains the same amount for currently pending invoices until those existing
invoices are approved; this way no invoices are unnecessarily deleted if the changed amount
is lower than the original amount.

3. From the "Transfer all Pending Invoices to" drop-down list select the individual who will
receive the transferred invoices, then click Change. 

Edit Approver Options

Assign a Substitute Approver

New to Lawtrac 4.1, temporary substitute invoice approvers can be assigned in the event that an
in-house user is, or will be, out of the office for any period of time. These settings only affect
invoices; to permanently assign a substitute to cover the user's entire role within assigned matter
records go to Application Administration | Legal Team | Approver Substitutions. 

Temporary substitute approvers are assigned to individual Lawtrac users, rather than to individual
invoices, so a substitute may have multiple invoices. An individual substitute cannot be assigned
to multiple users. 

The substitute approver gains all the permissions of the original approver at the time of effect,
regardless of the substitute's permissions. The substitute can edit and undo their own
adjustments to line items, but are not allowed to undo adjustments made by other users, even
the user for whom he or she is substituting. Once the substitution period is over, permissions are
reset. 

Because the original approver cannot take action on an assigned invoice while the substitute
approver is assigned, it is best practice to only assign the substitute while the original approver
is absent and immediately remove the substitute when the original approver returns. To avoid the
necessity of logging into the application to manually remove the substitute approver, start and
end dates accompany the substitution—but the substitute can still be removed manually at any
time. After the expiration date has passed, the substitution is removed automatically from the
system and the invoice approval reverts to the original user.

Approval chains on the invoice detail page will show the active substitute approver. The Invoice
Logs tab within the invoice shows both the name of the original and substitute approver, and who
made changes to the invoice. The Invoice Logs page in Application Administration records
the date the substitution was made, who made the change, and when the substitution expired or
is set to expire.

Note: If the original user is released (terminated) before the substitute's expiration date ends, the
substitute approver's role will still expire based on the commands set, but the approval action is
not assigned back to the original user. Instead, you must assign a new user to the approval
chain, or that role remains empty.
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To assign a substitute approver:

1. Click the original approver's name to open the action bar to the right. If the original approver
is a substitute for another user (identified by the  icon), a substitute cannot be selected for
this user (this prevents circular substitution).

2. From the drop-down menu titled "Select a Substitute Approver" choose the individual who
will be taking the original approver's place.

3. Use the  icons to select a start date and an end date. 

Note: Start and end dates cannot be past dates. 

4. Click Substitution On. To release the substitute at any time, return to the action bar for the
original approver and click Substitution Off. If a substitute is being replaced by another
substitute before the expiration date ends, you must first click Substitution Off for the
current substitute before you can select a new one.

Set a Substitute Approver

The bottom of the page contains the Substitute Approver Background Test. The application
checks for substitution activation and expiration at the determined hourly interval. Set the hourly
interval to run more often if there are substitutions that may be ending soon, or run the interval
less often if there are few to no substitutions ending. This reduces the amount of scripts running
in the background and keeps the application running at optimal speed.

Set the interval by selecting the number of hours from the Hourly Interval drop-down list and
click Start. Once the background test is running, click Stop at any time to cancel the job.

Set an Hourly Interval

4.4.2.7 Invoice Handlers

An invoice handler is a Lawtrac user who is not able to approve or reject an invoice, but can control
the order of approval and pass on the invoice as needed.
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Invoice handler workflow criteria can be set to configure which invoice handlers are designated to
which invoices. Creating a default invoice handler workflow eliminates the work of appointing invoice
handlers for each individual invoice.

The Invoice Handlers page allows users to designate different handlers for future invoices
depending on invoice qualifications. You can assign a handler dedicated to a specific type of invoice
(e.g. HR issues, contracts, public, etc.), assign a different handler for each vendor, and/or assign a
handler for a specific matter product, invoice amount, or division.

Application Administration | Finance Options | Invoicing: 

Invoice Handlers Link

Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria

Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria “Order” dictates the weight—or priority—each criteria
carries. For example, if you have a team of handlers dedicated to reviewing litigation invoices and
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a different team of handlers dedicated to reviewing invoices submitted by vendor “A”, and vendor
“A” submits a litigation invoice, the team of handlers in the highest order role will retain the
responsibility of reviewing the invoice (where order “1” is higher than order “5”). If an invoice of this
type is submitted, the system automatically fills the handler roles with the users chosen for that
type, vendor, or product.

Invoice Handler Criteria

Set criteria by selecting options from the available drop-down lists. "Field" must be selected
before "Value", as the drop-down menu is contingent on Field subject. 

Note: When assigning handlers for "Field: Invoice Amount", the "Value" field changes from a
drop-down to a text box. Enter numerical criteria into this field. All invoices that sum up to this
amount are assigned to the handlers selected for this criteria. If another workflow criteria is
created for the invoice amount field for a greater sum, it applies only to invoices up to that
amount while excluding the invoices that sum up to the previous invoice sum criteria. For
example, a criteria for $1000 includes invoices up to $1,000, and a criteria for $5000 includes
invoices between $1,001-$5,000. (Do not include the comma when entering a numerical value.)

Each handler chain must have a unique order position, and the criteria for "Order", "Field", and
"Value" cannot contain incomplete data. You do not have to select a handler for both positions,
and you can occupy both Handler fields with the same individual, if desired.

Default Invoice Handlers

Individuals selected for the Default Invoice Handlers are automatically assigned to all future
invoices, unless the invoice meets the criteria set in Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria.
Anyone with invoice approval rights can still change the approval chain for an individual invoice,
but must to do it from within that particular invoice.

The default handler list can contain up to two handlers, but can be saved with as few as one
assigned.

Default Invoice Handlers

Note: Setting new criteria affects future invoices only. If the user assigned as default handler is
deactivated, the role as default handler must be reassigned manually.

· —Edit an existing invoice handler configuration. A pop-up window appears where the
order, field, value, and first and last handler may be changed. Click Update to save and
confirm your changes, or Cancel to close the window without making changes.

·  —Delete handler criteria.
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4.4.2.8 Approval Reset

The Approval Reset hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar allows administrators and super
users to remove rejections and approvals as deemed necessary for a specific invoice.

Approval Reset Link

1. Enter the invoice number in the text box and click Go. 

Important Note: If more than one invoice with the same number is found you will be asked to
select the firm/vendor who submitted the invoice. 

The checkboxes identify the approver and their approval/rejection decision. 

2. Click Reset to the right of that individual's name to erase the outcome. 

If that individual is not the last approver on the chain, resetting his/her action also resets the
actions of the users on the chain following him/her. This enforces the "chain of command"
behavior for the approval chains.
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Reset Rejections, Skips, or Approvals

4.4.2.9 Change Firm/Vendor

The Change Firm/Vendor hyperlink in the Finance Options allows site administrators and super
users to change all summary invoice information under one firm or vendor and switch it with another
firm or vendor. 

Change Firm/Vendor Link

1. Enter the invoice number in the "Invoice No." text box and select the desired firm/vendor from the
drop-down lists.
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2. Click Make Change. 

If an invalid invoice number is entered, a notice pops up in a new window and no changes are made.

Make Change

4.4.2.10 Delete Invoice

The Delete Invoice hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing allows site
administrators and super users to look up an invoice by invoice number or firm name and mark it for
deletion. Additionally, administrators can delete all invoices without an amount, or delete orphan
invoice information. 
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Delete Invoice Link

1. Enter the invoice number or the name of a firm/vendor into the text box and click Look-Up. 

2. Use the checkbox  to include approved invoices.

A list of invoices is generated. 

3. Select the radio button  of the invoice that needs to be deleted, and click Delete Selected
Invoice at the bottom of the page.

Important Note: Invoices must deleted one at a time. There is way to undo a deletion.
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Delete an Invoice

Other Delete Options

In the Delete Invoice page, you can also delete zero amount invoices or orphan invoice information.
An "orphan" invoice is one that is not attached to a parent budget or account.

Click the corresponding button to permanently delete all invoices in that category. 

Other Delete Options

4.4.2.11 Print Options

The Print Options hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoices allows site
administrators and super users to choose what data is included when printing an invoice. A Detail
Line Items option is required.
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Print Options Link

1. Select a single or multiple checkboxes  under the General Information column, and one
radio button  in the Detail Line Items column.

2. Click Update Print Options. 

Print Options
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4.4.2.12 Rejected Invoices

The Rejected Invoices page in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar under
Invoicing allows site administrators and super users to purge rejected invoices from the system.

Rejected Invoices Link

Rejected invoices are categorized by invoice name/number, submitting firm/vendor, invoice creation
date, invoice rejection date, associated matter name/number, and total invoice amount.

Purge Records

To delete rejected invoices:

1. Click the checkbox  next to any invoice(s) on the list.

2. Scroll to the bottom of the page.
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3. Click Purge Records. 

Important Note: There is no way to undo a purge.

Hover your mouse pointer over the firm/vendor name to see the contact information.

Firm/Vendor Contact

4.4.2.13 Change an Invoice Number

The Change An Invoice Number hyperlink in the Finance Options tab under Invoicing allows
site administrators and super users to change the number of an invoice. This function is useful for
updating a mistyped entry or for reorganization. 

Change an Invoice Number Link
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1. Type the old invoice number in the "Old Invoice Number" text box.

2. Enter the new number in the "New Invoice Number" text box.

3. Click Submit Change.

a. If there are multiple invoices with the number that was submitted for different vendors, a
confirmation box appears to the right (as shown below). Use the radio buttons  to select
the correct invoice's firm and click Confirm. 

Submit Change and Confirm

4.4.2.14 Change Invoice Matter

Administrators or super users can change the matter(s) to which an invoice is associated by moving
all or a selection of invoices from one matter to another.

From the Finance Options tab, select Change Invoice Matter from the sidebar under Invoicing. 
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Change Invoice Matter Link

1. Locate the invoice you wish to move by selecting the firm/vendor to which the invoice belongs
from the drop-down list, then click Next.

2. Select the matter to which the invoice is posted against from the newly generated "From Matter"
drop-down list, then click Next. 

Note: Invoices sent to Accounting/Accounts Payable are not listed.

3. Select the matter to which you would like to move the invoice(s) from the third generated "To
Matter" drop-down list, and click Next again. 

Note: Only matters related the selected firm/vendor are listed.
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Change Invoice Drop-Down Lists

4. After the final selection, all invoices relating to that firm and matter appear in a table below the
drop-down lists.

5. Select the invoices you wish to move by clicking the corresponding checkbox, then click Finish
to confirm.

If your completed selection is successful, a green confirmation notice appears at the top of the
refreshed page notifying you of the number of invoices moved.

Important Note: Once the invoice has been moved, the approval chain and invoice handlers
automatically reset and approval chain entries are deleted. If the matter was not set with a lead/
attorney, the invoice is reset with an empty approval chain. You must adjust the approval chain or
add a lead to the matter who can reset the approval chain.

Select Invoices to Move
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4.4.2.15 Update Chargeback

The Update Chargeback hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing is for use in
updating chargebacks on invoices. Chargebacks ensure invoices are charged against the appropriate
business unit. The appropriate business unit may change from time to time; this function allows you
to update the chargeback on more than one invoice at a time.

Update Chargeback Link

Use the  at the top to adjust the invoice approval dates that need updating and press Go. 
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Target Approval Dates

Once you have confirmed or adjusted the target approval dates at the top, there are three options
available:

· Process List

This option accepts the invoice list shown for the date range you selected and processes it
when you click Update Chargebacks.

· Specific Fiscal Year

To update chargebacks for a specific fiscal year only, use the drop-down menu to select that

year and click Update Chargebacks. Click the checkbox  to exclude invoices already
approved.

· Specific Matter

To update chargebacks for a specific matter only, enter the matter number in the text box and

click Update Chargebacks. Click the checkbox  to exclude invoices already approved.

Update Chargebacks Options

4.4.3 Budgeting

To manage the budgeting processes as an administrator, click the My Lawtrac tab, select
Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following pane is located on
the right side of the screen:
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Finance Options Sidebar

Budgeting Options:

Page Function

Switch & UDC Connectors Manage categories used in budget and invoice line items.

Delete Budget Delete a budget by budget number or firm.

4.4.3.1 Switch & UDC Connectors

The Switch & UDC Connectors hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Budgeting allows
administrators and super users to control what categories can be seen from invoices and budget line
options.

Switch & UDC Connectors Link

At the top of the page, click the switch to turn the Budgeting module "on" or "off" .

Under Invoice/Budget Line Connectors, use the toggle switches to turn a category "on" or "off"
within the Budgeting module. Categories are used on invoices at the matter level, so whatever is
changed on this screen affects both budgets and invoices.

You can also change the title of each item by directly typing into any text box under the Description
category.

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

· —Edit each category's line items
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Budget Switches

Add an Invoice/Budget Line Connector Category

1. Click the edit  icon.

2. Add a line by typing the name of a new line into the "Add" text box at the bottom.

3. Click Save. 

Edit Budget Line Items

4.4.3.2 Delete Budget

The Delete Budget hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Budgeting allows
administrators to locate a budget by number or firm name and delete it.

Delete Budget Link
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To delete a budget: 

1. Type the budget number or firm name into the text box.

2. Click Look-Up. Characters are not required to generate an outcome, but do narrow the amount
of search results.

3. Click the checkbox  to include approved budgets in the search.

4. Select a budget by clicking the radio button to the left of the budget number. 

Once a budget has been selected, a Delete Selected Budget button appears at the bottom of
the list. 

5. Click Delete Selected Budget to confirm. 

Note: Budgets must deleted one at a time. There is no way to undo a deletion.

Delete a Budget

4.4.4 Reserves

To manage the reserves processes as an administrator, click the My Lawtrac tab, select
Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following sidebar is located on
the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Reserves Options: 
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Page Function

Switches Turn a Reserve module on/off, or set reserves to be used at
the matter level.

Reserves by LEDES Set spending goals on reserves based on LEDES codes.

Reserves by Division/
Business Unit

Set spending goals on reserves based on divisions.

Nonessential Records View retired reserve categories and safely delete them.

4.4.4.1 Switches

The Switches hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows site administrators
and super users to control what categories can be seen from invoices and budget line options.

Switches Link

Reserves can be used:

· As a measurement tool to ensure users stay within an internal budget

· To send to Accounts Payable or a general ledger system to set funds aside

Reserve amounts are considered "extraneous" data—not pertinent, or irrelevant to the final outcome
or actual spending as it pertains to a specific matter record. Information recorded becomes
nonessential once the financial requirements (invoices and payments to parties) are exhausted.

Use the toggle switch to turn reserves or the Reserve module "on" or "off."

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled
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Reserves Switches

4.4.4.2 Reserves by LEDES

The Reserves by LEDES hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to set reserves or spending goals for a specific LEDES phase or
activity.

Reserves by LEDES Link

To set a spending goal: 

1. Click on a LEDES code under the Area column. 

New data appears on the right side of the page.

2. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list at the top right, and an amount below it using the
arrow buttons.

3. Click Set Spending Goal.

Set LEDES Reserve
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4.4.4.3 Reserves by Department

The Reserves by Department/s hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to control a fiscal year spending goal by division.

Reserves by Division Link

To set a spending goal: 

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list above the Department list.

2. Click the  to the right of division name under the Set column. 

New data appears on the right.

3. Type an amount into the text box and click Save to confirm the change, or Close to cancel
without saving.

Set Reserve or Spending Goal

4.4.4.4 Nonessential Records

The Nonessential Records hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to review records for closed matters or retired reserve categories, and
delete them.
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Nonessential Records Link

Nonessential Reserve Records Are:

· Records in the database which are past their retention period.

· Records where the category has been retired from use and are no longer needed for reporting.

To view or delete a retired record for a closed matter:

1. Use the  icon in the Before Date section to choose a date and click Review. 

2. Use the function on the right to identify records which could be removed from your Lawtrac
database. Use with caution, there is no means of undoing a deletion.

3. Under Retired Reserve Categories, click the  icon to the right of the category to view all
retired records. 

4. To delete the entire category, click Safely Delete Category. 

View a Reserve Record
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4.4.5 Insurance

To manage the insurance processes as an administrator or super user, click the My Lawtrac tab,
select Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following sidebar is
located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Insurance Options:

Page Function

Switches Turn the Insurance module on or off and control notifications for insurance
activities.

Policy Types Add, edit, or retire insurance policy types.

4.4.5.1 Switches

The Switches hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance allows site administrators
and super users to turn the Insurance module on or off and control notifications for insurance
activities.

Switches Link

Use the toggle buttons to turn a switch "on" or "off."

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

To change the person who is to be notified about insurance activities, select an individual from the
drop-down list.
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Insurance Switches

4.4.5.2 Policy Types

The Policy Types hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance allows administrators
to add, edit or retire insurance policy types.

Policy Types Link

· Click the category name or the  icon to open the category name and export code on the right.

· Change a category name or export code by typing into the text box, then click Save Change.
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· Add a new policy type category by typing a category name and export code in the text boxes
under Add New Category. Click Add to confirm and refresh the page with the new category in
the active list.

Open Policy Type

4.4.5.2.1  Retire/Activate Policy Type

Administrators can retire an active policy type, or reactive a retired policy type.

Select the Policy Types hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance. Click View
Retired. 

Retire Policy Type

1. Click the category name or the  icon to open the category name and export code on the
right.

2. Change a category name or export code by typing into the text box, then click Save
Change.

3. Retire a category by clicking Retire Category. The category will no longer be available for
use on any new or updated matter records.

Retire Policy Type

Activate Policy Type

1. Click View Retired.

2. From the inactive categories list, click the name of the category or the  icon. 

3. Edit the category name and export code by typing into the text boxes, then click Save. 

4. Click Activate Category.
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View Retired Policy Types

4.4.6 International

Site administrators and super users can control various functions for foreign invoices in regards to
international exchange rates and value added tax (VAT).

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab.
The following sidebar is located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

International Options:

Page Function

Exchange Rates Manage currency exchange rates for different countries.

VAT Amounts Adjust country taxation multipliers (Value Added Tax).
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Page Function

Foreign Invoices Received Review View all foreign invoices for a specific time period.

4.4.6.1 Exchange Rates

The Exchange Rates hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar
under International allows site administrators and super users to make adjustments to international
exchange rates used for matter financing. 

Exchange Rates Link

· Use the  icon to set a date for rates, then click Go. 

· Edit the exchange rates by typing directly into the text box, then click Save. 

Important Note: Use care when adjusting exchange rates. Changes could result in possible financial
discrepancies and reporting anomalies. 

International Exchange Rates

4.4.6.2 Country VAT (Taxation) Amounts

The Exchange Rates hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar
under International allows site administrators and super users to modify the value added taxation
rate for a particular country.
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VAT Amounts Link

To edit a country taxation multiplier:

1. Click the  icon.

2. Type a new rate into the available text box. 

3. Click Update. 

Note: Adjusting these rates does not affect previously entered invoices.

Country VAT Amounts

4.4.6.3 Foreign Invoices Received Review

The Foreign Invoices Received Review hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance
Options sidebar under International allows site administrators and super users to see a list of
invoices involving foreign currencies currently in the database. Invoices are listed by invoice number
alongside the invoice's current and original amounts, country of origin, exchange rate and date. This
screen is provided for auditing purposes.
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Foreign Invoices Received Review Link

· Use the icon and click Go to view invoices for a specific date range.

· Sort the list by clicking Invoice, Country or Date column titles.

· Click the invoice number to view a listed invoice. 

Foreign Currency Invoices

4.5 Chapter 3: Key Personnel

Key personnel are employees of your company who are not in the Legal department but who may be
given direct access to the information in Lawtrac. They have special screens and can only access
matters to which they have been associated.

The Key Personnel tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users
to set up access to the Lawtrac database for key personnel at your company.
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Key Personnel Sidebar

Key Personnel Options: 

Page Function

Add Key Personnel Add an individual to your key personnel list.

Change Password Change a password for a member of key personnel.

Position Titles Add or retire position titles.

Substitutions Add a person to a record in place of another.

Front Page Text Use the front-screen text to make general announcements.

Reports Allow key personnel to access a limited number of reports.

4.5.1 Add Key Personnel

The Add Key Personnel hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to add company employees as key personnel to the Lawtrac database, giving them
limited access to the data. Key personnel are those individuals in (or directly associated to) your
corporation for whom the Legal department provides work-product.
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Add Key Personnel Link

To add a new key personnel member:

1. Fill out the individual’s personal information (first name, last name, and email are required). 

2. Use the "Position Title" drop-down list to select their role. 

Add New Key Personnel
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3. When you are finished entering their information, click Add New Record to add them to your
database.

This button does not appear until all required information is entered correctly. Duplicate names
and email addresses are flagged.

4. Choose and click one of the buttons on the "Access to Lawtrac" screen: Yes–They Will Have
Access or No–They Will Not Have Access.

Access to Lawtrac

If you have granted the individual access to Lawtrac, you are then prompted to create a username
and password for your new key personnel member. You can edit and change these fields later if
necessary. Note, however, that once the new key personnel member logs in for the first time, the
individual is required to change their username and password. 

5. Click Update Password to finalize the process and add your new member. You can select
Send Via Email to notify your member immediately.

Important Note: In order for your new key personnel to be able to log in, you must access their
profile under People | Key Personnel and turn on self-service permissions in the Edit Record &
Permissions section of their user profile. 

Update Password

4.5.2 Change Password

The Change Password hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to change the password for an individual listed as key
personnel.
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Change Password Link

To change the password for a member of key personnel:

1. Select the key person from the drop-down list and click Change Password. 

2. Enter the new password and a new user name if desired.

3. Press the [Tab] key on your keyboard or click anywhere outside the box. The page checks if
the entered password meets the defined password rules. 

4. If your password meets all the Password Rules, click the Update Password button to make the
change.

Change Password

If there is an email on file for the individual, you have the option to select the Send Via Email
checkbox to send the new password and user name to the key person via their email address.
Refine the drop-down list by typing a last name in the Last Name field, then clicking Refine List. To
reset the drop-down list, click Refine List with no text entered in the Last Name field.

The new password expires if it is not used before the end of the current business day. The individual
is prompted to change their password upon its first successful use.
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4.5.3 Position Titles

The Position Titles hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators to set up
titles for key personnel who have access to the application. Position titles help key personnel
members identify their role within the company in relation to a matter record.

Position Titles Link

· To edit an existing title, click the title, then change the text in the "Edit Title" text box and click
Save.

· To retire an existing title, click the title, then click Retire Title.

· To add a new title, enter text in the Add New text box on the right side of the page, then click
Save.

Position Title List
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Activate a Retired Position Title

Position titles that have been retired can be reinstated. Click Show Retired at the bottom of the
Active Position Title list, then click on a position name. You can edit the title here, or click the 

 icon to reactivate the title. 

Click the Show Active button to return to the active list.

4.5.4 Substitutions

The Substitutions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to add an individual to records where another has an active
assignment. For example, a new manager who has just taken over and the old manager no longer
needs access to the information.

Note: This function only affects open matter records.

Substitutions Link

1. Select the person to be substituted out from the "Person to Remove" drop-down list, then click
Select First. 

2. Select the person that is taking on the first person's responsibilities from the "Person to Add"
drop-down list, then click Select Second. 

The number of affected matter records are displayed. 

3. Click Yes – Make The Move to finalize the substitution. The person(s) affected are notified via
email, and all outstanding invoices are transferred so that the approval workflow route is
maintained.
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Substitute a Key Personnel

4.5.5 Front Page Text

The Front Page Text hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators to add text
that users see on the homepage after logging into Lawtrac.

Front Page Text

Add Front Page Text

1. Click the Add New button. 

Text boxes for title and content appear to the left. 

2. Select a category from the "Categorize As" drop-down list so you can easily identify to what
the message pertains.
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3. Once a title and content are added, the Add New Text button appears. Click the button to
save the text and add it to the home screen.

Add New Text

Edit Front Page Text

1. Click the title name from the table on the left side. 

2. Change the category by making a new selection from the drop-down list, and change the
title and content by typing directly into the text boxes. 

3. Click Save Changes to confirm and save.

Delete existing texts by clicking the  icon.

Edit Front Page Text

4.5.6 Reports

The Reports hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to make up to five reports available for key personnel. Reports can be
custom or standard.
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Reports Link

Reports which are accessible to users are listed at the top of the screen and numbered. There is a
maximum of five reports allowed. If five reports have been selected, the "Authorize Additional Report"
drop-down list at the bottom of the screen does not appear.

Key Personnel Reports

· To remove access to one of these reports, click the  icon next to it on this list. Key personnel
are no longer allowed to access the report, but it remains in your database for regular users.
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· To authorize an additional report, select an existing report using the drop-down menu at the
bottom of the page, then click Add Report. If you have already selected five reports for access,
this area is hidden until a report is removed from the list and a spot is available.

· Click the Individuals button to view a list of key personnel with access to these reports.
Remove a member from the Individuals list by clicking the  icon to the right of their name. 

· Click the Reports button to return to the list of reports.

4.6 Chapter 4: Firms & Vendors

Click the Firms & Vendors tab in Application Administration to manage settings for your
associated law firms and vendors. Throughout this module, "L" within a data table signifies that a
company is a law firm and "V" signifies that a company is a vendor.

Definition of Vendor: For purposes of the Lawtrac application, the term "vendor" merely refers to
anyone other than a law firm who submits invoices for payment, and may be used interchangeably
with the term "law firm".

Firms & Vendors Sidebar:

Administration

Firms & Vendors Sidebar:

Rate Cards
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Firms & Vendors Options:

Page Function

Add New Firm/
Vendor

Add a company to your list of firms and vendors on the Lawtrac
database.

Change Credentials Change the password for a company.

Front Screen Text Make general announcements to firms and vendors.

Captions &
Switches

Manage captions and switches that are used within a matter for details
and guidance.

Classifications Manage types of counsel for data organization and reporting.

Assignment
Permissions

Change the permission outside counsel has within their open matter
assignments.

Reassign Matters Reassign an individual's matter assignments to another person within
that firm/vendor's company.

Transfer Employee Move a staff member from one firm/vendor to another.

Transfer Matters Move matters from one firm/vendor to another.

Checklists Manage checklists to establish workflow for Legal projects and matters.

eBillingHub
Accounts

Create an eBillingHub account for a firm/vendor.

Accounting Codes Create identification codes for firms/vendors to be used by the
accounting department.

Email Blast Send a targeted message to multiple individuals.

Delete Firm/Vendor Remove a firm/vendor from the Lawtrac database.

Rate Card Settings Enable matter-level rate cards and designate required fields for
timekeepers.

Set Rate Card
Approvers

Set up to two primary rate card approvers for a specific firm/vendor.
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Page Function

Outstanding
Approvals

View outstanding rate card approvals for a specific fiscal year.

Duplicate Rate
Cards

Duplicate a rate card for a specific firm and fiscal year.

Freeze Rate Card(s) Freeze a rate card to prevent rate increases during specified periods of
time.

Delete Rate Card(s) Delete a rate card for a specific firm, fiscal year, and individual.

4.6.1 Add New Firm/Vendor

To add a new firm or vendor to the Lawtrac database, click Add New Firm/Vendor at the top of the
Firms & Vendors sidebar. The firms and vendors added here become available for selection when a
Lawtrac user needs to associate a firm/vendor to a matter.

Add New Firm/Vendor Link

1. Enter company name in the text box, then select a radio button to classify them as a law firm or
vendor.

Company Name

2. Enter all information that is available in the appropriate text boxes. 

3. Under Badges, click "No" to assign a badge to the company. 
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The assigned badge icon appears, as shown below:

Assign Badges

4. In the Classifications section, use the drop-down lists to define the type of company, their area
of expertise, and a reference title.

5. Toggle the  button to add an administrator or indicate that the company will be using
eBillingHub. 

Flipping the eBillingHub switch sends an email to Mitratech Support
(ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com), who then gives the firm/vendor's information to eBillingHub.
eBillingHub logs in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices, using information from the
firm/vendor.

The firm/vendor may also contact Mitratech Support directly to have an eBillingHub account set up.

Note: If the firm/vendor is to use Collaborati to submit invoices, do not select the eBillingHub option.

6. Once you add a vendor as an eBillingHub user, go to the eBillingHub Accounts page and follow
the instructions to add the firm/vendor's credentials. 

7. Click Save when finished.

mailto:ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com
http://ebillinghub.com/
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Firm/Vendor Classification

Add an Administrator

If you opted to add an administrator by clicking the  icon, a new page displays where you can
enter any information in the text box, or choose information from a drop-down list. 

Decide if the new administrator needs to have access to Lawtrac by clicking the appropriate radio
button . If the law firm or vendor does not have an eBillingHub account, they will need access to
Lawtrac in order to submit invoices. Select the checkbox to send the individual an email through
Lawtrac with their log-in credentials, or send them their displayed user name and password manually
with a trusted communication service.

If you select the checkbox to have the user's credentials sent via Lawtrac email, the law firm or
vendor administrator receives two emails. The first email contains the user name and a link to the
Lawtrac application, the second email contains the password. After initial log-in, the firm or vendor
administrator has the option to change their user name and password in My Lawtrac. 

Click Save New Administrator when finished. 

Note: First and last name are required. An email address must be provided if you are sending the
administrator their credentials through Lawtrac.
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Add New Administrator

4.6.2 Change Credentials

To change the password for a law firm or vendor’s administrator account, click the Change
Credentials hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar.

Change Credentials Link

1. Select the law firm or vendor from the drop-down menu and click Select.

A list of individuals, both active and inactive, associated with the law firm or vendor appears to
the right. 
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Select Firm/Company

2. Click the individual's name or the  icon to type a new password into the text boxes. 

A green icon  shows up under the entered information if the password was successfully updated. If
a password does not meet the security rules as listed, the password is not saved and you receive a
notification under the password text boxes indicating the cause of the error.

Note: This function only allows you to reset passwords for the designated administrator account of a
law firm or vendor. It is up to the administrators themselves to manage all employee passwords for
their own law firm or vendor account.

4.6.3 Front Screen Text

Just as in-house employees have a Lawtrac homepage, law firms and vendors will see their own
information upon log-in. The Front Screen Text page in the Firms & Vendors tab of Application
Administration allows you to configure the message for their text for your home page in the center
of the screen. 

As with the Lawtrac home page, you can use HTML coding to format your text or include pictures,
links, and other media. Please remember that modifying HTML code incorrectly can affect the way
the page displays. 

Front Screen Text Link

· Click on the title of an announcement to edit, and then click Save Changes when done.

· Click the  icon to delete a text entry.
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To add a new front page text record on the main screen: 

1. Click Add New.

2. Select a category for the record from the "Categorize As" drop-down list.

It is not required to designate a category for the text, but may help in prioritizing your notes or
announcements.

3. Enter a title into the "Title" text box. 

4. Input the message body into the "Content" text field. 

5. Click anywhere outside the "Content" text field and click Save when finished.

Note: If "Title" and "Content" have not been input correctly, the Add New Text button is not
displayed, and the text entry cannot be saved.

Front Screen Text List

4.6.4 Captions & Switches

With every firm/vendor record there are four "Yes"/"No" fields you can use for business guidance to
staff members, reporting, etc.

The Captions &Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to change the captions for these fields.

Captions and Switches Link

To modify a caption, simply change the text in the appropriate text box and then press [Tab] on your
keyboard or click anywhere outside the box. The  icon confirms that the change is saved.

Captions for Badges
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There are five badges for firms and vendors: Recommended ( ), Preferred ( ), Approved ( ),

Optional ( ), and e-Billing ( ). The Preferred, Approved, Optional, and e-Billing badges can be
renamed to reflect the icon titles you would prefer to use for your list of firms/vendors. For
example, here the "Optional" badge has been re-named to indicate that a firm/vendor has an
AFA on file.

Captions for Badges

Additional Text Boxes

The data entered for the Additional Text Boxes appears in the Settings tab of a firm's or
vendor's profile for additional data. You can rename any of the additional data fields to reflect
information you would like to include for the firms and vendors in your Lawtrac database.

Captions for Additional Text Boxes

Miscellaneous Switches

Using this setting, control whether a firm/vendor's access to matter documents always defaults
to on or off. 

· —Feature is enabled ("on")

· —Feature is disabled ("off")

Note: When this setting is set to "on", whenever one of the in-house users uploads a new
document to a matter you can see that activity in the document's information page (Document
Management in the matter), the Firm/Vendor Access switch has also been set to "on". If this
global setting is turned "off", then the Firm/Vendor Access switch for new documents is
defaulted to "off" as well.
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Miscellaneous Switches

4.6.5 Classifications

The Classifications hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to keep data for firms and vendors organized to aid with
reporting. 

Classifications Link

Edit a Classification

1. Click the  icon and use the available text box to enter a new name.

2. Click Save to confirm, or Retire Category to deactivate the classification.

Retired Categories

Retired categories show up with the  icon to the right of the name. These categories can still
be selected for editing. 

· Click on the category name and type your changes into the text box, then click Save. 

· Click  Activate Category to reactivate the classification. 
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Add a New Classification

Add a new classification category by typing a title into the Add New text box, then click Add
Category.

Classifications

Filter Options: 

Button Filter

Type Company Display classifications based on the company type.

Expertise Area (Company) Display classifications based on company's expertise area.

Reference Title Display classifications based on reference title.

Type Counsel Display classifications based on a type of counsel.

Expertise Area (Individual) Display classifications based on an individual's expertise area.

Job Title Display classifications based on job title.

Orphans Display classifications that are not being used.
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Classifications Filter

4.6.6 Assignment Permissions

To adjust a law firm or vendor’s permissions for their matter assignments, click the Assignment
Permissions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar.

Assignment Permissions Link

· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

1. Use the drop-down menu to select the law firm or vendor whose permissions you wish to adjust.

2. Select the toggle buttons to turn a permission on  or off .  

3. When you are finished, click Apply to all Matter Records.
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Assign Permissions to Firm/Vendor

4.6.7 Reassign Matters

The Reassign Matters hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to reassign an individual's matter assignments within a
law firm or vendor company to another person within that same company (applies to open matter
records only).

Reassign Matters Link

To reassign a matter: 

1. Select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Go. 

Select Firm/Vendor
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2. Choose the person who's matter assignments you are moving in the "From Person" drop-down
list.

3. Select the person to whom you are moving those matter assignments in the "To Person" drop-
down list.

4. Click Continue. 

If the reassignment is successful, a green notice displays at the top of the page.

To return to the vendor drop-down menu selection, click Reset. 

Select Person

4.6.8 Transfer Employee

The Transfer Employee hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to move an outside counsel employee from one firm/
vendor company to another. This tool is exceptionally handy if an individual has been added to the
Lawtrac system with association to the incorrect company.

Note: The Transfer Employee admin tool will not work  for firm or vendor staff records that have been
associated with a timekeeper record from Collaborati. These associated staff records will not appear
in the Transfer Employee tool.

Transfer Employee Link

1. Select a firm/vendor from the "Current Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select an employee from the "Employee" drop-down list. 

3. Click Select.
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Select Employee to Transfer

All matter assignments for the employee show up to the right. 

4. Select which matter assignments need to be moved with the employee by selecting the
corresponding checkbox, then click Continue. 

Transfer Records

5. Select a firm/vendor from the drop-down list to which the records and employee will be moved. 

Note: Matter records that are not moved with the employee remain associated to the original firm. If
the individual was set as a rate card approver, all rate cards that are to remain with the firm/vendor
default to the second-designated rate card approver.

6. Review the final details and click Confirm to continue.

4.6.9 Transfer Matters

The Transfer Matters hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to move specific matter records from one firm or vendor to
another.
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Transfer Matters Link

1. Select the firm or vendor to which the matters are currently associated from the drop-down list
and click Continue. 

Select Firm/Vendor

2. Click one or more checkboxes  to select a matter, then click Continue. 

3. Select a new firm from the "New Firm" drop-down list and click Continue. 

The selected matter(s) are transferred; select Transfer More Matters to be redirected to the main
Transfer Matters page.

4.6.10 Checklists

The Checklists hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to modify or establish checklist questions for various types of matter
records. These checklist questions are for in-house personnel, but separate checklists can be set 
for outside counsel in the Matter Maintenance Checklists section.
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Checklists Link

From the drop-down list, select the type of matter for which you wish to edit or create checklist
questions. A list of existing questions appears along with a blank text box for entering new
questions. 

Note: If no questions exist for that matter type, you only see the "Add New Question" text box.

· To modify an existing question, click the  icon and enter the new text or appearance order. 

· Change the order of appearance in the list by changing the number in the "Appear Order" text
box.

· To add a new question, enter the question in the "Add New" text box and click Save.

· Delete a question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. Confirm by clicking OK or click
Cancel if you don’t want to continue with the deletion. 

Note: Retired or deleted files cannot be restored. 

Add a New Question

1. Enter the question in the Add New text box and click Save.

2. Delete a question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. 

3. Confirm your decision before the question is deleted by clicking OK. You can click Cancel
if you don’t want to continue with the deletion. Note: Retired or deleted files cannot be
restored. 
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Open Checklist Item

4.6.11 eBillingHub Accounts

The eBillingHub Accounts hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to add an eBillingHub account for a firm or vendor.
eBillingHub is a Web-based billing application option for creating electronic invoices that works with
Lawtrac's legal matter management software.

eBillingHub Accounts Link

Add New Account

The eBillingHub Accounts page opens to display the option for adding a new account. To add a
new eBillingHub account, select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Continue. 

The firm/vendor is assigned an eBillingHub account immediately, and you are presented with a
green confirmation notice.
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Add New eBillingHub Account

Edit Existing Account

1. Click the Edit Existing Account button at the top of the page.

2. Select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Continue. 

User name cannot be changed, but the firm/vendor can be assigned a new password, which
is randomly selected and pre-populates the "New Password" text box. These are the
credentials eBillingHub uses to log in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices.
This information is forwarded to Mitratech Support, who then corresponds with eBillingHub.

3. Update the password by clicking Save.

Important Note: Passwords adhere to a specific format. Do not change the password that is
automatically generated.

You also have the option to remove the password. Delete the text in the "New Password" text
box, then click Save. This operation prevents use of this particular eBillingHub account.

Edit eBillingHub Account

4.6.12 Accounting Codes

The Accounting Codes hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to adjust codes for either law firms or vendors. Assigning
a Federal ID, Client ID, or G.L. Number assists with organization of invoices and matter, and helps
manage your company's relationship with outside counsel.
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Accounting Codes Link

Switch between Federal ID, Client ID, and G.L. Number codes by clicking the respective button
above the text entry fields. 

Use the text boxes next to the firm/vendor name to change or set up codes for each firm or vendor.
Click [Tab] or [ENTER] on your keyboard and a  icon will appear to confirm that the entry is saved. 

Note: Each accounting code must be unique.

Accounting Codes Review
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4.6.13 Email Blast

The Email Blast hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to send an email message to all firms, vendors, or both.

Email Blast Link

The "Subject" text box may be auto-populated with your name and a general Lawtrac message
subject. 

1. Change the subject by typing directly into the text box.

2. On the right side under Only Include, select the yellow toggle switches to include firms and
vendors based on their badges. 

Once a toggle switch has been clicked, a check mark appears. 

3. Below the "Message" text field, select either firms, vendors, or both for your audience. You can
also target just administrators or all firm/vendor employees listed in Lawtrac. 

4. When you have made your selections, click Send Message.
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Send Message

4.6.14 Delete Firm/Vendor

The Delete Firm/Vendor hyperlink in the Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to delete outside counsel and other vendor records from the Lawtrac database as long
as they have not uploaded an invoice against a matter.
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Delete Firm/Vendor Link

From the list of firms and vendors displayed on the page, select the  icon to permanently delete the
company. A confirmation window opens; click OK to continue or Cancel to return.

Caution: Please use this function with great care. This cannot be undone. Lawtrac recommends
that you only consider deleting a law firm or vendor that was entered due to human error. Only law
firms and vendors with no matter assignments and outstanding invoices can be deleted. Inactive
firms and vendors are better handled by being released rather than deleted.
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Delete a Firm or Vendor

4.6.15 Rate Card Settings

System administrators and super users can control which data fields are required for timekeeper
profiles.

From Application Administration, go to Firms & Vendors and select Rate Card Settings from
the side panel.
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Rate Card Settings Link

Rate Card Settings

· Enable Matter-Level Rate Card—Enabling matter-level rate cards allows in-house users to
set rate cards for individual matters, rather than one rate card for the timekeeper that
blankets all associated matters. Turning this option on keeps all other rate card options
active. 

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the
settings of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards inherit the
firm's currency of preference. Turning this setting off does not change the settings for rate
card approval.

· Matter-Level Rate Card Approval—

o Set approval for "Attorney Can Approve" to allow the primary team member of a matter 

and the default rate card approvers to approve the rate card

o Set approval for "Attorney Only Can Approve" to prevent anyone other than the primary

team member from approving matter-level rate cards

o Set approval for "No Attorney Approval" to retract the attorney's ability to approve the

rate card (approval responsibility will be that of the system administrator and two default
rate card approvers) 

Note: If there is no primary person assigned to the matter, the two default approvers approve
the rate cards regardless of the settings. Only one person may be assigned to the role of
attorney per matter. You can see who holds the "Attorney" position for a matter by clicking
the Legal Team tab within a matter record and checking the Role column. System
administrators always have the ability to approve rates, regardless of settings.
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Who Is in the Attorney Role

Required Timekeeper Fields

Turn required timekeeper fields on if you would like to make it mandatory for a timekeeper to
supply certain information. A timekeeper's profile cannot be created, and rate cards cannot be
saved, unless the information deemed "required" is filled in.

Click Save to confirm any changes made.

Rate Card Settings

· Timekeeper Missing Information—When the timekeeper fields are turned "on" to mark
the field as required, all current fields are affected as well, and you must enter the
information before you can create or edit rate cards for that timekeeper. When editing a
current timekeeper's rate card, a notice is displayed if there is missing information: 
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Missing Timekeeper Information

To add missing information, click the  icon next to Individual or Contact to add the
information marked by a red asterisk, then click Save. 
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Add Required Information

4.6.16 Set Rate Card Approvers

The Set Rate Card Approvers hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to assign up to two primary approvers for all rate
cards.
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Set Rate Card Approvers Link

Under Primary Approvers, select an individual from the "Primary Approver A" and/or "Primary
Approver B" drop-down lists. If there is no rate card approver identified for a specific firm/vendor, any
rate card needing approval will default to these primaries.

Saved changes are marked with the  icon.

Set Approvers

4.6.17 Outstanding Approvals

The Outstanding Approvals hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to view all unapproved rate cards for a firm/
vendor's timekeeper, and approve multiple rate cards at a time.
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Outstanding Approvals Link

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

If any rate card requests have been made for that year, a list of the firms/vendors that made the
request are displayed. 

2. Click the name of the firm/vendor to open a list of their timekeepers and amount of unapproved
rates at the bottom of the page. 

3. Click the name of the timekeeper to view a list of individual and matter-level rate cards. 

4. Use the checkboxes to the far right to approve a rate card, and click Approve Checked at the
bottom of the list. 

Rate cards can be created and deleted from within a Firms & Vendors page. You can also delete
rate cards from Application Administration using the Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink.

Rate Request Resubmission for Vendors

· It is possible for Collaborati vendor users to resubmit rate requests for a timekeeper/fiscal year
combination to Lawtrac, regardless of the rate card’s status in Lawtrac.

· The Collaborati vendor user will need to submit a new rate request for the desired timekeeper and
fiscal year via Collaborati, and the new rate request will need to be approved in Lawtrac. Once
it’s approved in Lawtrac, the rates from the new request will override the old rates.

o The fiscal year on the new rate request must match the fiscal year of the rate request being

replaced.

o If the new rate request is rejected in Lawtrac, the old rate request will stay as-is.

· In versions of Lawtrac prior to 4.2, the Collaborati vendor user may need to take the additional

step of first deleting the original rate request in Collaborati, before resubmitting the new rate

request from Collaborati to Lawtrac.
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Rate Request Requirements and Conditions

· Each Timekeeper can only submit one rate request per fiscal year.

· Rate requests cannot extend into two fiscal years. For example, a timekeeper cannot submit a
rate request from FY17 that extends into FY18.

· When submitting rate requests, the fiscal year submitted must match the fiscal year defined in
the Lawtrac application.

Outstanding Rate Cards

4.6.18 Duplicate Rate Cards

The Duplicate Rate Cards hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to duplicate an approved rate card for a year
where no rate card currently exists. Duplicating a rate card is ideal when you need a rate card for a
particular fiscal year that has the same codes as a pre-existing rate card. This way, you can quickly
create rate cards without re-entering codes and firm information.
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Duplicate Rate Cards Link

To duplicate a rate card:

1. Select a firm or vendor from the "Select Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select a year from the "Select Year" drop-down list. 

Only fiscal years that contain approved rate cards appear.

3. Select either all employees and firm, firm only, or an administrator from the "Select a Company
or Individual" drop-down list.

4. If you are duplicating a matter-level rate card, select "All: Firm & Employees" in the "Select a
Company or Individual" drop-down list, then select a matter from the "Select Matter" drop-down
list. Otherwise, leave the selection at "---None---". 

5. At the top of the rate card list, select a year from the "Set For Fiscal Year" drop-down list and
click Duplicate. 

All rate cards for the selected employees, firm, or administrator are duplicated for the selected fiscal
year.
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Duplicate Rate Cards for Fiscal Year

4.6.19 Freeze Rate Card(s)

System administrators may freeze a rate card to prevent rate increases during specified periods of
time. If rate cards are submitted that fall into the rate card freeze criteria, those rate cards are
automatically rejected. This setting allows administrators and super users to stop rate cards from
being submitted so approvers do not need to spend time reviewing or approving/rejecting rate cards if
it is known that adjustments in rate increases are unnecessary or not allowed. Rates can still be
decreased, but if a rate is decreased it cannot be increased back to the original amount until after
the freeze expires or is manually terminated.

In addition to freezing an individual's rate cards, rate cards can be frozen at the matter level, so no
rate increases are allowed for any rate card for a particular matter; at the law firm level, so no rate
increases can be made for all rates from a particular law firm or vendor; and at the global level, so no
rate increases can be made in the entire system. 

These settings prevent administrators and super users from making increases, as well.

Freeze a Rate Card

1. Under the Firms & Vendors tab, click Freeze Rate Card(s). 
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Freeze Rate Card(s) Link

2. Set a start and end date for the rate freeze, but (these settings are not mandatory). 

If the End Date is not defined, rate cards are frozen until the freeze is manually removed
from the system. If an End Date is defined, the freeze ends the start of the day after the End
Date. 

Important Note: Rate card freezes only affect increases. A rate card amount may still be
decreased during the freeze period. Any attempt to increase a rate card that meets freeze
criteria results in the following message pop-up: 

Freeze Rate Card Error Message

3. Select a level at which the rate card is to be frozen by clicking one of the following radio
buttons:

Freeze Rate Card Level

· Global Level—Freeze all rate cards in the Lawtrac application

· Firm Level—Freeze all rate cards for a specific law firm or vendor

· Matter Level—Freeze a rate card created for a specific matter record

· Individual Level—Freeze a rate card created for a specific timekeeper
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Each level has its own set of options from which you may choose:

Rate Card
Level Freeze Options

Global All fields are optional. Freeze all rate cards based on fiscal year, select a
start and end date. Global freezes take precedence over all other freeze
criteria. If a fiscal year is not defined, all fiscal years are affected.

Firm Select a law firm or vendor from the drop-down list (required). Optionally,
you can select a fiscal year and only the rate cards for that fiscal year
under the firm/vendor are frozen. Select a start and end date. Rate cards
frozen at the firm level include all timekeeper rate cards.

Matter Select a matter record (required). Optionally, you can select a fiscal year, a
firm/vendor, and an individual (timekeeper). Selecting additional options
besides matter record opens more options for the rate card freeze, and
these new options narrow the criteria. For example, if you select a firm/
vendor for a matter-level rate card freeze, the matter-level rate cards for all
other firm/vendors assigned to that matter record are not frozen. If the
selected firm/vendor has other rate cards in their system, only the ones
associated to the matter are affected.

Individual Select a firm, then select an individual from the drop-down lists (required).
Optionally, you can select a fiscal year and start/end date(s). If a fiscal year
is selected, only the rate cards assigned to that timekeeper for the selected
fiscal year are frozen.

The Freeze Rate Card(s) page displays how many rate cards meet the freeze criteria; this
number adjusts as you select more options.

Criteria Match Amount

4. Use the  icons to select start and end dates if necessary, then click Freeze Rate Card.
 

Frozen rate cards appear at the bottom of the page, and the selections are shown under
their corresponding columns (i.e. law firm/vendor names appear under the Firm/Vendor
column for firm-level rate card freezes; Matter numbers appear under the Matter column for
matter-level rate card freezes). 
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Un-Freeze Rate Card

Undo a Rate Card Freeze

1. Click the checkboxes of the rate cards to be unfrozen.

2. Click Delete.

Rate card logs, located in Application & Database | Rate Card Logs, track the history of
frozen rate cards, including the name of the individual who initiated the freeze, the criteria for the
freeze, indication of whether the rate freeze expired automatically or manually, and the time and
date the action occurred.

4.6.20 Delete Rate Card(s)

The Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink in the Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to select rate cards for deletion that are associated to individual employees within a firm
by fiscal year.

Delete Rate Card(s) Link

To delete a rate card:

1. Select a firm or vendor from the "Select Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select a year from the "Select Year" drop-down list. 
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Only years with associated rate cards appear.

3. Select a timekeeper from the "Select an Individual" drop-down list. 

Only timekeepers with rate cards assigned to them appear.

4. If you are deleting a matter-level rate card, select a matter from the "Select Matter" drop-down
list. Otherwise, leave the selection at "---None---".

Note: You may need to select a timekeeper before you can select a matter.

A list of all rate cards for the selected individual are displayed by rate card code. 

Click the  icon to delete a rate card, and then click OK in the confirmation window. To delete all
rate cards at once, click Here (highlighted below). 

Delete a Rate Card

4.7 Chapter 5: Parties/Entities

The Parties & Entities tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks controlling the
Parties & Entities module. A Party is typically an individual with either a direct relationship to a
matter record, or an indirect relationship through an Entity. An Entity is typically a company, or a
group of individuals, with a direct relationship to a matter record.
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Parties & Entities Sidebar

Party & Entity Switches

The Party & Entity Switches hyperlink in the Parties & Entities sidebar allows users to turn a party
or entity module on or off.

· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

One module must always be turned on. Click the green/red indicators to turn the modules on/off.

Turn a Party/Entity Module On or Off

Additional Options: 

Page Function

Party Types Adjust the type of parties that appear in the drop-down list when adding
a member to a matter.
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Page Function

Standard Captions Caption the "extra" fields on the party table for the Extra Information
page within a party's profile page.

Delete Party Delete a party from the database who is not assigned to a matter.

Entity Types Adjust the type of entities that appear in the drop-down list when adding
a member to a matter.

Delete Entity Delete an entity who has no matter records, or retire an entity.

Your Company Identify which entity record represents your company.

4.7.1 Parties

A party is an individual while an entity identifies a company, location, group (such as a union), or an
abstract article. The hyperlinks in the Parties sidebar allows users to manage the Party module.

Parties Sidebar

A Party can be:

· A subordinate individual to one or more entities

· An individual who can be associated to a matter but who is not associated to an entity

For additional information, please refer to the Parties/Entities section of the Lawtrac User Guide.

4.7.1.1 Party Types

The Party Types hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to adjust the types of parties that appear in the
drop-down list when adding a member to a matter. Identifying party members help establish what
relationship the individual has with a matter record. For example, while a party (or person) may be in
your system only once, they may be a witness on one matter record and a plaintiff in another.
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Party Types Link

· Edit the party types by clicking the  icon and typing in the text box. Click Save Change.

Edit Party Type

Add a Party Type

1. Enter the party type in the "New Category" text box below the list of active categories.

2. Click Add.

Add New Party Type

Retired Categories

· To retire a party type, click Retire Category. Retired party types are no longer
available for use on any new or updated matter records. 

· To see all retired party types, click View Retired located under Add New Category. 

Retired categories can be reinstated. To reactivate a retired category: 

1. Click View Retired.
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2. Click the  icon.

3. Select the  icon.

4.7.1.2 Standard Captions

The Standard Captions hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties &
Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users to caption the "extra" fields on the party
table. Standard captions are used for the Extra Information page within a parties' profile page.

Captions Links

To edit a caption, type directly into the text box and press the [Tab] button on your keyboard or click
your mouse anywhere outside the text box. 

To leave a field without a caption, make sure the text box is blank.

· —Caption is not in use

· —Changes have been saved

· —No changes were made
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Standard Captions

4.7.1.3 Delete Party

The Delete Party hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to delete a party from the database only if they
are not assigned to any matter.

Delete Party Link

1. Enter a name or letter by which to search in the "Search Surname" text box and click Search.
There is a minimum character requirement of one.

2. Select a name from the displayed list. 
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The party's open and closed matter assignments are displayed; if there are none open, you have

the option to delete the party by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Whether or not a party has open matter assignments, the party can still be retired from future
use. 

3. In the "Set Retired Date To" text box, click the  icon to select a date.

4. Click Set Inactive. 

Important note: Even if the retired date is set in the future, the party is still immediately removed
from the active party list.

Delete a Party

4.7.2 Entities

Entities are groups of individuals, business units, locations, etc. The hyperlinks under Entities in the
Application Administration | Parties & Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users
to manage the Entities module.

Entities Sidebar

An Entity can be:

· An external company

· A subordinate company within the corporation using the Lawtrac application

· An identified class of litigants

For additional information, please refer to the Parties/Entities section of the Lawtrac User Guide.
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4.7.2.1 Entity Types

The Entity Types hyperlink in the Entities sidebar allows site administrators to adjust the type of
entities that appear in the drop-down list when adding a member to a matter. Identifying entity
members may help establish what relationship the individual has with a matter record.

Entity Types Link  

· To edit an entity type click on the name of the entity or the  icon and type in the "Adjust
Category Name" text box. Click Save to confirm changes.

· To add new entity types, type the entity type name in the "New Category" text box and click
Add. 

Edit Entity Type

Retired Entity Categories

Retired entity types can be seen by clicking the Display Retired button on the right.

To retire an entity type, click on the name of an entity and click Retire Category.  Retired
entity types are no longer available for use on any new or updated matter records.

Retired categories can be reinstated. To reactivate a retired category: 

1. Click View Retired.

2. Click the  icon.
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3. Select the  icon.

4.7.2.2 Delete Entity

The Delete Entity hyperlink under Entities in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to delete an entity with no matter records, or
retire an entity.

Delete Entity Link

Active Entities

1. Click the name of an entity in the Active Entities list. The open and closed matter
assignments are displayed; if there are none open, you have the option to delete the entity

by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Whether or not an entity has open matter assignments, they can still be retired from future
use. 

2. In the "Set Retired Date To" text box, click the  icon to select a date, then click Set
Inactive. 

Important note: Even if the retired date is set in the future, the entity is still removed from
the active party list.

View inactive entities by clicking the List Inactive Entities at the bottom of the page.
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Delete an Entity

Retired Entities

View inactive entities by clicking the List Inactive Entities at the bottom of the page.

Click on the name of an entity. Opened and closed matter assignments are displayed; if there

are none open, you have the option to delete the entity by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Click the  icon to reactivate the entity.

Activate an Entity
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4.7.2.3 Your Company

The Your Company hyperlink under Entities in the Application Administration | Parties &
Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users to identify which entity record represents
your company. This saves time in adding your company as an entity to matter, etc. Please note that
only one can be set. 

Select an entity from the drop-down list and click Save. 

Your Company Link

4.8 Chapter 6: Matter Maintenance

Matter Maintenance allows site administrators and super users to adjust settings for the Matter
Module.

To access Matter Maintenance, click the My Lawtrac tab at the top of the Lawtrac home page
and select Application Administration.
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Matter Maintenance Sidebar

Matter Maintenance Options:
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Page Function

Legal Hierarchy
Maintenance

Assign multiple levels to categories which can operate either as linked or
unlinked hierarchies.

Product: Review/
Modify

Add or modify categories with export codes on the product level.

Product:
Maintenance

Run scripts on the product level that scrub current data in order to assign
a single listed category as primary.

Business Unit:
Review/Modify

Add or modify categories with export codes on the division or department
level.

Business Unit:
Maintenance

Run scripts on the division or department level that scrub current data in
order to assign a single listed category as primary.

Matter Numbers Modify or add new matter sequences to your Lawtrac database. View the
next available number in the sequence and its assigned security group.  

Text Categories Adjust the settings for matter text categories.

Status Maintenance Add, reorder, or retire categories for reports with regards to all records in
your Lawtrac database.

Court Maintenance Manage categories that indicate a court, jurisdiction, arbitration, or other
third party/entity of a matter record that has direct influence on the
outcome.

Area of Law
Maintenance

Manage categories that aid in the organization of the information in your
Lawtrac database. Categories here are used within a matter's area of law
page.

Priority
Maintenance

Identify the importance of  individual matter activities when compared to
others your staff is working on.

Outcome Type
Maintenance

Add and edit matter outcome types.

Calendar
Categories

Add and edit calendar event categories.

Checklist
Maintenance

Edit or add checklist questions and answers for the matter types in your
database.
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Page Function

Temporary Matter
Data

View and/or delete the temporary data of a matter record.

Delete Matter
Record

Delete a matter record.

4.8.1 Legal Hierarchy Maintenance

The Legal Hierarchy Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows
categories to have multiple levels which can operate either as linked or unlinked hierarchies. 

Legal Hierarchy Maintenance Link

· View Issues—See an overview of matter issues across all matter types; click Manage
Categories to return to the main page

· —View all options

· —View and edit subcategories

· Retire Category—Retire the category

Important Note: If the category is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you cannot
retire the category.

Options:

Selection Purpose

Name Enter a name for the category.
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Selection Purpose

Code Label the category with an export code (optional).

Captions Edit the title of a caption and turn access to captions on  or off .

Requirements Mark an item as required on a matter record, hide/disable an item during the
matter creation process, or opt to keep a record from being closed unless
completed.

Category
Connectors

Connect administration to a category so it displays on the matter menu.

Contract/
Agreement

Enter the contract information to be displayed on a matter labeled as
Contract or Agreement.

Workflow Delete a workflow step with , or add a new workflow target by using the text
boxes and clicking Add New Target. The  icon indicates if the work flow
target is automatically added to new records. Click  to turn this function
"off". 

Patent/
Trademark

Edit data fields that will interact with your matter calendar.

Self Service Add individuals to the list of notification recipients for self-service
administration.

Screen Lay-out Select Turn On to display a module,  to move most important options to
the top,  to move an option down, or  to turn display off.

Folder Sets The folder sets that appear here are automatically created for any future
matter added under that specific category. You can find the associated
folders in the Files & Folders section of a matter record.

Update current folders by typing in the text box and click Update, or add a
new folder by typing the name in the empty text box and click Save. Click 
to delete folder.

Finance
Captions

Name finance types for the matter finance screen. Click Save to confirm and
update.

4.8.1.1 Subcategories

From within Legal Hierarchy Maintenance of the Matter Maintenance tab in My Lawtrac |

Administrative Applications, click the  to the right of the category name to view and edit
subcategories.
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Legal Hierarchy Maintenance Subcategories

· —Change the subcategory name and code, and click Save to confirm changes

· —Retire the category

· Retired List—View retired categories

·  Add New Category—Add a subcategory; enter a name and code in the text boxes, then click
Save

4.8.1.2 Matter Requirements

From within the Legal Hierarchy Maintenance page, you can mark certain fields as "required" for
users to complete when creating a matter. Requirements affect the Classification of a matter (for
example, if a user selects the classification of "Administration" for a new matter, it must adhere to
those requirements, which may differ from the requirements of a "Contract" classified matter).

First, click on a category name, then click the Requirements hyperlink to the right.

The requirements page has three options for data fields: 

· Req—Marks the field as required data. Users MUST include this data in order to save their work.

· Skip—Hide the field from the Add New Matter steps.

· Close—Users cannot close the record unless complete.

For any of the fields listed under Categories and Matter Data Items, click a toggle button to turn

the action "on" ( ) or "off" ( ). Certain fields cannot be skipped or closed.

Important Note: If a site administrator makes items required and hidden, users will experience
ColdFusion errors when clicking on the links to these hidden items. In order to avoid this error, it is
best practice to communicate with Lawtrac user's which categories are both required and hidden, or
avoid selecting both switches.

Use the scroll bar on the right to view all options.
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4.8.1.3 Captions

To edit captions, first select a category from the Application Administration | Matter
Maintenance | Legal Hierarchy Maintenance page. If necessary, navigate the sub-levels to locate
the appropriate category.

From the maintenance section, select Captions.

Text fields under the Caption column can be adjusted to reflect the caption titles of your choice.
Under the Access Column, determine whether the caption is displayed to users. Changes are saved
automatically, as indicated by the  icon.

· —The caption is enabled

· —The caption is disabled

Note: "UDC" is simply an abbreviation for "User Definable Caption".

4.8.2 Product: Review/Modify

The Product: Review/Modify hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to add or modify categories with export codes on the product level. Product category
names are used when creating new matter records.

If your categories have multiple levels, use the numbered buttons at the top of the screen to "jump"
to that specific level.

Product Management

Under Category Name and Export Code, you can take the following actions:
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· Change the category name by typing directly into the text boxes, then click Save. The export
code category is optional and is used when Lawtrac interfaces with other applications or passes
data to and from other services.

· Delete the category name and export code by clicking the  icon. Important Note: If the
product is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you will not be able to retire or
delete the product. 

· View a category's subcategories by clicking the  icon. For unlinked levels, there is no drill
down , but you have an option to create a new one.

Add New Product Category

1. Type a name and code into the corresponding text boxes under Add New. 

2. Click Save.

Retired Product Categories

View retired categories by clicking Display Retired Categories at the bottom, and click Activate to
reinstate the category and export code.

Activate an Inactive Category and Export Code

4.8.2.1 Advanced Settings

From the Product: Review/Modify page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, click Open
Advanced Settings. From here, each level of product category can be given a specific name to be
used by site administrators or super users.

· —The levels are linked

· —The levels are unlinked
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Open Advanced Settings

1. Set the maximum number of levels in the text box directly under Master Settings, no more than
10 as maximum. Type directly into the text box and click Set. 

2. Click the colored indicator under Link the Levels to enable it or disable it.

Note: When levels are unlinked, all added products will be included in drop-down menus for each
matter regardless of type. Therefore, the lists can get quite long, so careful consideration should
be given when adding new products.

3. Set names to each level by typing into the appropriate text box. Click anywhere outside the text
box after entry to save changes.

4.8.3 Product: Maintenance

The Product: Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators or super users to run scripts on the product level that scrub current data and assigns
a single listed category as primary.
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Product: Maintenance Link

Click Primary Marker Review, then click Run Script. You can run all scripts, or select the color

indicator above the button to only run open  or closed  records.

Category Specific Functions and Scripts
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4.8.4 Department: Review/Modify

The Department: Review/Modify hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to add or modify categories with export codes on the business unit/division level.

Division: Review/Modify Link

Under Category Name and Export Code, take the following actions:

· Change the category name or code by typing directly into the text boxes under Category
Name and Export Code, then click Save. The export code category is optional and is used
when Lawtrac interfaces with other applications or passes data to and from other services.

· Delete the category name and export code by clicking the  icon. Once deleted, these
categories can be reactivated by going to Display Retired Categories and clicking Activate. 

Important Note: If the department is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you are
not able to retire or delete the business unit.

· View subcategories by clicking the  icon. For unlinked levels, there is no drill-down  icon,
but you have an option to add a new sub-level category.

Add New Department Category

1. Type a name and code into the corresponding text boxes under Add New. You can add a new
department for different levels.

2. Click Save.
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Division Category List

4.8.4.1 Advanced Settings

From the Department: Review/Modify page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, click Open
Advanced Settings.

· —The levels are linked

· —The levels are unlinked

Advanced Settings

1. Set the maximum number of levels in the text box directly under Master Settings, no more than
10 as maximum. Type directly into the text box and click Set. 

2. Click the colored indicator under Link the Levels to enable it or disable it.

Note: When levels are unlinked, all added departments will be included in drop-down menus for
each matter regardless of type. Therefore, the lists can get quite long, so careful consideration
should be given when adding new departments.

3. Set names to each level by typing into the appropriate text box. Click anywhere outside the text
box after entry to save changes.
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4.8.5 Department: Maintenance

The Department: Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to run scripts on the business unit level that scrubs current data and assigns a single
listed category as primary.

Division: Maintenance Link

Click Primary Marker Review, then click Run Scripts. You can run all scripts, or select the color

indicator above the button to only run open  or closed  records.

Category Specific Functions and Scripts

4.8.6 Matter Numbers

The Matter Numbers hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to modify or add new matter sequences to your Lawtrac database. You can also see the
next available number in the sequence and its assigned security group.
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Matter Numbers Link

· —Adjust the prefix name or number of a matter sequence; in the prefix details on the right,
change the details in the text boxes and click Save Changes

· —Retire the prefix

· Restrict the use of prefix use by security group or type by selecting one of the hyperlinks and

clicking all toggle switches to turn the group or type "on"  or "off" 

· —Reinstate retired prefixes

Modify Prefix

4.8.6.1 Add New Prefix

1. From the Matter Numbers page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, enter the desired prefix
and the number to start with (if needed) in the "Add New Prefix" text box.

2. Click Next. 

3. Assign the "Next" number in the corresponding text fields and choose whether to restrict use by
type or security group. 

4. Click Save Changes when finished. 

The new sequence appears in the listing.
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Matter prefixes may have a set sequence length. 

For example, the sequence length in the screenshot below is three, so the sequence numbers
displayed in the Next column always default to three characters, unless the amount typed into
the "Next Number" data field is longer than three characters. 

Suppose the sequence length is set to five, and a super user types "12" as the next number;
the Next column displays "00012". If the super user changes the next number to "123456", the
Next column displays "123456".

To change sequence length: 

Type a new number in the "Set Sequence Length to" text box, then click Set. Results are reflected
immediately in the Prefix table. Retired prefixes are not affected.

Add a Prefix

4.8.7 Text Categories

The Text Categories hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to adjust the settings for matter text categories.

Text Categories Link

Each category has a switch that sets the category as default (Default column), grants key
personnel access (KP Access), and manages the level of access for outside counsel (OC Access). 
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Click the switch or number that corresponds with the access you wish to allow; changes are saved
automatically.

· —Set the outside counsel security

· —Key Personnel access is enabled

· —Key Personnel access is disabled

· —Outside counsel may view and edit this category

· —Outside counsel may view and edit the category if they are the author

· —Outside counsel may view this category, but not add/edit

· —Outside counsel is not able to view

Open Matter Text Category

From within an open matter text category, you have the following options: 

· Change category name by typing into the "Category Name" text box, then click Save 

· Set outside counsel security

· Click Align to align all text entries submitted to that category to reflect outside counsel security

· Click the  icon to retire category 

Note: Categories designated "mandatory" cannot be deleted

· Use the color switches to restrict a categories use to a specific group (non-mandatory
categories only)

Add New Text Categories

1. Enter the category name in the text box at the bottom of the screen.

2. Click Save. 
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The category is added to the active category list, where you can then edit access
permissions and restrictions.

Add New Matter Text Category

View Retired Text Categories

1. Click List Retired Categories at the bottom of the page. 

a. Edit retired categories in the same manner as active categories. 

2. Reinstate a retired category by clicking the  icon or the category name. 

a. Click Reactivate. 

Reactivate Matter Text Category

4.8.8 Status Maintenance

The Status Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to add, reorder, or retire statuses for all matter records in your Lawtrac database.

Creating and editing categories changes the label wherever it is used in the application. This process
generally takes eight hours to complete; however, the query cache can be cleared through the
ColdFusion Administration settings if the client needs to see the results immediately.
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Status Maintenance Link

Edit Status Category

1. Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name
column save automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

2. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

The Order column determines the order the statuses are displayed in the drop-down from which
users select them. If there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events display
in the order they were entered.

To retire existing categories, click the  icon.

Status Management
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Add New Status Category

1. Type the new category name in the "Add New Status" text box.

2. Click Save.

Retired Status Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retired column.

4.8.9 Venue Maintenance

The Venue Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to manage categories that indicate a court, jurisdiction, arbitration, or other third
party/entity of a matter record that has direct influence on the outcome.

Edit Venue Category Name 

Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name column
save automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

The Order column determines the order the categories are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

To retire existing categories, click the  icon. 
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Area of Law Management

Add New Venue Category

Type the new category name in the "Add New Venue" text box and click Save.

Retired Venue Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retired column.

4.8.10 Area of Law

The Area of Law hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators to
manage categories that aid in organizing the information in your Lawtrac database. Categories here
are used within a matter's area of law page.

Area of Law Link

Edit Area of Law Categories
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Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name column
are saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

The Order column determines the order the events are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

To retire existing calendar event categories, click the  icon. 

Area of Law Management

Add New Area of Law Category

Type the new category name in the "Add New Area of Law" text box and click Save.

Retired Area of Law Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retire column.

4.8.11 Priority Maintenance

The Priority Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to define priorities that end users may choose from drop-down menus to identify the
importance of individual matter activities.
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Priorities Link

· To modify the order priority indicators are listed on the drop-down menu, change the numbers in
the Order column. 

· To modify the priority indicator names, change the text in the Priority Name text box. Click
outside the text box to save.

· Use the radio button  under the Default column to set a default priority indicator when adding
a new matter.

Priority Management

Add New Priority Indicators
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Enter the new name in the "Add New Priority" text box, and click Save. If you wish to move it
higher in the drop-down menu, you can make adjustments after it has been added.

Note: Priority indicators not in use as default are followed by the  icon. Click the  icon to
delete the priority label.

Retired Matter Priorities

Priorities that have been retired can been displayed by clicking the View Retired List at the
bottom. 

Reactivate them by clicking Activate under the Retire column.

4.8.12 Outcome Types

The Outcome Type Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to add and edit matter outcomes.

Outcome Types Link

Outcome types can be associated to specific matter types by using the drop-down menus in the 
Associate To column to select that matter type.

Edit Matter Outcome Types

Edit any code, category name, or order by typing directly into the text boxes.

Click the  icon to retire a code.

Click Update after making any changes on the page.
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Manage Outcome Types

Add Matter Outcome Types

New outcome types can be added at the bottom of the page. 

1. Type an outcome type title into the "Add New Outcome Type" text box.

2. Type a code into the "Add New Outcome Code" text box.

3. Click Save. 
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Add Outcome Type

Retired Matter Outcomes

Click View Retired List to see all retired outcome types, and reactivate them by clicking
Activate under the Retire column.

4.8.13 Calendar Categories

The Calendar Categories hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to add and edit calendar event categories.  

Event Classifications Link

Edit Calendar Categories

Edit category name and order by typing directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes
made in the Category Name column are saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. Click
Set at the bottom to update sort order.

The Order column determines the order the events are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered.
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To retire existing calendar event categories, click the  icon. 

Event Types

Add Calendar Categories

Add new calendar event categories by typing the new event name in the "Add New Event" text
box and click Save.

Retired Calendar Categories

View retired event classifications by clicking View Retired List.

Reinstate categories by clicking Activate under the Retire column.

4.8.14 Checklist Maintenance

Click the Checklist Maintenance hyperlink from the Matter Maintenance bar to edit or add
checklist questions and answers for the matter types in your Lawtrac database. These checklist
questions are used in the checklist section of a matter record.
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Checklists Link

1. Use the "Select Category" drop-down menu to select the matter type for which you wish to make
adjustments.

Once you have selected a matter type, a list of questions associated to that type are displayed.

2. Edit an existing checklist question for that matter type by clicking the . 

a. Type your question into the text box, select the acceptable answers for that question, then
click Save.

3. Delete an existing checklist question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. 

Note: All deletions are final. To reinstate a deleted checklist question, you must add it again as
new.

To add a new checklist question for that matter type, enter the new question in the "Add New
Question" text box, decide if the question is to be added to all open matter records by clicking the

radio box  and click Add New.
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Set Answers

· To edit or add answers to be used for matter checklist questions, click 
 on the right side of the page. The right side of the page refreshes to show a list of current
answers, which can be edited by typing in the text box under the Answer column. 

· To change the order number, type in the text box under the Order column. Click Save to
confirm changes, or the  icon to delete the question permanently.

· To add a new answer, type an answer in the "Add New Answer" box and click Save.

Usage Report

Click  to see how many times a question has been used. If the question has
never been applied to a matter record it can be deleted. Questions that have been retired do not
appear.

4.8.15 Temporary Matter Data

Temporary Matter Data occurs when a user begins to add a matter record but fails to complete the
process. This page allows you to send the person a reminder to finish, or you can delete the
temporary data altogether.

The Temporary Matter Data hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar displays the temporary
data by category, with the name of author, the date and time the data was added, and a delete
button to remove the temporary data.

Temporary Matter Data Link

Click the  icon to open temporary data detail. The colored icons indicate how many steps a user
completed when attempting to add a new matter record, and what information the matter includes.  

· —Data included in matter
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· —Data not included in matter

Quick clear options are located at the bottom of the page, and allow you to delete all temporary
matter data, or the temporary matter data added before the current day.

Important Note: There is no confirmation for deletion, and this step cannot be undone.

Temporary Data Detail

4.8.16 Delete Matter Record

The Delete Matter Record hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows super users and
site administrators to delete closed matter records.

Delete Matter Record Link

1. Enter matter number or name into the text box and click Look-Up. You can enter just a letter
and all matters with that letter in the matter number or matter name will be displayed.

2. Choose a matter from the list; select the radio button  and click Verify Delete. 

Confirmation is requested on the right side of the page.

3. Click Delete Now to permanently delete the matter record.
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Note: Matter records on hold cannot be deleted.

Verify Deletion

4.8.17 Scripts

The Scripts hyperlink on the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to move a text entry from one matter record to another.

Scripts Link
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1. Click Move a text entry from one matter record to another. 

2. In the new text box, type either the matter name or number, then click Look-Up. You can enter
in a letter in the text box, and suggestions drop down as shown below:

3. Select the text entry to be moved, then type either the matter name or number, and click Move
Record.

4.9 Chapter 7: Document Bank

The Document Bank tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users
to set up the Document Bank Module and control its functionality for users.

Note: The updated Office plugins (compatible with Office 2010, 2013, and 2016) fully support files
and documents that contain characters from the following Asian languages (in either the file name or
the file contents): Chinese (Traditional and Simplified), Korean, Vietnamese, Indonesian,
Japanese, and Thai.

Document Bank Sidebar

Document Bank Options:
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Page Function

Document Bank
Switches

Enable or disable use of the Documents module.

Upload Instructions Configure the instructions users see when uploading documents.

Document
Categories

Set up categories/folders to organize electronic files (documents, images,
etc.) in your database.

Outside Counsel
Library

Define which matter records outside counsel can view if they have access
to Lawtrac.

Safe File Types Prevent individuals from uploading files that may harm the server, expose
critical information, etc.

DocSave
Configuration

Enter the necessary FTP address, hard drive (HD) directory, user name,
password, and key code for using Lawtrac DocSave with your Lawtrac
database.

Upload Limits Specify the maximum upload file size in MB.

4.9.1 Document Bank Switches

The Document Bank Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to enable or disable the Documents
module.

Document Bank Switches Link
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· —Document Bank Switch is enabled ("on")

· —Document Bank Switch is disabled ("off")

Document Bank Switch Options:

Switch Purpose

Document
Bank

Turn Document Bank Module on to view the Documents List page.

Drag-N-Drop Allow document upload into a matter record by dragging and dropping the file.

Lawtrac
Connect

Allow or disallow Lawtrac to connect to the Connect plug-in—an application
that a user installs to work with Microsoft Outlook. (Documents | Document
Tools)

Email from
Matter Records

Turn on or off the ability to email documents from the database to others who
are associated with the same matter record.

4.9.2 Upload Instructions

The Upload Instructions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to configure the instructions end users see when
uploading documents. Document Bank provides standard instructions by default.

Upload Instructions Link

To add to or edit the instructions:

1. Find the text you wish to edit in the text box and make the necessary changes. Be careful not to
erase HTML coding so as to not affect the way instructions appear on the screen. 
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2. When you are finished making changes, click Update.

Update Instructions

4.9.3 Document Categories

The Document Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to set up categories/folders to organize electronic files
(documents, images, etc.). This can simplify locating documents when needed, as some matter
records may have a large number of various types of documents attached.

Document Categories Link

Edit Document Categories
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1. Click the name of the document category and type a new name in the "Edit Category Name"
text box, then click Update.

2. Under Subordinate Categories, click the colored switches to turn a second level category
on  or off . 

3. Add a new subordinate category by typing a category name in the "Add New Subordinate
Category" text box, then click Save.

4. Edit existing subordinate categories by clicking on the name and typing into the text box
that appears. Click Save. 

5. Click the  icon to retire the category. Categories that have been retired can been displayed
by clicking the Display Retired Categories at the bottom. Reactivate them by clicking
Activate.

Edit Document Category

Add a Document Category

1. Enter the new name in the "Add New Category" text box on the left.

2. Click Save. 

If you wish to include subordinate categories, you must make adjustments after it has been
added.

Usage Report

Click the Usage Report button to the right of the category list to view the number of documents
in each category. 

Note: If there are no documents within a category, the category can be deleted by clicking the
 icon. Selecting the  icon deletes the document categories from the Usage Report, AND
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deletes the category itself. Notice how Discovery and Subpoena show up in the Usage Report
below, but not in the category list on the left side of the screen-shot. Additionally, clicking the 
icon in the regular category list deletes the category, but it still appears in the usage report if
documents were uploaded to the category. 

4.9.4 Outside Counsel Library

All outside counsel who have access to Lawtrac also have access to the records administrators and
super users select on this page. These records can be used to retain "standard" documents and
forms. 

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration and click the Document Bank tab.
Select Outside Counsel Library from the sidebar on the right side of the screen.

Outside Counsel Library Link

· Select a matter from the drop-down menu and click Set Record. 

· Select "None" to turn the function off.
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Set Record

All outside counsel will have access to this record, so it should only be used as a library of general
documents for all outside counsel, not for confidential documents related to specific matters. Outside
counsel will also be able to upload documents to this record, and those uploaded documents are
available to all outside counsel as well. Lawtrac recommends that your site create a policy for using
this matter library and include it among the documents here.

4.9.5 Safe File Types

The Safe File Types hyperlink in the Document Bank sidebar prevents individuals from uploading
files that may harm the server, expose critical information, etc. Limit the file types to only those your
department uses. 

Important Note: File types and names should not be changed while indexing is in process.

Safe File Types Link

Enter the file extensions separated by a comma. Do not include the period, or "dot". Click Save
when finished.
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Edit Document Types

4.9.6 Docsave Configuration

The DocSave Configuration hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to enter the necessary FTP address, hard drive
(HD) directory, user name, password, and key code for using Lawtrac DocSave with your Lawtrac
database. This page should be used at the request of Mitratech Support.

Docsave Configuration Link

DocSave information can be changed by typing directly into the appropriate text box. Click Change
FTP Information to save changes. 

You may also identify which individuals have permission to use the DocSave add-on. The number of
people you can grant permission to use DocSave depends on the number of licenses purchased for
that product. 

To grant permission to use DocSave:

1. Click the checkbox  next to an individual’s name. 

2. Be sure to click Change Users Information at the bottom when you are finished.
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Docsave Configuration Management

4.9.7 Upload Limits

The Upload Limits hyperlink in the Document Bank sidebar specifies the maximum upload file size
in megabytes (MB). Value can be between 1-100 MB. Default is 25 MB.

Upload Limits Link

To change the maximum upload file size, type a number into the text box and click Save.

Change Upload Limit
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4.10 Chapter 8: File Room

The File Room tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users to
set up your File Room module.

File Room Sidebar

File Room Options: 

Page Function

File Room Switches Enable or disable the options within the File Room.

File Room
Administrator

Select the individual who is responsible for overseeing file check-in
and check-out process.

Text & Date Field
Labels

Manage text and date field labels that are used when adding a file.

4.10.1 File Room Switches

The File Room Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | File Room sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to set preferences for the File Room.  

File Room Switches Link

Use the buttons to turn the module on, include sub-folders, create new folders automatically when a
new matter is added, close all files when the "date closed" field is populated for the matter, and add
new files and folders to the print list automatically.
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Deprecated items have been removed from Lawtrac 4.1. Customer support at Mitratech can assist
with solving any problems this may cause. 

Switch Function

Create file & folders when
new matter is added.

When a new matter record is created, a file named after the
matter is automatically added to the Files & Folders page of the
record.

Close all files when matter
date closed is populated.

When a matter record is closed, all associated files and folders
are closed as well.

Use sub (third level) folders. A folder may contain more than two levels.

Add new file & folders to print
list automatically.

File and folder information is included in matter record printables.

· —Feature has been turned on

· —Feature has been turned off

File Room Switches

4.10.2 File Room Administrator

The File Room Administrator hyperlink in the File Room sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to set the individual who is responsible for overseeing file check-in and check-out
process.

File Room Administrator Link

Select an individual from the drop-down list, and click Set Administrator. 
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Set File Room Administrator

4.10.3 Text & Date Field Labels

The Text & Date Field Labels hyperlink in the File Room sidebar is used to manage text and date
labels that correspond to the file room module. This page is for Lawtrac Support use only and should
not be tampered with unless at the request of the Lawtrac Support team.

Text & Date Field Labels Link

To change a text field, type directly into the appropriate text box. Click [Tab] or anywhere outside
the text box to automatically save changes, as indicated by the  icon (as shown below).
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Manage Text Fields

4.11 Chapter 9: Reports

The Reports tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users to set
up the Reporting module.

Reports Sidebar

Page Function

Report Categories Manage report categories and subcategories.

Print View Settings Manage settings for printing reports.

Alignment Function Reset your report library to the standard Lawtrac report set.

Scripts Compare reports and files in reports directory and database.
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4.11.1 Report Categories

The Report Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar controls
set-up of the report category menus from the drop-down list on the main screen of the Reporting
module.

Report Categories Link

· To edit an existing report category, click the  icon for that category. The edit template displays
to the right. Edit the category name and description in the appropriate text boxes and click 
Save. 

· To view a report category, click the title of the desired category. You can view a list of all reports
assigned to that category or add a new one. Active reports are marked by the  icon. 

· To delete a report category, click the  icon.

Edit Report Categories

1. Click category name, then the budget title. 

2. Change the file name (the name of the document as it appears in your computer's
database), report name, and a description if necessary. From this view you can also select
which security groups have access to the record.

· —Group has access

· —Group does not have access

3. Click Save to confirm changes.

Add Report Categories

1. Click on category name, then click on the Add New Report link. 

1. Type file name, name, and description in the corresponding text boxes.

2. Choose display options by using the toggle switches (set a report to only open in a new
window or to hide the report from lists). 

3. Click Save.

You can add as many reports as you wish to the report categories, but it is recommended to
only add the reports necessary and remove unused reports in order to keep the lists practical
and easy to use.
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Edit or Add Report

Add New Report Category Group

You can add as many reports as you wish to the report categories, but it is recommended to
only add the reports necessary and remove unused reports in order to keep the lists practical
and easy to use.

1. Click Add New Group at the bottom of the category list.

2. Enter the category name and description in the appropriate text boxes.

3. Click Save. 

Note: Changing report file names should be done with caution. If you have not renamed the file
itself on your server, please do not attempt to change the file name, as the database will not be
able to access that report in the future.
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Add New Report Group

4.11.2 Print View Settings

The Print View Settings hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to modify the headings used on reports printed via the print view
screen.

Print View Settings Link

Type the desired text settings into the corresponding text boxes and click Apply Changes. At the
bottom of the page, a sample print view screen is displayed with your selections.
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Manage Print View Settings

4.11.3 Alignment Function

The Alignment Function hyperlink in the Reports sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to reset the report library to the standard Lawtrac report set that was shipped with the
product. 

Important Note: This function should only be used at the recommendation of Lawtrac Support. You
cannot undo this function once you activate it.

Alignment Function Link

If Lawtrac Support asks you to run this function, click Run Alignment Script to reset your report
library. There is no way to undo this action.

4.11.4 Scripts

The Scripts hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to compare a report table to files in the reports directory, or compare
files in the report directory to the database.
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Scripts Link

To compare a report or files, click the appropriate hyperlink. The report opens on the right.

· —Report/File is in database

· —Report/File is not in database

Compare

4.12 Chapter 10: Misc. Settings

The Misc. Settings tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks on the right side of
the screen that allow site administrators and super users to modify or configure settings pertaining to
corporate information and internal staff.
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Misc. Settings Sidebar

Options: 

Page Function

Notifications Create a schedule for which key dates from matter records will be
sent via email to individuals as a reminder.

Geographic Settings Edit geographic settings and currency.

Reset a Data Feed Reset invoices which have been recorded as "To Accounting" and
need to be resent.

Data Feed Notifications Add notification recipients and notify them of data feed activity.

Category Headlines View and add category headings.

Retired Categories View and reinstate retired category headings.
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Page Function

Lock Time Entries Set or open locks on time entries.

Open Category Map Located under the Misc. Settings sidebar. Displays all categories
created in Category Headlines.

4.12.1 Notifications

The Notifications hyperlink in the Misc. Settings sidebar allows site administrators and super users
to manage notifications.

Notifications Link

· —Notification system enabled ("on")

· —Notification system disabled ("off")

In the top section of the screen, edit the notification schedule by taking the following steps: 

1. Click the colored indicator to turn the notification system on or off.
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2. Type the number of days to look back in the first text box.

3. Type the number of upcoming notification days in the second text box.

4. Choose a repeat cycle from the drop-down menu.

5. Click the  icon to choose a date for the next notification.

Notification Schedule

6. The opening/closing paragraph sections in the middle of the page allow administrators to include
instructions to the recipient. Manage the text within the opening and closing paragraph by typing
directly into the corresponding text fields.

7. In the bottom section, use the checkboxes  to include certain individuals or records in the
notification. 

8. A point of contact can be assigned by typing the individual's name and email address in the text
boxes at the bottom.

9. Click Save Settings after any changes are made.
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Notification Settings
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4.12.2 Geographic Settings

The Geographic Settings hyperlink in the Misc. Settings sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to manage country information and currency used.

Geographic Settings Link

· Switch between a list for countries and states by selecting either Countries or States at the top
of the page. 

· —Edit country name, code, region, and currency information. Click Update Country to save
any changes.

· —Delete a state or country from the list.

Note: If a country is being used by an open matter, it cannot be deleted.

From the states list, edit both state and country detail information by clicking either state or country
name.

States have the option of being retired from future use. Click on the state name, then click the color
indicator under "Use in Drop-Down Lists". 
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Edit Country Information

Add New State

1. Click the  icon or the country's name under the Country button.

2. Click Add New State.

3. Type the state name in the text box, and click the state's country from the drop-down list. 

4. Click Save.

Add New State

Add New Country

4.1 includes restored functionality for adding a country to the Geographic Settings table.

1. At the bottom of the page, fill in the data fields under Add New Country. The name of the
country, name of the currency to be used, and regional location are required.

2. Click Save New Geographic Setting.

Once the country is saved, it can be opened from the Geographic Settings table and edited to
include a VAT multiplier and international intellectual property codes. By default, the new
country is used in associated drop-down lists.
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4.12.3 Reset a Data Feed

The Reset a Data Feed page in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to reset a single invoice if that invoice has been marked as "To
Accounting" and needs to be resent.

Reset a Data Feed Link

1. Enter the invoice number into the "Invoice Number" text box.

2. Click Reset. 

The search returns the most recent 25 feeds in chronological order. 

3. Select the one invoice to be reset, then click Reset.

Alternatively, enter an invoice number into the "Invoice Number" text box, then click Reset. The
invoice number must be exact; if an invoice number is entered incorrectly, the user is notified that
there are no records to reset and no changes were made.
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4.12.4 Data Feed Notifications

The Data Feed Notifications page in Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to add a user who will receive emails that notify them of data feed
activity.

Data Feed Notifications Link

Use precaution when entering addresses to add a data feed notification recipient, as the system
does not do duplication checks for this page. 

1. Type the recipients email address into the "Email Address" text box.

2. Click Save.

3. Delete a data feed notification recipient by clicking the  icon.

Data Feed Notification Recipients
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4.12.5 Category Headings

The Category Headlines hyperlink in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to add new categories. Use this page only if instructed by
Lawtrac Support or your IT department.

Category Headings Link

To add a new category heading: 

1. Type the category level into the first text box, and the category name in the second text box.

2. Click Save. 

The page refreshes to show the new category in the category headings list.

Errors are indicated by a No in the Found column. Users should avoid using those categories, as
they may create a "page not found" error notification.
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Add New Category Heading

4.12.6 Retired Categories

The Retired Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to to view, delete and reactivate retired categories.

Retired Categories Link

· Click Activate under the Reinstate column to reactivate a category.
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· Click the  icon to permanently delete a category. 

Note: You can only delete what is not in use. 

Reinstate a Retired Category

4.12.7 Lock Time Entries

The Lock Time Entries in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to to lock or unlock time entries made during a specific time period.

Locking a time entry prevents the entry from being edited or deleted.

Lock Time Entries Link
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· To set a lock, type a date in the top text box for a period to lock time entries that were made on
or prior to that date, then click Go. 

· To open a lock, type a date in the bottom text box for a period to lock time entries that were
made on or after to that date, then click Go. 

Set or Open a Lock

4.12.8 Open Category Map

Under the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar, select Open Category Map from
the drop-down list and click List to see all categories that were created by Lawtrac Support or added
by your IT department.

Access Category Map

The Category Map is a useful tool to find a category page that might not show up on a module's
sidebar. All pages have a list of categories defined by category name (i.e. products, key personnel
titles, etc.) and the option to edit, retire, or add new.
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To edit a category field: 

1. Click on the title under the Category column. 

2. Type into the appropriate text box.

3. Click Save. 

· To retire a category name, click the  icon. Retired categories cannot be reactivated.

· To add a new category, enter a category name into the first text box, and export code if
available. Click Save. 

Add a Category Line Item

4.13 Chapter 11: Application & Database

The Application & Database tab in Application Administration allows administrators and super
users to access and modify Lawtrac application settings such as security options, security groups,
password rules, and other data rules for the site.
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Application & Database Sidebar

Application & Database Options: 

Page Function

Application
Settings

Edit basic application settings for your company.

Data Locations Edit settings pertaining to your network and the internet.

Security Options Manage application security and turn basic switches on/off.
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Page Function

Work/Security
Groups

Set up additional security groups.

Password Rules Manage password options to match your company security policies.

Scheduled Tasks Schedule when automatic and off-hour events occur.

Set Serial
Number

Create an application serial number.

Collaborati
Settings

Edit Collaborati synchronization settings and determine what information is
shared.

Database
Administration

List a field in the database administration.

Security Logs Capture who makes changes to application access or makes major
adjustments to the functionality of the application.

Invoice Logs Search the Invoice Change Log.

Currency Logs Search the Currency Change Log.
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4.13.1 Application Settings

The Application Settings link in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to edit basic information about the company.

Application Settings Link

1. Type directly into the text boxes to change the data. 

2. Press [Tab] on your keyboard or click anywhere outside the text box to allow the page to
refresh; the  icon indicates that the change has been saved.

3. At the bottom of the page, change your company's base currency (affecting future invoices only)
by making a selection from the "Application Base Currency" drop-down list and click Change
Base Currency. 
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Edit Application Settings

4.13.2 Data Locations

The Data Locations page is initially managed when first logging into the application as an
administrator during installation. You should not need to adjust the "Lawtrac Application Address"
data field. 

· Update the Corporate Logo to reflect the URL location of your corporate logo file.

Note: The URL should be the application URL with the file name as the suffix.

· In the Log-Out URL field, input the URL of the site that will be displayed after users log out of
the application.

· Update the Reports Location to reflect the location of your reports (ex: C:\inetpub\wwwroot
\Lawtrac4\LDept\Modules\Reports\).

· Update the Personnel Photos to reflect the location of your employee photos. This can link to a
URL address, or to your computer drive.

Data settings are saved automatically when you click outside of the text box or press Tab on your
keyboard.
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Important Note: Do NOT alter Application or Database fields (located at the bottom of the page).
These values exist to aid Lawtrac support only.

4.13.3 Security Options

The Security Options hyperlink on the Application & Database sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to turn on/off the basic security switches that will allow Lawtrac to run on its most
secure settings. From this page, administrators can also set safeguards against hacker commands
and create a sign-in security message.

Security Options Link

Basic Switches and Safeguards:

· —Switch is enabled ("on")

· —Switch is disabled ("off")
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Switch Function

Force Use of
SSL

A Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a protocol for encrypting information over the
internet and the predecessor to Transport Layer Security (TLS). The purpose of
this switch is to provide communication security over the internet by encrypting
data being exchanged between parties or companies.

Engage No
Cache Meta
Attribute

This tab indicates that when a page is loaded into a browser, that page will not
be loaded into the browser's cache. Removing cached information will allow
information to be quickly updated by reloading from the server. Private
information may also be gathered from a cached page, so it is recommended
to remove caches when entering secure data.

Skip IP Address
Checking

The server will run a connected IP address to check whether the client host
name is in the host cache. If users report being logged out before the idle time
limit expires, turn on the "Skip IP Address Checking" option.

Test Mode Test Mode enables standard ColdFusion error messages which may reveal
sensitive information in order to debug problems in the application. It should
not be enabled in a production environment unless troubleshooting a specific
issue.

Hacker
Commands
Safeguard

Pinpoint words or phrases that cannot be passed in a form field. 

Sign-In Security
Message

Enter a special security message that users will see upon logging in, like
terms of use or an IT/electronic communication policy.
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Security Options
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4.13.4 Work/Security Groups

The Work/Security Groups hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows you to edit the
names of work/security groups that are made available on the Lawtrac application. Access to a
specific work group completely separates listing matter records. When a user searches for matter
records, the results are only those which correspond with the security group to which they are
currently tuned in.

For example, if a user is assigned to a work/security group titled "Reporting Group 1", only matters
that belong to Reporting Group 1 show up in a search result, and the user only has access to those
matters. Matter records belonging to other work/security groups are marked "private" to that user.

Work/security groups can be set for a matter record on the Security page within a matter record.

Work/Security Groups Link

1. Click a security group name to edit the title. 

2. Type directly into the text box, then click Set.

3. Click  to exit without saving changes.
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Edit a Reporting Group

4.13.5 Password Rules

The Password Rules hyperlink in the Application Administration | Application & Database
sidebar allows administrators and super users to set up various password options and requirements
for application users.
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Password Rules Link

The password rules should be set to match your company security policies. If you do not know what
your corporate policy is, contact your IT department.

To change the number of days between password changes, maximum number of repeated
passwords, or the minimum length of passwords, type directly into the corresponding text box.
Press the [Tab] key on your keyboard or click anywhere outside of the altered text box to save the
changes. 

Click the switches below to turn a feature on or off. 

· —Rule is enabled ("on")

· —Rule is disabled ("off")
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Password Options

4.13.6 Scheduled Tasks

The Scheduled Tasks hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to schedule commands to run code at specific times. These commands can be used to
execute account payable feeds, email notifications, etc. The Scheduled Tasks hyperlink lists
scheduled tasks set up in your database along with start and end dates and the time they are
scheduled to run.

The Collaborati Synchronization task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the Collaborati
application so outside counsel can submit invoices, rate cards, budget requests, and accruals. For a
list of the data that is transferred between Lawtrac and Collaborati, view Collaborati Settings.
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Scheduled Tasks Link

Click on an existing task to view or edit task details. The selected scheduled task's information
displays to the right, where the information can be changed by clicking directly into the appropriate
text boxes or using the drop-down lists. Click Save when finished to confirm changes or select the

 icon at the top to return to the list view.

· —Run the scheduled task

· —Delete the scheduled task
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Scheduled Task Information

Add a Scheduled Task

1. Click Add New Scheduled Task at the bottom of the task list. 

2. Use the text boxes and drop-down lists to enter your task data.

3. Click Save to commit the information to the database. 

4. Click the  icon at the top to cancel and return to the task list.

4.13.6.1 Adding the Collaborati Synchronization Task

The Collaborati Synchronization scheduled task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the
Collaborati application so outside counsel can submit invoices and rate requests. It must first be
added and point the Lawtrac application to the task file in order for the data to be shared.

1. In the Scheduled Tasks page, click Add New Scheduled Task.  

You can name the task anything you desire, but it is important to name it in such a way that it is
easily distinguished as the synchronization tool between Lawtrac and Collaborati. 

2. Fill in the rest of the details of the task to suit your needs.

3. Point the URL field to the location of the CollaboratiSync.cfm. The task file can be found in

the Nightly folder within the Lawtrac Web server files.

Note: The URLs differ between Lawtrac 4.1.0 and 4.1.1.
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· Lawtrac 4.1.0 URL: http://<yourlawtracinstancepath>/Nightly/
collaboratiSync.cfm

· Lawtrac 4.1.1 URL: http://<yourlawtracinstancepath>/Nightly/
InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm

Add Collaborati Sync Scheduled Task

4. Click Save.

Note: Even if you schedule the task to run daily, it is best practice to promptly run the task manually
after making any changes to a vendor's profile, rate card, invoice, etc. in order to ensure your vendors
are viewing the most accurate and up-to-date information. The synchronization can be manually run
from Application Administration | Application & Database | Collaborati Settings.

4.13.7 Create/Run DB View

The Create/Run DB View hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar is intended to provide a
short-cut to SQL statements that are run often to produce reports. A "View" becomes a part of the
database and should only be created once the SQL statement is verified as accurate and sound.
This page is for Support use only.
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Create/Run DB View Link

4.13.8 Set Serial Number

The Set Serial Number hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators to
enter an application serial number. 

Important Note: Application serial numbers are used for company licensing purposes and should
only be adjusted if the Lawtrac team provides you with a new serial number.
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Set Serial Number Link

Enter the new serial code in the provided text box and click Enter. This step cannot be undone.

Update Serial Number

Assign a License

Anyone identified as an administrator must be in use of a seat license. In-house personnel and key
personnel may also be assigned a seat license, though it is not required. View existing seat license
holders at the bottom of the Set Serial Number page. 
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Use the buttons at the top of the list to switch between the in-house list and the key personnel list.
In the in-house list view, administrators will show up at the top, and non-administrators at the bottom.
Self-service seats should only be assigned to key personnel, who are outside the Legal department.

· Click the  icon to remove an individual.

· Assign a seat license by selecting a user from the drop-down list, then click Add. Narrow the
selection of the drop-down list by using the Search box to find an individual by last name.

4.13.9 Collaborati Settings

The Collaborati Settings page is where synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati is
managed. After Mitratech Support has created your Collaborati account, an email is sent to you
containing the URL and credentials that you need to create the sync.

Before configuring these settings, make sure your Collaborati Scheduled Sync is set up.
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1. In the "Collaborati URL" text box, enter the URL for Collaborati.

2. Enter the credentials in the username and password fields.

3. Click Update.

When the Lawtrac and Collaborati applications are connected, the text Connection Established
appears in green above the permission switches.

To run a manual sync: 

Click Sync Now. Any newly created rate requests, invoice submissions, approvals/rejections, etc.
are transferred to and from the collaborating servers.

Lawtrac Features Synced with Collaborati

On the right, view which settings sync to Collaborati. Mitratech Support adjusts the settings via
Collaborati; to change these connections contact support@mitratech.com.

· —Feature syncs with Collaborati

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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· —Feature does not sync with Collaborati

The date and time when the most recent synchronization occurred is listed at the bottom of the
settings list.

Collaborati Settings

Collaborati Sync Log

Below the Collaborati settings, view past sync runs that include the date and time the sync last
was completed, the duration of the sync, and whether any errors occurred. The short list (default
view) displays the most recent five syncs. 

Click Long List at the top right corner of the Collaborati Sync Log table to view the most recent
100 syncs.

To view errors, click on the date and time of the last sync, located under the Last Sync column.
A pop-up window displays the error type, time and date the error occurred, and a short
description.

Collaborati Sync Log with Error Details

4.13.10 Database Administration

The Database Administration hyperlink located in the Application & Database sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to view maintenance script fields for a specific table. There should be
no reason to run upgrade scripts for the Database Administration unless requested by Mitratech
Support for an updated system code file.
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Database Administration

1. From the Database Administration sidebar, view a list of database tables or select one from
the drop-down menu.

2. Click List Fields to view all line items within the table and run a maintenance script, if available. 

3. Click on any of the hyperlinked items in the table to expand its information on the right. 

4. Select DB Size by Row to display all database tables in list view with the amount of rows,
bytes per row, and bytes per table. Click on the table name to view the individual rows and
values.
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Database Administration Sidebar

4.13.11 Security Logs

The Security Logs hyperlink in the Application Administration | Application & Database sidebar
allows administrators and super users to view all changes made to application access or the
functionality of the application.
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Security Logs Link

1. View detailed security event information by clicking on the date or summary of the change made
on the left side of the page. 

The data displays on the right. 

2. Close the security event information detail by clicking the  icon.

3. To find a specific adjustment, type a description of the log into the "Look For" text box and click 
Search. It is recommended to fill in as much information as possible; search results include
data found in the summary details and in the security event record details.

Security Log Results
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4.13.12 Invoice Logs

The Invoice Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and super
users to view the full history of changes made to invoices. The Invoice Change Log helps you ensure
that your department's processes are being followed properly and allows you to take necessary
corrective action when variances occur.

Invoice Logs Link

All updates made to an invoice are recorded in the Lawtrac system; historical data for invoices are
visible to all users who have access to the invoice (Invoice Logs tab).
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Use the search filter above the Invoice Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by a specific user. To search for an invoice
by number, type the invoice number into the "Invoice No." text box, or click the Invoice No. column
header to sort them alphanumerically. 

Types of modifications can include changes made to firm/vendor, total invoice amount, payment
amount, period (from-to dates), invoice date, fiscal year/quarter, date received/approved/rejected/paid,
status markers, VAT & taxes, approval chain, approver substitutions, and text.

Search the Invoice Change Log

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the icons to choose a date range.

3. Type in the invoice number, if applicable.

4. Type in a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

5. Click Search to generate results.

Search the Invoice Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the description of the changes made. Click the 'x' in the top right
corner to return to the Invoice Logs page.

Invoice Action Details
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4.13.13 Currency Logs

The Currency Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to view the full history of changes made to currency settings for a matter record. The
Currency Log helps you ensure that your department's processes are being followed properly, and
allows you to take necessary corrective action when variances occur.

Currency Logs Link

Search the Currency Change Log

Use the search filter above the Currency Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by a specific individual.

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the icons to choose a date range.

3. Type in a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

4. Click Search to generate results.
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Search the Currency Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the change specifications. Click the 'x' in the top right corner to
return to the Currency Logs page.

Currency Change Description

4.13.14 Rate Card Logs

The Rate Card Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to view the full history of changes made to rate cards. The Rate Card Change Log helps
to ensure that your department's processes are being followed properly, and allows you to take
necessary corrective action when variances occur.
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Rate Card Logs Link

Search the Rate Card Log

Use the search filter above the Rate Card Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by an individual.

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the  icons to choose a date range.

3. Type a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

4. Click Search to generate results.

Lawtrac logs the following types of changes made: rate change for any fee or expense line item, card
deletion, card approval, card uploaded/created, changes made to primary approvers, rate card freeze
details, and rate card duplication.
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Search the Rate Card Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the change specifics. Click the 'x' in the top right corner of the
window to return to the Rate Card Logs page.

Duplicated Rate Cards

For rate cards which have been duplicated, the pop-up message contains the information of the
original and new rate card fiscal year, as well as the LEDES codes affected by the duplication.
Deleted rate cards include the information for fiscal year and all deleted LEDES codes.

Rate Card Change Detail

5 Installation Guide

The following guide outlines the setup and installation of Lawtrac.

Installing IIS 8 Client Storage Variables Setup
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Technical Requirements Activity Scheduled Task Setup

Setting Up Lawtrac Document Bank Solr Setup

Installing Lawtrac Logging into the Application

Application Files Lawtrac Connect Setup

Lawtrac Database Setting up International Currency Exchange

Lawtrac Database Data Source Support

Securing your LAWTRAC.LTO file

Important Note: On-premise clients who are hosting their own Lawtrac instance will need to secure
their file location and ensure that it is inaccessible to unauthorized users.

Depending on your web server application (IIS or Apache) you have different methods for taking steps
to secure your LAWTRAC.LTO file (this should appear under the path C:\Inetpub\wwwroot, or

C:\Program Files (x86)\Lawtrac).

IIS:

1. Open the root folder.

2. Locate the text template (this block of text contains a ".template" tag).

3. Copy the template and paste it at the top of the file. Note: You must remove the ".template"

tag.

Apache:

1. Open the root folder.

2. Add the following block of text to either the vhosts.conf or httpd.conf files:

<Files ~ LAWTRAC.LTO>
   Oder allow, deny
   Deny from all
   </Files>

5.1 Installing IIS 8

This is a step-by-step guide with details for the installation of IIS 8 on Windows Server 2012 R2. 

An IIS Server is required to be able to install the ColdFusion app server for Lawtrac. 

Note: IIS 8 is the only version of IIS that can be installed on Windows Server 2012 and later.
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5.1.1 Instructions

1. Open the Control Panel.

a. In Server 2012, this can be accomplished in one of two ways:

i. Left click the Start button in the lower left and then locate and click on the square tile
containing Control Panel.

ii. Right click the start button in the lower left, and left click the Control Panel option.

2. Start the Add Roles and Features Wizard. This option may be under Programs | Programs
and Features. 

a. Select Turn Windows Features On or Off.

b. Ensure the stated requirements are met, and then click Next to proceed to Installation Type
section.

c. Role-based or Feature-based Installation should be checked here. Click Next to proceed
to the Server Selection section.

d. Select a Server from the Server Pool should be selected, with the server on which IIS 8
is to be installed highlighted in the Server Pool box. Click Next to proceed to the Server
Roles section.

e. In the Roles box, scroll to Web Server (IIS) and a pop-up should appear, asking if you want
to "Add features that are required for Web Server (IIS)". Ensure that Include Management
Tools (if applicable) is checked before clicking Add Features. Click Next to proceed to the
Features section.

f. The default settings in the Features section are adequate, so click Next to proceed.

g. Click Next in the Web Server Role (IIS) section to proceed to Role Services.

h. In the Role Services box, Web Server should be checked, as well as a number of sub-
sections. Not all of them need to be selected. Ensure that the following have check-marks
next to them before clicking Next:

· Common HTTP Features

o Default Document

o Directory Browsing

o HTTP Errors

o Static Content

· Health and Diagnostics

o HTTP Logging

o Request Monitor

· Performance

o Static Content Compression

· Security
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o Request Filtering

· Management Tools

o IIS Management Console

i. On the Confirmation page, verify the role services and features that are selected. Select
Restart the Destination Server Automatically if Required to restart the destination
server if the settings need to take immediate effect. 

i. To save the configuration information to an XML-based file that you can use for
unattended installations with Windows PowerShell, select Export Configuration
Settings, move to the appropriate path in the Save as Dialog box, enter a file name of
your preference, then click Save. 

j. When you are ready to start the installation process on the Confirmation page, click Install. 

k. After the installation is complete, it is safe to click Close. Confirm that the Web server
works by opening a Web browser, and verify\ that a blue “Internet Information Services” Web
page is displayed when you use the http://localhost address.

3. Return to the Add Roles and Features Wizard again using the first few points outlined in Step
2 above. 

a. Proceed back to the Server Roles section by continually pressing Next until Server Roles is
highlighted on the left.

b. Scroll down to Web Server (IIS) and expand it by clicking on the arrow to the left of the
checkbox.

c. Expand Web Server.

d. Click the checkbox next to Application Development and then check the boxes for the
features listed below. Note that for some of them, the “Add features that are required…” box
will appear when the box is checked. Simply click on the Add Features button to continue
each time one pops up:

i. .NET Extensibility 4.5

ii. ASP

iii. ASP.NET 4.5

iv. CGI

v. ISAPI Extensions

vi. ISAPI Filters

e. When finished, keep clicking on Next until the confirmation.

f. After the installation is complete, it is safe to click Close. 

4. To be able to show helpful error messages for errors within Lawtrac (rather than a "500 server
error" page), a setting will need to be checked within the IIS Manager.

a. Click the Start Menu. 

b. After the start screen appears, type "IIS" and a search entry for Internet Information
Services (IIS) Manager should appear. Select that entry.
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c. In the navigational area to the left, in the Connections box, click the server name.

d. The middle content pane should have a variety of icons displayed. Double-click the Error
Pages icon.

e. In the right Actions pane, select Edit Feature Settings...

f. Select the Detailed Errors option in the middle and press OK. It is safe to dismiss any pop-
up windows that appear asking for confirmation of this.

5.2 Technical Requirements

Lawtrac is a Web-based application. This application was developed using ColdFusion, an intuitive
tag-based scripting language. It does not require the installation of any additional files on the local
workstation. The back-end, ColdFusion software, along with the database and application files, must
be installed on a server. ColdFusion is the Web server software that interprets and translates the
Lawtrac application files. 

If customers opt for Mitratech to host their company's database (Managed Service Provider-MSP),
the Lawtrac Support department handles and maintains the application setup. However, customers
hosting their company's application (Intranet) must ensure that additional components are acquired
(i.e., ColdFusion, SQL Server, etc.) and that adequate hardware is available for each component
outlined. In addition, in-house database and Web administrators are required to perform installations
and maintain the database and Web servers.

Notes for on-premise clients: Lawtrac requires DNS Setup as well as an SSL Certificate prior to
implementation. Lawtrac only works on SSL (https://) and requires that these steps are already
completed to function. 

Web & Application Server

Windows 2008 and 2008R2/2012 Server (Certified), Windows 2012R2 Server (Supported)

2 Intel® Pentium® 4 or AMD Athlon® processor (2.90GHz minimum each)

4 GB RAM

20 GB hard-disk space*

*Customers planning to use the Document Bank to store documents linked to matters must
allocate a minimum of 80-200 GB of hard disk space. If your company already has documents that
are to be linked to Lawtrac, the hard disk space should be increased to accommodate the current
size of documents plus additional space (depending on how many documents users will be
uploading).

Web Server Components

IIS 7.5\8.5 (Certified), ColdFusion 10 or 11 Enterprise Edition (Supported)

http://www.adobe.com/products/coldfusion-standard/tech-specs.html

Database Server

Windows 2008R2/2012 Server (Certified), Windows 2012R2 Server (Supported)

http://www.adobe.com/products/coldfusion-standard/tech-specs.html
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AMD Opteron, AMD Athlon 64, Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support, Intel Pentium IV with EM64T
support (2.90GHz minimum each)

4 GB RAM

50 GB hard-disk space

Database Software

Microsoft SQL Server 2008R2b or 2012

SQL Server 2008/2012:

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143506(SQL.100).aspx

Feel free to contact the Lawtrac Support Department at Support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698
ext. 100 if you have any questions.

User Workstation

Internet Browser

Latest versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer 11, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome 

System Specs

Minimum Requirements—512 MB RAM (1 GB RAM recommended)

Email Integration (optional)

Microsoft Outlook 2007 and 2010, Lotus Notes 8.x, GroupWise 7 and 8

Note: Lawtrac 4.1 has been tested with applications noted as Certified. Lawtrac 4.1 has not been
tested with applications noted as Supported, but we will address issues reported by users that may
arise with the use of those applications. The time required to address issues with Supported
applications may be longer than for Certified applications.

5.3 Setting-Up the Lawtrac Application

The following is required prior to installing the Lawtrac application:

· Web server has been installed with a successful HTTP connection

· ColdFusion has been installed with the ability to successfully log in to ColdFusion administrator

· ColdFusion has been connected to an SMTP (Send Mail) server (via ColdFusion Administrator
| Server Settings | Mail)

· SQL Server has been installed on the database server

· Database and Web servers have been set up to allow for communication between both servers

In addition to documentation, the items sent to you contains one of two packages depending on your
company’s preference:

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143506(SQL.100).aspx
mailto:Support@mitratech.com
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1. Conversion Database Setup

a. Custom Tags (Supporting DLL & Java Files) 

b. Application

c. Lawtrac.LT file

d. Converted Database

e. Currency Database

f. Client Storage Database

g. Activity Database

2. Blank Database Setup

a. Custom Tags (Supporting DLL & Java Files)

b. Application

c. LAWTRAC.LTO file

d. Blank Database

e. Currency Database

f. Client Storage Database

g. Activity Database (optional)

5.4 Installing Lawtrac

1. Create a backup of your Web server files, renaming the file to refer to the current version, if
applicable.

2. Unzip the Lawtrac<version>.exe installation file into a temporary folder on the web server

(i.e., Lawtrac4.1_2016) and then run the executable Lawtrac4.x.exe.

The setup screen appears. 

3. Click Next.
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Lawtrac Set-up Wizard

The Select Application Folder screen appears. 

Destination Folder

5. Click Choose.

6. Browse to PATH:\inetpub\wwwroot folder and click on Make New Folder. 

The name of the folder should be the same as your existing Lawtrac application folder name. 
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Create Folder

7. Click Next.

The application is now ready to be installed. 

8. Click Install. 

The installation process commences.

Install

The installation is completed once the Completing the Lawtrac Online Setup Wizard
appears. 
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9. Click Done.

Installation Complete
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5.5 Application Files

Once the installation is complete, the following application file structure should appear under the
path C:\Inetpub\wwwroot, or C:\Program Files (x86)\Lawtrac.

Application Files

Application Configuration File

The configuration file, Lawtrac.LTO (highlighted above), runs with every page request and controls
locations, data source names and application permissions. It must be configured to reflect the
settings within your environment prior to launching the application.

Use any text editor (i.e., Notepad or Word) to edit the configuration file. Ensure the original file name
is retained when saving any changes. Some editors may place a “.txt” or “.doc” extension. The file
must be named Lawtrac.LTO.
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Configuration File

1 – DataTrac: Data Source for the Lawtrac application within ColdFusion Administrator (i.e. DataTrac
= LAWTRAC41).

2 – CurrencyDB: Data Source for the Currency database within ColdFusion Administrator.

3 – AppName: The name of the directory where the Lawtrac application resides (i.e. LAWTRAC41).

4 – dBType = The abbreviation for the database being used.

SQL Server 2012 dBType = ‘SQL2012’

5 – SubstituteApproversJob: The name of a scheduled job that checks for invoice approver
substitutions and their expiration dates.

6 – VarietyLocal: The hard drive location where files are uploaded for the Document Bank. This
location must be mapped to the web server. The default directory is “PATH: \inetpub\wwwroot
\LAWTRAC41\Briefs”.

7 – ArchiveDirectory: The hard drive location where archived files are saved. This location must be
mapped to the Web server. The default directory is “PATH: \inetpub\wwwroot\LAWTRAC41
\Archives”.

8 – VarietyName: The name of the ColdFusion Collection in the ColdFusion Administrator (i.e.
LAWTRAC41).

9 – VarietyPath: The HTTP or FILE request path to open documents in a Web browser.

10 – EnableActivityDB: The switch that enables the Activity Database Data Source.

11 – DataTracActivity: The switch that enables the Data Source for the Lawtrac application within
ColdFusion Administrator.

12 – SessionDomain: The domain name of the main Lawtrac application session.
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5.6 Lawtrac Database

Lawtrac Application Database

SQL Server Management Studio should be utilized to create the databases. Once the database has
been configured, the scripts must be run against each database being created.

Client Storage Database

To facilitate the storage of client variables created from the day-to-day use of the Lawtrac application,
the Client Storage database must be created as the repository.

Setting Up the Client Storage Database

· Open the Lawtrac Installation Directory and run Create_1_Database_Tables.sql,

Create_2_Constraints.sql, Create_3_Default_Data.sql, and

Create_4_Upgrade_Data.sql on the recently created Client Storage database.

Currency Database

The currency database must be created to enter invoices into Lawtrac. This database is not used to
store data entered through the application; the Lawtrac application reads the tables in the Currency
database to obtain exchange rates.

Setting Up the Currency Database

· Open the Lawtrac Installation Directory and run Create_Currency_Databases.sql on the

recently created Currency database.

If foreign currency invoices will be entered, a nightly XML data feed is required to populate the
Currency database with current exchange rates. Additional code is available to send an HTTP
request to receive exchange rate data. Note that firewall settings may require an adjustment. If your
company is interested in receiving a daily exchange feed, please refer to the Setting-up International
Currency Exchange Feed section of this document.

Activity Database

To facilitate the user activity audit tracking feature incorporated in the application, the Activity
database must be created to store this information. This process is required. 

Setting Up the Activity Database

· Open the Lawtrac Installation Directory and run Create_Optional_Activity.sql on the

recently created Activity database.

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.
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Update CorpInfo

1. SET INTUrl = "http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/". For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user
would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. CorpLogoURL = "http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/systomlogolmgs/
Corplogo.gif" // or a client default image. For  For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter:
"http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

WHERE TableID = 1

5.7 Lawtrac Database Data Source Setup

Once the Lawtrac database has been restored, a data source must be created in ColdFusion
Administrator for the application to communicate with the database. 

1. Set up the Lawtrac Application Database data source.

2. Set up the Currency Database data source.

3. Set up the Client Storage Database data source.

4. Set up the Activity Database data source.
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5.7.1 Lawtrac Application Database Data Source

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, go to Data & Services | Data Sources. 

Data & Services Menu

2. In the Add New Data Source dialog box, enter the Data Source Name as "LAWTRAC41" (this
name should match the name of the root directory for the application files and the DataTrac
indicated in the Lawtrac.LTO file).

3. Select the Microsoft SQL Server driver and click Add.

Add New Data Source

4. Enter the database name (LAWTRAC41), the database server name, and the SQL Server
Administrator username and password.  

5. Click Submit.

6. Ensure the new data source displays a status of "OK".
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Submit Information

5.7.2 Currency Database Data Source

1. In the ColdFusion Administrator, go to Data & Services | Data Sources. 

Data & Services Menu

2. In the "Add New Data Source" dialog box, enter the Data Source Name as "Currency". This
name should match the name of the Currency database and the CurrencyDB indicated in the 
Lawtrac.LTO file (item B in Application Files).

3. Select the Microsoft SQL Server driver and click Add.

4. Enter the database name (Currency), the database server name, and the SQL Server
Administrator user name and password.  

5. Click Submit.

6. Ensure the new data source displays a status of "OK".
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Submit Information

5.7.3 Client Storage Database Data Source

1. In the ColdFusion Administrator, go to Data & Services | Data Sources. 

Data & Services Menu

2. In the "Add New Data Source" dialog box, enter the Data Source Name as "ClientStorage".

3. Select the Microsoft SQL Server driver and click Add.

4. Enter the database name (ClientStorage), the database server name, and the SQL Server
Administrator user name and password.  

5. Click Submit.

6. Ensure the new data source displays a status of "OK".
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Submit Information

5.7.4 Activity Database Data Source Setup

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, go to Data & Services | Data Sources. 

Data & Services Menu

2. In the "Add New Data Source" dialog box, enter "Activity" in the CF Data Source Name field.

3. Select the Microsoft SQL Server driver and click Add.

4. Enter "Activity" in the database name field, the database server name, and the SQL Server
Administrator user name and password.  

5. Click Submit.

6. Ensure the new data source displays a status of "OK".
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Submit Information

5.8 Server Setting Upload Limits

This setting specifies the maximum upload file size for documents in the Lawtrac application. While
the site administrator and super user can adjust upload limits within Lawtrac via Application
Administration | Document Bank | Upload Limits, those limits cannot exceed the limits set in
Adobe ColdFusion. It is recommended to set a maximum post data size that is generous enough to
suit your matter management needs without the necessity of returning to ColdFusion Administration.

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, go to Server Settings | Settings.
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Server Settings Menu

2. In the Request Size Limits section, located at the bottom of the page, type an upload limit into
the text field. 

You can set this number to any size, then regulate a new upload limit when adjusting application
settings in Lawtrac. Mitratech recommends setting the maximum number of POST request
parameters to 500, and the maximum number of post data to 105.

Set an Upload Size Limit

3. Click Submit Changes to confirm.
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5.9 Client Storage Client Variables Setup

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, go to Server Settings | Client Variables.

Server Settings Menu

2. Under Select Data Source to Add as Client Store select ClientStorage.

3. Click Add.

Add Client Storage

You are taken to the client data source creation screen. 

4. If desired, type in a description. 

5. Change the default "Purge Data Setting" to 1 day. 
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6. Click Submit Changes.

Purge Client Data Settings

7. In the area entitled Select Default Storage Mechanism for Client Sessions, select
ClientStorage.

8. Click Apply. 

Set Default Storage

5.10 Activity Scheduled Task Setup

A scheduled task is required to clean up the data stored in the Activity database. Refer to the steps
below to create this task.

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, select Server Settings | Scheduled Tasks.
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Server Settings Menu

2. Select Schedule New Task.

3. In the Task Name field, input "Activity".

4. Under Frequency, select the radio button for "Recurring". Select "Daily" from the drop-down and
input the time you want the task to run (we recommend running the task when you know users
will not be working in the application).

5. In the URL field, input the URL for your Lawtrac application with the suffix: /activity/

activity_backup.cfm (for example, https://www.url.com/activity/activity_backup.cfm).

6. Click Submit.

https://www.url.com/activity/activity_backup.cfm
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Schedule a Task

5.11 Document Bank Solr Setup

Solr is a collection of documents that the ColdFusion server indexes to allow you to use search tools
for the document.

Note: A scheduled task must be created within the Lawtrac application to automate this process.
Contact your company’s project manager or the LT Online Help Desk at Support@lawtrac.com for
instructions on setting up a scheduled task.

1. In ColdFusion Administrator, go to Data & Services | ColdFusion Collections.

mailto:Support@lawtrac.com
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Data & Services Menu

2. Input the collection name in the Name field. The name must match the VarietyName indicated in
the Lawtrac.LTO (item G in the Application Files section of the guide).

3. Keep the default Path.

4. Click Create Collection.

Add Solr Collection

5.12 Collaborati Setup

To ensure a successful synchronization between Collaborati and Lawtrac 4.1, users must ensure
certain property values within ColdFusion Administrator. New Collaborati clients will need to manually
configure their scheduled task URL. See Scheduled Task URL Setup for more information.

Follow the steps below to run a change directory command for both Collaborati certificates.

1. In the ColdFusion Administrator sidebar, select Server Settings.

2. Select Settings.
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Server Settings Menu

3. Locate the property titled "Prefix serialized JSON with" and make sure the box is not checked.
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Prefix serialized JSON box is not checked.

4. Open a command prompt and use the cd command (change directory) into the \jre\bin folder

located in your ColdFusion installation directory.

5. Click Submit Changes to confirm.

The next portion of the set-up covers how to download the Collaborati certificates and use a key tool
to import CACERTS within the ColdFusion installation.

The default password for the CACERTS keystore is "changeit".

1. In an open Internet browser, go to https://help.teamconnect.com/SSL.

2. Click the link provided in Step 1 on the CSM Administrators: SSL Certifications form.

The wildcard.collaborati.net.zip folder downloads to your computer.

3. Open the wildcard.collaborati.net.zip and download all files contained within, starting

with gd_bundle-g2-g1.crt. 

4. Open the command prompt located in coldfusion/jre/bin and run the following command:

keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias collaborati -file C:\path\to
\your\cert.cer -

keystore F:\coldfusion\jre\lib\security\cacerts 

The command prompt transfers the wildcard.collaborati.net.zip files to the

application server where your ColdFusion application is stored. The files will be kept in the jre/

lib/security folder.

5. Type "Y" to trust both certificates and add them to the keystore. Press [Enter] on your

keyboard.

6. Restart the ColdFusion Administrator.

https://help.teamconnect.com/SSL
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Scheduled Task URL Setup

For new Collaborati clients, Scheduled Task URL must be manually set following these
steps:

1. Log into Lawtrac and navigate to My Lawtrac > Application Administration > Application &
Database > Scheduled Tasks. Click Add New Scheduled Task.
2. Add a New Scheduled Task, by providing a name, start and end date, time, interval and set the
URL to:  'http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm’. For example, a
Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm. 

Add A New Scheduled Task

3. Click on the SAVE button and test the Collaborati Sync by clicking on the Run Now button.

For existing Collaborati clients, Scheduled task URL must be manually updated to a new
URL. 

1. Log into Lawtrac. Navigate to My Lawtrac > Application Administration > Application & Database
> Scheduled Tasks.
2. Update the existing Collaborati Sync to http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/Nightly/
InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm in the URL field.
For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter http://localhost:8500/411/Nightly/
InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm.

http://localhost:8500/411/Nightly/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm
http://localhost:8500/411/Nightly/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm
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Updating Scheduled Task URL

3. Click on the Save button and test the Collaborati Sync by clicking on the Run Now button.

5.13 "Sticky Sessions" & J2EE Session Variables

To ensure the successful synchronization of invoices between Collaborati and Lawtrac 4.1, users
must enable "sticky sessions" within their browser. If sticky sessions are unacceptable for a client's
hosting environment, each environment must be checked to ensure that J2EE session variables are
enabled.

Follow the steps below enable the J2EE session variables within ColdFusion Administrator.

1. In the ColdFusion Administrator sidebar, select Server Settings.

2. Select Memory Variables.
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Server Settings Menu

3. Ensure the following checkboxes are marked.
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5.14 Logging into the Application

Use a Web browser to access the application. The following is a sample URL: http://

ServerName/LAWTRAC41/.

Enter your application URL to display the Lawtrac sign-in screen.

Note: For security purposes, please contact support@mitratech.com for your credentials.

The following steps are required to complete the application setup: 

1. Select Application Administration.

2. Select Application & Database.

3. Select Database Administration and click Run Upgrade Scripts. 

4. Select Data Locations.

5. Update the Corporate Logo URL to reflect the location of your corporate logo file.

Note: The URL should be the application URL with the file name as the suffix.

6. In the "Log-Out URL" field, input the URL of the re-direct site that is to be displayed after users
log out of the application.

Data settings save automatically when you click outside of the text box or press [Tab] on your
keyboard.

5.15 Setting Up International Currency Exchange Feed

To use the international currency interface and receive daily rate updates, create an internal process
to perform this task or go to www.XE.com to create an account for the receipt of a daily exchange
feed. The Lawtrac application is already configured to work with the XE interface. Setup outside of
Lawtrac will be required. XE will provide assistance with the required configuration to obtain the daily
feed from their site.

Note: When setting up the feed with XE, ensure that the file type is .CSV. This ensures that the

exchange rates can be read and populated in the Dailies table (contained in the CURRENCY
database). In addition, the data feed must be directed to and return from your company’s IP address.

Once your company’s XE account is set up, refer to the steps below to configure Lawtrac for the
receipt of the daily feed:

1. Copy the CurrencyWork directory from the CurrencyWork.zip file into the INETPUB

\WWWROOT folder on the web server. 

2. Open the currency.cfm file and update the sections highlighted in red to reflect your

company’s Lawtrac and XE settings:

<CFPARAM name="filesave" default="C#dateformat(now(),'dd-mm-yy')#"> 

<CFPARAM name="filepath" default="D:\inetpub\wwwroot\CurrencyWork">

<CFPARAM name="urlpath" default="https://www.lawtraconline.com/
CurrencyWork/">

mailto:support@mitratech.com
http://www.XE.com
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<!---  saves the file in its original form from the website    --->

<CFHTTP method="Get" url="http://www.xe.com/dfs/datafeed2.cgi"*
path="#filepath#" file="#filesave#.csv">

*This URL is provided by XE once your account is set up.

3. You can also update the section below if you are interested in getting an email once the
exchange rates have been updated. Refer to the following example:

<CFMAIL to="MRogers@Lawtrac.com" from="CHolden@Lawtrac.com"
cc="support@lawtrac.com, cholden@lawtrac.com" subject="Daily Exchange
Rates Updated">

Added Currencies

</CFMAIL>

4. Save the file.

Proceed with creating a scheduled task to populate the Currency database:

1. Log into ColdFusion Administrator.

2. Select Debugging & Logging | Scheduled Tasks.

3. Input the Task name of "Currency Feed".

4. The default Start date should be the current day.

5. Click the Recurring radio button and select "Daily" from the drop-down.

6. Enter the desired time you want the exchange rates to be updated.

7. In the "URL" field input your server URL or IP address with the suffix “currencywork/

currency.cfm” (for example, http://yourURL/currencywork/currency.cfm).

8. Check Publish–Save output to file. 

9. Specify a valid path and file name for an output file (i.e., D:\ColdFusion9\logs

\currency.log).

10. Click Submit.

5.16 Support

If you have any questions or require assistance with the installation process, feel free to contact the
Lawtrac Support department at support@mitratech.com 800.453.1698.

6 Lawtrac 4.1 Upgrade Instructions

This is a step-by-step guide with details for the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1 from previous versions. 
Mitratech continually strives to produce the best ELM products on the market; as we improve
Lawtrac, database updates may be necessary. However, not all releases will require database
updates or upgrade instructions.

http://yourURL/currencywork/currency.cfm
mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Upgrading to Lawtrac V4.1

Create a backup of your Lawtrac web server files.

Run the Lawtrac V4.1 installation (Lawtrac4.1.exe).

Review the introduction instructions, then click Next. 

Introduction

On the Choose Install Folder screen, select Choose to specify the installation directory.
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Choose Install Folder

Navigate to the location where your existing Lawtrac instance resides on the web server, highlight the
root directory, then click OK.

Browse for Folder
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Click Next to proceed with installation. The process will begin.

Install

Click Done once the Install Complete screen appears.

Installation Complete
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Once the installation is complete, navigate to the location on the web server where the application
was installed. Rename the Lawtrac4X folder to XXXLegal (or whatever your previous Lawtrac instance
was called), copy the following files and/or folders from XXXLegal4.x into the new Lawtrac directory
(XXXLegal). Choose to overwrite the existing files/folders:

· LAWTRAC.LTO\CorpLogo.gif (or the file that corresponds with your company’s logo) 

· LAWTRAC.LTO\Briefs

· LAWTRAC.LTO\Custom

· LAWTRAC.LTO\OCounsel\Modules\Finance\LEDESADD\TempFiles

· LAWTRAC.LTO\Nightly (if previously installed)

· LAWTRAC.LTO\Archive\Data Files

Copy the CUS_* files and ah_* files from LAWTRAC.LTO\Reports into LDept\Modules
\Reports.

Modify the LAWTRAC.LTO\Lawtrac.lto file to reflect your application setup. You can refer to the

LAWTRAC.LTO\lawtrac.lto file to access your previous application settings. Click Save once

all changes have been made.

Note: Retain the LAWTRAC.LTO directory. If required, custom or client specific code may need to be

copied from this location and updated to be compatible with the v4.1 instance. 

6.1 Upgrading from 3.7 to 4.1

Take a backup of your Lawtrac database (i.e., XXXLegal).

1. On the Web server, go to LAWTRAC.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_37to401.sql script. 

2. Run that script against the LAWTRAC.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

3. Return to the LAWTRAC.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_404to405.sql script. 

4. Run that script against the LAWTRAC.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

5. Return to the LAWTRAC.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_407to41.sql script. 

6. Run that script against the LAWTRAC.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

7. Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1 instance as a Lawtrac
administrator. 

8. Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link. Once complete, the script window
displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that were already examined. The
value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).

This completes the upgrade to v4.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at Support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100.

mailto:Support@mitratech.com
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1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 3.7 database (i.e., XXXLegal).
2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 
3. Follow the steps outlined here: https://help.lawtraconline.com/LT41/UserHelp/

install ing_lawtrac.html

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on
your web server and update the existing 3.7 DB by running the following scripts in the
order below:

4. Access the LT_37to401.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_40to401.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

9. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

10. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in the Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and
Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo
SET INTUrl = “http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/”,
// For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/)
CorpLogoURL = "http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/systomlogolmgs/
Corplogo.gif" 
 // or a client default image. For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: "http://
localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif”

6.2 Upgrading from 4.0 to 4.1

· Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1 from Lawtrac 4.0.0

· Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1 from Lawtrac 4.0.1 through 4.0.4

· Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1 from Lawtrac 4.0.6

· Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1 from Lawtrac 4.0.7
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6.2.1 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.0

Take a backup of your Lawtrac database (i.e., LAWTRACX.LTO).

1. On the Web server, go to LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_40to401.sql

script. 

2. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

3. Return to the LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_404to405.sql script. 

4. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

5. Return to the LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_405to41.sql script. 

6. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

7. Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1 instance as a Lawtrac
administrator. 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at suport@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

6.2.2 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.1 through 4.0.4

Take a backup of your Lawtrac database (i.e., LAWTRACX.LTO).

1. On the Web server, go to LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_404to405.sql

script. 

2. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

3. Return to the LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_407to41.sql script. 

4. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

5. Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1 instance as a Lawtrac
administrator. 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.

mailto:suport@mitratech.com
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Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at suport@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

6.2.3 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.6

Take a backup of your Lawtrac database (i.e., LAWTRACX.LTO).

1. On the Web server, go to LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_406to407.sql

script. 

2. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

3. Return to the LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_407to41.sql script. 

4. Run that script against the LAWTRACX.LTO database in SQL Server Management Studio. 

5. Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1 instance as a Lawtrac
administrator. 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at suport@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

6.2.4 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.7

Take a backup of your Lawtrac database (i.e., LAWTRACX.LTO).

On the Web server, go to LAWTRACX.LTO/Scripts and access the LT_407to41.sql script. 

Run that script against the Lawtrac_currency database in SQL Server Management Studio.

Once the script has been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1 instance as a Lawtrac administrator. 

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link. Once complete, the script window
displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that were already examined. The value
should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).

This completes the upgrade to v4.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at Support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100.

mailto:suport@mitratech.com
mailto:suport@mitratech.com
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7 Lawtrac 4.1.1 Upgrade Instructions

Navigate to the respective set of upgrade instructions that applies to your version of Lawtrac. The
instructions within each link outline a step-by-step guide for upgrading each version of Lawtrac to
Lawtrac 4.1.1.

Important Note: Current clients who are using Lawtrac 4.0.9 cannot upgrade to 4.1.1, they must
wait until the next upgrade.

Upgrade Lawtrac:

· Upgrade from 3.7 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.1 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.2 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.3 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.4 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.5 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.6 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.7 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.8 to 4.1.1

· Upgrade from 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.1.0 to 4.1.1

7.1 Upgrading from Lawtrac 3.7 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 3.7 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 3.7 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts referenced
in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts > upgrade folder
on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 3.7 would start from LT_37to401. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 3.7 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 
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3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 3.7 database by running the following scripts in the
order below:

4. Access the LT_37to40.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL Server
Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_40to401.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

9. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

10. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Scripts for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif
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3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.2 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts referenced
in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts > upgrade folder
on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_40to401.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

9. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Updating to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 
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For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.3 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.1 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.1 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.1 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.1 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.1 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 
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For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.4 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.2 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.2 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.2 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.2 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.2 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Scripts for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif
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3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.5 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.3 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.3 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.3 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.3 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.3 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 
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For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.6 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.4 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.4 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.4 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.4 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.4 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

8. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 
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For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.

Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.7 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.5 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.5 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.5 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.5 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.5 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.
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Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.8 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.6 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.6 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.6 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.6 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.6 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

7. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Scripts for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.
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Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.9 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.7 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.7 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.7 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 
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1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.7 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.7 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

6. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.
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Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.10 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.8 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.0.8 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.8 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 
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1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.8 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.0.8 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

5. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 

Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.
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Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.11 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

Note: Clients on Lawtrac 4.0.9 cannot upgrade to 4.1.1. They must upgrade directly to
4.1.2.

Upgrading from 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.9 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.9 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.9 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_409to412.sql script and run it 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.12 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.1.0 to 4.1.1

Upgrading from 4.1.0 to 4.1.1

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.1.0 to 4.1.1. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC411 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.1.0 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 411 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac411 Installer root directory on your
web server, and update the existing 4.1.0 DB by running the following scripts in the order
below:

4. Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it against your LAWTRAC database in the SQL
Server Management Studio. 
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Point Database to Codebase

Execute the following query in New/Upgraded Lawtrac database to customize the Login URL and

Company Logo URL. This process is required.

Update CorpInfo

The image below depicts the SQL Script that should be run in the Lawtrac Database. 

Script for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

The instructions below are a description of the SQL Script shown in the image above.

1. In the IntUrl column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/

2. In the CorpLogoURL column, enter http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/images/
systemlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif // or a client default image. 

For example, a Lawtrac 4.1.1 user would enter: http://localhost:8500/Lawtrac411/images/
systomlogolmgs/Corplogo.gif

3. Set the WHERE TableID to 1.
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Database Entries for Upgrading to Lawtrac 4.1.1

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.1 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.1.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

7.13 Update Lawtrac Version Number

Update Lawtrac’s version number

Run the following SQL query against your Upgraded Lawtrac database. This will update the instance
with the latest version number.
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/

***********************************************************************************

**********/

/* Lawtrac® 4.1.1 Mitratech Holdings, Inc.

    

    /*                                         

           

*/

/* 

/* Contact Info:                                                                  

          

*/

/* 5001 Plaza on the Lake - Suite 111  Austin TX 78746                            

          

*/

/* (888) 784-7224                                                                 

          

*/

/* support@mitratech.com                                                          

          

*/

/

***********************************************************************************

**********/

BEGIN TRANSACTION

GO

INSERT INTO ProductInfo (BuildNumber, Version, InstallDate)

VALUES ('4.1.1', '4.1.1', GETDATE())

GO

UPDATE CorpInfo SET Version = '4.1.1'

GO

COMMIT

8 Lawtrac 4.1.2 Upgrade Instructions

Navigate to the respective set of upgrade instructions that applies to your version of Lawtrac. The
instructions within each link outline a step-by-step guide for upgrading each version of Lawtrac to
Lawtrac 4.1.2.

Important Note: Current clients who are using Lawtrac 4.0.9 cannot upgrade to 4.1.1, they must
upgrade directly from 4.0.9 to 4.1.2.
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Upgrade Lawtrac:

· Upgrade from 3.7 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.1 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.2 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.3 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.4 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.5 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.6 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.7 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.8 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.1.0 to 4.1.2

· Upgrade from 4.1.1 to 4.1.2

8.1 Upgrading from Lawtrac 3.7 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 3.7 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 3.7 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts referenced
in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts > upgrade folder
on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 3.7 would start from LT_37to40. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 3.7 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 3.7 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_37to40.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_40to401.sql script and run it
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· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or or 800.453.1698x100

8.2 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts referenced
in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts > upgrade folder
on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_40to401.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it
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· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.3 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.1 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.1 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.1 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.1 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.1 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it
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Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.4 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.2 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.2 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.2 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.2 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.2 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.
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If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.5 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.3 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.3 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.3 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.3 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.3 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100
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8.6 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.4 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.4 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.4 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.4 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.4 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_404to405.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.7 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.5 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.5 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.5 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.
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Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.5 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.5 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.8 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.6 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.6 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.6 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.6 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.6 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_406to407.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.9 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.7 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.7 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.7 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.7 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.7 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_407to408.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_407to41.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.10 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.8 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.8 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.8 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.8 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.8 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_408to409.sql script and run it 

· Access the LT_409to412.sql script and run it

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285)).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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8.11 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.0.9 to 4.1.2

Note: Clients on Lawtrac 4.0.9 cannot upgrade to 4.1.1. They must upgrade directly to
4.1.2.

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.0.9 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.0.9 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.0.9 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_409to412.sql script and run it 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.12 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.1.0 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.1.0 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.1.0 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.1.0 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.1.0 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_41to411.sql script and run it

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.
Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

8.13 Upgrading from Lawtrac 4.1.1 to 4.1.2

Upgrading from 4.1.1 to 4.1.2

The following page details the upgrade process from Lawtrac 4.1.1 to 4.1.2. All .sql scripts
referenced in this procedural can be found in the LAWTRAC412 root directory under scripts >
upgrade folder on your web server.

Important Note: Begin this process from the script that is equal or nearest after your current version
of Lawtrac 4.0.x. 
For example, clients on Lawtrac 4.0.2 would start from LT_404to405. 

1. Take a backup of your Lawtrac 4.1.1 database (i.e., XXXLegal).

2. Run the Lawtrac 412 Installer. 

3. Follow the steps outlined on the Installing Lawtrac page.

4. Locate the scripts/upgrade directory within the Lawtrac412 Installer root directory on your web
server, and update the existing 4.1.1 DB by running the following scripts against your LAWTRAC
database in the SQL Server Management Studio:

· Access the LT_411to412.sql script and run it 

Once these scripts have been executed, log into the Lawtrac 4.1.2 instance as a Lawtrac

administrator.

Navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Application & Database | Database
Administration and click the Run Upgrade Scripts link.

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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Once complete, the script window displays the amount of tables to be examined and the tables that
were already examined. The value should be the same for both (i.e., 285 Tables to Examine (285).
This completes the upgrade to Lawtrac 4.1.2.

If you require assistance with the upgrade process, please contact Mitratech's Lawtrac Support
department at support@mitratech.com or 800.453.1698x100

9 Lawtrac Report Writer Help

The Lawtrac Report Writer (LRW) has replaced the Ad Hoc tool used in previous versions. The
LRW is designed to accommodate varied reporting needs by giving users the ability to create their
own original reports. Enhancements have been made so extensive knowledge of the database and its
structure is not necessary to utilize this tool.

Report Writer Home Screen

Users can utilize the LRW to:

· Supply information at both a broad level and a detailed level

· Construct complex reports that require information summarized at multiple levels

· Give subtotals as well as page totals

· Provide counts of information

· Present report results that can be either printed or emailed

· Offer multiple report formatting options

· Build SQL statements without requiring knowledge of the fields that require joins

· Provide advanced sorting functions for reports

· Allow users to customize report criteria

9.1 Before Creating a Report

Begin by planning out the report before creating a design. Determine the answers to the following
questions:

· What is the goal of this report?

· What information is needed to create this report?

· Where is the information stored that is needed for the report?

· What criteria needs to be set to ensure that the relevant information shows?

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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· What information do you want to display on the final report?

Note: New to Lawtrac 4.1 is Asian character support on report documents. Users can now create,
edit, and view reports that contain data from Asian-language documents. Documents with files
names or contents that contain Asian characters in the following languages are available for reporting
using standing, custom, or ad hoc reports:

· Chinese (Traditional and Simplified)

· Korean

· Vietnamese

· Indonesian

· Japanese

· Thai 

9.2 Accessing the LRW

Select Reporting on the Top Navigation Bar to open the drop-down menu. Click on the Report
Writer hyperlink.

Accessing the LRW

9.3 Creating a New Report

When you open the LRW tool, you are automatically taken to select the Matter Type (Step 1).
Options must be selected in this stage and at the Matter Display Selection screen (Step 2) for
Report Writer to function. Detailed information about each step and option is listed below:

Step 1: Select Matter Type

Step 2: Select Matter Display Information

Step 3: Select Matter Criteria

9 Search Criteria Rules

Step 4: Select Sorting Fields

Step 5: Select Report Options

Step 6: Quick Preview
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Step 7: Full Report

  Step 8: Optional Functions

9 Report Templates

9 Saving Report to Folder

Making Changes in Previous Steps

Note: Users can click the Refresh symbol  in the top right corner of the step screen at any point
to reset all checkboxes and entry fields to blank. 

9.3.1 Step 1: Select Matter Type

The Step 1 button shows a scroll-list of Matter Types to choose from. The Matter Types are listed in
alphabetical order. You may choose a specific Matter Type or choose "None Selected" if no specific
Matter Type is necessary for your report. 

Report Writer Step One

If "None Selected" is chosen, the fields displayed are the default field names used by Lawtrac. Refer
to Step 2 - Select Matter Display Information for more detail. 

Click Set Captions once you have made a selection in Step 1.

Note: If a specific Matter Type is selected in Step 1, the captions displayed in Step 2 are specific to
that Matter Type, i.e. Litigation Matter Type shows Litigation captions.

You may return to any previous step throughout the process. All entered information is retained and
can be changed. If you backtrack to make changes, ensure that choices in all other steps are still
compatible and that you have saved your changes.

9.3.2 Step 2: Select Matter Display Information

All available data that can be displayed in a report is listed in Step 2. Select the checkbox next to
the data items that you want displayed in the report. If you selected a Matter Type in Step 1, then
the data captions that your company uses will be displayed. If "None Selected" is chosen in Step 1,
you will see the default Lawtrac captions. 
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Display Information Tab

Display selections can be set for your report in the following categories from the initial screen:

· Basic Matter Information

· Matter Dates

· Classifications and Vitals

· Related Information and Key Dates

More detailed information selections can be set on the right sidebar. Selections made to these
categories populate the fields available in the Criteria tab (Step 3). 
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Sidebar Navigation for Displayed

Information

When finished, click Save at the bottom of the Display Info page. 

Note: If the full report is displaying an error message after selecting the display information, try
eliminating the total invoice amount from the report, if selected.

9.3.3 Step 3: Select Matter Criteria

Select the checkbox next to the data items that you want displayed in the report. An item must be
selected here if you wish to display or sort by that item. 

Use the scroll bar to view all of the available criteria categories. These categories are based on the
selections made in Step 2 and Step 1. You may return to any previous step if you need to make
changes. Make sure to Save from this screen for your changes to be reflected in the report.
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Criteria Selection Screen

To select a data item, such as a report filter, check the box beside the field name and complete the
criteria information. Some of the data items have a drop-down menu that contains criteria rules that
you can select; others have data values in a drop-down list that you can select. If you select a data
item that has the criteria rules, then you would also select one of the criteria rules (i.e. >, <=, IN,
LIKE, etc.), and then type specific information into the text box to the right.

For a data item that has data values in a drop-down list, check the box, then highlight the appropriate
data value. 

To highlight more than one value, hold the CTRL button down on your keyboard while clicking.

Users can save after each section rather than waiting to save for the entire document by clicking 
Jump to Save.

Warning: Selecting a checkbox while leaving it's corresponding drop-down menu blank may cause a
system error.

Note: If the quick preview is displaying an error message after selecting the criteria information, try
eliminating the "Trial Date" and "Date Filed" from the report, if selected.

9.3.3.1 Search Criteria Rules

When using "Like" search criteria in Step 3, use the wild card (%). For example, if you were looking
for a matter name that has “port” in the beginning, you would type in "port%". For a word with "port"
in the middle you would type "%port%". For a word with "port" at the end you would enter "%port".
See the example below for a sample matter named "Legal_Team_Support."
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LIKE Search Criteria Example

When using "Between" search criteria, the use of single quotes is required. You must enclose each
term in single quotes and separate the terms with the word “and”. For example, to limit the results to
dates between January 1, 2010 and June 1, 2010, enter "‘01/01/2010’ and ‘06/01/2010’".

BETWEEN Search Criteria Example

9.3.4 Step 4: Select Sorting Fields

The next step sorts the information within a specific column. Each column is sorted in ascending
order unless the Descending Order box is checked, thus sorting the column in descending order. 

To set the first and primary sort order, select the desired field in the Primary Sort box. If this is the
only field you wish to have sorted, click Save and proceed to the next step. If the data needs to be
sorted further, select the desired field in the Secondary Sort box, then the Third Sort box, then the
Fourth Sort Box, if desired. The Primary Sort field should be set to Type for best results.
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Report Writer Sorting Fields

Note: You have to sort in order: Primary—Secondary—Third—Fourth. You cannot do a Primary Sort
and then a Fourth Sort. For example: To organize the report by matter type then by matter name,
select “Matter Type” in the Primary Sort box, and select “Matter Name” in the Secondary Sort
box. The report shows the rows in order by matter type, and then within each matter type sort the
rows by the matter name.

9.3.5 Step 5: Select Report Options

Using the radio buttons, choose either List format or Group format, depending on the type of report
you want. You can also enter a report title; this title is hard-coded in the report and applied to all
formats.

Selecting Display Options
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Click the checkbox next to "Get only Distinct Values" in order to eliminate duplicate rows. (A
“distinct” set returns only one row when there are multiple rows that have identical information across
all columns).

If Distinct Values is selected, you may not select any field that is a text field, and you may not sort
on any field that has not been previously selected.

The Counts option calculates the number of items in each row. For example, if you select Matters
and Type 5 it will count the number of Matters with Type 5 rather than listing all the results.

Users are also able to select the display format of the report. The default report setting displays the
report as HTML; all other document forms require the user to download the report as an Excel, Word,
or PDF file from the Report Writer.

Formats 

Users can choose between list and group formats from the Report Options tab. The right-hand
sidebar provides links for users to adjust the Field Sort values as well as the headers and
grouping details.

Format Adjustment Panel

List Format

A list view provides users with an itemized list arranged by the type of matter (if Type was set as
the primary filter as recommended). 

List View on Quick Preview

Note: Select List Format from the right sidebar of the Report Options page to change the
column headers or field values.

Group Format

The group format provides users with an itemized list that displays the total values for different
groups that were selected on the Group Format page.
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Group View on Quick Preview

9.3.6 Step 6: Quick Preview

Quick Preview allows users to view their report as it will appear in Full Report. If this section does
not load, ensure that Type is set as the primary sorting field and criteria in the preceding steps. 

Users will be prompted to select the document type if more than one has been selected on Step 5.

Quick Preview of Multiple Document Types

9.3.7 Step 7: Full Report

Full Report allows users to view or download their report. If this section does not load, ensure that
Type is set as the primary sorting field and criteria in the preceding steps. 

Users are prompted to select the document type if more than one has been selected on Step 5.
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Full Report in HTML Display

9.3.8 Optional Functions

This option allows for complicated calculations and functions and is recommended for advanced
users only.

The tab opens to Advanced Options from the Optional Functions sidebar by default. Advanced
Options layout may vary according to the different types of data previously chosen.

Optional Functions Sidebar

Sums: Fields With Values pulls up any column selected that contains numeric values. Choosing
one or more of these fields results in that field being summarized in the report. For example, if you
want a sum of invoices you would select to sum the field here. You can select one or more of these
items.

Calculated Fields gives you the option to create an arithmetic function within a report for one set of
data. If you select "TotalAmount" in the Sums: Fields With Values list you must select "Sum of
TotalAmount" in the Calculated Fields: Fields With Values box to the bottom right. If you select
"None" or "Percent" then you cannot select "Sum of TotalAmount" in the Calculated Fields: Fields
with Values box. These are based on the Step 4 numeric value. The Operator symbols are as
follows: Addition (+), Subtractions (-), Multiplication (*), and Division (/). Use division with caution—if
the program is asked to divide a number by zero, an error occurs. 

When using Calculated Fields you must choose an Alias. This is the name of the column where
the calculated information appears in the final report. This column name cannot be blank or have
spaces. 

Values in the And’s or Or’s data field can be entered directly by those who understand SQL.
Otherwise, the values are added from the Display Info. and Criteria tabs.
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9.3.8.1 Report Templates

Saving a report as a template can expedite the process of writing new reports. Users can preserve
the criteria and display information set by clicking the Save as Template link of the Optional
Functions tab.

Users can load and delete their saved templates from the Maintain Template List link. Loading a
report overwrites and cancels out any report currently in progress.

Saving as a Report Template

9.3.8.2 Save Report to Folder

Click Save Report to Folder to save your report to run it using different output formats: HTML,
Excel, PDF, and MS Word. These output formats are selected in Step 5.

Saving a Report to Folder

The title for your report displays in the "Report Title" text box. It is the same title entered in Step 7
and is hard-coded on the saved report.

1. Enter a file name in the "File Name" text box. The file name must be a unique name, up to 25
characters with no spaces.

a. Optionally, a brief description of the report can be entered for future reference in the large
text box.

2. When finished, click Save Report. A message appears to confirm your report has been saved.
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9.4 Making Changes in Previous Steps

Once a report is started, you can return to previous steps at any time as long as you have not logged
out or the session has not been terminated. It is important to keep selections consistent throughout
the report creation process. Be especially cautious of changing information in the earliest steps after
you have chosen all other options. If you are doing a group report and change Step 3, selections
made in Step 5 need to be reorganized based on a new sort order. It is best to review all steps after
making any changes to ensure that all of the information is compatible.

10 Lawtrac Connect Installation and User Guide

The Lawtrac Connect feature is an Outlook interface created to give users the ability to associate
emails to Lawtrac matters to which they are assigned from within Microsoft Outlook. This application
was designed to save time for Lawtrac users who spend most of their working time in Outlook. 

10.1 Installation

The current installation package works for 32bit and 64bit computers. Refer to the detailed guidelines
below, or select Document Tools from the Documents tab on your Lawtrac homepage for quick
instruction.

For the installation to work correctly, you need to have the Microsoft Visual Basic and Microsoft
Visual Studio 2010 Tools for Office Run-time application installed on your computer. You must
uninstall any previous Lawtrac Connect installs. During the Lawtrac Connect installation, your
Outlook must be closed.

Important Note: The use of Lawtrac Connect counts against the overall seat licensing for in-house
users in Lawtrac.

10.1.1 Step 1: Confirm Installed Programs

Go to Control Panel | Programs and Features and ensure the following are installed on your
machine:

· Microsoft Visual Basic application

· Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Tools for Office Runtime

If both are successfully installed and you do not have a previous version of Lawtrac Connect installed,
proceed to Step 2. If both are not listed, follow the install instructions below.

To install Microsoft Visual Basic PowerPacks 10.0 application:

1. Click the link: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145727&clcid=0x804.

2. Select Run.

3. Accept any prompts regarding unknown publishers.

4. After the application has successfully installed, close the window.

To install Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Tools for Office Runtime:

1. Click the link: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=44074.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145727&clcid=0x804
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=44074
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2. Select Run.

3. Accept any prompts regarding unknown publishers.

4. After the application has successfully installed, close the window.

If this is not your first time installing Lawtrac Connect, you must uninstall any previous versions. To
uninstall your current Lawtrac Connect:

1. Go to Control Panel | Programs and Features.

2. Locate Lawtrac Connect and select Uninstall.

3. Close the Control Panel window when complete.

10.1.2 Step 2: Locate Lawtrac TeamID

You need to know your Team ID in the Lawtrac application.

A. On the top menu, click People | In-House Legal Department.

B. Locate and select your name.

C. Find your Lawtrac Team ID at the bottom of the page.

User Credentials

10.1.3 Step 3: Lawtrac Connect .zip File

A. From the homepage within your Lawtrac application, select Document Tools from the
Documents tab.

B. Click the blue Download button to activate the LawtracConnect.zip file. Choose Save File and
then click OK, or choose to open the file with Windows Explorer. 

Download Connect
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10.1.4 Step 4: Extract File

There will be two .zip files for the Lawtrac Connect application: Lawtrac_Setup_2010_and_Above,
and setup. 

A. Click Extract all files in the taskbar.

Extract Files

B. Double-click the setup file to begin the installation process. Follow the brief instructions in the
new Lawtrac Connect Setup Wizard window.

. Accept any prompts regarding unknown publisher by clicking Run.

. Click Next to accept the defaults in the installation.

. When the installation is complete, click Close.

Installation
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10.1.5 Step 5: Open Outlook

A. Reopen Microsoft Outlook. If you receive a pop-up requesting permission to install from unknown
publisher, click Install.

Install

B. In the new Lawtrac Connect Setup Template (shown below), type your Team ID into the "Team
ID" text field.

Setup Template

C. The URL should be pre-populated with your site.

i. In the Team ID field, enter your personal Team ID from Step 2.

ii. Contact Lawtrac Support to obtain the Upload Path and the Web service URL.

iii. Save the settings.

iv. Click Close.

D. Lawtrac Connect automatically loads into Outlook: "Lawtrac" is added to the menu bar and the
bottom pane displays the Lawtrac Connect add-in.
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Lawtrac Tab in Outlook

10.1.6 Troubleshooting

If, after completing the installation, the setup template does not automatically display or the Lawtrac
option does not appear on the menu bar, perform the following tasks:

· Ensure Microsoft Visual Basic application and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Tools for Office
Runtime are installed and listed in Programs and Features. If they are not, you need to install
the programs; uninstall Lawtrac Connect, and reinstall.

· Ensure the Lawtrac Connect add-in is enabled in Microsoft Outlook.

o Outlook 2007

Ø Tools

Ø Trust Center

Ø Add-ins

Ø Verify that the Lawtrac Connect Add-in is listed under Active Application Add-ins

o Outlook 2010

Ø File

Ø Options

Ø On left sidebar, click Add-ins

Ø Verify that the Lawtrac Connect Add-in is listed under Active Application Add-ins

If Lawtrac Connect Add-in is listed under Inactive or Disabled, highlight the add-in and click Go.
Check the box next to Lawtrac Connect Add-in and click OK. Select File | Exit to close Outlook and
then reopen.

10.2 Using Lawtrac Connect

After a successful installation, Lawtrac Connect loads automatically when you open Outlook. The
Lawtrac option on the Outlook menu bar has a Settings link and a Lawtrac Connect switch to hide/
display the feature.
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Lawtrac Settings in Outlook

10.2.1 Attach a Matter

The Lawtrac Connect feature is an Outlook interface created to give users the ability to associate
emails to matters to which they are assigned from within Microsoft Outlook.

Attach an Attachment (Document) or Email to an Assigned Matter

1. Select the matter in the drop-down.

2. Click on the email or attachment to be added and drag it into the box. Note: The upload
process will start after a few seconds. Do not repeat.

3. If the drag-drop into Lawtrac Connect is successful, a green ‘Success’ bar displays in the
drag-drop area. Note that the Success bar indicates that it has been successfully pulled into
the Lawtrac Connect temporary holding area, not necessarily successfully into the Matter.

Connect Drag-and-Drop

When emails and attachments are uploaded to a matter via Lawtrac Connect, they are displayed in
the destination matter record (via Documents | Detailed List | Associated Documents area of the
Main Matter Screen). Emails are uploaded as .msg documents and can be viewed, as well as the
attachments.

Note: Users can force the plugin to refresh by click ing on a different item/email in Outlook.
(Does not require syncing the new items.) This action uploads any queued emails to Lawtrac.

When uploaded, the Lawtrac Connect upload process adds a tag to the document name with the
date added plus a control number, and “Added via Lawtrac Connect” is added automatically to the
document Synopsis field. The tag number is unique to each Lawtrac Connect upload so if the same
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email (i.e., same email subject line) is uploaded more than once to a matter, the tag tracks which
was uploaded first.

Document Tag Track

10.2.1.1 Move/Resize

On the top bar you can find a down arrow and the ‘X’ to close out of Lawtrac Connect. Clicking the
arrow displays 3 options: Move, Size, or Close.

· Move—Relocate the Lawtrac Connect box to another area within your Outlook

· Size—Drag in the edges of the Lawtrac Connect box to the desired size

· Close—Exit out of the Lawtrac Connect tool

10.2.1.2 Matter Drop-Down

The "Matter" drop-down contains up to 1,000 matters to which you are assigned, listed in
alphabetical order. Matters that have been closed within the past 90 days are included in the
selection list.

Note: If your matter selection list begins with blank lines, this is due to matters that have been
deleted. Contact Lawtrac Support regarding matter clean-up.

If you are assigned to a large number of matters, it may be difficult to locate a specific matter. To find
a record quickly, open the selection list and key an initial letter to jump to the matter prefix for that
letter/number.

Click the Refresh button to update the list.

Lawtrac Matters
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10.2.1.3 Drag-and-Drop Box

Once the appropriate matter has been selected, click on the email or attachment to be added and
drag it into the box.

Note: The upload process may take a few seconds to start. Do not repeat.

If the drag/drop into Lawtrac Connect is successful, a green Success bar displays in the drag-drop
area.

Note: The success bar indicates that it has been successfully pulled into the Lawtrac Connect
temporary holding area, not necessarily that it was pulled successfully into the matter record.

If you drag an email attachment (document) with an unauthorized extension to a matter, that
document is not added to the matter. The user receives an automatic “Unauthorized File Upload”
internal message in Lawtrac. The green success bar may appear, however, signifying the file was
transferred, but it is not accepted by the application.

10.3 Viewing Lawtrac Connect Updates in Lawtrac

Select a category to learn more:

· Documents

· Text Records

· Calendar

10.3.1 Documents

When emails and attachments are uploaded to a matter via Lawtrac Connect, they are displayed in
the destination matter (via Documents | Detailed List | Associated Documents area of the Main
Matter Screen). Emails are uploaded as .msg documents and can be viewed, as can the
attachments.

When uploaded, the Lawtrac Connect upload process adds a tag to the document name with the
date added plus a control number, and Added via Lawtrac Connect is added automatically to the
document Synopsis field. The tag number is unique to each Lawtrac Connect upload so if the same
email (i.e., same email subject line) is uploaded more than once to a matter, the tag tracks which
was uploaded first.

Documents

10.3.2 Text records

Text records added to a matter via the Notes feature in Lawtrac Connect display within the matter
record. The Time column is not populated for records added via Lawtrac Connect, but a Control
Number is assigned.
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Text record access for outside counsel and key personnel defaults to the setting for each text
category.

Text Records

10.3.3 Calendar

Events added via Lawtrac Connect display on the matter’s Calendar page, and are added to the
matter’s Month View. Editing an event from the matter also updates in Lawtrac Connect.

11 Legal Hold User Guide

A Legal Hold strategy ensures that potentially discoverable data is identified early on and not
inadvertently deleted, thus reducing the cost of e-Discovery and improving compliance with Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. Each Legal Hold can involve multiple data sources and custodians—each of
which must be notified and attest to compliance with the hold. 

The ability to put a matter on hold and create a list of hold recipients within the matter record is
available beginning in Lawtrac 4.0. The Legal Hold functionality includes the ability to designate a
hold administrator to matters and use Lawtrac to send and manage hold notices. Lawtrac's Legal
Hold module is designed to enable you to track the notifications and responses sent to any
employee affected by a Legal Hold in your company. 

If you are interested in purchasing the Legal Hold module, contact Sales@lawtrac.com to discuss
specifics.

11.1 Hold Administration Links

Accessing Lawtrac's Hold Administration page from the Matters tab allows you to view matters
currently on hold, create hold notices, and designate hold recipients.

Note: Only hold administrators and individuals with Hold Administration permission granted by site
administrators have access to this Hold Administration module. 

mailto:Sales@lawtrac.com
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Hold Administration

Hold Administration Options: 

Tab Function

Hold Notices View active and inactive matter holds.

Transaction Records View activity on matters.

Message Library View and create hold notices.

Recipient Groups View and designate hold recipients.

11.1.1 Hold Notices

Once a matter is placed on hold, it is added to the Hold Notices list. This is the default tab that
opens in Hold Administration.

Hold Notices

Search Filter: Filter the hold table to list holds by hold administrator, hold category, or dates set.
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Active Holds: Lists the matter records currently on hold. Default listing is in chronological order. 

· Click the  icons at the top of each column to toggle the list order.

· Click the matter number or matter name to view all notification messages and list of recipients.
You can also add recipients to the hold list, add hold messages, record and view assets, and
edit custom hold messages.

Inactive Holds: Lists the matter records for which the hold has been lifted.

· Click the matter number or matter name to view all notification messages and list of recipients.
You have all the same options as an active hold.

11.1.2 Transaction Records

The Transaction Records tab in Hold Administration allows you to view a list of all recorded hold-
related events across all matters that have been placed on hold. 

Transaction Records

Type an individual's last name or a matter number into the text box in the upper right corner of the
page and click Go to search for a specific transaction record. The search bar can search for matters
or names by a single number or letter.

Click matter number to view actions made by all employees associated with a matter.

Click an individual's name to view actions made by that individual on all of their associated matters.

Transaction History
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11.1.3 Message Library

The Message Library tab in Hold Administration allows users to view a list of all recorded hold-
related messages across all matters. 

Click the Active Holds/Inactive Holds buttons to switch between the active and inactive message
list.

Click the  icon to edit the hold message title and type.

Click the  icon to retire the hold message. It appears in the Inactive Holds list.

Message Library

Create Message

1. Click the Create Message button at the top of the Message Library table. 

a. A title is automatically generated in the "Short Title" text box, but can be changed to a
custom title by typing directly into the text box. 

2. Associate the hold type using the drop-down menu. 

3. Type your message into the message field.

The message field operates like a general Word document. Heading style, font, and text
size can be adjusted using the top three drop-down lists. View the function of each icon in
the second row by hovering your mouse pointer over the button or icon. 

4. Click Submit after entering your hold message. 

a. Click the View Source checkbox to display the message and configuration in HTML
view.
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Create a Hold Message

Set Header & Footer

Click the Set Header & Footer hyperlink at the top of the Message Library table to view or edit
the message header and footer. The header typically consists of the company name, office
location, and a confidentiality notice. 

The message footer should include the Hold Administration module's lead person and contact
address, as well as the general counsel's address (shown below). 
Click Save Header/Footer Settings to confirm changes.
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Hold Message Header and Footer

11.1.4 Recipient Groups

The Recipient Groups tab in Hold Administration allows users to view a list of all groups who will
receive notices about matter records. 

Recipient Groups

Click on the  icon in the Edit column to view or add a list of individuals associated with the group.
Individuals are listed in alphabetical order by surname. Use the search bar at the bottom of the list to
find a specific group member.

Click the  icon to delete a group or individual within a group. 
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Add an Individual to a Recipient Group

1. While viewing the group list, click Add New Recipient at the top of the list to 

A list of data fields is generated at the bottom of the page. 

2. Enter all available information into the text boxes.

3. Select or deselect the checkbox above "Hold Administrator's Notes" to determine whether
the individual receive notices via a non-email delivery service. 

4. Add the individual to other recipient groups without re-entering all of their information by
selecting the checkboxes in the Associate to Other Recipient Groups category. 

5. Click Save Record to set all information.

Add an Individual to Recipient Group

Add a Recipient Group 

From the main Recipient Groups page, type the name of a new group into the text box at the
bottom of the group list and click Save. The group name appears in the table, allowing you to edit
and add individuals.

Add a Recipient Group

11.2 Step 1: Establish Hold Types and a Hold Administrator

Establish a Hold Type

Hold types identify the reason you may have placed a matter on hold, such as Litigation, Audit,
or Regulatory. All types are user-definable based on the needs of your department. It lets the
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hold administrator know which type of hold notice to send.

To create a hold type:

1. Access Application Administration from the My Lawtrac tab. 

2. Go to the Misc. Settings tab. 

3. At the bottom of the right Miscellaneous sidebar, select Open Category Menu from the
drop-down list and click List. 

4. Select #68: Hold Types.

From within the Hold Types page, you can edit the category name, or the title of any pre-
existing hold types. Retire a hold type from use by clicking the  icon.

To add a hold type, enter a category name and export code into the bottom text boxes.
Category name should tell users what kind of hold it is, and the export code should help identify
the category name as a hold type. Click Submit to confirm.

Add New Hold Type
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Establish a Hold Administrator

The Hold Administrator is the person that will be sending out the Hold notices for particular
Matters. This person can be anyone in your Legal team, regardless of their access to other
modules, and this person does not need direct access to the Matter records. You may have
more than one Hold Administrator within Lawtrac, but there can only be one Hold Administrator
per Matter.

To establish a Hold Administrator, go to In-House Legal Department from the People tab.
Click on an individual's name to open their staff profile. 

From the staff member's profile, click Site Access from the sidebar. 

Site Access Link

On the Site Access page, under Access Points, select the toggle switch for hold administrator

to turn access on ( ) or off ( ). Changes are saved automatically.
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Turn On Access Point

Note: Only hold administrators have access to set this permission.

11.3 Step 2: Place Matters on Hold

Matters are placed on hold from within the record itself. Begin the hold process by selecting Hold
Actions from the Modules Navigation Bar.

Create a Hold Within a Matter

A hold checklist can be found in the middle of this page to assist in setting hold parameters. A
checklist is not required, however, if the hold pertains to guidelines and statutes (such as the Federal
Rules of Procedure; Depositions and Discovery—Rule #26). You may wish to take a moment and
review the items listed below. 

Have you:

· Added every person who is likely to have discoverable information as a party—to include their
name, address and telephone number?

· Moved all documents, electronic or otherwise, into a centralized list noting the name,
description, and location?

· Made a text entry outlining any damages and claims?
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· Determined if any item may be covered by any aspect of insurance coverage?

· Made a note in the record of the date any discovery request was made (14-day rule)?

· Added any expert witnesses to the matter as a "vendor"?

· Identified any court limitations to any discovery order?

· Ordered any delivery methods?

Place a Matter on Hold

Note: Any individuals assigned to a matter can determine when a matter needs to be placed on hold.

1. Select the hold type from the "Type of Hold" drop-down list.

2. Establish a start date (required). You are able to add an end date once the hold has been
created; the end date removes the matter from the hold.

3. Select the appropriate hold administrator from the drop-down list.

4. Include any notes that might be beneficial to the hold administrator in the "Hold Notes/
Administrator’s Instructions" box. These notes/instructions are included in the notice that is sent
immediately to the hold administrator when you click Set Hold.

Note: In cases where the hold administrator does not have access to the matter record you
should include as many details as needed to select the appropriate message.

5. Click Set Hold. The hold administrator receives a message via email immediately that a new
matter has been placed on hold. See example below; the yellow box contains the matter
numbers to which the individual is listed as hold administrator:

Hold Notice Email

Once a matter is placed on hold, it is added to the matter hold Listing. Access the hold Listing by
selecting Hold Administration from the Matters tab. The page defaults to Hold Notices.
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Hold Administration

11.4 Step 3: Identify Recipients

The recipients of the hold notification must now be identified and notified. Any individuals assigned to
the matter can identify who should receive the hold notices. However, their responsibility ends here.
The hold administrator can add to or edit the list of recipients as necessary.

The Hold Recipients List can be found at the bottom of the Hold Actions page within a matter.

Hold Notification Management

Note: Before assigning hold recipients, you must ensure there is a “Primary” Legal staff assigned to
the matter record. To add the primary, select the Legal Team tab at the top of the matter screen. If
you need more detailed instructions, please refer to Legal Team in the Lawtrac User Guide or
contact Support@Lawtrac.com.

mailto:Support@Lawtrac.com
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Identify the Hold Recipients

1. Select Look-up/Add to Hold to search the recipients by last name or by hold group. 

a. If the individual is not found, click Add New Personnel to List to add them.

2. Select the recipient from the list by either clicking expand, selecting a checkbox and clicking
Submit, or click the  icon. Review the individual’s profile and contact information by clicking

 and click Save Record.

Add New Personnel Link

11.4.1 About This Matter Text

Once recipients are selected, click View/Edit 'About This Matter' Text to enter the first paragraph
that is included with the hold notifications. This text advises those who receive the notification what
the matter is about.
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About This Matter

Once finished, click Save Opening Paragraph. The hold administrator will be able to review the
text before the notices are sent.

11.5 Step 4: Create Notice

To create a hold notice, access the Hold Administration page from the Matters tab at the top of
the page.

Hold Administration Link

Note: Only hold administrators and users with hold administration permission will have access to
this Hold Administration module. See your site administrator to be granted access. 
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From the Hold Administration page, click the Message Library tab, then click Create Message. 

Create a Hold Message

You can cut-and-paste your message into the template from a Word document, or you can type
directly into the text field and use the top three drop-down lists to change heading style, font type,
and font size. Hover your mouse pointer over the icons to see the action of each button. 

Give the notice a short title so you can select it from the library list and link it to a hold type.

When your message is complete, click Submit. It appears in your Message Library tab.

Submit Message

11.5.1 Message Library

Once messages are created, they appear in the Message Library tab in Hold Administration.
Messages from the library can be reviewed, revised, or deleted accordingly by clicking the edit icon 

 or the retire icon .
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Hold Message Library

· Set Header & Footer link allows you to adjust the title and type of hold.

· Inactive Holds allows you to view messages that were marked inactive. To mark the message
as inactive, click the  icon next to the desired message.

11.6 Step 5: Send Notice

The hold administrator must now send the notice to the intended recipients. To send the hold
notification, select the Hold Notices tab in the Hold Administration page from the Matters module.

Hold Notices

From the active holds list, select a matter by either matter number or matter name. All staff
associated with the matter is listed under Matter Staff on the left side, and notification recipients are
listed at the bottom. If there is an additional person you would like to add as a hold recipient that did
not get added in Step 3, you can add them now by clicking Look-Up/Add to Hold and following the
same steps. 

Add to Notification Recipient List

All hold notices sent for the matter are located on the right side of the screen. To add a hold notice,
select the hold message you created for the matter from the drop-down list, then click Add

Message. Click the  icon to change a message. From the edit page, you can also set a date for
the same message to be sent again, or select a schedule to repeat the notice. Click Save to
confirm any changes made.

Click the  icon to remove the message from the message list. 
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Send Hold Notice

11.6.1 Custom Hold Messages

Click the Custom Hold Messages button to view or edit the message that will appear as the primary
hold notification. This message appears as the primary hold notification. If all hold recipients do not
have access to Lawtrac, you can use this text to explain matter details or hold concerns.

Custom Hold Messages

After clicking Custom Hold Message, type your primary hold notification into the text field on the
right. Click Save Opening Paragraph to confirm changes. 

12 Contract Notification Module User Guide

While originally created for contract-related matters, the Contract Notification module can be used for
any type of matter requiring a date-based notification.

The Contract Notification module is designed to remind users of future events. This user guide
outlines the steps for setting up and using this module. For additional information, contact
Support@lawtrac.com.
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12.1 Module Set-Up

From Application Administration, the Notifications hyperlink in the Misc. Settings sidebar allows
users to manage the Notifier module.

Notifications Link

In the top section of the Notifier module, edit the notification schedule by taking the following steps: 

1. Click the colored indicator to turn the notification system on  or off .

2. Type the number of days overdue in the first text box.

3. Type the number of upcoming notification days in the second text box.

4. Choose a repeat cycle from the drop-down menu.

5. Click the  icon to choose a date for the next notification.
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Notification Schedule

Opening/closing paragraphs allow administrators to include instructions to the recipient. Manage the
text within the opening and closing paragraph by typing directly into the corresponding text fields.

In the bottom section of the Notifier module, use the checkboxes  to include certain individuals or
records in the notification. 

A point of contact can be assigned by typing the individual's name and email address in the text
boxes at the bottom.

Click Save Settings after any changes are made.
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Notification Settings
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Fields Description

Notification System Off/On The system must be set to On to be activated within the
application.

Days to Look Back
(overdue) 

Lawtrac will look back ‘X’ number of days, from the day the
notifications are being run, to see if any selected date fields fall
within that time-frame. This can be set to "0" (numeric zero) if you
do not wish to look at any overdue dates.

Notification Days Forward Lawtrac will look forward ‘X’ number of days, from the day the
notifications are being run, to see if any selected date fields fall
within that time-frame.

Repeat Cycle Select how often you want the notification emails to be sent.

Note: The Daily (Weekdays) option sends emails every day
except for Saturdays and Sundays.

Next Notification
Scheduled for

Set this date for the first time you want to send notices. This
must be set for either "today" or a date in the future; it should not
be set for a past date.

Note: When the notifications are run, the “Next Notification
Scheduled for” automatically updates based on the “Repeat
Cycle” selected. In the scenario presented, once the notifications
are run on March 25, 2013, the “Next Notification Scheduled For”
is updated by one week (seven (7) days) to April 1. If you want to
ensure the notifications are run on a specific date, you can
manually change the “Next Notification Scheduled for” AFTER
you’ve run the current month’s notifications.

Notification Email
Opening/ Closing
Paragraphs 

Include any descriptive text that will help your recipients
understand the information they are receiving and what, if
anything, you want them to do with the information.

Include Contact
Information of

At least one selection is required. You may select contact
information for any, or all, of the designated roles to appear on the
email. The terms (Primary, Paralegal, and Administrator) appear
as they are used on your site.

Include Closed Records By default, the contract notifications only queries open matters,
but closed matters can be included if necessary.

Note: You may need to query closed matters if you close a
contract matter for the purpose that the Legal department has
completed its work with the contract (it’s been reviewed and
approved from a Legal standpoint). Your internal client/key
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personnel, however, still considers it an active contract and may
need to review it for possible renewal, renegotiation, etc. If this is
the case, it is best practice to include closed records in contract
notifications. 

Only Include Records with
These Status Settings

You can select as many status entries as necessary. The status
terms that you see will be those in use on your site.

Point of Contact As noted in the Module Guidelines on your screen, the email
notification will include the name and contact information for up to
three (3) individuals assigned to the matter record. In addition,
however, we recommend a general contact be added—this would
be the individual responsible for sending the notifications, and
may or may not be associated to any matter records.

If Lawtrac is hosted in-house, the point of contact looks similar to the following image.

Point of Contact

When Lawtrac is hosting your site, your data resides on a “Lawtrac.com” server. When an email
address does not match the server address, many email systems view it as spam and will not allow
the email to be delivered. So, a “customer.com” email coming from a “Lawtrac.com” server may get
caught in a spam filter. At the end of this document, in Appendix A, we have included a note from our
Development Team that you can share with your IT department to alleviate the referenced issue and
allow the email to come through your system.

Note: If you must use the noreply@Lawtrac.com email address, please include the contact name
and email address of your company representative in the body of the opening or closing paragraphs.

Once all the settings are in place, click the Save Settings button.

12.2 Matter Set-Up (General User)

For matter records to be included in the contract notifications, there must be at least one Legal staff/
key personnel assigned to the matter and the matter date fields must be populated. Contract
notification emails are only sent to the Legal staff/key personnel with contract reminder permission. 
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12.3 Scheduled Task Set-Up

From Application Administration, the Scheduled Tasks hyperlink in the Application &
Database sidebar allows site administrators and super users to schedule commands to run code at
specific times. These commands can be used to execute account payable feeds, email notifications,
etc. The Scheduled Tasks hyperlink lists scheduled tasks set up in your database along with start
and end dates and the time they are scheduled to run.

Scheduled Tasks Link

Click on an existing task to view or edit task details. The selected scheduled task's information
displays to the right, where the information can be changed by clicking directly into the appropriate
text boxes or using the drop-down lists. Click Save when finished to confirm changes or select the

 icon at the top to return to the list view.

Within an opened scheduled task's information page, click the  icon to run that task, or click

the  icon to delete the task.
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Scheduled Task Information

Add a Scheduled Task

To create a new scheduled task, click Add New Scheduled Task at the bottom of the task list.
Use the text boxes and drop-down lists to enter your task data, then click Save to commit the
information to the database. Click the  icon at the top to cancel and return to the task list.

Fields Description

Task Name This is the title of the task.

Start Date This should be at least one day prior to when you actually want to start
using the Contract Notification module. 

End Date The end date must be a future date. To alleviate the possibility of the
notifications stopping inadvertently in the "near" future, make this a “2020”
date.

Time The task runs automatically at the time specified. We strongly encourage
tasks to be run at night, typically between Midnight and 6:00 a.m.
Depending on the amount of data being collected for these notifications, it
can take quite some time to run. The setting is based on a 24-hour clock,
so the time shown “01:30” is actually 1:30 a.m. (Eastern), while “24:00”
would be Midnight. Your time zone must be taken into account when setting
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this up. If you are in the Pacific Time Zone, and you schedule this for 1:30
a.m. (Eastern), it will actually run at 10:30 p.m. (Pacific). The timing may
impact the date you want to appear on your notices. If you want the notice
to be dated May 1, under this scenario it would be dated April 31. To run the
notices at 1:00 a.m. on any given date, you would want to use the following
settings: 

Pacific Time Zone: 04:00 

Mountain Time Zone: 03:00 

Central Time Zone: 02:00 

Eastern Time Zone: 01:00 

Interval The options here are Once, Hourly, Daily, Weekly, and Monthly. This
should be set to Daily. Each day at the time specified, this task looks at
the Next Notification Scheduled for date in the Module set-up screen. 

URL DO NOT CHANGE THIS INFORMATION.

Description/
Comments

If you wish to make comments about the task, enter them here. The
comments do not impact the notices; they only appear on this screen. 

Once you have made the appropriate selections, click Save New Task. 

Other icons associated with scheduled tasks: 

· —Deletes the entire task. If you accidentally delete the task, please contact Lawtrac
Support and they can add it back to your site. 

· —Runs the task manually. If you need to send out notifications at some time other than
your regularly scheduled time-frame, you can use the Run Task icon to do so. Please note that
email notifications will only be sent out once each calendar day. If the task runs automatically at
1:30 a.m. on Monday night, May 2, you cannot generate emails manually during the day on
Monday, May 2. You would need to wait until Tuesday, May 3 to generate additional emails.

Notice Report 

After the task has run, Lawtrac creates a Notice Report and stores it in the Documents List. This
report can be accessed through Documents | Documents List. The reports are entitled “Notice
Report”.

12.4 Appendix A: SMTP Server Information

Background:
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The Lawtrac application includes the ability to send messages via email to individuals throughout
your organization. These messages could be notifications to retain information (Legal Hold), contract
reminders, invoicing and other financial notifications. 

Some companies have deployed software on the servers that receive and process these messages
as “SPAM”. 

Purpose:

This document provides configuration information that your company’s IT department can use to
ensure emails coming from the Lawtrac application are delivered successfully. 

Settings:

SMTP Server Address: SMTP.appsonline.com 

Domain # 1: Lawtraconline.com 

Domain # 2: Lawtrac.com 

If additional information is required, please contact Lawtrac Support at Support@Lawtrac.com.
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No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior permission of Mitratech Holdings, Inc. The
information in this document and the product it describes are subject to change without notice.
Companies, names, and data used in examples herein are fictitious unless otherwise noted. The
software program described in this document is provided to its users pursuant to a license or
nondisclosure agreement. The software program and any associated documentation represent
confidential information and may only be used, copied, or reproduced pursuant to the terms of such
agreement. This manual does not contain or represent any commitment of any kind on the part of
Mitratech Holdings, Inc. 

©2016 Mitratech Holdings, Inc. 

Microsoft®, Windows®, Windows Server®, Office are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 

Adobe ColdFusion® is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated. 

Oracle is a trademark of Oracle Corporation. 

GroupWise is a trademark of Novell. 
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Apache is a trademark of The Apache Software Foundation. 

Lotus® and Lotus Notes® are trademarks of IBM. 

Java is a trademark of Oracle incorporated. 

13.1 Introduction

The Self-Service module can be set up so that key personnel can submit requests directly to the
Legal department. Legal then reviews the request and either accepts or rejects it. Once the matter is
accepted, you are able to access the matter and any documents that you upload and documents
that Legal has given you permission to access. 

The read-only set-up does not allow key personnel to submit requests directly to the in-house Legal
team. However, if you are assigned to the matter, you have access to the record and are able to view
certain information pertaining to that matter. The documents may or may not be accessible,
depending on the permissions set by Legal. 

Note: Captions of date and text fields are specific to each Lawtrac customer. The captions and
screenshots used in this guide are generic and may not match what you see on your screen. 

13.2 Log On

Your company’s Lawtrac site administrator will provide you with log-in credentials and the Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) address to access the site.

Complete the user name and password fields and then press Enter on your keyboard or click Sign
In to log in. 

Lawtrac Log-in Page
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13.3 Quick Find

Quick Find is one of several ways to locate matter records, invoices, or budgets. Often, it's the
fastest way to search and you can see the Quick Find at the top of all screens in Lawtrac.

Search for matters using the Quick Find feature at the top right of the screen. Type in part of a
matter name, matter number or prefix. Click Find. 

Lawtrac Quick Find

Examples: 

ABC (part of matter/request name) 

CON%3 (for CON-00003) 

CON- (prefix number) 

The default is All Matters and Pending Requests, but you can continue refining your results: 

· Matters: Find open, closed or all 

· Requests: Find pending, rejected, accepted, or all 

· Use the date fields to limit further 

Quick Find: Refining Results

13.4 Support

An email requesting support can be sent directly to the Lawtrac Support team. 

Lawtrac Support
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Your name, title, and email should pre-populate the appropriate text fields. Phone number and
subject are optional, but may help the Support team address your problems. 

Create a descriptive outline of your support needs in the "Message" text box, then click Send
Message.

13.5 Top Navigation Bar

At the top of the page in your Lawtrac application there are several tabs designed to help you
navigate through your matter records. 

Hover your mouse pointer over the heading to view a drop-down list of hyperlinks.

Note: The availability of the tabs shown below depends on your the permissions configured for you
by the client's site administrator. 

Top Navigation Bar

Top Navigation Options:

Tab Function

Home View the page you see first when logging into Lawtrac.

Matters View all open matters to which you are assigned. 

Messages View all Lawtrac internal messages and notices.
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Tab Function

Calendar View a month-to-month calendar for events.

Reporting View reports containing information on matter records to which you are
assigned.

Settings Update your contact information, change your username, etc. 

13.5.1 Homepage

The homepage displays all open and closed matter records to which you are assigned. Requests
that have been accepted, rejected, or are pending are also listed. 

Click on the table headings in bold to sort your list. 

Lawtrac Home Page: Key Personnel

In the My Matters and My Requests tables, click on the matter or request number to be directed to
that matter record or request information page. 

Click on the text in the Type column to open a search tool at the top of the page. This search tool
queries for matter records within a specific period of time. Use the  icon to select a date from the
calendar.

Search Tool: Time Period

Located on the right side of the page you can find your upcoming events, which include notifications
from your assigned matter records if you have been allowed notification permissions. Click on the
event title to navigate to that matter record or event information.
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Announcements and notifications are located here as well, as set up by the site administrator. These
notices could be anything from general announcements to instructions and reminders.

Click Submit New Request to create a request for such things as contracts, approval for an issue,
claim numbers, etc. Any requests made here show up on your homepage, where you can review
them, and they also show up in your key personnel user profile for the in-house Legal team and site
administrators to view.

13.5.1.1 Submit New Request

1. Click the Submit New Request button on the homepage to make a request to the in-house
Legal team working on your associated matters. These requests can be seen from your user
profile on the Lawtrac application.

2. Assign the request a unique name or identifier, and choose the type of request from the drop-
down menu. The options available in the "Request Types" drop-down menu are based on your
permissions configured by the client's site administrator. 

3. Add a summary of the request in the "Description" text field, if desired. 

4. Click Continue. 

New Request

You can now add a due date for your request, or attach a document. Different request types may
have different date types that correspond with your selection. (For example, an HR Issue request
may have date options for employment start date and date of alleged incident).

Click Send Request to finalize the process.
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Send Request

13.5.2 Matters

Hover your mouse pointer over the Matters tab to locate your matters and requests. 

Matters Tab

Matters Options: 

Page Function

My Matters View a list of matter records to which you are assigned.
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Page Function

Closed Matters View all closed matter records to which you are assigned.

Accepted Requests View all requests you have made that have been accepted.

Pending Requests View all requests you have made that are pending acceptance or
rejection. 

Rejected Requests View all requests you have made that have been rejected.

13.5.2.1 My Matters

The My Matters hyperlink in the Matters tab takes you to a list of matter records to which you are
assigned, as well as your requests.

You may be associated to additional matter records that are not visible, if the Legal team has not
turned on access permission.

Matters: My Matters

Click on the matter number or name to view the matter record information. 

Use the buttons at the top right corner of the list to filter your matters to only show those which are
opened, closed, or both.

View Open, Closed, or All Matters

The search tool located above your matters can be used to narrow your list to show only matter
records created during a specific time period. Click on the  icons to select a date, then click
Search. This tool also filters your request list.
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Search for Matters

13.5.2.1.1  Matter Screen

From My Matters under the Matters tab, click on the matter number or name to view the matter
record information. 

Matter Default Screen

The main page shown when opening a matter record contains all the basic information about the
record, including date opened/closed, status, and type.

Any correspondence that the site administrator wishes you to see appears here as well.

The right side of the page contains additional information in collapsed boxes. Click on each blue bar
to expand the information.

Important Note: Site administrators access site-wide customization options via Application
Administration.

Because of Lawtrac's customization features, your matter screens may look different than the
examples shown in this guide. Depending on the type classification, sections such as Contract/
Contact Information may not be displayed. Many of the captions and labels in Lawtrac are dependent
on the type classification.

Tab availability is also dependent on your permissions. If you do not have permission to access the
matter records financial information, the Financial Information tab does not appear.

13.5.2.1.1.1  Document Management

Lawtrac allows key documents to be uploaded to matters so they can be shared with corporate staff
and outside counsel (if desired).

Select the Document Management tab at the top of the matter record screen. 

Document Management Tab
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Matter documents are listed in the Documents table. Click the title to open additional file information
on the right side of the page. 

To open a matter document, click the document name, then click Open File. In a separate
command window, choose to open the file with one of your programs or save it to your computer.

Open a Matter Document

It is recommended that matter-related documents be added from within the matter itself; this way the
document is automatically associated to the correct matter.

To add a document to a matter:

1. Select the Document Management tab within a matter assignment. 

2. On the right, click Add a Document to open a search window. 

3. Click Browse... to locate the file on your local file system. 

4. Click Open, then click Upload to confirm. 

A "File was Saved" notice appears after a successful upload, and you are redirected back to the
opening matter tab.

Important Note: File type and size limits are determined by the site administrator. You must also
have the appropriate permissions configured in order to add documents to a matter.

To view upload instructions, safe file names, allowed file types, and maximum file size, click the 
icon next to the Browse... button.
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Add a Document

13.5.2.1.1.2  Financial Information

The Financial Information tab allows you to view financial records of the selected matter. 

Important Note: If the matter record is not associated to a firm/vendor who has an invoice on file,
certain subjects may not be present.

Financial Information

· Fees, Disbursements, Other
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These amounts are taken from invoices associated with the matter.

· Total

This is the current sum of all invoice in their original currency, including approved, pending, and
rejected. 

· Disbursements

The amount shown is the sum of all disbursements for all invoices—even if there are multiple
different invoices.

· Budgeted

The amount shown is the sum of all budgets assigned to the matter record, even if the amounts
are from different vendors.

· Reserved

The amount shown is the sum of all reserves despite differing categories, but payments to
parties and outstanding loss reserve can only be viewed as an in-house Legal member.

· Finance 1, 2, 3, and Outcome Amount

These amounts reflect the insurance amounts paid by the company.

13.5.2.1.1.3  Legal Department Contacts

The Legal Department Contacts tab shows all members of the in-house Legal team who are
associated with the matter, and displays their roles. 

Legal Department Contacts

Within every matter record there are four available areas of responsibility. Click the following titles to
review information about the position:

· Lead Role

· Paralegal Role

· Administrative Role
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· Team Member Role(s)

Send the Legal team member an email or an internal note that can be accessed within Lawtrac by
clicking the corresponding icon to the right of their names.

Click on an individual's name to pull up their address and additional contact information on the right
side of the screen. 

Note: If the individual has not entered this information into their profile, you may only see their name
and email address, as those fields are required.

Legal Department Contact Information

One of two required positions, the Lead position, or attorney, within the matter record is reserved for
the individual who is responsible for managing the matter and reporting the status of the matter to
your corporate/company hierarchy. This person must have invoice approval authority for at least one
dollar (U.S. $1).

The person in this position is automatically notified when the matter is updated, either by individuals
within the Legal department or outside counsel, and when financial considerations are updated
(invoices or budgets received).

This position is based on the premise that the authority to conduct business within the matter can be
delegated to others, but never the responsibility for the matter.

The second position is typically reserved for the “primary contact”. This person may be responsible
for the day-to-day activities of the matter at the corporate or company level and could be, for
example, a paralegal.

Outside law firms, vendors, and other corporate key personnel can be directed to contact the
individual in the secondary position in order to keep all information within the matter up-to-date.

This position may work in concert with the secondary position, or may be assigned duties specific to
matter types in order to enhance the management of matter information.

Because individual permissions can be set at the activity level, an individual assigned to this position
on the Legal team may not be privy to financial or other information within a matter, but may help
shoulder the responsibility to ensure the matter data is current and accurate.

This position, along with the Lead, is also a required position. Whoever adds a new matter record
into Lawtrac is automatically assigned to that matter’s team.
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Because a matter’s security settings can restrict viewing to only those assigned, there must always
be at least one person assigned to the team. This will prevent matter records from "falling through the
cracks" and being lost within the Lawtrac application.

Depending on the view/edit permissions granted to the individual Team Members, they have full
authority to interact with the matter information, as do all of those in the higher positions.

13.5.2.1.1.4  Text Records

The Text Records tab allows you to view texts such as invoice instructions or outcome notes that
have been added to the matter.

Text records can be added to a matter record by site administrators, super users, and the Legal
team involved with the matter. When a text record is created, security options can be set to allow
outside counsel and key personnel to view the category, or not. Unless you have been given Read
Access to the record, it will not appear in this tab.

Text Records

Text records are listed chronologically in expandable bars. Click on the text record category to open
the message, and then click the category again to close it. All texts can be expanded to view all
messages at once. 

13.5.2.1.1.5  Routing Slips

Routing slips are a way of bringing either matters or documents to the attention of an individual from
whom an action or response is needed. At this time, routing slips are for the use of Legal staff only,
however, key personnel can see the routing slips on those matters to which they are assigned and
have been given access.

When an individual assigned to a routing slip is not already on the matter's Legal team, that
individual is included in a routing slip role. This enables them to view the matter and its documents,
regardless of work group settings, and to respond to routing slips for that matter. Once the routing
slips have been removed, individuals in a routing slip role are no longer assigned to the matter.

The Routing Slip tab within a matter allows you to view the routing slips, the individuals reviewing
the slip, and the status of their reviews.
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Routing Slips

Click on the icon in the View column or the individual's name to view the routing slip. The routing slip
will always be for either a document or the matter record itself.

13.5.2.1.1.6  Key Dates

Key dates added to a matter record by the Legal team or a site administrator appear in the Key
Dates tab within a matter. While there are several key date and reminder options for a matter record,
you only see events here that the Legal team has chosen to share.

If your Legal team or site administrator has given you editing permissions for the event, the  icon
is displayed to the right of the event date. Click this icon to adjust the date, and click Save. 

Key Dates

13.5.2.2 Requests

The Requests hyperlinks in the Matters tab take you to a list of matter records to which you are
assigned, as well as your requests.

Matters: Requests
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Click on the request number or name to view the information. 

Use the buttons at the top right corner of the list to filter your request to only show those which are
pending, rejected, accepted, or all.

My Requests

The search tool located above your requests will narrow your list to show only those created during a
specific time period. Click on the  icons to select a date, then click Search. This tool also filters
your matter list.

Search for Matters

13.5.3 Submit Request

1. Click the Submit New Request button on the homepage to make a request to the in-house
Legal team working on your associated matters. These requests can be seen from your user
profile on the Lawtrac application.

2. Assign the request a unique name or identifier, and choose the type of request from the drop-
down menu. The options available in the "Request Types" drop-down menu are based on your
permissions configured by the client's site administrator. 

3. Add a summary of the request in the "Description" text field, if desired. 

4. Click Continue. 

New Request

You can now add a due date for your request, or attach a document. Different request types may
have different date types that correspond with your selection. (For example, an HR Issue request
may have date options for employment start date and date of alleged incident).

Click Send Request to finalize the process.
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Send Request

13.5.4 Messages

The Messages link across the top navigation bar allows users to read Lawtrac internal messages,
such as notices indicating changes have been made by the Legal team, or messages sent by other
users. 

Messages Tab

You are notified of new messages by the mail icon that appears at the top of the page next to the 
Support link. The icon is highlighted in orange when there is a new unread message in your inbox.

New Message Alert

Navigate between new and read messages from within the page by clicking either New Messages or
Read Messages, using the sidebar on the right.
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Messages Sidebar

13.5.4.1 New Messages

To view unread messages, select New Messages from the Messages tab.

New Messages Link

If you do not have any unread messages, this page will be blank. Your unread messages appear in
chronological order.

Click the subject of the message to view details.

New Message List

The message details include subject title, date sent, matter record associated with the message,
and the message content. 

· Select the matter number to view the matter record.

· Click Delete to remove the message from both the New Messages and Read Messages lists. 

· Click Mark Unread to keep this message in your New Messages inbox.

· Use the  icon to return to the messages list. The read message no longer appears in your new
message list.
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Open Message

13.5.4.2 Read Messages

To view read messages, select New Messages from the Messages tab.

Read Messages Link

All messages that have been previously viewed appear here unless deleted or marked as unread.
Your messages appear in chronological order and not in the order they were read.

Read Message List

· Click the subject of the message to view details. The message details include subject title, date
sent, matter record associated with the message, and the message content. 

· Select the matter number to view the matter record.
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Open Message

· Click Delete to remove the message from both the New Messages and Read Messages lists. 

· Click Mark Unread to return this message in your New Messages inbox.

Use the  icon to return to the messages list.

13.5.5 Calendar

The Calendar link across the top navigation bar allows users to view their upcoming events in
month, week, or day view format. 

Calendar Tab

The calendar defaults to the current month view, but you can change the layout by using the viewing
buttons above the calendar.

Find a specific month and year by selecting a date from the drop-down lists and clicking Go. 

 Calendar View Options

Events appear on the calendar as hyperlinks, with the matter number and event subject displayed.
Click on the event or matter number to navigate to the matter record's detail page.
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View previous or upcoming months by using the hyperlinks at the top right side of the calendar.

Note: Dates on the key personnel calendar consist of key matter dates added by Legal. Calendar
events are also noted. 

Calendar View

Month View

· Displays all days of the month. 

· Month link navigation—links are the previous and next month from the one currently being
viewed. 

Week View

· Default is to display the current week, Sunday through Saturday. 

· Drop-down navigation—select the week to display. 

· Week link navigation—links are the previous and following week from the one currently being
viewed. 

Day View

· Defaults to current day. 

· Use drop-down navigation to select a different day. 

· Day link navigation—links are the previous and following day from the one currently being
viewed. 

List Events

· Upcoming matter and contract events are displayed in a list format in chronological order.

· Events are hyperlinks that, when selected, direct users to the matter or contract details .
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List Events View

13.5.6 Reports

Custom and Ad Hoc reports would need to be reviewed by Lawtrac Report Specialists in order for
key personnel to be able to access. 

Up to five (5) standard reports can be given to you by the Legal Department. Reports will result in
information about matters to which you are assigned. 

Reporting Tab
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13.5.6.1 All Open Matters

From the Reporting tab, select All Open Matters to view a list of all matters opened in Lawtrac.

All Open Matters Link

Matter records are listed by matter number, name, lead, and date opened.

Use the  icon in the column header to toggle the list view alphabetically or chronologically.

Click Flag As Favorite at the bottom right side of the page to save the report. Saved reports appear
on the main Report Listing page under a new column titled My Flagged Reports.

All Open Matter Reports

13.5.6.2 Budgets by Fiscal Year Report

From the Reporting tab, select Budgets by Fiscal Year Report to view a list of all budgets created
in a specific fiscal year.

Budgets by Fiscal Year Link
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Select a year from the Fiscal Year drop-down list, then click Run Report.

Reports will be listed by budget number, matter number, firm, type of budget, frequency, and
amount.

Budgets by Fiscal Year

Click on firm name to view all budgets submitted by that firm.

Click on matter number to view all budgets associated with that matter record.

13.5.6.3 Fiscal Year Spend by Law Firm/Vendor

From the Reporting tab, select Fiscal Year Spend by Law Firm/Vendor to view a list of all
budgets created in a specific fiscal year by a specific firm or vendor.

Firm/Vendor Fiscal Year Spend Link

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list.

2. Select either "All" or "Posted" invoices from the Invoices drop-down list.

3. Find fiscal year spend by company name by entering all or part of the firm/vendor name in the
text box, and then specify whether the text is the beginning, middle, or end of the firm/vendor
name. 

4. Click Go. 

Search for Fiscal Year Spend

The list will contain the firm/vendor name, and will indicate whether that company is a firm or vendor
with either the letter 'L' (Law Firm) or 'V' (Vendor) on the far right.

Spend by Firm or Vendor
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Click the firm/vendor name to open that company's spend report.

The report lists all invoices by matter record number, the title of the invoice, amount, service period,
and whether it has been posted ("N" for no; "Y" for yes; "NA" for not applicable). The bottom of the
page displays the sum of all invoice amounts.

Opened Spend Report

13.5.6.4 Test Budget by Law Firm/Matter: Monthly Matrix

From the Reporting tab, select Test Budget by Law Firm/Matter: Monthly Matrix to view
budgets by firms and vendors on a monthly basis.

Test Budget Link

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list.

2. Filter records that are open, closed, or both.

3. Select a letter that corresponds to the firm/vendor name.

Law firms and vendors will be listed in alphabetically order, showing the quarterly, year end, and total
sums for each matter record assigned. 

Click Print at the top right corner of the list to print the report in as an Excel spreadsheet, Adobe
PDF, or Word document. Click Close to cancel and return to the report list.
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Monthly Matrix

13.5.7 Settings

If you need to update your contact information, change your username, etc. use the Settings link.
Note: When changing username and/or password, follow the Security Rules listed for your company. 

Settings Tab

You can change your contact information by typing directly into the appropriate text box or choosing
an option from the drop-down lists. Click Update to save changes.
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Contact Information

Change both your username and password on the right side of the page under Security. If you are
not updating your password, do not make any changes to the text in the "Password" text box. Verify
your identity by entering your password into the "Current Password" text box, then click Update to
confirm.

Note: If your new username and password does not meet the criteria stated under Security Rules
(see below), no changes will be made and you will see a notification of the requirements in red text
on the page.
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Security Options

13.6 Log Out

Always log out by using the Log-Out link when leaving the application. Logging out each time
preserves the security of your site.

Log Out of Lawtrac
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13.7 Read-Only Users

Your Legal department may have the Submit feature turned off for key personnel. If this is the case,
you will not have the Submit Request links, however, you are still able to view matters to which you
are assigned, as long at the Legal team has given you access. 

If you feel that the Submit feature has been turned off in error, please contact your site
administrator.

14 Outside Counsel Guide (Firms & Vendors)

Outside Counsel User Guide
Version 4.1

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior permission of LT Online Corporation. The
information in this document and the product it describes are subject to change without notice.
Companies, names, and data used in examples herein are fictitious unless otherwise noted. The
software program described in this document is provided to its users pursuant to a license or
nondisclosure agreement. The software program and any associated documentation represent
confidential information and may only be used, copied, or reproduced pursuant to the terms of such
agreement. This manual does not contain or represent any commitment of any kind on the part of LT
Online Corporation.

©2016 Mitratech

Printed and bound in the United States of America.

Microsoft, MS, and MS-DOS are registered trademarks and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.

Outside Counsel and Collaborati

Lawtrac 4.1 introduces Lawtrac Spend Management, an integration between Lawtrac and
Collaborati. If you are using Collaborati to submit invoices, rate cards, budgets, etc., you can refer to
the Collaborati User Guide for help with the application. After logging in to Collaborati, access the
Collaborati User Guide by selecting the Help link at the top right corner of the homepage.

The In-House Legal team still uses the Lawtrac application for all matter management needs, and
law firms and vendors have the option of continuing to use Lawtrac as an e-Billing platform.
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14.1 Introduction

Congratulations on your selection of the Lawtrac application, the premiere matter management
software product on the market today. With Lawtrac’s "Total Solution", you are well on your way to
achieving your company’s goals by better managing matters, expenses, budgets, documents,
records and e-Billing.

At Mitratech, our goal is to partner with you in this venture. We have designed Lawtrac to help you
succeed, and we stand prepared to provide industry-leading support whenever you need us,
beginning with this user guide.

For those already familiar with Lawtrac, you know that our user guide is designed to enable quick
reference to the information you’re looking for. For those new to Lawtrac, we highly recommend
reading this guide as you get to know the application. By trying the various tasks described, you’ll
become more comfortable with Lawtrac and all it has to offer. At the very least, new users should
read Chapters 1-4, which deal with navigating through the program environment.

Customizing Lawtrac

The Lawtrac application (sometimes referred to in this user guide as "the application" or simply
"Lawtrac") is designed as a flexible tool. One aspect of that flexibility is that your company can
customize many features of the application. For example, your company may:

· Customize the homepage to highlight key information and resources specific to your needs

· Turn off some of the modules or features

· Rename some areas or fields

· Set up layers of security

· Make other high-level choices that determine how Lawtrac appears and functions on your site

Because of this customization, and especially because of the security settings, what you see when
you log in may vary in some ways from what you see in the screenshots included in this user guide.

The instructions and illustrations in the user guide were prepared with all of the modules and most of
the features turned on, and from the log-in of a site administrator with full view/edit access.

Terminology

As with any software, Lawtrac utilizes its own terminology to define various roles of users and
aspects of the application. Some of the following terms are common, but may not be used in their
most "common" sense. Other terms may be new to you. Understanding the following terminology
may be extremely helpful as you read the user guide and use Lawtrac.

Base Currency The currency type to which your Lawtrac application is set. Also
known as "Currency of Record".

Browser A browser, also known as a Web browser, is a software
application used to locate and display Web pages. The two most
popular browsers are Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/application.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/application.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/Navigator.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/browser.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/Internet_Explorer.html
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Explorer. Most can display graphics as well as text. In addition,
most browsers can present multimedia information, including
sound and video, though they require plug-ins for some formats.
Lawtrac is optimized for use with Internet Explorer 9 or newer, and
the latest versions of Chrome and Firefox.

Business Hierarchy The Business Hierarchy is the second of two matter hierarchy
systems used in Lawtrac. This hierarchy has two user-definable
categories, with 10 levels under each.  By default, these are
called Product and Division. Your site administrator may re-
caption these fields with terms more appropriate for your
company.

· Product 

(Business Hierarchy
Type4)

This category is used to track the type of business you operate.
This classification can be used to track information down 10
levels, which can be linked or unlinked. If your company is
primarily service oriented, use this classification to track each of
those services.

· Division

(Business Hierarchy
Type5)

Not only is this classification used to indicate what business unit
the Legal department is working for but it is also used to maintain
interface codes for Accounts Payable systems. This classification
can also track down 10 levels, which can be linked or unlinked.

Button In Lawtrac, buttons are hyperlinked and clicking them opens up
general application modules (via the left Main Menu Navigation
Bar aka Left Navigation Bar) or matter-specific data sections (via
the right Matter Navigation Bar).

Collaborati Certain outside counsel have access to the separate e-Billing
portal Collaborati. These individuals log directly into the
Collaborati website to submit invoices, rate cards, and budgets.
Those who use Collaborati may still have access to Lawtrac and
can still use Lawtrac to submit invoices and other financial items. 

Currency of Record The currency type to which your Lawtrac application is set. Also
known as "Base Currency".

Court/Venue (Type7) Used to identify what third-party has jurisdiction or can render a
final decision.

Database A database is a program that enables you to enter, organize, and
select data from tables.

The Lawtrac database is organized by fields, records, and tables.
A field is a single piece of information; a record is one complete
set of fields; and a table is a collection of records. For example, a
telephone book is analogous to a database. It contains a list of

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/Internet_Explorer.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/graphics.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/text.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/multimedia.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/video.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b/plug_in.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/record.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/T/table.html
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records, each of which consists of three fields: name, address,
and telephone number.

Lawtrac is a hyperlink database, so any object—whether it’s a
piece of text, a picture, or a film clip—can be linked to any other
object.

Drop-down Menus Drop-down menus offer a select list of choices that "drop down"
when you click the arrow on the right side of a text box; you are
then able to make a selection from the list.  All drop-down menus
must be maintained by your site administrator; these fields do not
accept free-form typing.

Entity Entity is a term used when assigning an association to a matter
record when not referring to a specific individual. An entity could
be a building, company or group of individuals (such as a labor
union, other organization or class action grouping).

Finance Finance is a page in the matter record that has fields for defined
financial data, reference fields for invoice totals, insurance
amounts, payments between parties recorded to the matter—the
core financial tracking data for any matter.

Hyperlink Hyperlinks are words, phrases, numbers, etc., usually underlined,
that one can click to be taken to certain data screens enabling
smooth navigation through the internet or online database. In this
user guide, most are in bold font, though they may not always
appear that way in Lawtrac’s database.

Key Personnel Key personnel are employees of a company who are not in the
Legal department but who may be given direct access to the
information in Lawtrac. They have special screens and can only
access matters to which they have been associated.

Lead Administrator The lead administrator for a matter may be assigned duties
specific to matter types in order to enhance management of
particular matter information.

Because individual permissions can be set at the activity level, an
individual assigned to this position may not be privy to financial or
other information within a matter, but may help shoulder the
responsibility of ensuring that the matter information is up-to-date
and accurate. This is not a required field, but, if used, may be re-
captioned.

Lead Paralegal Often, the second position of responsibility within a matter is
reserved for the "primary contact" who is not always a paralegal.

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/object.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/text.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/link.html
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This person may be responsible for the day-to-day activities of the
matter at the corporate or company level.

While the Lead position slot is responsible for reporting on or
managing the matter, the outside law firms, vendors and/or other
corporate key personnel can be directed to contact the individual
in the secondary position when conducting day-to-day business.
This is not a required field, but, if used, may be re-captioned.

Lead Attorney 

or

Lead Person 

Usually the attorney that has been assigned primary
responsibility for a particular matter; this lead position is reserved
for the individual responsible for managing the matter and
reporting the status of the matter to the corporate/company
hierarchy. This person must have the authority for invoice approval
of at least one dollar (U.S. $1)and will generally be notified when
significant updates are made to the matter. This position is based
on the premise that the authority to conduct business within a
matter can be delegated to others, but never the ultimate
responsibility for the matter itself (this position is often referred to
as "Primary" in the Lawtrac User Guide).

Legal Hierarchy The primary organizational ranking of any matter. The primary
hierarchy consists of three levels or tiers: Matter Type, Matter
Category, and Matter Keywords. Site administrators may re-
caption these fields to best fit your company’s needs.

· Matter Type or Type 

(Legal Hierarchy
Type1)

The highest of three levels used for classifying a record's Legal
purpose. Make your Type1 description broad; the lower levels can
be more specific. A matter type is required for every matter
record.

· Matter Category or
Keyword

(Legal Hierarchy
Type2)

The second tier of the Legal Hierarchy further classifies the
record's reason for being in the matter management system. This
information is linked to Type1. 

If your site manages the Legal Hierarchy by Type2, this becomes
the highest level of the hierarchy.

· Matter Keywords or
Issues

(Legal Hierarchy
Type3)

The third tier is used to specifically classify the record. More than
one Type3 can be recorded against a record while the two higher
tiers have only one defining description. Type3 information is
typically linked to a Type1/Type2 combination.

Legal Team

(AKA Predefined or In-
house Legal Team)

Each matter should have a "Legal team" even if only one individual
is assigned to the matter, and even if your company does not set
up the predefined teams described below. The individual who
creates the matter can be automatically assigned to the matter’s
Legal team as a Team Member. The individual selected on the
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new matter template is also on the matter’s Legal team,
appearing as the Lead Attorney (Lead Person).

Matter In this user guide, records are called matters. On your site,
records may be called contracts, projects, cases—whatever
descriptor your site administrator has selected in order to conform
to your company’s needs. If you’re using a term other than
"matter," some of your screen titles and link names may differ
from those in the illustrations and documentation in this user
guide. Whatever term your company is using, it will be seen
throughout the application on your site.

Metadata Data about other data—metadata are informational fields which
are used to classify and further define documents or files in
Lawtrac. For example, document file names, document
categories, and the date documents that were added are all
metadata.

Navigation Bars Two main menus by which a user navigates around Lawtrac,
moving through tables and screens of data. The Top Navigation
Bar is composed entirely of hyperlinks, while the Left Main Menu
Navigation Bar are composed of hyperlinks and buttons.

Page Label Located at the bottom right corner of the screen, the page label
provides the ColdFusion file name for the code/template. You’ll
need this in communications with Support about issues or errors.

Party This term is not necessarily used in the true Legal sense of
"Parties" being Plaintiff and Defendant. In Lawtrac, a "Party" is
anyone directly involved with a matter record.

Picklist (UDC6 – UDC10) While similar to a drop-down menu, clicking into a picklist field
displays a list which includes previous text entries. You can
select one of the existing entries or key in a new one. If you key
in new text, it is added to future selection lists for this field.

Note:  Some picklist fields are activated by your site
administrator. Only entries assigned to OPEN matter records
appear on the picklist. To select an entry used for CLOSED
matters, you must retype it on an OPEN matter record.

Predefined Legal Team A group of individuals who can be assigned to a matter as a
predefined "work-group." The purpose of predefined Legal teams in
the Lawtrac application is to save time when initially setting up a
matter; subsequent adjustments may be made to the matter
record. Your company may group individuals into a Predefined
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Legal Team for particular kinds of matters such as an
Acquisitions or Litigation Team.

Private Matter Matters in Lawtrac may be classified "private" by team members
in order to limit access to their data fields, documents, etc. The
purpose of this designation is to protect particularly sensitive
matters from unnecessary exposure. Marking a matter as private
restricts access to the matter to only those directly assigned to
the matter’s team and to the super user.

Site Administrator

(aka Lawtrac
Administrator or System
Administrator)

This is an individual at your site (company) who has access to
the Application Administration module, and who has broad
rights within the application. Some companies have more than
one site administrator.

Status or Matter Status
(Type6)

Used to define the current "condition" of the record. Examples are
Open, Closed, Pending, In Discovery, etc. In conjunction with this
field, you will see an "as of" date field, to note the status as of a
particular date.

Super User A super user is someone who has total access to all controls and
data for a particular site’s Lawtrac application and database,
including administrative functions, permissions, etc.

Synopsis A synopsis is a brief description of a document or its contents
that can be used within the Document Bank.

There is also a Synopsis link on the right-side matter menu
located within Text Records. This provides another text area to
make notes regarding a matter. These notes will not be seen by
anyone other than members of your Legal department.

Table(s) Forming the basis of Lawtrac’s database, tables list various data
fields, the length of those fields, and their relationships to other
tables.

Team Member The person who adds a new matter record into Lawtrac is
typically assigned to the team working on that matter. Because
security settings can restrict everyone except the people
assigned to a matter from viewing its records, there has to be at
least one person assigned to each matter’s team. This practice
prevents matter records from being lost within the Lawtrac
application. Depending on the view/edit permissions granted to
them, individual team members have full authority to interact with
the matter information, as do the team leaders.
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Type Outcome Look-up table defined for use in describing different types or
categories of resolutions for the matter.

UDC User-defined Captions/Fields are fields where site administrators
can enter captions and determine content specific to your
company’s needs. For example, Court vs. Venue, Tribunal,
Agency, etc.

14.1.1 Legal Hierarchy

Matters are categorized according to a three-tiered "Legal Hierarchy" (Type, Keyword, Issues). Some
of the customization is related to this Legal Hierarchy. Different matter types may require different
handling. You may see different fields and different options; the levels of the Legal Hierarchy may
have different labels on your site. Within this user guide, we sometimes use their database names
(Type1, Type2, Type3) for clarification so the site administrators can more easily prepare reports and
perform database management tasks.

14.1.2 Business Hierarchy

Matters can also be categorized according to a "Business Hierarchy" (Product and Division; or
Type4 and Type5). Each of these areas can have multiple levels. Most companies use at least one
level of the Business (Type5) Hierarchy. How, and even whether, the other areas are used varies
greatly among Lawtrac customers.  

The word "matter" is used extensively in this user guide, but your site administrator may have
changed that label. Your company may be using "contract" or another term to describe the type of
records you’ll be tracking within Lawtrac.

14.1.3 Who Can Access Your Data?

There are references throughout the user guide as to what law firms and vendors can see and do
within the application. The descriptions and illustrations assume that individuals from those
companies are logging into your Lawtrac site. Contact your site administrator if you are uncertain
about who can and cannot access the application.

Just because an external company or individual is listed in the firms/vendors-assigned area of a
matter does not necessarily mean they can access your data.

14.2 Lawtrac Home Screen

Your home screen displays after you've successfully logged into the Lawtrac application. It is not
only the first screen you'll see, but the screen you will visit most often when using Lawtrac. The
home screen is also the location of your personal calendar, where you can easily view the events
and reminders that you've entered into this valuable feature.

Access the Lawtrac home screen from other pages by clicking the Lawtrac logo, which you’ll find in
the top left corner of every screen.
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Lawtrac Main Page

What You'll See on the Main Page:

Lab
el Name Description

A

Company Logo This area displays the logo that your site administrator has placed on
your site. If outside counsel firms are given access to log onto your
site for e-Billing and/or matter management, they will see this logo on
their screens.

Click the Lawtrac logo at the top left of the screen from anywhere in
Lawtrac to return to the homepage.

B
Left Navigation
Bar

The Left Navigation Bar is always visible. Use it to access the various
modules of Lawtrac.

C

Top Navigation
Bar and 

Quick Find

Quick Find is available on most screens in Lawtrac, and the top menu
bar is always visible. Use the top menu bar to access the various
modules of Lawtrac.

D

Welcome
Message

The homepage contains a Welcome Message area that can be
personalized by your site administrator. This space might be used to
display internal business rules about using Lawtrac or notices of new
developments within the company.

Notice that your name and position, as recorded on your personnel
record in Lawtrac, are displayed above your company’s Welcome
Message.

E

Personal
Calendar and
Links

This calendar is unique to your log-in. There are areas in Lawtrac
where reminders can be posted to your personal calendar.

The current date is highlighted in orange; days with matter events
associated are hyperlinked on your calendar view. 
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Lab
el Name Description

Directly below the calendar you’ll find a block of additional links that
give you quick access to other valuable resources. 

· Click the hyperlink to replace the Welcome Message text on the
home screen with a listing of the events for the indicated date.

· Use the   or   buttons to move through the months. Any time
you need to return to the current month, just click on today’s date.
You can also click “10 Day Outlook” to display scheduled matter
events over the next 10 days.

Note: This calendar does not display all events for your assigned
matters. In order for this calendar to display matter events, the events
must be placed on your calendar. Events on your personal calendar
are designated "P"; matter calendar events are designated "M". You
can hide the display of your calendar on your homepage using the
switches in your My Lawtrac.

14.3 Left Navigation Bar

Lawtrac's homepage offers a menu displayed in a Navigation Bar on the left-hand side of the screen.
Using this menu allows you to navigate matter records, your staff, invoices, budgets and reports with
ease.

Menu buttons expand to reveal hyperlinks. Buttons on the Left Navigation Bar (also referred to as the
Main Menu) are links to the various modules of Lawtrac. All key areas of the application can be
accessed from one of these buttons.

When you first open Lawtrac, all options may initially be expanded. However, once you select a
section, only one menu button at a time will open on a navigation bar. Once expanded, it remains
open until you click a different button on that same navigation bar. This eliminates having to scroll
through multiple links within multiple button topics. 
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Lawtrac Menu Sidebar

14.3.1 Matters

Click on the Matters tab in the Left Navigation Bar to expand the links. While the Top Navigation Bar
takes you to all matter records, the Left Navigation Bar allows you to view specific records or
upcoming matter events.

Lawtrac Menu: Matters

Matters Options:
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Page Function

Open View open matter records to which you are assigned. 

Closed View closed matter records to which you are assigned.

Changed View matter records that have had adjustments made recently.

Calendar View upcoming matter events.

Documents & Forms View the Documents & Forms directory. Click on the document title
to download.

14.3.1.1 Open Matter Detail

From within a matter record, you can see the following tabs at the top of the page. Click on each tab
to navigate through the matter record.

The tabs on the Matter General Report page allow screens to load faster and give you the ability to
toggle through the criteria most important to you. Your database will also remember the last tab you
selected and default to it the next time you return to this screen by hitting the Back button on your
browser.

Open Matter Tabs

Depending on your security permissions set, or If you are listed as having a supporting role for the
matter record, you will see less matter information and options and your tabs may look more like the
following:

Open Matter Tabs: Supporting Role

Main

From the Main tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view information about the
incident that the matter record addresses, including Legal and division classifications. You can
also view the alternate fee arrangements, if any exist.
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Main Tab 

Matter Detail

· View incident location, area, and geographical location. 

· Edit court and status by selecting an option from the drop-down menus. Click Update to save
changes.

Contacts

From the Contacts tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view internal and
external contacts, other outside counsel/vendor contact information, and send messages to
corporate staff or vendors.

Contacts Tab

Internal Contacts
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· The  icon allows you to view the contact's job title, timekeeper ID, area of expertise, and
any comments attached to their profile. Release this individual from the matter record by
typing "yes" into the text box at the bottom of the page and clicking Release From Matter. 

· The  icon allows you to send an internal message to the individual. In the new pop-up
window, type in the subject of the note in the "Subject" box, and enter your message in the
"Message" box. Click Send Message when finished.

External Contacts

Your external contacts are the individuals that are members of the Legal team associated to the
matter record. Send an internal note using the  icon.

Other Outside Counsel/Vendors

These contacts are individuals belonging to any other firm or vendor associated with the matter
record. Send an internal note using the  icon.

Send a Message

You can send a message to all external contacts (corporate staff) or all individuals on your 
Contacts page (corporate staff and firms/vendors). 

· Type a message title into the "Subject" text box and your message in the "Message" box

· Use the checkboxes  to save the message as a text record or receive a copy of the
message via email

· Click Continue>>> to send the message

Text

From the Text tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view or add text about the
matter record status, outcome notes, case summary, etc. The Lawtrac site administrator
manages the subjects of the texts that can be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Click Save New Text to add the new text to your matter text list on the left side. You have the
option to edit texts that you have authored.

· Click Edit under the Matter text to edit the text record or delete the text record

· Click either Subject or Date on the top right corner to sort the matter text list accordingly
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Text Tab

Parties

From the Parties tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view all parties or entities
associated with the matter, the date they were added, and their category.

To add a party or entity to the matter record, please refer to the Add a Party/Entity section.

Calendar

From the Calendar tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view future matter
events and add new events by type of event, event date, time, and detail.

Calendar Tab

·  —Edit the event

·  —Delete the event
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·  —Identify an internal staff member as responsible for the calendar event

Product

From the Product tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view and edit the
matter's product. 

Documents

From the Documents tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view and add
documents that are associated with the matter.

A  marker in the Documents tab indicates that there are documents currently available for
viewing.

Add Document Link

Checklists: General

From the Checklists: General tab at the top of the open Matter detail page, you can view and
update general questions that are directed to outside counsel.

If the Matter record contains any Legal classification-specific questions, those will appear here as
well.

Edit In-House Checklist Link

Checklists: In-House

From the Checklists: In-House tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view and
edit questions that are directed to the Legal team.

Update a General Question Link

Finance Overview

From the Finance Overview tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view financial
considerations by adversary and by company.
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Finance Overview Tab

Invoices

From the Invoices tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view invoices by date
added and the total of all fees and other expenses. 

Click on the invoice number to open the invoice detail page.

Invoices Tab

Budgets

If the matter record does not have a budget on file, this tab may not appear.

From the Budgets tab at the top of the open matter detail page, view budgets by date added, the
type of fee, and the frequency of the budget.

Click on the budget number to open the budget detail page. 
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Budgets Tab

14.3.1.1.1  Add a Party/Entity

To add a party or entity, select the Parties tab within a matter record.

Add a Party/Entity

1. Search for a party/entity by the start of their name, the end of their name, or a text that the
name contains by selecting an option from the drop-down list. 

2. Type the search criteria into the text box, then click Go. Single letter searches are acceptable.

3. When the search results are listed, click the  icon to view the party's detail and make a new

matter relationship. If there is an  icon in place of , that party is already associated with the
matter.
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Confirm New Matter Relationship

Optionally, identify the new party's relationship with the matter by making a selection from the drop-
down menu.

Add the party/entity by clicking Save. 

14.3.1.1.2  Add an Upcoming Event

From the Calendar tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view future matter events
and add new events by type of event, event date, time, and detail.

Calendar Tab
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· —Allows you to edit the event

· —Deletes the event

· —Allows you to identify an internal staff member as responsible for the calendar event

Add an Upcoming Event

1. Select the type of event that will occur from the "Event" drop-down menu.

2. Click the  icon to choose the event date.

3. Enter the time the event starts by selecting an hour from the first drop-down list, and minutes
from the second list.

4. Enter details into the large text field if applicable.

5. Click Save Event. 

14.3.1.1.3  Edit Matter Product

The matter's product can be edited from the Product/s tab within an open matter record.

Click on Edit, located at the top right side of the screen. The following page displays:

Edit Matter Product

· Change existing percentages by typing into the text box, then click Save. The green marker 
indicates the product is primary.
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· Use the  icon to delete a product.

· Add a new product item by selecting a checkbox  next to the product to be added and
clicking Save.

· Click on the  icon to view subcategories, if any exist. 

· Click the  icon to collapse the subcategory option.

When the new item appears in the product list, you are able to adjust the percentages and use the
green marker  to change the primary.

14.3.1.1.4  Add or Edit a Document

You can associate documents with the matter record from the Documents tab within an open
matter.

Click on Add Document, located at the top right side of the screen. The following page displays:

Add Matter-Related Documents

1. Click Browse.

2. From the opened file explorer, select the desired document to be uploaded and click Open. 

Note: View acceptable file types by clicking the  icon. Because the site administrator
determines what file types are accepted, these rules may change. If you attempt to upload a file
type different from those listed, the document will not be uploaded and you receive the following
error message: 

Illegal File Type Error

3. Select a category from the drop-down list and identify the author, typist, or synopsis, if
necessary.

4. Click Continue>>.

After a file has been added to a matter, you can perform the following actions:

· Click the document/file type icon to the left of the document name to download the document to
your computer.

· Click the  to edit the document. Be sure to click Save to confirm changes.
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14.3.1.1.5  Update General Questions

To answer a general checklist question or set a follow-up reminder, select the Checklists: General
tab within a matter record.

Update General and Legal Questions

1. Select Update on the far right. The Lawtrac site administrator has configured the acceptable
answers for the question from which you may choose.

2. Click on one of the radio buttons  to give an answer. 

a. Click the checkbox to create a follow-up reminder. The follow-up date can be adjusted by
typing into the date field.

3. Click Save. 

You can now view the answer in the middle column on the Checklists: General page.

14.3.1.1.6  Edit In-House Checklist

From the Checklists: In-House tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view and edit
questions that are directed to the in-house Legal team.

Edit the In-House Checklist

1. Click [edit] to add notes, place a follow-up reminder on your matter calendar, or answer the
question.
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View/Edit Question

2. In the top right corner of the screen, select an option from the "Answer" drop-down menu to
answer the question. The "Notes" text field can be used to elucidate your answers.

3. To create a follow-up reminder, click the checkbox on the lower left side of the screen, then
enter a date in the corresponding date field on the right.

4. Click Save to confirm any changes.

14.3.1.2 Closed Matters

Matters can be closed by the matter's in-house Legal team or by a site administrator. 

Select Closed from the Matters tab in the Main Page Navigation sidebar to view all matter records
with which you are associated that have been closed.

Matters: Closed

Click on the matter number to be taken to the matter detail page. You can make any changes that
you were able to make when the matter was open. 

Note: The Lawtrac database considers a matter record "CLOSED" only when the "Date Closed" field
is populated, regardless of what is in the "Matter Status" field. The date on which the matter was
closed is located in the Matter Detail section of the Main tab.
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Date Closed

14.3.1.3 Calendar

Select Calendar from the Matters tab in the Left Navigation Bar to view all upcoming matter events
for the next three (3) months.

Matters: Calendar

Click on the matter number to be directed to the matter detail page. When you "jump" to the
Calendar tab within the record, you can add, edit, or delete events. 
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To view upcoming events that occur more than three months from the current date, use the date
fields in the top right corner of the page to adjust the dates. Click Go to return results. 

Adjust Upcoming Event Date View

14.3.2 People

Click on the People tab in the Left Navigation Bar to expand the links. 

The People tab is a great resource for getting Legal staff member information quickly, as well as
looking up firms, vendors, key personnel, parties, and entities.

Lawtrac Menu: People

People Options:

Page Function

Our Staff View all staff members and add new.

In-House Staff View the internal Legal staff roster and send an email or internal
note.  

Other Outside Counsel View a list of other collaborating firms that are associated with a
common matter record.

Opposing Counsel List View a list of opposing counsel that are associated with a
common matter record.

Party Look-Up Use this tool to find a specific party or staff member.
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14.3.2.1 Our Staff

Select Our Staff from the People tab in the Left Navigation Bar to view all individuals that have been
added to Lawtrac as members of your staff.

People: Our Staff

At the top right corner of the page, use the alphabet buttons to filter your staff list by the first letter of
their surname, or click All to view all employees. 

Click the "Released" checkbox to view only individuals who have been released from a matter record.

Our Staff List

Use the following icons to navigate or make changes to staff profiles:

· —Send the individual an email. The individual must have their email address populated in their
personnel record. Clicking this icon launches your primary email application and the message is
sent through that channels. 

· —Send the individual an internal note (this note can only be viewed by logging in to Lawtrac).

· —Edit the individual's profile. 

· —View the individual's profile. The profile page displays additional contact information,
comments entered by the site administrator, and a list of open matter associations. Use this link
to obtain key personnel mailing addresses and fax numbers when those fields have been
populated within their personal profiles.

· —View or change an individual's permissions and security settings.

Note: Depending on your role that the site administrator has granted, some options may not be
applicable.
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14.3.2.1.1  Add Staff Member

To add a member to your staff, select Our Staff from the People section of the Left Navigation Bar,
then click Add Staff Member. 

1. On the left side of the page, enter the new staff's name, job title, and contact information. First
name, last name, and email address are required.

The options displayed in the drop-down menus are governed by the site administrator; he or she
can add necessary information if none is provided.

2. Enter an identification code into the "Timekeeper ID" field if the staff member is to be a
timekeeper. It is important that the timekeeper ID is unique to avoid duplicate codes in
reporting. 

3. Click Save at the bottom of the page to confirm and add the individual to your staff list.

Staff Member Contact Information

14.3.2.1.2  Permissions and Security

If you have the rights to alter permissions and security settings for a staff member, you can do so by
clicking the  icon next to an individual's name on the Our Staff page.

Permissions allow the individual to add invoices, budgets, rate cards, or reports to matter records. 

Select the desired permissions by clicking the checkboxes, then click Save. 
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Profile Permissions and Security

To change the individual's user name and password, or release the individual from all associated
matters, type a new username and password into the corresponding text boxes. Click Set; the
individual is notified via email to use their one-time use password within 48 hours to reset their
information. 

To release an individual from all associated matter records, type "Yes" into the bottom text box, then
click Release. 

14.3.2.1.3  Administrator's Personnel Tools

To access Administrator Personnel Tools, click Upload Tools at the bottom of the Our Staff
page.

Note: Only users with administrative permissions have access to this page.
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Select Upload Tools

The Administrator Personnel Tools page contains information such as company identification
number, an example firm roster with table IDs, and the ability to upload or update employee files with
records not found in the database.

To upload or update employee files, click Browse, and make a selection from your file explorer.
Click Open and then Continue>>>. 

Files must be in text delimited format, and all columns are required. Incorrect formats may not be
accepted by the application, and any variation to the format can result in chargeable time to the
outside counsel by Lawtrac in order to correct any mishaps. Use the firm roster template at the
bottom of the page for reference.

Note: Do not forget to place a comma (,) between each field and end each line with a set of closing
brackets ([ ]).

Upload or Update Employee Files
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14.3.2.2 In-House Staff

Select In-House Staff from the People tab in the Left Navigation Bar to view all individuals that have
been added to Lawtrac as members of the internal Legal department. 

People: In-House Staff

Use the alphabet buttons at the top of the page to filter the in-house staff list by surname initial.
Select All to view the entire list of in-house staff.

Filter In-House Staff List

Use the following icons to contact the staff members:

· — Send the individual an email

· — Send the individual an internal note (this note can only be viewed by logging into Lawtrac)
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14.3.2.3 Party Look-Up

Use this tool to find a specific party or staff member, or to maintain data integrity and refrain from
having the same person or company in the database more than once. 

People: Party Look-Up

1. Type the individual's surname or the name of the company into the text box. 

There is no minimum character link, but entering as many characters as possible helps to
narrow results. Be careful not to make your search too broad (for example, the singular letter “e”)
as you may have too much data returned to look at; conversely, your search shouldn’t be too
narrow (for example, Lori White) as different spellings, or misspellings, can affect your search
results.

2. Use the radio buttons to specify if the name you entered was the individual's last name or the
company name.

3. Click Look-Up. 

Party Look-Up Tool

The search results show the party’s name (last, first), information from their “Classification” field, their
city (if applicable) and their phone number. Only the individual’s name is required for entry into the
database, so it is possible for the other fields to be blank.  
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14.3.3 Finance

Click on the Finance tab in the Main Page Navigation sidebar to expand the links. 

From here you can view, delete, or submit invoices.

Lawtrac Menu: Finance

Finance Options:

Page Function

Outstanding Invoices View a list of all invoices awaiting approval or rejection.

Approved Invoices View a list of all approved invoices.

Rejected Invoices View a list of all rejected invoices.

Delete an Invoice Delete an invoice that has been submitted but not
approved. Click the  icon to permanently delete the
invoice.

Submit LEDES Invoice Upload a LEDES-compliant invoice.

Submit Summary Invoice Submit a Summary Invoice.

Submit Detailed Invoice Submit a Detailed Invoice.
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14.3.3.1 Outstanding Invoices

The Outstanding Invoices hyperlink in the Finance tab of the Left Navigation Bar displays all
invoices that have not been approved. Rejected invoices also appear on this page.

Outstanding Invoice List

Click the invoice number to open the invoice detail page. 

Under the Approval Chain column, notice that certain buttons appear in yellow. This is because
there are that many individuals assigned to the approval chain. You can see who is the approver on
file and what action(s) have been taken by hovering your mouse pointer over the button.

· —The approver has reviewed the invoice

· —The approver has rejected the invoice

14.3.3.1.1  Invoice Detail Page

You can view the detail page for an outstanding, approved, or rejected invoice by clicking the invoice
number.

Invoice Detail Page

The Invoice Detail page includes (but is not limited to) invoice date and total monetary amount
information, a hyperlink to view the matter against which the invoice has been submitted, and the
approval chain. On a Detailed invoice, the screen also includes fee and disbursement totals, a
breakdown of line items, and options for viewing the line item details.
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Invoice Line Items

14.3.3.1.1.1  Add a Document

To add an invoice-related document to the record: 

1. Click Add Document on the right side under the key dates section. 

A new section appears under the invoice file information. 

2. Click Browse to select a document from your file explorer.

3. Click Open.

4. Click Continue>>>. 

The newly added document appears in the Printable list.

Click on the name of a document to view it or download it to your computer.

Add a Document

14.3.3.2 Approved Invoices

The Approved Invoices hyperlink in the Finance section of the Left Navigation Bar displays the 150
most recently approved invoices.

Click on the invoice number to be taken to the invoice detail page.

To only see invoices that have been paid, click Display Paid Only, located at the top center of the
approved invoices list.
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Approved Invoices List

14.3.3.3 Rejected Invoices

To view rejected invoices, select Rejected Invoices from the Finance section of the Left Navigation
Bar.

Finance: Rejected Invoices

Click on the invoice number to see the invoice's detail page. The rejection status is displayed in a
yellow bar at the top of the invoice page, with the name of the approver who rejected the invoice and
the reason entered for the rejection. 

Invoice documents can still be added to rejected invoices.

Invoice Screen Rejection Notice

14.3.3.4 Submit LEDES Invoice

LEDES Codes are industry standard accounting codes for Legal billing which allow various
accounting programs to interface with each other.

In Lawtrac, industry standard codes are listed first with their code number, description and matter
type (Activity, Disbursement, Fee, etc.). 

To submit a LEDES-compliant invoice: 

1. Select Submit LEDES Invoice from the Finance section of the Left Navigation Bar.
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Finance: Submit LEDES Invoice

2. Click Review Rules in the yellow Rules box to view in-house Legal department preferences to
ensure that the invoice reflects fiscal year settings.

3. Select Browse to open your file browser and select a document. 

4. Click Open. 

5. Click Transfer File. 

Upload LEDES Invoice

Note: Upload WILL fail because of one or more of the reasons below:

· Hard returns after the double brackets [ ]

· Extra space(s) after the double brackets [ ]

· Missing matter number in the CLIENT_MATTER_ID field

· Brackets [ ] in the description field

· Missing LEDES task code(s)

· Incorrect LEDES task code(s)

· Missing one or more of the 24 required fields

· Date format is incorrect (must be YYYYMMDD)
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14.3.3.5 Submit Summary Invoice

Summary invoices differ from Detailed invoices because summary invoices record "bottom line"
amounts.

To submit a summary invoice, select Submit Summary Invoice from the Finance section of the
Left Navigation Bar.

Finance: Submit Summary

Invoice

1. Select a matter record from the drop-down list, then click Go. 

Select a Matter Record

2. Enter an invoice number. This number can be any combination of letters, numbers, and dashes,
up to 35 characters. It is very important to make sure the invoice number is unique to avoid
different invoices with the same identification code.

Key dates are pre-populated, but the date fields can be edited by typing into the boxes.

3. Enter fee, disbursement, and adjustment amounts, and add any necessary commentary.

If you need to start over from step one, click Reset/Start Over at the top right section of the
page.

4. Click Submit. 
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Submit the Invoice

14.3.3.6 Submit Detailed Invoice

Unlike a Summary invoice, a Detailed invoice allows you to add separate line items.

To submit a detailed invoice, select Submit Detailed Invoice from the Finance section of the Left
Navigation Bar.

Finance: Submit Detailed Invoice

1. Select a matter record from the drop-down list, then click Go. 

Select a Matter Record

2. Enter an invoice number. It is very important to make sure the invoice number is unique to avoid
different invoices with the same identification code.

Key dates are pre-populated, but the date fields can be edited by typing into the boxes. 

3. Click Submit. 
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Create an Invoice Number

4. In the next screen, click Add Line Item. 

The LEDES Indicator drop-down lists show up to the right.

Add a Line Item

5. Select a LEDES code from the drop-down list, then the sub-topic, if applicable. Select the
individual who performed the work from the drop-down list, and change the task date if
necessary. 

Note: Some LEDES codes may be blocked for outside counsel use (indicated by red text). If
select one of these LEDES codes you will not be able to make any selections from the
"Individual" drop-down menu, and you will not be able to save the line item. Contact your site
administrator to request them to change permission settings for LEDES codes.

Enter the hours worked and the pay rate, or any adjustment, into the corresponding text boxes.
Do not use the "$" or any other currency symbol or commas.

If you are unsure of the rate for a certain activity, refer to the Rate Card Review page.
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LEDES Indicators

Negative amounts are not accepted in the "Rate" field, and positive amounts are not accepted in
the "Adjustments" field. If you need to create a credit invoice, enter a positive amount in the
"Rate" field, then enter a negative amount in "Adjustment". (For example, if you want a $200
credit invoice, enter "1" in "Hours", "1" in "Rate", and "-201" in "Adjustment".)

6. Click Save Line. 

You can now edit a line item by clicking the  icon, or delete it by clicking the  icon.

14.3.4 Budgets

The Budgets hyperlink in the Left Navigation Bar, located in the Finance section, allows you to view
a list of all budgets, and approve or reject a budget to which you have been assigned as approver.

Budgets

Click the budget number to view budget detail.

Budgets for the current fiscal year are the default view. To change the fiscal year, select an option
from the "Fiscal Year" drop-down list at the top right side of the page and click Go. Use the
checkbox to include inactive or rejected budgets.

The  icon indicates that the budget has been approved.
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14.3.4.1 Budget Detail Page

The budget's detail page shows contact information for the submitting party, the type of frequency for
the budget, due date, and any comments made by the firm/vendor or staff.

If the budget has been rejected, approved, or is pending approval, a notice is displayed at the top of
the page.

Click on matter number (at the top right side of the page) to view the matter record associated with
the budget.

Budget Detail

Send a notification to the Legal team to request them to review the budget by clicking the checkbox
under the "Comments By Firm/Vendor" field. Click Save Changes to confirm.

Budget line items are displayed at the bottom of the page. Make a selection from the drop-down list
to the far right to also view Variance or Transactions (a list of activities for the budget). Click Go to
return results.

View Budget Line Items, Variance, and Transactions
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14.3.4.1.1  Add a Line Item

To add a line item to a budget: 

1. Select a budget from the Budgets page.

2. At the bottom of the budget page, select Add Item from the drop-down list and click Go.

Add Item

The line item information appears below the Budget Line Items section. 

3. Select a LEDES code from the Line Item drop-down list, then select an individual to whom the
activity will be associated. 

4. Enter units or hours worked and pay rate into the text boxes. 

5. Click Save. 

The new line item appears in the Budget Line Items section, where you can edit or delete line
items by clicking the  icon.

Add Line Item Details and Save

14.3.5 LEDES

The LEDES hyperlinks in the Left Navigation Bar, located in the Finance section, allow you to view a
LEDES code reference sheet as well as the processing and review rules set up by your site
administrator.

LEDES Links

LEDES Codes

Select LEDES Codes to view a list of all LEDES code numbers and their purpose.
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LEDES Codes

LEDES Rules

Select LEDES Rules to view the LEDES processing and review rules.

14.3.6 Rate Card

The Rate Card hyperlinks in the Main Page Navigation sidebar, located in the Finance section,
allow you review existing rate cards or upload a new one.

Important Note: If the Lawtrac site administrator has set a freeze on rate cards, rates can be
lowered, but existing approved rates cannot be lowered and then increased to a rate higher than the
original approved rate value. However, outside counsel can still submit new rate values for new
unapproved rates, including increases. 

Rate Card Links

Rate Card Review

The Rate Card Review page displays a list of staff members by their title and timekeeper codes,
and also firm-level rate cards.

Click on the fiscal year buttons at the top right of the page to view rate cards for different years.

The colored icon located under the fiscal year column indicates whether the individual's rate card
is approved and active ( ) or not approved or does not exist ( ). Click on these icons to view,
edit, or add to the rate card.
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Rate Card Review

To edit a rate: 

1. Click [Edit] at the bottom right of the rate card. 

2. Either adjust the rates one-by-one, or use the Quick Entry tool on the right to set a rate for
multiple codes. 

a. For Quick Entry, type the desired rate in the top text box, and confirm that the items to
be adjusted are listed correctly in the second and third text boxes. 

3. Click Set Rate. 

If you adjust rates individually, be sure to scroll to the bottom of the page and click Send
Request.

Rates set at the matter-level are distinguished within the table.

The  icon indicates that the rate has been barred from outside counsel use.

Matter-Level Rates

You can also switch between fiscal year views by using the hyperlinks at the top right side of the
page above the Quick Entry tool. For matter level rates, refer to the Matter Specific Rate page.
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Quick Entry Tool and Fiscal Year List

Upload Rate Card

The Upload Rate Card page allows you to upload a company rate card from your computer. All
files must match the format requirements listed in the table on the right side of the page.

1. Click Browse to open your file browser.

2. Select a document or file and click Open. 

3. If the rate card is assigned to a matter, select the appropriate matter record from the
matter(s) drop-down list.

4. Use the radio buttons to determine the rate card's fiscal year. 

5. Click Continue>>. 

If the document fits the file format requirements and successfully uploads, the data is displayed at
the bottom.

Upload Rate Card

14.3.6.1 Matter Specific Rate

Rate cards can be set at the matter level, firm level, or individual level. To set a rate at the matter
level—which affects one specific matter record—open the rate card for a timekeeper assigned to that
matter. On the right side of the page, click [Edit].
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Matter-Level Rates

To set a matter specific rate:

Under Quick Entry, the section for Matter Specific Rate displays. 

1. Select a matter from the "Matter(s)" drop-down list. 

2. Select the LEDES code(s) to be applied to the matter. 

3. Type the rate amount into the text box. 

4. Click Set Rate. 

Matter Specific Rate

The rate request is sent, and the icon next to the selected LEDES codes resets to  to show that
the request has not yet been approved. 
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Timekeepers still retain their individual LEDES codes, even if a matter-level rate has been added. The
LEDES code numbers remain the same, but the associated matter name is shown between the
code name and the amount to distinguish which rate is at the individual level and which rate is at the
matter level.

Individual Rate and Matter Rate

14.3.6.2 Firm-Level Rate Card

On the Rate Card Review page, users with administrator permissions may create and submit firm-
level rate cards. 

Click on the fiscal year buttons at the top right of the page to view rate cards for different years.

The colored icon located under the fiscal year column indicates whether the rate card is approved
and active ( ) or not approved or does not exist ( ). Click on these icons to view, edit, or add to the
rate card.

To edit a rate:

1. Click [Edit] at the bottom right of the rate card. 

2. Either adjust the rates one-by-one, or use the Quick Entry tool on the right to set a rate for
multiple codes. 

a. For Quick Entry, enter the desired rate in the top text box, and confirm that the correct
items are adjusted in the second and third text boxes. 

3. Click Set Rate. 

The rate request is sent, and the icon next to the selected LEDES codes resets to  to show that
the request has not yet been approved. 

If you adjust rates individually, be sure to scroll to the bottom of the page and click Send Request.

To set a rate at the matter level for the firm, refer to the Matter Specific Rate page.
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Matter Specific Rate

14.3.7 Reports

Lawtrac's Reports module is home to a myriad of reports that can be produced by accessing the
information contained in your database. This information can be tracked and compiled into
specialized reports which can then be utilized to enhance your matter management.

Important Note: Site administrators may turn off a user’s permissions to view reports at will.
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Lawtrac Menu: Reports

Reports Options: 

Page Function

Budgets on File View a list of all budgets on file.

Budget Variance View a LEDES budget variance report based on budget status.

Complete Invoice
Listing

View a list of all invoices, record date, associated matter, and total
amount.

Future Docket Events View upcoming matter events.

General Rates Overview View a list of rate card information for individuals of a firm or
company.

Matter Assignments View matter assignment data.

Matter Status Text View any comments made about the status of a matter.

Rejected Invoices View invoices that have been rejected during a specific time period.

Rejected Line Items View line items that have been rejected during a specific invoice
date, and/or rejection reason.
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Page Function

Search for an Invoice Use the search tool to find a particular invoice.

Timekeeper ID View a list of timekeepers, their title, expertise, record number, and
timekeeper ID.

14.3.7.1 Budget Variance

The Budget Variance hyperlink offers you a view of invoice-to-budget variance by status and LEDES
code.

Reports: Budget Variance

Select the budget status from the drop-down menu to see all related budget reports and click Go. 

Budget variance is listed by matter number, firm name, LEDES code, invoice amount, budget
amount, and total variance. The total amount for all matter budgets is listed at the bottom of the
page.
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The status drop-down menu remains visible at the top of the page, allowing you to select the next
report without having to use the "Back" button on your browser.

Budget Variance Report

14.3.7.2 Complete Invoice Listing

The Complete Invoice Listing link in the Reports section of the Left Navigation Bar displays all
invoices for all matter records by invoice number, date recorded, date approved, date sent to
accounting, date paid, and the sum of all total amounts.
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Reports: Complete Invoice

Listing

Search for invoices submitted between specific dates by using the search engine in the top right
corner of the page. Use the radio buttons to export the report in different ways. Select HTML to
display the list on the web page, or select Excel to upload the report to your computer.

Invoice Search Options

View an invoice's associated matter number, separate fees, distribution, or other payments by
clicking the expand  icon.

Click the invoice number to navigate to the invoice detail page.
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Complete Invoice Listing

14.3.7.3 Matter Assignments

The Matter Assignments link in the Reports section of the Left Navigation Bar displays the
assignment date and lead data for all open or closed matter records.  

Reports: Matter Assignments

Search for matters submitted between specific dates by using the search engine in the top right
corner of the page. 

Use the radio buttons to export the report in different ways. Select HTML to display the list on the
web page, or select Excel to upload the report to your computer.
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Matter Search Options

View the matter record detail page by clicking the  icon to the far right of the assignment data.

Matter Assignment Data
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14.3.7.4 Rejected Invoices

The Rejected Invoices link in the Reports section of the Left Navigation Bar displays the invoice,
matter, and rejection data for all rejected invoices.  

Reports: Rejected Invoices

You first need to use the date boxes at the top of the page to search for invoices between a specific
date. Click Go to return the results.

The report lists each invoice by matter number and the page totals at the bottom.

Rejected Invoices Report
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14.3.7.5 Rejected Line Items

The Rejected Line Items link in the Reports section of the Left Navigation Bar displays the invoice,
matter, and rejection data for all open or rejected line items.  

Reports: Rejected Line Items

1. Use the date boxes at the top of the page to search for invoices between a specific date. You
can also narrow your search results by rejection reasons. Hold the CTRL button down on your
keyboard to select multiple options.

2. Use the radio buttons to export the report in different ways. Select HTML to display the list on
the web page, or select Excel to upload the report to your computer.

3. Click Go to display the results.

Rejected Line Items Report
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14.3.7.6 Search for an Invoice

The Search for an Invoice link in the Reports section of the Left Navigation Bar allows you to
search for a specific invoice by number.

Reports: Search for an Invoice

Type as many characters for the invoice number as applicable in the search tool box. As few as zero
characters are acceptable. Specify whether the number or group of numbers is the beginning, end, or
middle part of the invoice number, then click Go. 

When the search results are returned, click on the invoice number listed to navigate to that invoice's
detail page.

14.3.8 Support

The Support module provides a link to valuable contacts.

Support Links

To send Customer Service a request, click the Contact Lawtrac hyperlink under the Support
button. 

Type your message into the text box, then click Send Message.
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14.4 Top Navigation Bar

The Top Navigation Bar is a series of mouse-over tabs with drop-down hyperlinks that take you to
many key areas of the site. The top menu bar can be seen from any screen in the application. 

Top Navigation Bar

Click the Home tab on the Top Navigation Bar or the Lawtrac logo to return to the homepage.

Top Navigation Bar Options:

Tab Function

Home Return to the homepage.

My Lawtrac Manage the information in your user profile.

My Matters View matters assigned to you.

People View your staff members.

Messages View your messages.

Log Out Exit the application safely.

14.4.1 My Lawtrac

The My Lawtrac tab in the Top Navigation Bar is a key tool for using Lawtrac and enables you to
customize the program for your specific needs.

Top Navigation: My Lawtrac

The My Lawtrac page is very important in regards to how the application works for you. It includes
options that impact matter listings, searches, and the format of some areas. Settings in My Lawtrac
only affect your personal log-in. Because of these customization options, what you see when you
view a matter may be different from what your colleague sees.

Note to Site Administrators: It is important to walk your co-workers through the process of setting
up their My Lawtrac if they haven't already done so. You may want to set guidelines for the options
users select. Check a user's Quick Find settings in their My Lawtrac if Quick Find is not locating
their records as expected.
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My Lawtrac: Title and Contact Information

The screenshot above shows the information that appears on the top left side of the My Lawtrac
page. The information can be edited by typing directly into the text boxes or by making a selection
from the drop-down menus. 

Important Note: Each section of My Lawtrac has its own Save button, so after making changes to
each section, be sure to click Save. 

It is important to include your phone number and email address as these are used to auto-populate
certain areas within Lawtrac and are included in any error messages automatically sent to Customer
Service. 

Your Site Generator will customize LEDES classifications for your records that will appear in the
LEDES Classification drop-down menus. 
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My Lawtrac: Timekeeper and LEDES Codes

Change your user name and password in the bottom section. You may be required to reset your
password every so many days. Refer to the password rules located to the left of the username and
password configuration fields. These rules are governed by the site administrator and may change at
any time.

14.4.2 My Matters Module

The My Matters tab in the Top Navigation Bar is where you’ll find all the information you may need
pertaining to your assigned matters. 

Top Navigation: My Matters

Click on matter number to see the matter record's detail page. 
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Filter the list by clicking the Matter No, Matter Name, Assigned, or Role column header.

Click on the  icon to view budget detail.

Click on the  icon to view invoice detail. 

14.4.2.1 Matter Record Main Page

From within a matter record, you will see the following tabs at the top of the page. Click on each tab
to navigate through the Matter record.

The tabs on the Matter General Report page give you the ability to toggle through the criteria most
important to you. Your database also remembers the last tab you selected and defaults to it the next
time you use the "Back" button on your browser to return to this screen.

Open Matter Tabs

Main

From the Main tab at the top of the open matter detail page, view and/or adjust information about
the incident that the matter record addresses, view Legal and business unit classifications, and
view the alternate fee arrangement, if one exists.

Main Tab 
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Matter Detail

· Change incident location, area, and geographical location by typing directly into the text
boxes or selecting an option from the drop-down menus

· Click the  icon to select a date for "Date of Incident" and "Date Reported"

· Click Update to save changes

Contacts

From the Contacts tab at the top of the open matter detail page, view internal and external
contacts, other outside counsel/vendor contact information, and send a message to corporate
staff or staff and vendors.

Contacts Tab

Internal Contacts

· —Allows you to view the contact's job title, timekeeper ID, area of expertise, and any
comments attached to their profile. You can also release this individual from the matter
record by typing "yes" into the text box at the bottom of the page and clicking Release
From Matter. 

· —Allows you to send an internal message to the individual. In the new pop-up window,
type in the subject of the note in the "Subject" box, and enter your message in the
"Message" box. Click Send Message when finished.

External Contacts

Your external contacts are the individuals that are members of the Legal team associated to the
matter record. Send an internal note using the  icon.

Other Outside Counsel/Vendors

These contacts are individuals belonging to any other firm or vendor associated with the matter
record. Send an internal note using the  icon.

Send a Message
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You can send a message to all external contacts (corporate staff) or all individuals on your 
Contacts page (corporate staff and firms/vendors). 

· Type a message title into the "Subject" text box and your message in the "Message" box

· Use the checkboxes  to save the message as a text record or receive a copy of the
message via email

· Click Continue>>> to send the message

Text

From the Text tab at the top of the open matter detail page, add text about the matter record
status, outcome notes, case summary, etc. The Lawtrac site administrator manages the subjects
of the texts that can be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Click Save New Text to add the new text to your matter text list on the left side. 

· Click Author under the matter text to edit the text record or delete the text record

· Click either Subject or Date on the top right corner to sort the matter text list accordingly

Text Tab

Parties

From the Parties tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view all parties or entities
associated with the matter, the date they were added, and their category.

To add a party or entity to the matter record, please refer to the Add a Party/Entity section.

Calendar
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From the Calendar tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view future matter
events and add new events by type of event, event date, time, and detail.

Calendar Tab

·  —Edit the event

·  —Delete the event

·  —Identify an internal staff member as responsible for the calendar event

Product

From the Product tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view and edit the matter
product. 

Documents

From the Documents tab at the top of the open matter detail page, view and add documents that
are associated with the matter.

A  marker in the Documents tab indicates that there are documents currently available for
viewing.

Add Document Link

Checklists: General

From the Checklists: General tab at the top of the open matter detail page, view and update
general questions that are directed to outside counsel.

If the matter record contains any Legal classification-specific questions, those appear here as
well.
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Update a General Question Link

Checklists: In-House

From the Checklists: In-House tab at the top of the open matter detail page,view and edit
questions that are directed to the Legal team.

Edit In-House Checklist Link

Finance Overview

From the Finance Overview tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view financial
consideration by adversary and by company.

Finance Overview Tab

Invoices

From the Invoices tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view invoices by date
added and the total of all fees and other expenses. 

Click on the Invoice number to open the invoice detail page.
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Invoices Tab

Budgets

If the matter record does not have a budget on file, this tab may not appear.

From the Budgets tab at the top of the open matter detail page, you can view budgets by date
added, the type of fee, and the frequency of the budget.

Click on the budget number to open the budget detail page. 

Budgets Tab

14.4.3 People Module

Selecting People from the Top Navigation Bar will take you to a roster of your staff in outside
counsel.

Top Navigation: People

At the top right corner of the page, you can use the alphabet buttons to filter your staff list by their
surname initial, or click All to view all employees. 

Click the "Released" checkbox to only view individuals who have been released from a matter record.
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Our Staff List

Use the following icons to navigate or make changes to staff profiles:

· — Send the individual an email. The individual must have their email address populated in their
personnel record. Clicking this icon launches your email application and the messages is sent
through that channel. 

· — Send the individual an internal note (this note can only be viewed by logging in to Lawtrac).

· — Edit the individual's profile. 

· — View the individual's profile. The profile page displays additional contact information,
comments entered by the site administrator, and a list of open matter associations. Use this link
to obtain key personnel mailing addresses and fax numbers when those fields have been
populated within their personal profiles.

· — View or change an individual's permissions and security settings.

Note: Depending on the permissions granted to you by the site administrator, some options may not
be applicable.

To add a staff member, please refer to Add Staff Member in the Left Navigation Bar | People
section of this user guide.

14.4.4 Messages Module

The Messages module is accessed via the Top Navigation Bar.

Clicking the Messages tab opens up the Unread Messages screen.

Top Navigation: Messages

Click on the message title (in the Subject column) to open the message on the right side of the
screen.

The message screen displays the message subject, text, matter number, and matter name. 

Links are provided when applicable, enabling you to: Go to Matter, View Invoice, View Budget, View
Calendar, View Routing Slip, Send Reply, Mark As Unread, and Delete Message ( ).
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Open Message

To delete a single message, click the  icon to the far right of the subject title. To delete multiple

messages, click a combination of checkboxes  located next the messages you want to delete or

use the "Check/Uncheck All" box  located at the top of your list of messages. Click .

Select Show Read Messages (red text) at the top right side of the page to show only messages
that have already been opened.

14.4.5 Quick Find and Log Out

Quick Find is one of several ways to locate matter records, invoices, or budgets. Often, it's the
fastest way to search and you'll find this feature on all but a few screens in Lawtrac.

Quick Find Search Bar

The Quick Find search tool does not have a minimum character limit; however, the screen load time
may increase depending on how broad in scope the search is. Type any portion of a matter name or
number in the Quick Find box and click Go, or press Enter on your keyboard. Results are
displayed on your screen with a link to each matter record.

The results include both open and closed matters (closed matter numbers are noted in red). 

· Quick Find queries the "Matter Name", "Short Matter Name" and "Matter Number" field, making
no distinction as to which field is searched.

· Enter a unique string of characters (i.e. CON-; Jones; 012).

· The default listing is in matter number order, but you can click on the Matter Name column
heading to re-sort the list by matter name.

Quick Find Settings are discussed in depth in My Lawtrac. These settings determine what field(s)
Quick Find searches, whether the search includes matters to which you are not assigned, and the
number of results returned.

Logging Out of Lawtrac

Top Navigation: Log Out

Always exit the application by using the Log Out link when leaving the application, rather than
simply clicking the browser’s Close button or navigating to a new Website. Logging out best
preserves the security of your site.
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There is a Log Out link on the far right of the Top Navigation Bar.

14.5 Bottom of the Home Screen

At the bottom of all Lawtrac screens you will see the allowed date format used in the application, the
software version of Lawtrac you are utilizing, and how many seconds are left on the timer before you
are automatically logged out. 

When navigating the Website, the timer always resets when a new page is opened. Click the  icon
to reset the timer manually.

Click the Support hyperlink to fill out a customer service support notice.

Bottom of the Lawtrac Page

14.6 e-Billing User Guide for Law Firms and Vendors

If you are using Collaborati to submit invoices, please refer to the Collaborati User Guide by
selecting the Help link from the Collaborati application.

· Lawtrac accepts the 1998B LEDES File Format 

· LEDES Task codes are required for successful submission of an invoice. (Examples: B100
Bankruptcy-Administration, L100 Litigation-Case Assessment, Development and Administration,
etc.) 

· LEDES Activity codes (codes beginning with the letter “A”) are not required by Lawtrac for
successful submission of an invoice; however, they may be required by your client. (Examples:
A101 Activity-Plan and Prepare for, A102 Activity-Research, etc.) 

· Lawtrac can read multi-matter invoices (i.e. one (1) invoice number can contain multiple matter
numbers). 

· Lawtrac can read a multi-invoice file (i.e. one (1) electronic file can contain more than one invoice
number). 

Lawtrac can have your firm e-Billing in five easy steps: 

1. Edit Administrator’s profile and set permissions. If you are your firm’s Lawtrac administrator,
you will need to update the Administrator’s record with your personal information and then
confirm that your proper permissions are enabled. 

2. Add staff members. Ensure that all employees who bill for their time (attorneys, paralegals,
etc.) are entered into Lawtrac’s database. 

3. Add a rate card for each staff member (a.k.a timekeeper). This is the hourly rate charged
by each timekeeper for the specific LEDES task codes billed. 

4. Add a company rate card. This is filed under the administrator and includes all expense/
disbursement LEDES codes and the proposed amounts your firm may bill your client. (It’s
possible that your client will provide you with an upload file of pre-approved expense rates.) 

5. Submit an electronic invoice. This entails submitting the LEDES compliant invoice file that
has been assembled by your billing department. 
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14.6.1 Edit Administrator's Profile and Set Permissions

Click on the People tab in the Main Page Navigation sidebar on the left side of the page to
expand the links. 

The People tab in the Main Page Navigation sidebar is a great resource for getting Legal Staff
member information quickly, as well as looking up Firms, Vendors, Key Personnel, Parties, and
Entities.

Click Our Staff. 

Lawtrac Menu: People

If your name already appears in the staff list, click the  icon under the Edit column to verify that
your contact information is correct; make changes if necessary.

If the word "Administrator" appears in the name listing, click the  icon under the Edit column and
input the following information:

· Your first and last name

· Timekeeper ID

· Your email address

Confirm your permissions as an administrator by navigating to People | Our Staff, and click the 
icon under the SEC column. If the checkbox marked "Turn All Permissions Off" is checked, click to
uncheck it, then click Save. 

14.6.2 Add Staff Members

From the People | Our Staff page, click Add Staff Member, located at the top right side of the
staff list.

Add Staff Member
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Input as much information as you have available, but make sure to fill in the staff member’s first and
last sames, timekeeper ID, and email address. If the staff member will be accessing Lawtrac, please
make note of their username and password and provide it to the user. 

Click Save, then under Permissions click all checkboxes that apply. Keep the "Turn All
Permissions Off" box checked if the sole reason for adding a timekeeper is for billing purposes.

Click Save again.

Staff Permissions

If you are adding a staff member who will only be accessing Lawtrac in order to submit invoices,
check the Invoices box and the type(s) of invoice the user will be adding (Summary, Detailed, and/or
LEDES), then uncheck “Turn All Permissions Off”. 

Note: You should provide a user name and password to other staff members who submit invoices. 

14.6.3 Add a Rate Card for Each Staff Member

Rate cards are added by the Legal department. Contact your representative to request a rate card be
added to your associated matter for a specific timekeeper. You can request a general rate card for
the timekeeper, or a rate card set at the matter level, if the time keeper will have different rates
depending on the matter at hand.

14.6.4 Add a Company Rate Card

Rate cards are added by the Legal department. Contact your Mitratech sales representative to
request a rate card be added to your firm/vendor profile.

14.6.5 eBillingHub

Make sure the Legal department has included your profile in their systems as an eBillingHub user
their Lawtrac application. 

Mitratech Support (ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com) gives the firm/vendor's information to
eBillingHub. eBillingHub logs in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices, using
information from the firm/vendor.

mailto:ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com
http://ebillinghub.com/
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15 SSO-SAML Help

Welcome to the Mitratech SSO-SAML User Help. 

Lawtrac SAML is an add-in separate from the Lawtrac application. If you are interested in
using SSO-SAML, please contact your Mitratech Account Executive.

This documentation is intended for users who need an overview of how to use Mitratech SSO-SAML.
It describes the product requirements and the installation and setup process. The topics are
organized by the major tasks that you must perform when setting up Mitratech SSO-SAML.

The Mitratech SSO-SAML add-in enables Lawtrac to act as a Service Provider (SP) in federations
based on the SAML 2.0 protocol.

· Installation Requirements

· Setup and Installation

· Testing

· Troubleshooting/Common Issues

15.1 Setup and Installation

Before you begin

Contact your Identity Provider (IdP) Administrator to obtain the XML metadata.

The SAML Gateway requires a key pair to use for encryption and signing. Obtain the key pair from
your administrator or use Java Keytool to create a new one.

Installation Requirements

Lawtrac

You must be running one of the following Lawtrac versions in order to install the Mitratech SSO-
SAML add-in:

· Lawtrac 4.0.5 (or later 4.0 update)

· Lawtrac 4.1 (or later 4.1 update)

SAML Identity Provider

The Mitratech SSO-SAML add-in can be used with any SAML 2.0 IdP.

Additionally, the user implementing the Mitratech SSO-SAML add-in must be familiar with the
following technologies:

· SAML concepts

· Custom Authentication Plug-Ins in Lawtrac

· Java KeyStore and Keytool

· Java Cryptography Extension (JCE)
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Installing the SAML Gateway application

1. Replace the file named idp.xml in the WEB-INF/classes/metadata folder of the

application with the metadata you obtained from your IdP. Depending on your provider, this
information may be available in a metadata page as a file that can be downloaded or copied into
an .XML file.

2. Import the encryption key pair into the provided keystore located at WEB-INF/classes/

security/samlKeystore.jceks. You will need to provide the -storetype jceks option

to Java Keytool when importing. The default keystore password is "mitratech".

Alternatively, you can replace the provided keystore with your own and update
saml.properties accordingly (see below).

3. Edit the saml.properties file in the WEB-INF/classes folder of the application. Refer to

the table below for details on each property.

Property Description

idp.UsernameIdentifier SAML response element that will contain the Lawtrac
username. Supported values are NameID and Attribute.
Contact your Identity Provider for this information.

idp.nameIDFormat Requirement when idp.UsernameIdentifier is NameID e.g.
urn:oasis:names:lt:SAML:1.1:nameid0format:unspecified.
Contact your Identity Provider for this information.

idp.attributeName Name of the response Attribute containing the Lawtrac
username. Required only when idp.UsernameIdentifier is 
Attribute. Contact your Identity Provider for this information.

sp.entityID Service Provider entity ID. This is the value used to generate
service provider metadata in Step 6. If you are using an
existing metadata file, enter the value of the entityID
attribute from the metadata file.

gateway.admin.username Definition of the credentials to access the SAML gateway
administration interface. Default is admin. 

gateway.admin.password Definition of the credentials to access the SAML gateway
administration interface. Default is admin. 

useSSO Indication for whether IdP-initialized SSO should be
supported. Supported values are true and false. Located in
the Lawtrac .LTO file.

application.loginUrl Login URL for the Lawtrac application.
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Property Description

application.logoutSuccessUrl= Re-direct URL upon log-out. 

A Mitratech admin will provide you with the necessary war
path to edit.

Find the string "application.logoutSuccessUrl="

and insert the desired log-out URL after the equal character
(=), as shown in the example below.

Note: The re-direct URL is performed through the SAML
application.

Warning: Do not delete the string
application.logoutSuccessUrl=. Doing so will cause the

SAML properties to throw an error. When removing the log-
out URL, only erase the actual URL inserted after "=". When
this field is blank the user is directed to the default SAML
gateway after logging out.

If a user is timed out of the application for security reasons,
the re-direct URL set here does not run. Instead, the user is
re-directed to the URL determined in Application
Administration | Data Locations. 

keystore.file Name of the Java Keystore file containing the private key for
encrypting and optionally signing SAML messages. This file
must be located in the WEB-INF/classes/security

folder of the application. You may use the provided sample
keystore (samlKeystore.jceks) or replace it with your

own.

keystore.type Type of the keystore. Supported values are jceks and jks.

keystore.password Keystore password.

keystore.privatekey.alias Keystore alias for the private key. For security reasons, the
default private key should not be used in production.

keystore.privatekey.password Password for the private key.

4. Deploy the SAML Gateway application.

5. In a web browser, go to <SAML gateway>/saml/web/metadata/generate.

6. Log in using the credentials defined in Step 3.

7. On the Metadata generation page, enter the Entity ID defined in Step 3. The choices for Service
Provider metadata generation depend on the environment and configuration, as agreed on by the
IdP and SP admins.
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8. Click the Generate metadata button. The Metadata detail page is displayed.

a. Replace the contents of the file named sp.xml in the WEB-INF/classes/metadata

folder of the application with the content of the Metadata field.

b. Edit the securityContext.xml file in the WEB-INF/classes folder of the application

and update the ExtendedMetadata of <bean> with id="sp" to include the property

values from the Configuration field.

9. Restart the SAML gateway application.

10. Provide service provider metadata to your IdP administrator for upload to the IdP.

15.1.1 Enable the Mitratech SSO-SAML

To use SSO-SAML, you must enable it from the .LTO file.

Set the values for the gateway.supportIdpInitializedSSO to "true" to enable SSO; set to

"false" to disable SSO.

· <CFSET samlUrl = 'http://localhost:8087/Mitratech-SSO-SAML/'>

· <CFSET samlLogOutUrl = 'http://localhost:8087/Mitratech-SSO-SAML/saml/logout?

local=true'>

Contact your Service Provider to obtain the values.

15.1.2 Testing

A user must be created to have a corresponding account in the IdP system.

In a web browser, navigate to the Lawtrac login URL. Use a different browser to test Lawtrac login if
administering an IdP account or logged in to the SAML Gateway. Using the same browser to
administer the IdP or SAML Gateway can lead to unexpected behavior when logging into Lawtrac.

If the installation was successful, the browser will be redirected to the IdP for authentication and will
eventually display the Lawtrac homepage.

To log into Lawtrac without using SAML authentication, use /standardLogin.cfm for the login

URL instead of /default.cfm.

Example: http://mysite.com/lawtracinstance/standardLogin.cfm

15.1.3 Troubleshooting

SAML Gateway

Debug logging can be enabled on the Logging tab of the administrative console accessible via a web
browser at <SAML gateway>/saml/web/logging.

Common Issues

Issue: When generating new metadata, the drop-downs for the "Signing key" and "Encryption
key" fields are blank.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flocalhost%3A8087%2FMitratech-SSO-SAML%2F%27&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFCZcM8d0ajebmdJAbUHVTtag0Tnw
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Resolution: Verify that the keystore alias for the encryption key was created using lowercase
letters and that the default keystore values in saml.properties have been changed to reflect

the keystore being used.

Issue: Lawtrac log-in fails with the following exception in the SAML Gateway log:

"org.opensaml.saml2.metadata.provider.MetadataProviderException: Metadata for entity <name>
and role {urn:oasis:names:lt:SAML:2.0:metadata}SPSSODescriptor wasn't found."

Resolution: Verify that the value of sp.entityID in saml.properties matches the entity ID

of the Service Provider.

Issue: Lawtrac log-in fails with the following exception in the SAML Gateway log:

"ArtifactResolutionProfileBase.resolveArtifact | Could not decode artifact response message.
org.opensaml.ws.message.decoder.MessageDecodingException: Error when sending request to
artifact resolution service.

Caused by: javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException:
org.springframework.security.saml.trust.UntrustedCertificateException: Peer SSL/TLS certificate."

Resolution: Check the certificate details in the log file. If the exception is for the IdP domain,
import the root certificate for the IdP domain into the SAML Gateway application's keystore. The
IdP URL is defined in idp.xml in the WEB-INF/classes/metadata folder of the application.

15.2 Logging In

Once SAML-SSO is enabled and configured, SP-initiated Lawtrac users navigate directly to the
Lawtrac site and are automatically redirected to the Identify Provider to verify their credentials. They
are then directed through to the Lawtrac application after validating their credentials.

IdP-initiated users must click a link provided by the Identity Provider which directs them to the
Lawtrac site after validating their credentials.

Users will see the message "Login failure" for unknown usernames sent through the IdP.

Note: It is best practice to set a strong password in exchange for the default on the administrative
account. When creating user accounts, reset their default password and opt of sending the user an
email notification—this reduces security risks involved with alternate log-ins. 

16 Lawtrac 4.1 Release Notes

Welcome to the Lawtrac Release Notes. Click a product to see the release notes.

· Installation Requirements

· New in Lawtrac

· Configuration Issues

· Resolved Issues
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· Known Issues

16.1 Installation Requirements

Before you begin to install Lawtrac 4.1, ensure that your system meets the requirements. For a full
list of requirements, refer to the Installation Requirements in the Lawtrac Installation Guide.

Important Note: Current clients who are using the 4.0.9 version cannot upgrade to 4.1.1, they must
wait until the 4.1.2 upgrade. 

16.2 New in Lawtrac

This page briefly outlines the major 

General

· Lawtrac Spend Management

Invoices

· Invoices can be approved by approval chains in sequential order

· Admins are allowed to modify invoice approval chains

· Invoice handlers added to approval chains

· Single rejection allowed for invoice approval chains

· Invoice approvers can be assigned temporary substitutes

· Invoice approvers can undo line item adjustments

· Usability improvements to individual invoice screens

· Users can create a new invoice with same vendor after manual invoice creation

· Admins can change an invoice's associated matter

· Invoice handlers can be assigned substitutes

· Admins can control the adjustments of approval and rejection dates on invoices

· Invoice logs allow searching and sorting of invoice numbers

· Improvements to the Recent Invoices, Pending Approval, Pending Handling, and Oldest Not
Approved lists

· Amendment of LEDES code R201

Logs

· History of changes made to invoices logged in Application Database

· History of changes made to rate cards logged in Application Database, including affected
LEDES codes and fiscal years

· History of changes made to currency settings logged in Application Database
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Rate Cards

· Matter-level rate card approvals can be routed to attorney (or lead role) handling matter

· Rate cards can be set at the matter level

· Rate cards can require timekeeper profile fields

16.3 Configuration Issues

Issue: An error displays after clicking Continue on the fees/adjustments page during a summary
invoice creation.

Tracking code: LSP-6240

Case number: 2015-0819-199208

Workaround: Access ColdFusion Administrator settings and locate Memory Variables to ensure
the following checkboxes are marked:

· Use J2EE session variables

· Enable Application Variables

· Enable Session Variables

ColdFusion Memory Variables

16.4 Resolved Issues

This section details all resolved issues for the Lawtrac 4.1 release. Select a link to read the resolved
issues for that category.

· Application Administration

· Documents

· Finance

· Invoices

· Matters
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· Miscellaneous

· Reports

16.4.1 Application Administration

Issue: An error was generated when users interacted with the text field for Front Screen Text.

Tracking code: LSP-2815

Case number: 2015-0819-199208

Issue: An error was generated when users selected the Checklist Maintenance page from the
Matter Maintenance tab.

Tracking code: LSP-4325

Case number: 2016-0112-224453

Issue: Restored functionality for adding new countries to the Geographic Settings page.

Tracking code: LSP-4508

Case number: 2016-0204-229892

Issue: Files were incorrectly marked as unauthorized and were not uploaded to matter records.

Tracking code: LSP-4516

Case number: 2015-1221-220956

Issue: Security groups were not disabled by default for matters that contained security restrictions.

Tracking code: LSP-4578

Case number: 2015-1221-220956

16.4.2 Documents

Issue: The message that was generated for unauthorized file uploads did not contain the matter
number or information for the document, and “authorized” was spelled incorrectly.

Tracking code: LSP-4001

Case number: 2015-1211-219121
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Issue: Matter security permissions were not applied to documents.

Tracking code: LSP-4567

Case number: 2016-0301-234786

16.4.3 Finance

Issue: Task line item drop-down menu was inaccessible in budgets.

Tracking code: LSP-1451

Case Number: 2015-0506-132594

Issue: Rate card approvers did not receive notification for new pending rate approvals.

Tracking code: LSP-3881

Case number: 2015-1211-219259

Issue: Inaccurate LEDES codes appeared in budget line items when submitted by outside counsel.

Tracking code: LSP-4392

Case number: 2016-0129-228668

Issue: Rate card approval buttons were not displayed for regular users with the appropriate
permissions.

Tracking code: LSP-4400

Case number: 2016-0129-228780

Issue: A site error occurred when users attempted to add a line item to a budget with a non-USD
currency.

Tracking code: LSP-4598

Case Number: 2016-0321-238583

Issue: Changes made to user-definable budget fields were not saved or applied.

Tracking code: LSP-3082

Case Number: 2015-0916-203338
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16.4.4 Invoices

Issue: The “Current Amount” and “Original Amount” invoice data fields overlapped when the invoice
was generated into a PDF.

Tracking code: LSP-4531

Case number: 2016-0224-233601

Issue: Invoices created in Lawtrac did not display information for the individual who billed the time.

Tracking code: LSP-4520

Case number: 2016-0122-226749

Issue: Invoices did not display line item information for the LEDES file nor Rule detail.

Tracking code: LSP-4524

Case number: 2016-0202-229248

16.4.5 Matters

Issue: Restored functionality to modify the captions for city and county fields.

Tracking code: LSP-2182

Case number: 2015-0604-136224

Issue: Insurance Claim Number and Claim Date fields disappeared after an individual was assigned
to the insurance adjuster role.

Tracking code: LSP-4169

Case number: 2016-0107-223361

Issue: Client-created legal hierarchy category information did not display on the matter record.

Tracking code: LSP-4511

Case number: 2016-0205-230034

Issue: Text field for matter type overlapped with the caption in the Main Classification section of a
matter record.

Tracking code: LSP-4537

Case number: 2016-0201-229164
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Issue: Linked record relationships did not show up on the matter record.

Tracking code: LSP-4604

Case Number:

Issue: Users could assign matter types that were restricted for the selected matter number prefix
when creating a matter.

Tracking code: LSP-4597

Case number: 2016-0318-238291

Issue: Text strings for the UDCC and UDCD fields were not found when conducting a super search.

Tracking code: LSP-4588

Case number: 2016-0304-235625

Issue: Restored functionality for setting an unlimited amount of days for a Key Date reminder.

Tracking code: LSP-4586

Case number: 2016-0223-233283

Issue: Security groups were not automatically assigned to matters.

Tracking code: LSP-4566

Case number: 2016-0304-235735

Issue: Users were unable to create pre-approved multi-matter invoices.

Tracking code: LSP-4555

Case number: 2016-0223-233423

16.4.6 Miscellaneous

Lawtrac 4.1 Resolved Issues

Issue: Dates shown on the Personal Events calendar were out of order and did not consistently fall
within the next 30 days.

Tracking code: LSP-2543

Case number: 2015-0630-138477
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Issue: Users experience degraded performance when navigating from a matter’s supporting page to
the main matter screen.

Tracking code: LSP-3255

Case number: 2015-1009-207286

Issue: The Solr indexing code did not complete for a client during the update process.

Tracking code: LSP-4229

Case number: 2016-0119-226073

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Resolved Issues

Issue: Contract Area Contact was displaying in the Add Matter process after it was set to Off and

set to be sk ipped. 

Tracking code: LSP-3504

Case Number: 2015-1104-211958

Issue: Edits to a record’s Original Date defaulted to today’s date and the time defaulted back to

12:00am when the edits were saved.

Tracking code: LSP-5227

Case Number: 2016-0520-250884

Issue: Some queries resulted in errors on the Printable Matters admin screen.

Tracking code: LSP-5471

Case Number: 2016-0711-260913

Issue: Released firms and vendors were appearing in Writer Report after being released. 

Tracking code: LSP-5616

Case Number: 2016-0721-262765

Issue: Reports links were invisible to users due to path utilized when installing Lawtrac. 

Tracking code: LSP-6379

Case Number: 2016-0915-272924

Issue: Lawtrac was not allowing submission of invoices with identical invoice numbers even if the

invoices were submitted by different firms/vendors.
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Tracking code: LSP-6799

Case Number: 2016-1012-278242

Issue: Standard Report – SUP031 was run without an Export Code column.

Tracking code: LSP-7053

Case Number: 2016-0706-260261

Issue: Standard Report – SUP020 did not display icons (green dot, edit pencil, or magnifying glass),

and the report displayed the incorrect Security Group information.

Tracking code: LSP-8258

Case Number: 2016-0831-270324

Issue: Comments could not be edited on existing invoices. 

Tracking code: LSP-6263

Case number: 2016-0824-269048

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 1 

Issue: "Company", "Alias", and "Notes" fields were missing in the UI when viewing a Party within a

Matter.

Tracking code: LSP-6287

Case number: 2016-0802-264711

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 2

Issue: Users were not notified when Send Via Email feature failed to deliver due to file size.

Tracking code: LSP-6723

Case number: 2016-1005-276743

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 3

Issue: Black error screen appeared after Admin role attempted to add and save a New Level 1

Product Category.

Tracking code: LSP-6591

Case number: 2016-0928-275447

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 4
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Issue: Matter role title on message footers incorrectly defaulted to “Lead Attorney” when it should be

configurable.

Tracking code: LSP-6599

Case number: 2016-0914-272704

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 4

Issue: Hold message repeat options defaulted to 30 days rather than being a customizable option.

Tracking code: LSP-6924

Case number: 2016-1104-283230

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 4

Issue: Employees with no associated invoices could not be released.

Tracking code: LSP-5581

Case number: 2016-0721-262803

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 5

Issue: Hours field for Timekeepers could not store fraction values.

Tracking code: LSP-6949

Case number: 2016-1109-284084

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 5

Issue: Searching for hold recipient by last name yielded no results.  

Tracking code: LSP-6997

Case number: 2016-1116-285271

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 6

Issue: Released firms and vendors were displaying in reports.

Tracking code: LSP-5616

Case number: 2016-0721-262765

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.0.9 Patch 7

Issue: System automatically logged users out before their set inactivity logout time, and the Keep

Me Logged In link did not keep users logged in. 
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Tracking code: LSP-6839

Case number: 2016-1014-278838

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.

Issue: Invoice total in Original and Current Totals did not match. Current Totals field automatically

added $0.01. Invoice and line item values are now rounded based on 'round half to even'

rounding rules. (e.g., 0.5 rounds down to 0; 1.5 rounds up to 2.)

Tracking code: LSP-8118

Case number: 2016-1219-334328

Originally fixed in: Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 7

16.4.7 Reports

Issue: Restored ability to edit saved criteria values used for running ad hoc reports.

Tracking code: LSP-4562

Case number: 2015-0730-141228

Issue: Corporate Dashboard reports filtered by the Business Unit Hierarchy sidebar option generated
an error for regular users.

Tracking code: LSP-2936

Case number: 2015-0826-200216

Issue: Ad hoc report templates created prior to Lawtrac version 4.0 did not display the correct criteria
drop-down lists due to missing files.

Tracking code: LSP-4286

Case number: 2016-0122-226896

16.5 Known Issues

This section details all known issues for the Lawtrac 4.1 release. Select a link to read the known
issues for that category.

· Application Administration

· Documents

· Finance

· Invoices
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· Matters

· Miscellaneous

· Outside Counsel

· Reports

16.5.1 Application Administration

Issue: The “Date Closed” fields for a closed matter record can not be edited.

Tracking code: LSP-2599

Case number: 2015-0721-140316

Issue: Missing functionality for sending messages to specific recipients when action is taken on a
matter.

Tracking code: LSP-3000

Case number: 2015-0903-201629

Issue: An error message displays when the update script for the Vendors table is run.

Tracking code: LSP-4148

Issue: Category names that are changed in Application Administration are not reflected
throughout the application.

Tracking code: LSP-4468

Case number: 2016-0204-229892

16.5.2 Documents

Issue: An error is generated when a user attempted to load a document from a matter record that
contains a large amount of documents.

Tracking code: LSP-3993

16.5.3 Finance

Issue: Users experience amount discrepancies when a firm’s budget currency was not USD.

Tracking code: LSP-4631

Case number: 2016-0330-240506
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16.5.4 Invoices

Issue: Missing functionality for searching and sorting recently received invoices.

Tracking code: LSP-4262

Case number: 2015-1023-209810

Issue: The Pending Approval page in Invoice Management displays incorrect amount of
remaining unapproved invoices.

Tracking code: LSP-4711

Issue: An error is generated when an individual is released without a selection from the outstanding
invoice transfer drop-down list.

Tracking code: LSP-4744

Issue: In a Google Chrome browser, invoices can not be approved in a batch from the Pending
Approval page in Invoice Management.

Tracking code: LSP-4733

Case number: 2016-0204-229933

Issue: Summary invoice amounts were overridden to equal only the augmented amount. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-8089

16.5.5 Matters

Issue: Users can only enter up to 30 characters in the UDC-B field when creating a matter, but can
enter all 50 characters when editing the field.

Tracking code: LSP-4509

Case number: 2016-0205-230006

Issue: Users are released from all matter assignments instead of the individual matter record.

Tracking code: LSP-4762

Case number: 2016-0426-246307

Issue: An inaccurate message displays on the GC Dashboard.

Tracking code: LSP-4840
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Case number: 2016-0503-247909

Issue: Users can not be released from a matter record.

Tracking code: LSP-4384

Case number: 2016-0126-227721

16.5.6 Miscellaneous

Issue: Closed records are not designated with red font on the Linked Records list.

Tracking code: LSP-4519

Case number: 2016-0204-229894

16.5.7 Outside Counsel

Issue: Outside counsel security settings are not enforced for matter record notes.

Tracking code: LSP-4738

Case number: 2016-0406-241919

16.5.8 Reports

Issue: Criteria settings can not be changed after the report is saved.

Tracking code: LSP-2727

Case number: 2015-0730-141228

Issue: An error is generated when a custom report includes Matter Number, Matter Name, and Date
Opened display information and All Open Matters criteria.

Tracking code: LSP-3183

Case number: 2015-0921-203906

Issue: Report Writer quick preview generates an error when "Matter Number", "Matter Name", "Date
Filed" or "Trial Date" are selected on the Display Info. tab and "Date Filed" and "Trial Date" are
configured on the Criteria tab.

Tracking code: LSP-4562

Case number: 2016-0229-234585

Issue: Radio buttons are not displayed for outputting a standard report to Excel or PDF format.

Tracking code: LSP-4634
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Case number: 2016-0323-239282

Issue: Reports do not return a complete list of invoices if there are more than three outside counsel
with similar names.

Tracking code: LSP-4648

Case number: 2016-0330-240264

Issue: Invoice reports generate errors.

Tracking code: LSP-4883

Case number: 2016-0425-246062

16.6 Update Releases

Welcome to the Lawtrac Release Notes. This section details all known issues for Lawtrac 4.1.0
Initial Release. Select a link to see the release details.

· Lawtrac 4.1.0

· Lawtrac 4.1.1

· Lawtrac 4.1.2

16.6.1 4.1.0 Release Notes

Use the links below to navigate to the respective patch fixes:

· 4.1.0 Patch 1

· 4.1.0 Patch 2

· 4.1.0 Patch 3

· 4.1.0 Patch 4

· 4.1.0 Patch 5

o 4.1.0 Patch 5.2

o 4.1.0 Patch 5.3

· 4.1.0 Patch 6

· 4.1.0 Patch 7
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16.6.1.1 4.1.0 Patch 1

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 1

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 1 resolves the following issues:

Issue: Rate requests with start/end dates that matched a non-current fiscal year were rejected. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6997

Issue: Rejected invoices persisted in Lawtrac, and Collaborati-side users were not supplied with a
reason for the invoice rejection. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6998

Issue: ‘Current’ column for Fees and Expenses rounded amounts rather than displaying exact value.

Tracking code: LTCOL-6999

Issue: Reports created with Report Writer could not be ran in Excel via the Full Report link.   

Tracking code: LSP-5547

Issue: Synced invoices from Collaborati did not convert Start and End dates correctly when Rule 501
was enabled.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7023

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100001_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.2 4.1.0 Patch 2

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 2

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 2 (PLT4100002) resolves the issues listed below.
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Note: Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 2 is a client-specific patch.

Issue: Conversion errors occurred when Collaborati invoices were submitted in a foreign currency
(non-USD).

Tracking code: LTCOL-7035

Issue: Foreign currency (non-USD) invoice conversion blocked invoice approval workflows from
completed as designed.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7056

Issue: Country and currency codes were not updated to ISO standards.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7065

Issue: Screens with more than 25 pages did not wrap properly.

Tracking code: LSP-5930

Issue: For Collaborati invoices with more than one line item, rate card checking only checked the
first timekeeper’s rates.

Tracking code: LSP-6160

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100002_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.3 4.1.0 Patch 3

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 3

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 3 (PLT4100003) resolves the following issues:

Issue: When adding a new Reserve, Fiscal Years available did not match those set by
administrator. 

Tracking code: LSP-5938
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Case Number: 2016-0803-265091

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100003_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.4 4.1.0 Patch 4

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 4

Release Notes

Production Release: 10/4/16

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 4 (PLT4100004) is a diagnostic patch and thereby does not include any specific
resolved issues or enhancements. The files affected in this patch are listed below.

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the files modified for troubleshooting:

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/CFCs/CollaboratiVendors.cfc

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/CFCs/CollaboratiCodes.cfc

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/CFCs/CollaboratiTimekeepers.cfc

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/CodeSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/RateRequestSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/ARInvoiceSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/InvoiceSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/MatterSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/RateCardSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync/VendorsSync.cfm

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/Nightly/CollaboratiSync.cfm
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· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/CFCs/CollaboratiCodes.cfc

· /Branches/4.1.0-Patch4/CFCs/CollaboratiRateRequests.cfc

16.6.1.5 4.1.0 Patch 5

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 5

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 5 (PLT4100005) resolves the following issue:

Issue: Performance was negatively affected by extraneous code executed during loop. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-7417

Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7417

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100005_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.5.1  4.1.0 Patch 5.2

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 5.2

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 5.2 (PLT4100005.2) incorporates previous fixes from Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 5 as
well as the following issues:

Issue: Rate fiscal year is assigned incorrectly by Lawtrac causing rates to get rejected

Tracking code: LTCOL-7530

Issue: Secondary firms/vendors and changes to matter name or number did not sync back to
Collaborati.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7495
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Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7428

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100005.2_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.5.2  4.1.0 Patch 5.3

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 5.3

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 5.3 (PLT4100005.3) incorporates previous fixes from Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 5 as
well as the following issues:

Issue: Invoices with the same number and firm/vendor were permitted in Lawtrac. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-7506

Issue: Matters assigned to multiple vendors simultaneously caused duplicate record creation in
Collaborati after sync.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7573

Issue: Reopening a closed matter caused duplicate record creation in Collaborati after sync.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7578

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.
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2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100005.3_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.1.6 4.1.0 Patch 6

1 Installation Requirements

Before you begin to install Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 6, ensure that your system meets the requirements.
For a full list of requirements, refer to the Installation Requirements in the Lawtrac Installation Guide.

2 Changes and Enhancements

The following section details changes and enhancements added in the Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 6
release. Each resolved issue is documented in the following format:

· A description of the enhancement

· Internal tracking code

· Location of additional documentation

Enhancement: Administrators can restrict users to only view invoices in their respective approval

chain. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-7771

Additional detail: For further detail, please see Creating an Invoice Approver in the Lawtrac 4.1

Online Help.   

3 Resolved Issues

This section describes the issues that are resolved in the Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 6 release. Each
resolved issue is documented in the following format:

· A description of the issue

· Internal tracking code

· Salesforce case number, if applicable

Issue: “Date Changed” field on matters was not updating on matters when syncing with Collaborati. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-7813 
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16.6.1.7 4.1.0 Patch 7

Lawtrac

4.1.0 Patch 7

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.0 Patch 7 (PLT4100007) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Invoice total in Original and Current Totals did not match. Current Totals field automatically
added $0.01. Invoice and line item values are now rounded based on 'round half to even'
rounding rules. (e.g., 0.5 rounds down to 0; 1.5 rounds up to 2.)

Tracking code: LSP-8118

Case Number: 2016-1219-334328

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4100007_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.2 4.1.1 Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.1 Release Notes

This document details the system requirements and resolved issues included in Lawtrac™ 4.1.1.

1 Installation Requirements

Before you begin to install Lawtrac™ 4.1.1, ensure that your system meets the full Installation
Requirements found in the Lawtrac Installation Guide.
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2 Changes and Enhancements

The following section details changes and enhancements added in the Lawtrac 4.1.1 release. Each
resolved issue is documented in the following format:

· A description of the enhancement

· Internal tracking code

· Location of additional documentation

Enhancement: As of Lawtrac 4.1.1, invoice calculations will follow a Banker's Rounding

system.

Additional detail: Please see the Calculating Invoices Using a Banker's Rounding System

page for more detail.   

3 Resolved Issues

This section describes the issues that are resolved in the Lawtrac™ 4.1.1 release. Each resolved
issue is documented in the following format:

· A description of the issue

· Internal tracking code

· Salesforce case number, if applicable

Issue: “Error executing Database Query” error message was thrown after users added matter record.
Tracking code: LTCOL-6751

Issue: Conversion tool was providing incorrect conversion rates when converting from USD to foreign
currency.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7107

Issue: Country name, country code, and currency names were not updated with the current ISO
standards.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7036

Issue: Foreign currency rates were not converting correctly on invoices.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7035

Issue: Error page displayed when navigating from Lawtrac to “Collaborati Settings.”
Tracking code: LTCOL-7022

Issue: Date Count was not consistent when submitting an invoice from outside counsel user via
Collaborati with processing rule R502 enabled. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-6711 
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Issue: Processing Rule R203 was not enforced correctly if outside counsel user submitted multiple
invoices for a single firm. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-6689

Issue: Invoice amount was not adjusted down to Company Rate on invoices with ‘Use One Rate Card
Per Company’ processing rule enabled. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-6487

Issue: User was able to change currency being converted in ‘Fees & Expenses’ section for invoices
created without conversion.
Tracking code: LTCOL-6149

Issue:  Error page displayed after adding a new matter.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7213

Issue: Error page displayed on removing Approved and/or Rejected Date from an invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7128

Issue: Error page appeared after “Pass Along Selected” button clicked and user checked a
checkbox on ‘Finance>Last Handler’ page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7111

Issue: The invoice amount and status at the top of the printable invoice did not match the original
value on the main invoice screen.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7100

Issue: Adjustments details "Amount increasing to" and "Adjustments Recorded" were not displaying
correctly in the preview before saving.
Tracking Code:  LTCOL-7098

Issue: Error page displayed after updating ‘Rate, Unit Cost, and Adjustments’ together for an outside
counsel invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7096

Issue: Error page displayed after creating an invoice using timekeeper mapped with Collaborati.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7089

Issue: Error page displayed after making adjustments on the Invoice Detail page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7079

Issue: Currency conversions did not function as designed for Invoice approval workflows that validate
against invoice amount.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7056

Issue: “Time Lag” error appeared while report was being created when reports had large number of
values.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7041

Issue: Invoice Start and End dates were not converted correctly when invoice was synced from
Collaborati to Lawtrac and rule 501 was enabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7023
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Issue: R202 was not enforced per matter for a multi-matter invoice from outside counsel and
Collaborati.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7009

Issue: Error page displayed after regular users downloaded a report in Excel format.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6978

Issue: Miscalculated line item amount was displayed in ‘Adjustment history’ with rule adjustment
already applied.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6948

Issue: Error page displayed after opening ‘Report Writer’ report in ‘Group Format’.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6947

Issue: Blank document was displayed after opening the downloaded Excel “Report Writer” report.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6945

Issue: Approval Date validation message did not display on Rejected Summary/Detailed invoice
when ‘Lock Approval and Reject Dates of Invoices’ setting was disabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6938

Issue: Error page displayed after new report category (group) was added.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6937

Issue: Trash icon did not display after first adjustment made to line item of an invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6909

Issue: Logs for ‘Rate Card’ uploaded from an OC user were not displayed to In-House user on the
‘People > Firms & Vendors’ page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6797

Issue: Error page displayed after navigating to ‘Primary Information’ page of any matter.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6789

Issue: Error page displayed after In-House user navigated to ‘Release’ page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6769

Issue: Error page displayed after ‘Recently Received’ link was clicked on ‘Finance > Invoice
Management’ page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6761

Issue: Discount submitted with an Invoice from Collaborati was displayed in both ‘Adjustment’ and
‘Discount’ fields.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6723

Issue: In-House adjustments less than ‘0.50’ were not displayed as In-House Adjustments under
‘Fees & Expenses’ section on an invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6722

Issue: Rule Adjustment was mislabeled as an In-House Adjustment after the adjustment was deleted
from a line item.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6699
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Issue: “Total Invoice Amount” displayed in Collaborati was miscalculated upon receiving ‘In House’
adjustment from Lawtrac to the line item for the submitted foreign currency detailed invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6684

Issue: Rule 101 was not enforced when Rule 200 was broken.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6650

Issue: Warning Flag was generated for line item of a matter not violating R300 Processing Rule after
a Multi-Matter LEDES invoice was uploaded with R300 enabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6617

Issue: Currency exchange dropdown menu was displayed with an Invoice submitted from Collaborati.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6598

Issue: Staff rate cards on a firm-level freeze prevented Outside Counsel users from adding lower
values on both firm-level and matter-level LEDES codes.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6596

Issue: Incorrect rate card criteria count displayed after selecting Matter, Fiscal Year, and Firm from
Freeze Rate Card page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6574

Issue: Outside Counsel adjustment was displayed under ‘Other’ option under ‘Fees and Expenses’
section for a summary invoice.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6534

Issue: Processing rules were not displayed on Outside Counsel screen from ‘Finance > LEDES
Rules’ page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6509

Issue: Regular user was able to edit ‘Approval Chain’ after ‘Edit’ permissions were disabled.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6484

Issue: User was able to submit an Invoice using Fee Items when ‘All Disbursement Items To
Company Rate Card’ setting was enabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6475

Issue: Regular user was able to edit invoice ‘VAT & TAXES’ and ‘TEXT’ sections after ‘Edit an
Invoice’ permissions were disabled.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6405

Issue: Non-admin Outside Counsel user had access to view LEDES categories when ‘Hide LEDES
Categories from Non-Administrators’ setting was enabled.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6358

Issue: Non-admin Outside Counsel user had ability to update the status of a matter when ‘Only
Outside Counsel in Lead Role Can Edit Main Matter Information’ setting was enabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6353

Issue: Detailed invoice created by Outside Counsel was automatically rejected when same LEDES
code was used for two line items.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6300
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Issue: User was unable to augment an invoice sent from Collaborati.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6284

Issue: Currency codes GGP, IMP, JEP, SPL, TVD, XDR need to be removed from Lawtrac database.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6283

Issue: ‘Look at User Name’ and ‘Look at Password’ rules were not enforced properly when updating
password for an existing in-house user.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6277

Issue: Admin user was unable to make a Lawtrac vendor fully inactive in Collaborati.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6110

Issue: Super user was unable to release in-house after all required fields were clicked. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6083

Issue: Invoice log details pop-up was not displayed on Invoice Logs page for logs generated after
modifying “Invoice Period” and “Invoice Date” on any invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6042

Issue: When uploaded from Outside Counsel screen, instance did not distinguish between Fee and
Expense line items defined in LEDES. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5804

Issue: Error page displayed after clicking Multi-Matter Invoice on Invoice List page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5445

Issue: Rate Duplication and Rate Deletion were not recorded in Vendor Activities log.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-4757

Issue: Invoice status changed to “Pending” after ‘rejected date’ on a rejected invoice was changed. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-4731

Issue: Total invoice amount displayed four digits after the decimal point when super user changed an
invoice matter.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7177

Issue: ColdFusion Error displayed after ‘Employee Directory > My Associated’ link was clicked.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7084

Issue: Matter-level update rate card logs were generated twice on Rate Card Logs page.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6567

Issue: Description of LEDES Processing Rules was not displayed for Outside Counsel users.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6497

Issue: Invoice with duplicate name was created after attempting to change an invoice number. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6265

Issue: Text display on Matter Level Rate Cards was not consistent between In-House users and
Outside Counsel users. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6234
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Issue: Invoice number was not displayed on logs generated after ‘Matter of an Invoice’ was updated.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5656

Issue: Invoice logs were not generated on ‘Invoice’ page after super user deleted an invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5573

Issue: Summary invoice was rounded to whole number on ‘Other Amount’ and ‘Current’ total. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6999

Issue: Rejected invoices submitted with a timekeeper without a rate card were not visible in Lawtrac,
and no messages were displayed in Collaborati explaining the rejection. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6998

Issue: Rate requests were rejected when non-current fiscal year was entered.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6997

Issue: Lawtrac and Collaborati were not validating inactive vendors. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-3689

Issue: Rule adjustment amount vanished after expanding line item that contained the rule
adjustment.
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6697

Issue: Rate requests with start/end dates that matched a non-current fiscal year were rejected. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6997

Issue: Rejected invoices persisted in Lawtrac, and Collaborati-side users were not supplied with a
reason for the invoice rejection. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6998

Issue: ‘Current’ column for Fees and Expenses rounded amounts rather than displaying exact value.

Tracking code: LTCOL-6999

Issue: Reports created with Report Writer could not be ran in Excel via the Full Report link.   
Tracking code: LSP-5547

Issue: Synced invoices from Collaborati did not convert Start and End dates correctly when Rule 501
was enabled.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7023

Issue: Conversion errors occurred when Collaborati invoices were submitted in a foreign currency
(non-USD).

Tracking code: LTCOL-7035

Issue: Foreign currency (non-USD) invoice conversion blocked invoice approval workflows from
completed as designed.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7056

Issue: Country and currency codes were not updated to ISO standards.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7065
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Issue: Screens with more than 25 pages did not wrap properly.
Tracking code: LSP-5930

Issue: For Collaborati invoices with more than one line item, rate card checking only checked the
first timekeeper’s rates.

Tracking code: LSP-6160

Issue: When adding a new Reserve, Fiscal Years available did not match those set by
administrator. 

Tracking code: LSP-5938
Case Number: 2016-0803-265091

Issue: Performance was negatively affected by extraneous code executed during loop. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7417

Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7417

Issue: Rate fiscal year is assigned incorrectly by Lawtrac causing rates to get rejected
Tracking code: LTCOL-7530

Issue: Secondary firms/vendors and changes to matter name or number did not sync back to
Collaborati.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7495

Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync.

Tracking code: LTCOL-7428 

Issue: Invoices with the same number and firm/vendor were permitted in Lawtrac. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7506

Issue: Matters assigned to multiple vendors simultaneously caused duplicate record creation in
Collaborati after sync.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7573

Issue: Reopening a closed matter caused duplicate record creation in Collaborati after sync.
Tracking code: LTCOL-7578

16.6.3 4.1.2 Release Notes

Use the links below to navigate to the respective patch fixes:

· 4.1.2 Patch 1

· 4.1.2 Patch 2

· 4.1.2 Patch 3
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· 4.1.2 Patch 4

· 4.1.2 Patch 5

· 4.1.2 Patch 6

· 4.1.2 Patch 7

16.6.3.1 4.1.2 Patch 1

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 1

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 1 (PLT4110001) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Financial data imported from other systems did not accurately reflect the banker’s rounding
that was applied in Lawtrac.

Tracking code: LTCOL-8713

Issue: Database values imported from CaseTrack were not reflected accurately in the Lawtrac UI.  

Tracking code: LTCOL-8750

Support case: 2017-0223-345710

16.6.3.2 4.1.2 Patch 2

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 2

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 2 (PLT4110002) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Invoices completed with Banker’s Rounding affected previously approved invoice amounts.  

Tracking code: LSP-8750

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120002_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.
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16.6.3.3 4.1.2 Patch 3

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 3

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 3 (PLT4120003) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Lawtrac 4.X users were not able to create Senior/Subordinate relationships between two firm
records. 

Tracking code: LSP-8850

Issue: Collaborati Firm Name did not display in Law Firms that eBill report. 

Tracking code: LSP-8926

Case Number: 2017-0302-347277

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120003_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.3.4 4.1.2 Patch 4

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 4

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 4 (PLT4120004) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Key Personnel Access settings granted by legal staff were not reflected for portal users.

Tracking code: LSP-5453

Case Number: 2016-0627-258730

Issue: Lawtrac application froze after QuickFind search was used by user who was assigned to
200,000+ matters.

Tracking code: LSP-8474
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Case Number: 2017-0130-341319

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120004_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.

16.6.3.5 4.1.2 Patch 5

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 5

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 5 (PLT4120005) resolves the following issues:

Issue: The F_InvoiceSummary.Amount field populated with 0.00 instead of the actual amount. 

Tracking code: LSP-8950

Case Number: 2017-0314-349609

Issue: Total invoice amount did not equal the true Lifetime Invoice Total amount for invoices on a
matter.

Tracking code: LSP-8982

Case Number: 2017-0314-349608

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120005_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch.
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16.6.3.6 4.1.2 Patch 6

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 6

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 6 (PLT4120006) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Current Totals for Fees and Expenses reflected two different amounts in two currencies,
making it difficult for users to tell the converted amount of the currency.

Tracking code: LSP-9303

Case Number: 2017-0412-365211

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.

2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120006_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch. Backing up your database is essential; the Instructions PDF outlines
particular focus points (if available) to ensure a successful upgrade.

16.6.3.7 4.1.2 Patch 7

Lawtrac

4.1.2 Patch 7

Release Notes

Lawtrac 4.1.2 Patch 7 (PLT4120007) resolves the following issues:

Issue: Manage Timekeepers function was taking several minutes to load. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-9499

OVERVIEW

The following list summarizes the procedures to install this patch.

1. Copy files.
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2. Update the database and version information.

Refer to PLT4120007_Instructions.pdf, in the same folder as these release notes, for more details
about installing this patch. Backing up your database is essential; the Instructions PDF outlines
particular focus points (if available) to ensure a successful upgrade.

17 Collaborati e-Billing Administrator Help

Welcome to Lawtrac Collaborati e-Billing 4.2 Administrator Help. 

What is Collaborati?
Collaborati is a global, secure and comprehensive e-Billing solution used by over 12,000 law firms
and vendors in 160 countries around the world. It is used to submit electronic invoices, communicate
timekeeper information and rates, and collaborate with the more than 750 corporate clients using
Mitratech’s legal management solutions. Collaborati e-Billing reduces inquiries and disputes,
improves firm cash flows, and works domestically and internationally with industry-leading hosting
services and security standards. Collaborati enhances collaboration, optimizes productivity, and
speeds up the invoice payment process.

Getting Started
This help section provides instructions for completing the setup process that is needed for
establishing the proper workflow between your Lawtrac application and Collaborati. Below are
outlines the initial stages of Collaborati configuration.

Note: This guide only applies to clients using Lawtrac 4.2. 

17.1 Collaborati e-Billing Admin Help
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17.1.1 On-Boarding Process

Collaborati On-Boarding Process

Prerequisites

The following steps include business and technical prerequisites:

1. Subscribe to COLLABORATI. 

a. For details, contact your Mitratech account manager.
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2. Provide your Mitratech account manager with an email address at your organization to be

used for notifications related to COLLABORATI setup.

3. Provide your Mitratech account manager with a list of vendors to add to e-billing. The list must

 contain each vendor's country code, default currency, name, Tax Id, address, and a vendor

contact person's email address so that vendors can receive email notifications related to

Collaborati registration.

a. You can add additional vendors at any time by contacting your Mitratech account
manager.

4. Create a contact record in Lawtrac for each vendor. Verify that each vendor's contact has

been added as an involved party, in active status, to the appropriate matter records.

5. Before running COLLABORATI Synchronization, confirm that Lawtrac is setup properly to avoid

conflict with COLLABORATI behavior or generate sync errors.

6. Verify that Lawtrac's task codes, expense codes and activity codes that are used for Lawtrac

and Collaborati reflect the values you want your vendors to use by doing the following:

a. Tab to the My Lawtrac link from the upper left area of Lawtrac.

b. Select Application and Administration from the My Lawtrac drop-down list.

c. Next to the Legal Department tab, click Finance Options.

d. From the menu to the right, click LEDES Codes link.

e. Verify that the appropriate task codes are displayed in the LEDES CODES &
PROCESSING RULES table on the screen.

f. Click the Other / Custom tab.

g. Add any other Custom LEDES Codes that  need to be used for e-bi l l ing.

h. Click on any individual LEDES Code if you wish to restrict it or require it for use.

7. For new Lawtrac installations, determine the appropriate Fiscal Year used for the application

by selecting the Fiscal Year link within the Finance Options tab. Th i s  s e t t i ng  i s

ex t rem e l y  i m po r t an t  as  i t  determines to what fiscal year incoming electronic invoices

from Collaborati are associated.

8. From the Processing Rules page within the Finance Options tab of Application

Administration, click on Advanced Processing Rules.  Click on TIME & DATE CHECKS and

locate processing rule R501. Confirm that the rule is checked and select one of the four radio

buttons: PERIOD FROM DATE, PERIOD TO DATE, INVOICE DATE or DATE INVOICE

RECORDED, with default value on INVOICE DATE. This setting determines which date field

should be used to properly set the Fiscal Year and Fiscal Quarter on a law firm's invoice. 
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17.2 Accessing COLLABORATI Settings

Settings required to start billing a Collaborati client

· The Firm Account setup in Collaborati is usually done by Mitratech Support. This

includes selecting your billing currency, options for uploading or creating invoices, and

choosing other settings. This is a one-time setup, and does not need to be updated for

each additional client (if any). If you need assistance after your Administrator registers

your firm account for Collaborati, please refer to Firm Account Setup Help or contact

Mitratech Support.

· Complete Client Setup procedures. This includes creating and/or assigning timekeepers

that will appear on invoices for the client.

Client setup involves reviewing your client's billing codes and optionally associating your firms'

codes equivalents, and adding/assigning timekeepers to the client record.

You can complete client setup in one of the following ways:

· Complete client setup through the wizard that appears after you register your firm's

account and create an administrator account related to your firm's account.

· Complete the client setup task by clicking the Please complete setup for client link

from the Collaborati home page, Messages section.

· Select the Complete Client Setup button from the Clients tab.

Note: The Complete Client Setup button only displays if initial setup for a client hasn't been

completed.

Complete the following after client setup:

1. If you choose to upload LEDES invoices, the application will ask you to enter an

internal code for this client. Enter one or more internal client codes (separated by a

comma) and click Next.

2. The application will display client-authorized Task (Fee), Expense and Activity billing

codes on the screen (if applicable). Client-authorized Non-US Tax codes will also

display.

3. If you are submitting LEDES invoices, your Time & Billing system may be using

different codes. If this is the case, you can indicate your internal billing code equivalent

for each applicable code, for each sub-set. By default, it is assumed that you use client

codes in your invoices.

4. Click Next.

5. Select how you will add Timekeepers:

· By uploading a list of timekeepers (see How do I upload multiple timekeepers?)

· By entering or assigning individual timekeepers to the client (see How do I assign

existing timekeepers to a new client?)

6. When you have finished assigning or uploading your timekeepers, click Next.

7. Verify the summary information listed on the screen. Click Finish when you are

satisfied with the information stored in your client record.

For assistance, please refer to Client Setup Help or contact Mitratech Support. 

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help/help_timekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help/help_clientvendortimekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help/help_clientvendortimekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help
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17.2.1 Collaborati Settings in Lawtrac

The Collaborati Settings page is where synchronization between
Lawtrac and Collaborati is managed. After Mitratech Support has
created your Collaborati account, a “Welcome to COLLABORATI"
email is sent to you containing the URL and credentials that you
need to create the sync between the two applications. If you or
another designated user in your organization did not receive this
email, please contact Mitratech Support. If this was already done
for you by Mitratech Support, you can skip this process.

To reach the Collaborati Settings page in Lawtrac you must be a
firm admin or a super user for your application.

If you meet these requirements, after you log in to Lawtrac, navigate
to the Application & Administration page and click the Application &
Database tab.

Collaborati Settings link will appear in section 8, as shown on the
image to the right.

Next, complete the rest of the synchronization setup steps to
establish a continuous transfer of information between Lawtrac
and Collaborati. Finally, provide billing and technical contact
information to designate the administrative users responsible for
addressing technical and business issues.

        

Collaborati Settings in Lawtrac

From the COLLABORATI Settings area, you need to configure the way LAWTRAC connects to Collaborati.  If
the connection has already been established for you by Mitratech Support, you can proceed to the next
section.
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Collaborati Settings

1. In the "Collaborati URL" text box, enter the URL for Collaborati. If the URL has already been
entered, keep the existing Collaborati URL unless you have been specifically instructed
to change it by Mitratech Support.

2. Enter the credentials in the username (case-sensitive) and password (case- sensitive) fields
that you received in the welcome email. If the username and password fields have already
been entered, keep the existing values unless you have been specifically instructed to
change them by Mitratech Support.

3. To test the connection, click the Update button. When the Lawtrac and Collaborati
applications are connected, the text Connection Established appears in green above the
permission switches. If another message displays, there may be a problem with the
connection and you should attempt to correct it using the table below. If you tried to
resolve the issue and you are still having trouble with your connection, please contact
Mitratech Support. 

There are two permission switches that should appear in green – Rate Collaboration and Rate
Sharing. If all the switches on the screen are red, or there are any other switches in green besides
the ones mentioned above, please refer to Collaborati Client Setup to properly set those up or
contact Mitratech Support for assistance.

17.2.1.1 Starting or Stopping COLLABORATI Sync with Collaborati

Collaborati Sync Log

Located below the Collaborati settings, the Collaborati Sync Log allows you to view past sync runs that
include the date and time the last sync was completed, the duration of the sync, and whether any errors
occurred. The short list (default view) displays the most recent five syncs.

Click Long List at the top right corner of the Collaborati Sync Log table to view the most recent 100 syncs.
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Collaborati Sync Log Details

Collaborati Sync Log with Error Details
To view errors, click on the date and time of the last sync, located under the Last Sync Time
column. A pop-up window displays the error type, time and date the error occurred, and a short
description. Do not click on the date and time of a sync in progress or you will not get accurate data,
since the sync is not completed yet.

17.3 ColdFusion Administrator Setup

To ensure a successful synchronization between Collaborati and Lawtrac, users must ensure certain

property values within ColdFusion Administrator. This step is usually done for you by Mitratech

Support or your company’s IT department and this section could be just used for informational

purposes. 
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1. In the ColdFusion Administrator sidebar, select Server

Settings.

2. Select Settings.

3. Locate the property titled "Prefix serialized JSON with" and

make sure the box is not checked.

Server Settings Menu

Server Settings Page
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4. Open a command prompt and use the cd command (change directory) into the \jre\bin folder
located in your ColdFusion installation directory.

5. Click Submit Changes to confirm.

The next step of the set-up is to download the Collaborati certificates and import them within the

ColdFusion installation. Please contact Mitratech Support for assistance.

17.4 Collaborati Scheduled Sync

The Collaborati Synchronization scheduled task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the

Collaborati application so that outside counsel can submit invoices and rate requests. 

New Collaborati clients will need to manually configure their scheduled task URL. This step is

usually done by Mitratech Support, but it is outlined below to provide you with a better understanding

of the setup process.

In the Scheduled Tasks page, click Add New Scheduled Task.

Add a New Scheduled Task, by providing a name, start and end date, time, interval and set the

URL to: 'http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm’ or the current URL

provided with your release. 

If the task has already been created for you, you can modify the Run Interval wh i c h  allows you
to set the interval of information transfer requests between your Lawtrac application and
Collaborati. Click the existing Task Name and enter the new run interval. Options range from hourly
to daily, weekly, monthly, to just a one-time run. The recommended interval for production is every
12 hours or once a day. This will ensure that any changes to a vendor's profile, rate card, invoice,
etc. in Lawtrac will be synced to Collaborati more frequently and your vendors will view the most
accurate and up-to-date information. 

For existing Collaborati clients, Scheduled task URL must be manually updated to the URL
provided with your release version.
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Scheduled Task Inforamtion Fields

Click on the SAVE button and test the Collaborati Sync by clicking on the Run Now button. Once
the first synchronization runs, the Collaborati Sync Log in the Synchronization Settings section
displays the date and time of the last successfully completed synchronization.
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17.5 Collaborati Vendor Tab in Lawtrac

Collaborati is exclusively vendor-facing, and many of the transactions are carried out by a Mitratech
Support administrator. As an in-house Legal team user, you can associate Collaborati vendors with
Lawtrac firms or vendors. Once the connection has been established, the vendor records for all of
your vendors (step 4 of Prerequis ites) will be created in Collaborati by Mitratech, and pulled into
 your COLLABORATI Vendor Tab.

The Collaborati tab is located within your Lawtrac firm’s or vendor’s record. If there are no current

authorizations, once you click on the tab, the page will display the number of active vendors added

to Collaborati that require your authorization. 

From the Collaborati tab, you can authorize the Collaborati law firm or vendor that matches the
profile you created in Lawtrac. The Collaborati vendor profile does not require a synchronization to
come in through the available list of vendors and it is held in this tab until mapped.

Only Collaborati vendors and law firms that have not been associated with another Lawtrac vendor
record appear in this tab. To start the mapping process, follow these steps:

1. Select your law firm or vendor from the Current Collaborati Vendor list, then
click Authorize Vendor. If the law firm or vendor does not appear in the list,
contact support@mitratech.com to ensure that the firm/vendor has been added to the
system. If a Collaborati vendor has already been associated with the Lawtrac vendor
profile, only the buttons Manage Timekeepers and Remove Association are displayed.

2. Click Remove Association to select a different Collaborati vendor to authorize, or
click Manage Timekeepers to view or add currently mapped staff.

Authorize Firm or Vendor

When the Authorize Vendor button is clicked, this will map the vendor records and the Collaborati
Vendor will receive an email notification inviting them to register for Collaborati to complete the setup.
The notification will be sent to the email that the Client used to add the vendor into the system in
Collaborati.

The Collaborati vendor must complete the account setup and add new timekeepers that will further
require your authorization. Until you associate the newly added timekeepers in Lawtrac, the
Collaborati client will have a status of Waiting for Client Authorization for that vendor.
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For each authorized vendor, you can optionally restrict the billing codes that they would be able to
use (by default, all your invoice line item categories will be available to all vendors).

You can deactivate any vendor at any time. Once deactivated, the vendor would not be able to
continue submitting invoices electronically.

17.6 Manage Timekeepers

For each authorized vendor, you may be required to authorize new timekeeper records from
Collaborati, mapping them to your existing timekeeper records or just adding them as new staff
records in Lawtrac. If this is the case, you will be notified once a vendor has registered and
submitted timekeepers for your authorization.

Once the timekeepers are added in Collaborati, you will be able to make the association in Lawtrac.
This is done by clicking the Manage Timekeeper button in the Collaborati tab for that firm or vendor in
Lawtrac.

Manage Timekeepers

There are two ways you can map timekeepers between Lawtrac and Collaborati:

· You can create a new timekeeper record based on the data of an existing Collaborati
timekeeper by leaving the drop-down option on "New Staff Member", and selecting a Collaborati
timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper drop-down list. If a record is created through this
method, by selecting Select Timekeeper from the dropdown list, the Name, Email, City,
State, Zip, Country, Mobile Phone, Job Title information is displayed prior to clicking the
Associate Timekeepers button. This information will only be displayed if it was added in
Collaborati by the vendor admin.

· Map to an existing Lawtrac staff member. Select the Lawtrac staff member from the Select
Staff drop-down list and then select the Collaborati timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper
drop-down list. Vendor staff is referred to as a "Timekeeper" in Collaborati, so the name in the
"Select Staff" and the name in the "Select Timekeeper" fields should refer to the same person,
as these two accounts will be linked. If you are associating timekeepers using this
method, the Collaborati Timekeeper information will overwrite the existing Lawtrac
staff member’s personal information. Name, Email, City, State, Zip, Country, Mobile
Phone, Job Title fields are the only timekeeper fields that will be added from Collaborati into
Lawtrac. Any subsequent updates in Lawtrac will not update the information of the timekeeper
in Collaborati.

Note: Timekeeper names should match the Staff name, but because the timekeepers are entered
into Collaborati by Mitratech Support, the names may appear different.
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Use the radio buttons to allow or restrict the timekeeper access to Lawtrac.

Associate a Timekeeper

Click Associate Timekeepers. By clicking Associate Timekeepers the timekeeper becomes
mapped. 

Once the timekeeper has been associated in Lawtrac, after the screen is refreshed the timekeeper
will display in the Currently Mapped Staff table. Repeat this action for all timekeepers that need to be
mapped with the existing Lawtrac staff members.

To further verify whether the newly mapped timekeepers have been added to the Firm’s Staff Table in
Lawtrac, navigate to the current firm or vendor’s Staff tab and refresh the page by clicking on the icon
found just under the Search tab.

· To remove a timekeeper, click the delete  icon to the far right of the selected timekeeper's
name.

This completes the vendor setup process. 

For timekeepers to be able to submit invoices from Collaborati, the following criteria must be met:

· Approved rate cards for these timekeepers have been synced to Collaborati.

· A Lawtrac matter, with a Lead attorney assigned, should have a Lawtrac firm associated from
the matter Firms & Vendors’ tab. The matter must be synced to Collaborati.

You will need to initiate synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati to Activate that vendor's
client.  
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17.6.1 View, Add, Modify, or Delete a Timekeeper in Collaborati

You can view, add, modify, or delete Timekeepers in Collaborati at any time. If you add, modify, or
delete a Timekeeper record, your client automatically receives and stores the updated Timekeeper
information (based on their CSM Settings). Please refer to this guide:

How to Modify a Timekeeper in Collaborati

17.7 First Sync

After completing the setup, you will need to sync Lawtrac with Collaborati. This is done by

navigating to Application Administration | Application & Database | Collaborati Settings and

then clicking the Sync Now button.

17.8 Billing Codes

LEDES Codes are industry standard accounting codes for corporate legal billing which allow various
accounting programs to interface with each other. The LEDES Codes have the same functionality
with Collaborati as the way they behaved for Outside Counsel e-billing.

In Lawtrac, industry standard codes are listed first with their code number, description and type
(Activity, Disbursement, Fee, etc.). By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, site
administrators and super users can add a maximum amount of hours per invoice or fiscal year.
Additionally, codes can be hidden from drop-down lists, blocked from Collaborati use, or require
Collaborati use.

17.8.1 View Client-authorized Billing Codes in Collaborati

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click the client's name.

3. Click the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. A Task Codes list will display by default. This list was retrieved from the client system.

Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Fee drop-down list options will be

the same as the Task Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Fee before the Fee drop-down list will appear.

5. To view Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. These codes were authorized by the

client.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help/help_timekeeperedit
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Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Expense drop-down list options will

be the same as the Expense Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Exp before the Expense drop-down list will appear.

6. To view Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. These codes were authorized by the client.

Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Activity drop-down list options will

be the same as the Activity Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Fee before the Activity drop-down list will appear.

Note: When uploading LEDES invoices, Collaborati will validate Task, Expense and Activity,

for client authorization.

17.8.2 How to Disable Client-authorized Billing Codes

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. To disable Task or Fee codes, from the Task Codes list, clear the Use check-box in the row for

any codes you do not plan to use.

5. To disable Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in the same

row as any codes you do not plan to use.

6. To disable Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in the same

row as any codes you do not plan to use.

7. To disable Non-US Tax Codes, click the Non-US Tax Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in

the same row as any codes you do not plan to use.

Note: To disable all billing codes on a screen, clear the Use check-box at the top of the table

column.

Note: Any changes to the client's Codes screens will be saved automatically.

17.8.3 Map Internal Billing Codes to Client-authorized Billing Codes

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.
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4. To map Task codes, from the Task Codes list, type your internal task/fee code in the Internal

Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

5. To map Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. Type your internal expense code in

the Internal Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

6. To map Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. Type your internal activity code in

the Internal Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

Note: To disable all billing codes on a screen, clear the Use check-box at the top of the table

column.

Note: Any changes to the client's Codes screens will be saved automatically.

17.8.4 Edit or Add Client's Internal Client Codes

Edit a Client's Internal Client Codes or add another Internal Client Code for My
Client (for uploading LEDES invoices only)

Internal Client Code values are used to validate uploaded invoices.

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. Click the Internal Client Code link.

5. Edit the Internal Client Code box. You can enter one or more values separated by a comma. If

you upload LEDES invoices, the CLIENT_ID field values in the invoice file will be validated against

the Internal Client Code values you provide.

6. Click Save.

17.9 Rate Cards and Submitting Collaborati Timekeeper Requests

Rate requests are requests submitted to a client to propose hourly rates. You can either create manual
timekeeper rate requests from Collaborati or upload rates with the help of a .csv file. 

If a timekeeper is an existing Outside Counsel user and has existing approved rates in Lawtrac, they will
be automatically transferred to Collaborati after synchronization.

Note: You can submit rate requests to a client if you have Administrator rights and if rate collaboration is
enabled for your system. If rate collaboration is not enabled, you cannot save, submit, or cancel rate
requests.

To start, access the Collaborati application and log on using your credentials. Click on the Timekeepers
tab and select Rate Requests.
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17.9.1 Manual Rate Requests

This section details how to submit manual Rate Requests.

Submit Manual Rate Requests:
1. From the Rate Requests screen, click the Create Timekeeper Rate Request link. 

2. Select the required Client record from this dropdown list, provide any optional information in the

Request Name, Requested By, and Comments fields and continue by clicking on the Next

button.

On the Create Timekeeper Rate Requests screen, there are three types of Rate Requests
and your client will usually prefer one of these types. Please check with your client if you are
unsure which type to use in your Rate Request. Most clients prefer the Timekeeper rate,
otherwise, they will specify a different type.

· Timekeeper rate - The rate for the timekeeper.

· Invoice task rate - The rate for the timekeeper for a specific task (such as B110).

· Vendor rate - The rate for the vendor for a specific task or timekeeper classification. If the
rate applies to a timekeeper classification, the field includes the classification type.

Select the Timekeeper Rate radio button. If the rate applies to a timekeeper classification, the field
includes the classification type. 

Create Timekeeper Rate Request

3. The required fields on this screen are the Timekeeper dropdown list – which sets the name of the
timekeeper associated with the rate, Type dropdown list (which can be either Timekeeper rate — the
rate for the timekeeper, or an Invoice task rate — the rate for the timekeeper for a specific task), and
Rate – the amount the rate request proposes per hour.
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4. The Start Date and End Date fields are required for all Lawtrac rate requests, even though they do not
display as required in Collaborati. 

a. Rate requests that are missing these fields will be automatically rejected by Lawtrac. 

b. The Start Date and End Date fields of the timekeeper rate request must fall within the defined fiscal
year in Lawtrac.

5. Provide an optional Note the client would receive with the rate.

6. Once you have filled in the required fields, click the Add Item button. This allows you to input multiple

rate requests for multiple fiscal years in one request. Repeat for each entry.

7. Once all the rate requests entries have been added, click on the Next button. 

8. This page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for correctness,
then click on the Submit button. This will submit your rate request(s) for approval in Lawtrac. The
rate request should reflect a status of “Pending Client Retrieval”.

9. You can also click Delete to remove the Rate Request. 
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10. To edit the Rate Request before submitting, click Back and add/edit rate items. 

After you submit a rate request, the client's system must sync to Collaborati for the client to receive
the request. When the client's system receives a request, the client can approve the rate with or
without proposing another rate, or reject the request.

Note: If a rate freeze exists that covers a new submitted rate, the rate request is automatically
rejected and a notification is created in Collaborati.

17.9.1.1 View an Existing Rate Request

To view an existing request:

1. Click the Timekeepers tab.

2. Click Rate Requests. If requests already exist, you will see a list of created or uploaded

requests.

3. Under the Request Name column, click the link for the rate request you want to view.

Rate Request: Invoice Task Rate

For each entry, you will need to enter information about a timekeeper.

Choose: Timekeeper rate

· Timekeeper: Select the Name from drop down

· Type: Invoice Task Rate

· Code: Select the task code

· Start Date: Required

· End Date: Required

· Note: Optional

4. Click Add Item button. Repeat for each entry.
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5. When the entries are completed, click Next.

This page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for correctness.

6. Click the Submit button to submit the Rate Request to your client. 

a. You can also click Delete to remove the Rate Request. 

b. To edit the Rate Request before submitting, click Back and add/edit rate items. 

7. Click Done to save changes and submit later.
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After you submit a rate request, the client's system must sync to Collaborati for the client to receive the
request. When the client's system receives a request, the client can approve the rate with or without
proposing another rate, or reject the request.

Note: If a rate freeze exists that covers a new submitted rate, the rate request is automatically
rejected and a notification is created in Collaborati.

17.9.2 Uploading Rate Requests

If you have multiple rate requests to enter into Collaborati, you can enter them into a .csv file to
upload rates from the file.

1. From the Rate Requests page, click the Upload Timekeeper Rate Request link.

2. Click the Download Sample Timekeeper rate file link.

3. Open the downloaded Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv file.

4. Refer to the Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv Fields section below to enter the rate or

rates you want to upload.

5. Save the file.

6. From the Client field on the Upload Rates Request page, select the client that will receive the

rate request.

7. From the File to Upload field, browse to the timekeeper rate file.Upl

8. (Optional) Place a check-mark in the Overwrite existing timekeeper profiles to update

existing rates.

9. Click Next.

If an error occurs when you upload a file, the error appears at the top of the page with the line

number where the error appears.

10. Review the uploaded timekeeper rates. Refer to the Status column to determine if you've entered

a field incorrectly.

Uploading Rate Requests
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After approving or rejecting rate requests in Lawtrac by the law firm admin, and a sync is established
between Lawtrac and Collaborati, the new rate codes will sync back to Collaborati.

In Collaborati, these approved rates can be viewed by navigating to Timekeepers > Timekeepers >
[timekeeper record] > Rates (the ‘$’ symbol on the left side of the screen).

See the Timekeeper Rate Proposal .csv Fields in the following section. 

17.9.2.1 Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv Fields

Column
Name

Description

*timekeeper
displayCode

The Display Code for the timekeeper that you want to associate with the
rate.

*category The type of rate. Enter Timekeeper rate to specify a rate for the
timekeeper, or Invoice task rate to specify a rate for a specific fee.

taskCode The code for the task you want to associate with the rate. This field is
required if category is Invoice task rate, but the field should be empty if
category is Timekeeper rate.

*currency The name of the currency, which must be the same type of currency the
client sets up. Enter the full Currency Name, as listed in the Acceptable
Currencies table.

*rate(Hourly) The number amount, based on the currency, that the timekeeper charges per
hour. Enter the rate with a period for the decimal point. Collaborati does not
accept a comma as the decimal point.

startDate The start date for this rate in one of the following formats: M/D/YYYY, M/DD/
YYYY, MM/DD/YYYY, MM/D/YYYY.

endDate The end date for this rate in the same formats acceptable for startDate.

note Notes about the rate.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Frequently_Asked_Questions/Currencies/currencies_accepted_by_collaborati
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Frequently_Asked_Questions/Currencies/currencies_accepted_by_collaborati
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17.9.3 Matter Level Rate Cards in Collaborati

Administrative users of the Legal department and matter leads can enable rate cards for vendor staff
members/timekeepers at the matter level. While most rate cards are generated for timekeepers from
the vendor page for the fiscal year, a matter-level rate card can help the Legal department manage
timekeeper discounts for a specific matter.

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the
settings of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards inherit the firm's
currency of preference. 

In Collaborati, similar to Lawtrac, you can add a matter-level rate card for the firm or for the
timekeeper. The Lawtrac site administrator must have the matter-level rate card switch turned on
in Application Administration.

Please note that unlike the staff member rate card, if a Lawtrac firm is has an existing matter level
rate card those rates will not sync back to Collaborati. The matter rates must be resubmitted from
Collaborati, approved in the Outstanding Approvals Admin screen and synchronized back with
Collaborati.

To submit a Matter level rate request in Collaborati:

1. From the Rate Requests screen, click the Create Timekeeper Rate Request link. Select the
required Client record from this dropdown list, provide any optional information in the Request
Name, Requested By, and Comments fields and continue by clicking on the Next button.

2. The required fields on this screen are the Timekeeper dropdown list – which sets the name of
the timekeeper associated with the rate, Type dropdown list (which can be either Timekeeper
rate — the rate for the timekeeper, or an Invoice task rate—the rate for the timekeeper for a
specific task), and Rate – the amount the rate request proposes per hour.

3. The Start Date and End Date fields are required for all Lawtrac rate requests, even though they
do not display as required in Collaborati. Rate requests that are missing these fields will be
automatically rejected by Lawtrac. The Start Date and End Date fields of the timekeeper rate
request must fall within the defined fiscal year in Lawtrac.

4. Select a Matter from the dropdown and provide an optional note to the Client.

5. Once you have filled in the required fields, click on the Add Item button. This allows you to input
multiple rate requests for multiple fiscal years in one request. Repeat for each entry and submit
the request.
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6. The next page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for
correctness, then click on the Submit button.

7. Once a synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati is completed, all valid request will be
received for Approval. Invalid requests will be returned as auto-rejected.

8. Once approved, you can view a matter level rate request for a vendor staff by selecting the
"Timekeepers" tab, then click on the Timekeeper Name and "Rates".

9. To view an approved matter level rate request for a vendor in Collaborati, select the Clients tab,
click on the Client Name and then click on Rates.

17.9.4 Searching for Rate Requests

To see rates for a specific client's timekeepers:

1. Click on the client's name, then click the Rates tab from the client profile page.
The Rates list page appears, with a Search option field that you can use to perform a custom
search.

2. Type some values to restrict your search to specific clients, matter names or numbers, request
dates, due dates, statuses, and so forth. Separate multiple criteria with a comma.

The results matching your values will appear in a list as you type, below the search option field.

Search All Timekeeper Rate Requests

1. Click the Timekeepers tab.

2. Click the Rate Request tab.
The Rates list page appears, with a Search option field that you can use to perform a custom
search.

3. Type some values to restrict your search to specific clients, matter names or numbers, request
dates, due dates, statuses, and so forth. Separate multiple criteria with a comma.

The results matching your values will appear in a list as you type, below the search option field.

17.9.5 Common Scenarios that Lead to Automatic Rate Request Rejection

The following bullets outline a few scenarios in which a rate request would automatically be rejected:

· Submitting a rate request without a start and/or end date. See #4 in the Manual Rate Request
section of this documentation for further detail.

· Submitting a rate request that spans between two fiscal years set in Lawtrac. 

o For example, if the set Fiscal Year is 2018 (01/31/2017 to 01/30/2018) and the rate request is

submitted with a start date of 02/01/2017 and an end date of 02/01/2018, this will be an invalid
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rate request because the start date is in Fiscal Year 2018 and the end date is in Fiscal Year
2019.

· Submitting a rate request with a non-existing Lawtrac Fiscal Year will generate sync errors. 

o For example, Lawtrac has defined Fiscal Years from 2012 to 2020, and the rate request is

submitted for 2011 or 2021 that may cause to sync errors and may lead to automatic rejection
of the rate request.

Other Scenarios

· Collaborati timekeepers can resubmit rate requests multiple times within a fiscal year (FY). The
task rate of the last approved rate request will be the valid rate for the current FY. However,
Collaborati timekeepers are discouraged from submitting multiple rate requests for one FY in one
submission. The last approved line item from the request will be the valid task code rate for the
current FY.

· As noted in the Matter Level Rate Cards section, if a Lawtrac firm is has an existing matter level
rate card or an existing firm level rate card, those rates will not sync back to Collaborati. Both the 
Matter Rates and the Firm Level Rates must be resubmitted from Collaborati, approved in the
Outstanding Approvals Admin screen, and synced back with Collaborati.

· Unless Lawtrac is set up to receive invoices with expense line items without timekeepers, Lawtrac
will automatically rejects invoices that are submitted with unapproved codes. The whole invoice will
be rejected if one of these items is in violation of the rule.

17.9.6 Cancel and Delete Rate Requests

To cancel a Rate Request:

1. From the Rate Requests page, search for the request you want to cancel.

2. Click Cancel in the Request Status column.

Note: You can only cancel rate requests if the client has not approved or rejected the request. If the
status of the request is Pending Client Retrieval when you cancel, the client does not receive the
request. If the status is Pending Client Approval, the request updates with a cancellation status
after the client's system syncs with Collaborati.

To Delete a Rate Request:

1. From the Rate Requests page, search for the request you want to delete.

2. Click Delete in the Request Status column.

Note: You can only delete rate requests if the status is Approved, Rejected, Canceled, or Error.
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17.9.7 Rate Request Statuses

This section defines the possible Rate Request statuses:

· Not Submitted—The client does not see a request until you submit it. Click Submit from the
Rates Request page to submit a request.

· Pending Client Retrieval—The request is not in the client's system yet.

· Pending Client Approval—The request is in the client's system, but is pending an approval
action from the client.

· Approved—The client can propose a new rate when approving a request.

· Rejected—When the client rejects a rate, you cannot resubmit the request. Create a new request
to submit new rates.

· Canceled (Pending Client Synchronization)—Cancellation is pending until the client's system
syncs with Collaborati.

· Canceled—The cancellation status has synced with the client's system.

· Error— An error can occur after the client approves the request if something in the request
conflicts with the client's system. After an error occurs, the client can update the system and
approve the request again, or you can cancel the request.

Note: Clients are able to approve or reject a rate requests in its entirety (i.e. a collection of
submitted rate codes), or per code/line item. If rejected, the rate request is sent back to Collaborati
for revision.

17.9.8 Rate Request Approvals

Rate requests are requests with proposed hourly rates that vendors submit through Collaborati.

 To be able to accept rates and approve requests, you must synchronize Lawtrac and

Collaborati when such a request is submitted. In-house Lawtrac administrators with access to the

Application & Administration screen will be able to take action on requests.

Note: Vendors can only send rates if rate collaboration is enabled. To enable rate

collaboration, contact Mitratech Support.

Outstanding Approvals

The Outstanding Approvals hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to view all unapproved rate cards for a firm/
vendor's timekeeper, and approve multiple rate cards at a time.
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1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

a. If any rate card requests have been made for that year, a list of the firms/vendors that made
the request are displayed.

2. Click the name of the firm/vendor to open a list of their timekeepers and amount of unapproved
rates at the bottom of the page.

3. Click the name of the timekeeper to view a list of individual and matter-level rate cards.

4. Use the checkboxes to the far right to approve a rate card.

5. Click Approve Checked at the bottom of the list.

Rate cards can be created and deleted from within a Firms & Vendors page. You can also delete
rate cards from Application Administration using the Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink.

After approving or rejecting rate requests in Lawtrac, another sync between Lawtrac and Collaborati
must be run to submit the new rate codes back to Collaborati.

In Collaborati, these approved rates can be viewed by navigating to Timekeepers > Timekeepers >
[timekeeper record] > Rates (the ‘$’ symbol on the left side of the screen).

Rate Request Requirements and Conditions

· Rate requests cannot extend into two fiscal years. For example, a timekeeper cannot submit a
rate request from FY17 that extends into FY18.

· When submitting rate requests, the fiscal year submitted must match the fiscal year defined in the
Lawtrac application.
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· If a timekeeper has multiple rate requests for different time periods within a FY, the one approved
last will be the valid rate that will be submitted back to Collaborati for a given task code.

For example: John Smith submits a rate request for FY18 (02-2017 to 02-2018) with two line items
from Collaborati:

Line Item 1: 05-01-17 to 05-31-2017 for the rate of $200 for all task codes.

Line Item 2: 06-01-17 to 06-30-2017 for the rate of $100 for all task codes.

After synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati, the in-house approver in Lawtrac will see the
request:

Click the Edit Icon (far right column) to combine both requests and expand the approval screen.

Since the task codes might be repeated in the two line items, the ones that are submitted last (in
this case Line Item 2), if approved, will be the ones that will sync to Collaborati as an approved rate.
For this reason, Collaborati vendors are discouraged from submitting multiple rate requests
within a FY with one submission.
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At any time, an approved rate can be modified, either by the in-house approver or by submitting a
new vendor rate request from Collaborati.

If an in-house approver would like to modify the rate for a specific task code for a timekeeper in
Collaborati:

1. Navigate to the vendor record in Lawtrac by selecting it from the People | Firms & Vendors 
screen. 

2. Select the timekeeper that will require the task code rate change and click on the Edit Rate
Card link. 
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3. After the new rate has been selected for a certain task code, you will need to synchronize the
changes to Collaborati so that the new rate(s) can be applied to the vendor approved task codes.

17.10 Syncing Matter Records from Lawtrac to Collaborati

Client authorized matters are shown on the Matters screen in Collaborati. 

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Matters tab. The Matters screen opens
with a list of client-authorized matter records.

2. Click on matter name to view matter details.

Requirements for a successful matter sync:

1. The matter records must be assigned to a valid Collaborati vendor.

2. A matter record must have a primary (lead) role assigned.
a. See step 2a in the To Sync a Matter from Lawtrac to Collaborati section below for further

detail.

3. If a matter record is reopened, it must have a last update date greater than the last Collaborati
Sync Time. 

4. If a matter record is closed and was never synced with Collaborati, it must be reopened to obtain
a Collaborati Matter ID. This needs to be done despite the setting in Lawtrac, where vendors are
allowed to bill against a closed matter record up to 366 days. 

To Sync a Matter from Lawtrac to Collaborati:
1. Log in to Lawtrac as an admin user, and navigate to the matter record to be synced to

Collaborati. (Through My Matters or any other method)

2. From the matter record, click the Legal Team tab. 
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a. If nobody is assigned to the Lead Attorney role, click the Add Individual link. Select the
individual in the dropdown lists to assign the Lead Attorney role.

3. Assign a Collaborati firm or vendor record to the matter record.

a. From the matter record, click the Firms & Vendors tab.

b. Click the Add Firm / Vendor link, then type in the name of the firm or vendor record in
Lawtrac to add to the matter.

c. Click the List Matching Firms and Vendors button to see a list of matching results. Click
the respective name of the firm or vendor record.

d. Select the check boxes of any firm/vendor staff members to assign to the matter (optional).

e. Click the Assign Firm / Vendor button.

4. Synchronize Lawtrac and Collaborati.

After successful synchronization, the matter record should be available in Collaborati for assigned
vendor accounts.

17.10.1 Allow e-Billing for Closed Matters

From the Finance Switches page, you can configure a setting that allows Collaborati invoices

to be associated with closed Lawtrac matters. You must set a maximum number of days in

which invoices can be received after the Matter Close date.

To allow invoices for closed matters:

1. From Application & Administration Settings, click Finance Options and  the Finance

Switches link from the right pane. 

a. The Finance Switches page opens.

2. Enter the number of days allowed for e-billing after a matter is closed (maximum = 366 days)

in the Invoices May Only be submitted xxx days after a matter is closed section. For

example, if 100 days is entered, then matters will be authorized for e-billing within 100 days

after the matter close date.

Please Note: If you change this setting, any currently-closed matters need to be reopened, synced
with Collaborati to become available for e-Billing vendors and then closed again in Lawtrac.
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17.10.2 View a Client-authorized List of Matters in Collaborati

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Matters tab. 

a. The Matters screen opens with a list of client-authorized matter records.

2. Click on matter name to view matter details.

17.11 Submitting Invoices from Collaborati to Lawtrac

Invoices can be submitted from Collaborati to Lawtrac either by manual submission, or by uploading
a LEDES file. 

Important Note: The only accepted LEDES file format is LEDES98B.

The table below describes the possible Invoice Status options seen in Lawtrac:

Invoice Status Description

Pending File Submission The invoice is waiting to be submitted. Click Return to File
Preview, then Submit Invoices.

Ready to Submit This Invoice Status only applies to invoices created in
Collaborati. Clicking on the Submit button will submit the
invoice to the client.

Waiting for Client to Accept This Invoice Status specifies that the invoice has been
submitted, but Lawtrac has yet to process and create those
invoices within its database.

Pending Approval The invoice is in the Lawtrac system and waiting for the client
to act on it.

Approved The invoice was approved.

Rejected The invoice was rejected. It may or may not contain client
adjustments.

Error The invoice includes at least one error. See Troubleshooting
Uploaded Invoices to fix the file with errors.

Paid (Only available if the client shares invoice payment status) You
can click on the Invoice Number to view one or more of the
following: Amount Paid, Date (of invoice
payment), Check (Check number), or PO Number.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
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17.11.1 Upload a LEDES Invoice

If you need assistance with LEDES 1998B - Uploads of LEDES 1998B files, you can refer to the
Detailed specifications found on the Collaborati site: LEDES98B Format Specifications.

To Upload a LEDES Invoice:

1. To start uploading an invoice In Collaborati as a vendor user, from anywhere in the Collaborati
application, select the Invoices tab, then select the Upload Invoices sub-navigation link.

2. Indicate what type of invoices you are uploading by selecting ‘Standard’ from the Invoice Type

dropdown list.

a.  Please note that Credit Note, Accrual or Shadow Invoices are currently not supported in

Lawtrac.

3. Click the Browse button and locate the LEDES invoice file on your computer (Please note that

currently the only supported LEDES file type is LEDES 1998B).

4. Based on your firm's profile setting, the Submit invoices directly to the client without

previewing checkbox will already be selected or cleared. Override this setting for this individual

upload by selecting or clearing this box.

5. Click Upload File. The invoice file is validated for format compliance and stored in the database.

You can immediately see if your upload was successful or not in the Recent Activity table. If your

invoice file has errors, you can see it in one of the following ways:

a. The red error message displays on top of the screen, for example: "Invoice upload file

contains invalid format". Most often this would be a formatting error, when the uploaded file is

not in the correct format.

b. The File Status column in the Recent Activity table below for that file shows File Error. This

means that every invoice in the file had at least one error, so the file cannot be submitted to

the client. Click File Error to view error details (see Troubleshooting Uploaded Invoices in

Collaborati). After reviewing files with errors, you can remove the file with errors by

clicking Delete to the right side of the file name.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Rogue_Articles/LEDES98B_Format_Specifications
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
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c. The File Status in the Recent Activity table below for that file will show Errors. This means

that at least one invoice in the file had an error, and some did not. You have a choice of

actions at this point:

· You can submit the invoices that did not have errors by clicking the Submit button under

the Actions column. After the client receives and processes those invoices, you may want

to download, correct, and re-upload the remaining invoices that had errors (see How do I

handle files that are Completed, with Errors?).

· You can click on the file name to view error details (see Troubleshooting Uploaded Invoices).

After reviewing files with errors, you can remove the file with errors by clicking Delete to the

right side of the file name.

OPTIONAL: After the file has been uploaded and processed, click the paperclip icon on the uploaded
LEDES invoice file to attach any additional documents to the invoice. Documents must be attached
to the invoice before submitting to Lawtrac. Add one or more attachments by clicking the Choose
Files buttons for each attachment.

Note: Duplicate files are not accepted. Click the trash can icon to delete uploaded
documents.

To attach documents from within an invoice's detail page

1. Access invoices from the Invoices tab.

2. From within the invoice page, click the Edit Attachments link.

3. Click Choose Files. 

a. Use the Ctrl (Control) button on your keyboard to add multiple files. 

b. Click the Trash Can icon to delete uploaded documents. 

7. If the upload was successful, click Submit to submit the invoices to clients. 

8. Once the invoice is submitted, the invoice status will update to say Waiting for Client to
Accept. 

Watch this instructional video for further assistance with uploading and configuring LEDES invoices.
If you need additional assistance, contact Mitratech Support.  

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/collaborati_help-1-017
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/collaborati_help-1-017
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvvDR0zL54M
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17.11.2 Manual Invoice Submission in Collaborati

This section provides step-by-step instructions for the five sections associated with manual invoice
submission in Collaborati. 

Section 1: Header

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Invoices tab.

2. To add an invoice, click Create Invoice. 
The Create Invoice screen opens.

3. Complete each section of the invoice.

4. Click the Next button to fill in the Line Item information.

Invoice screen field descriptions:

Invoice Number (required): A unique number that it is currently not used in Lawtrac for that

vendor. 

Invoice Date (required): The invoice date for the current submission.

Invoice Period: The invoice period (From and To dates) for the current submission. It must occur
prior to current invoice date (optional field).

Invoice Total: The total amount of the invoice (optional field).

Description: Optional description for the current invoice submission.

Bill Invoice To: The client you are billing for the current invoice submission (optional field).

Fee Arrangement: Can be a Standard or Alternative Fee (optional field).

Invoice Type: Currently, Standard invoice types are supported in Lawtrac (optional field).

Section 2: Line Items
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Matter Screen Field Descriptions:

Matter (required): The number or name of a matter for the client being billed. The client determines
the list of available matters. 

Item Type (required): Can be any of the following options

a) Adj on Exp—indicates positive or negative adjustments against your itemized or summary
expenses. Use this item type when you have specific arrangements with your client. This
option only appears if you select Alternative Fee as the Fee Arrangement on
the Header page and if you have added at least one expense line item.

b) Adj on Fees—indicates positive or negative adjustments against your itemized or summary
fees. Use this item type when you have specific arrangements with your client. This option
only appears if you select Alternative Fee as the Fee Arrangement on the Header page and if
you have added at least one fee line item.

c) Exp—indicates a specific expense or disbursement.
d) Fee—Indicates a specific task completed as part of services provided.
e) Total Exp—indicates a summary of expenses or disbursement. You can only add a Total

Exp line item if you have not already added an Exp line item.
f) Total Fees—Indicates a summary of the fees for services provided. You can only add a Total

Fees line item if you have not already added a Fee line item.

TK (required): The ID of the timekeeper. The vendor administrator sets the list of available
timekeepers, and the client authorizes this list. A timekeeper ID is not required for an expense line
item unless Lawtrac restricts its usage through the admin settings 

Date (required): The date that the fee or expense occurs. The line item date needs to be on or prior
of the invoice date. 

With Exp selected from Item Type:  Exp is an appropriate billing code for the expense. Your client
sets the list of available expense codes.

Price: The unit price of the expense. The number of decimal places you can enter depends on
your client's settings.
Units: The number of units of the expense.

With Fees selected from Item Type: Fee is an appropriate activity code for the fee. Your client
sets the list of available fee codes.

Activity: An appropriate activity code for the fee. You can add a fee without including an activity
code.
Rate: The hourly rate of the timekeeper.

Hrs: The number of hours worked for the line item.
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Discount: The discount amount for the fee or expense line item. This amount is automatically
deducted from the line item and the new amount displays in the Amount field.

Amount: The line item amount based on all other amounts you enter as part of the line item.

Empty text field: A description of the line item.

Taxable Item: A check-box that specifies that the line item is taxable (Not supported in Lawtrac). If
selected, the invoice will be auto-rejected at the time of synchronization.

Section 3: Taxes & Discounts

From the Taxes & Discounts page, you can apply additional discounts to an invoice's total amounts
or to enter additional discounts against fees or expenses or both. 
Invoices with taxes are not currently supported in Lawtrac, and will be auto-rejected at the time of
synchronization. 

Section 4: Attachments

You can add all types of files as attachments, including word processor or spreadsheet documents,
image files, web pages (HTML files), zipped files and more. The total size of all attachments per
invoice should not exceed 20 MB.  However, the submitted files types must be defined as safe in
Lawtrac. 

To Add an Attachment:

1. Add one or more attachments by clicking the Browse button next to the File boxes for each
attachment. If you want to attach more than three files, click on the Add Another File link next to
the Attach Files button.

a. There is no limit to the number of attachments you can add.

2. When you have selected all files you wish to attach, click on the Attach Files button at the
bottom of the page.

a. You will see the list of your attachments in the table below. 

3. Click the Done button at the bottom of the page to return to your invoice.

When you are finished attaching files to this invoice, click Next to go to the Preview &
Submit screen.
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Section 5: Review and Submit

1. Review invoice information to make sure there are no omissions. 

a. If there are errors, click any of the Edit hyperlinks (Edit Line Items, Edit Taxes & Discounts,
or Edit Header). You can make any changes to a line item directly from this page as long as
the invoice has not been submitted.

2. To submit the invoice to the client, click the Submit to Client button.

a. A submit confirmation screen appears.

3. To save the invoice for later submission, click the Submit Later button.

4. Click OK. The invoice is submitted to the client and is searchable in the Track Invoices screen.

17.11.3 Invoices with no Timekeepers in the Expense Line Item

As of Lawtrac 4.2 (and all later versions), Collaborati vendors will be able to submit invoices with
Expense line items that do not require Timekeepers. Prior to 4.2 Invoices with Expense line items
submitted from Collaborati to Lawtrac without TKs were automatically rejected.

Enabling this setting must be done entirely in Lawtrac and is found within the Rate Card Rules
section of the Finance Option tab. See the instructions below for further detail. 

To enable the All Disbursement Items to Company Rate Card Setting:

1. As a Lawtrac admin user, navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Finance

Options screen and select Processing Rules page from the right pane. On the screen activate

the 'All disbursement items to company rate card switch to ON.
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2. Set up an expense company-level rate card for any Fiscal Year that will be allowed for e-billing of
expense line items without timekeepers. This can be done by navigating to the People > Firms
& Vendors screen, selecting the current firm or vendor record, and locating the Financial >
Rate Card page. Approve rates for any expense code will be allowed for e-Billing without
Timekeepers. 

Please note even if an expense line item without a timekeeper exceeds the company level rate card,
invoices will be allowed to Lawtrac and in most cases will not be flagged. 

Invoices received from Collaborati with Expense line items without TKs can be approved and rejected
through all normal Invoice Approval Workflow actions by users with the proper permissions. 

17.11.4 Delete Invoice Created in Collaborati

From the Track Invoices screen, click the Delete button next to the invoice you wish to delete. Only
invoices with a status of Ready to Submit, Approved, or Rejected can be deleted.
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17.11.5 View Invoice History in Collaborati

The History screen displays all the events in the invoice creation, submission, and approval or
rejection process. The details include date, invoice number, user, description and time stamp for the
following events:

· Invoice Upload

· Invoice Submit

· Invoice Approval

To retrieve the invoice history

1. From anywhere in Collaborati, select the Invoices tab.

a. The Track Invoices screen opens.

2. Choose the History sub-navigation link.

a. The History screen opens.

3. Click the Show search options link and complete the following fields:

a. ????Date Range — Enter the desired dates for historical information in the date range fields in
mm/dd/yyyy format, or click the  calendar icon to select dates.

b. Invoice No — Enter the invoice number you are searching for, if known.

c. Description — Enter descriptive key words about the invoice that may likely be found in the
invoice line item details or invoice header information.

d. User — Select the user who created this invoice, if known.

4. Click Search.

The application uses the search criteria entered to find matching invoices.

17.11.6 General Invoice Guidelines and Troubleshooting

1. All valid invoices  with a status Pending Client Retrieval will be transferred to Lawtrac after
synchronization and will display in the Finance > Invoice Management screen.

a. During the sync time, when all of the invoice are retrieved, all selected invoice advanced
processing rules will be triggered and the approval chain will be set.

b. After a successful sync, the invoice status in Collaborati will change to either Pending Client
Approval (if they were successfully transferred to Lawtrac), or Rejected (if the sync auto-
rejected the invoice for a certain violation of a predefined Lawtrac rule). 

2. All Invoices with a Pending Client Approval status should be considered successfully
transferred in Lawtrac. 

a. Once a client takes action on the items, their status in Collaborati will change from Rejected
to Approved. This takes place after the sync and it depends on the action taken from the in-
house approver. 
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3. In most cases, any invoices that were rejected at the time of the sync will not be created in
Lawtrac and the vendors in Collaborati will need to resubmit them after making the necessary
corrections.

a. In some situations, an invoice that was rejected at the time of the sync may still generate
records in Lawtrac. In this case, the invoice will sync with an Auto-rejected status in Lawtrac
and clients should only deem those invoices as informal. They should notify their vendors to
resubmit them.

b. Clients in Lawtrac should never update an already-rejected invoice status. Any
changes made to an already-rejected invoice will not sync back to Collaborati.

4. Collaborati invoices submitted with an invoice number that already exists in Lawtrac for that
vendor will be auto-rejected at the time of the sync. In this case, Collaborati vendors may either
add an additional character to the invoice and resubmit it, or delete the existing invoice in both
Lawtrac and Collaborati and resubmit it with the same invoice number. 

5. In most cases, an auto-rejected invoice will have a valid reason provided in the comments section
of the invoice in Collaborati.

6. Invoices with taxes are not currently supported in Lawtrac, and will be auto-rejected at the time of
synchronization. 

7. If the Lawtrac invoice currency is different from Collaborati vendor's default currency, the invoice
will be converted to the Lawtrac base currency after syncing. 

a. However, the invoice approver will be able to see the original amount of the foreign currency
invoice submitted from Collaborati. 

b. After Approval or Rejection of the invoice, the Collaborati vendor will only see the invoice in
the original currency they submitted it in. 

17.12 Advanced Processing Rules in Lawtrac

Lawtrac administrator users manage the advanced processing rules for the Lawtrac application
via Application Administration | Finance Options | Processing Rules | Advanced Processing
Rules. These rules apply to LEDES invoices submitted through Lawtrac as well as all invoice types
received through Collaborati. For law firms and vendors who use Collaborati, the advanced processing
rules apply after the invoice has been received by Lawtrac at the time of synchronization.

Note: Current Lawtrac behavior also applies advanced processing rules to LEDES invoices submitted
manually in Lawtrac. Regular processing rules do not apply to invoices submitted to Lawtrac through
Collaborati. One exception is ALL DISBURSEMENT ITEMS TO COMPANY RATE CARD
setting in Lawtrac, which allows vendors to submit expense line items without timekeepers.

R100: Block If Released. 

Note:  R100 (block invoices from released firms) is not applicable, because Collaborati

requires that the firm is assigned to a matter in order to submit an invoice. 

R101: Check individual timekeeper assignments.

R102: Automatic timekeeper assignment.

R200: Validate timekeeper rate card.
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R201: Validate task code maximum amount per invoice.

R202: Hours or Count Threshold.

R203: Check maximums at the matter level check.

R204: Check restricted task codes.

R205: Check required codes.

R300: Check duplication of specific lines within an invoice.

R400: Measure Invoice-to-combined budget per matter - Not supported in Collaborati.

R401: Measure Invoice-to-firm's budget per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.

R402: Measure Invoice-to-fiscal reserves per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.

R500: Work within invoice's "From/Start" and "To/End" dates.

R501: Ensure invoices reflect fiscal year settings. This is a very important Rule as this defines the

Fiscal Year of the invoice being submitted.

(For example: Client 2018 FY is defined as 02/01/2017 to 01/31/2018)

If an invoice is submitted: Line Item 1: Period From Date: 12/01/2016; Period To Date:

01/31/2017; Invoice Date: 02/01/2017; Date Invoice Recorded (synced in Lawtrac):

02/02/2017.

If R501 is checked at the Period From Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the

invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2017, as Period From Date on the

invoice line item is set to 12/01/2016. 

However, if R501 is checked at the Invoice Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the

invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2018, as the Invoice Date on the

invoice line item is set to 02/01/2017.

R502: Set penalties for late reporting.

R503: Account for inconsequential events.

R504: Flag line items billing 10+ hours per day/timekeeper/invoice/matter.

R600: Flag non-billable disbursements by word or phrase.

R601: Flag non-billable fees by word or phrase.

R602: Negate fees for non-billable disbursements.

R603: Negate fees for non-billable fees.
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